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EXHIBIT 1 



---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: OPR - ADC <OPR@azadc.gov>
Date: Thu, Apr 8, 2021 at 5:14 PM
Subject: Exclusion Notice
To: <letters@thenation.com>

To Whom It May Concern:
 
The Arizona Department of Corrections, Rehabilitation & Reentry has determined that
your publication described below contains Unauthorized Content as defined in
Department Order 914.07 and, as a result, may be released in part or excluded in
whole for the specific reason(s) given below.
 
Publication Title:             The Nation
               
ISBN:                                  Volume/Number:        312/7                 Publication Date:   April
5, 2021
 
Reason:                             DO 914 - 7.2.8 Promotes Superiority of One Group Over
Another, Racism, Degredation
                                           DO 914 - 7.2.16 Promote Acts of Violence
                                               
You and/or the inmate subscriber may appeal the decision by notifying us via email or
U.S. Mail within 30 calendar days after you receive this notice.  By appealing, you
consent to allowing OPR to redact any Unauthorized Content within the parameters set
forth in Department Order 914.06 § 6.13.  Your consent is strictly limited to authorizing
ADCRR to alter by redaction your publication.  It does not constitute consent to the
substance of the actual redaction(s) subject to this Notice.
 

By email to OPR@azadc.gov
Include “Request Appeal of” and the publication title in the
subject line.

 

By U.S. Mail to OPR
Arizona Department of Corrections, Rehabilitation & Reentry
1601 West Jefferson Street
Mail Code 481
Phoenix, AZ 85007

 
The Department will notify you of the final decision within 60 days of receiving your
request. The appeal decision is final.
 
Sincerely,



 
Arizona Department of Corrections, Rehabilitation & Reentry
Office of Publication Review

This email contains information that is intended only for the person(s) to 
whom it is addressed. If you received this communication in error, please 
do not retain it or distribute it and notify the sender immediately.

-- 
Haesun Kim | Assistant Copy Editor, The Nation
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His first policy choice was disastrous, but it was 
the cover-up—half a year of continuously lying to 
the public—that requires Cuomo’s resignation. 

What’s more, his office initially claimed he was 
hiding the numbers out of fear the White House 
would weaponize them against him. Reporting by 
The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal re-
vealed that was a lie, too. Meanwhile, over 15,000 
New Yorkers in nursing homes have died of Covid.

Cuomo has a long history of bullying and terror-
izing people. But he now faces several credible allega-
tions of sexual assault and harassment of employees. 

Many of the interactions are undisputed and 
backed up by independent reporting. For instance, 
it is undisputed, even by Cuomo, that he asked a 
25-year-old entry-level employee if she was open 
to sex with older men. That constitutes sexual ha-
rassment under New York state law. Reports that 
Cuomo’s office leaked personnel files about another 
accuser, Lindsey Boylan, have not been disputed by 
the governor, nor have reports that Cuomo’s staff 
(paid by New York taxpayers) made calls to state 
employees encouraging them to discredit Boylan.

This kind of vicious retaliation is part of a pat-
tern. When Cuomo told Assemblyman Ron Kim 
that he would “destroy” him for talking to the press 
about the nursing home cover-up, that was not an 
empty threat. When the New York State Public Em-
ployees Federation endorsed me in 2014, Cuomo 
retaliated by reclassifying 2,500 employees of that 
union as management. The message is clear: If you 
dare cross me, you will be destroyed.

In a recent press conference, Cuomo implicitly 
threatened to leak confidential files from the Joint 
Commission on Public Ethics, a body that is sup-
posed to provide independent oversight but acts 
instead as an extension of the governor.

This is the same governor who shut down an anti- 
corruption commission when it got too close to his 
crew. His signature upstate jobs plan, Buffalo Billion, 
ended with his right-hand man in prison for bribery.

With so many Cuomo revelations coming out, it 
can be hard to keep them straight—and he’d like it to 
stay that way—but there is a single, devastating theme 
throughout them all: his abuse of the extraordinary 
power given him by the people of New York. 

The investigation by James must go 
forward, as must the criminal investiga-
tions. But there is no investigative result 
that leaves us with a governor we can 
trust not to abuse power and lie. 

For the sake of the state, Andrew 
Cuomo must resign and let 
Lieutenant Governor Kathy 
Hochul replace him. N

Cuomo is petty, 
controlling, and 
grandiose. Even 

worse, he’s 
incompetent.

He is petty, controlling, and grandiose. Even worse, he equates 
bullying with competence.

To be effective, a governor must have the trust of the lawmakers he 
works with. Cuomo has lost that trust. More than 120 New York law-
makers have demanded his resignation, along with most of the state’s 
congressional delegation, including the head of the House Judiciary 
Committee, Jerry Nadler. The head of the state senate’s Finance Com-
mittee has said she will not speak to Cuomo or his top aides because 
they are untrustworthy. At a critical time for the state, he keeps bleeding 
key public health staffers who can’t bear his disrespect for science. 

Right now he is trying to use the fact that he is being investigated 
by several different entities—including the New York attorney gener-
al, the FBI, and the Department of Justice—to stall for time. If there 
were questions of fact that could somehow render Cuomo trustworthy 
and nonabusive, his argument might make sense. But what we already 
know is more than enough to disqualify him from office. 

In March 2020, weeks after the World Health Organization de-
clared a global pandemic, Cuomo issued a health directive requiring 
nursing homes to take Covid-19 patients. This ended up being a 
death sentence for many people. At the same time, he pushed an  
industry-sponsored bill through the legislature shielding nursing 
home executives and hospital lobbyists—many of them donors to his 
campaign—from legal liability for dangerous decisions. 

In June, the state Health Department reported 9,250 nursing home 
deaths to the governor’s office. Cuomo’s staff panicked—not because 
so many people were dying, but because the total was the highest in 
the country and would make him look bad just as he was riding high 
in the polls and on the verge of closing a major book deal touting his 
success handling Covid. 

Instead of releasing the Health Department num-
bers, his office rewrote the report, claiming that fewer 
than 6,500 nursing home patients had died. Lawmakers 
who needed that data to make policy questioned the fig-
ures, but the governor insisted on their accuracy. 

Only six months later, after New York Attorney 
General Letitia James released a report showing deaths 
had been undercounted by as much as 50 percent, did 
Cuomo correct the numbers. 

E D I T O R I A L / Z E P H Y R  T E A C H O U T  F O R  T H E  N AT I O N

Why Andrew Cuomo 
Must Resign

G
overnor andrew cuomo has abused his power 
and must resign. He has lied to the people of 
New York and to the lawmakers who depend 
on his reports to make policy. Then, when 
he was caught, he lied about when, how, and 

why he lied. Cuomo and his staff have used state resources 
to threaten and retaliate against political enemies—as well 
as the women who have accused him of sexual harassment. 
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issue of my feelings. It’s an issue of his actions.”
That’s exactly right, but it’s worth noting whose 

feelings matter in this equation and why. Cuomo 
dismissed the claims of Lindsey Boylan, the first 
woman to come forward, as false but disputed the 
facts of Bennett’s account. A third woman, Anna 
Ruch, has impossible-to-deny photographic evi-
dence of an incident that Cuomo has tried to explain 
away as merely a customary greeting. He hasn’t 
bothered to respond individually to the others.

It’s clear that the governor views Bennett as the 
most serious threat. So what’s the difference be-
tween Bennett and the other women? 

While the perfect victim doesn’t exist, an im-
age of who we think she is most certainly does, 
and Bennett fits the bill: young, feminine, and 
vulnerable. The prototype, unpacked in a January 
study in the Journal of Personality and Social Psy-
chology, corresponds directly to traditional ideas 
about women as gentle, caring, and nurturing of 
others. And it influences how the courts evaluate 
harm, which depends heavily on the perception that 
the defendant’s behavior was unwanted. Few can 
imagine the 25-year-old Bennett enjoying a prob-
ing conversation with her 62-year-old boss about 
her history as a survivor of sexual violence, being 
asked if she’s open to sleeping with older men and 
then told that he’s OK with dating kids fresh out 
of college. Bennett herself presents a compelling 
image in the interview—wrapped in the protection 
of bulky sweaters—as she describes the governor’s 
gross abuse of power with bracing clarity. Crucially, 
she has nothing obvious to gain by becoming a focal 
point. That’s what makes her so potentially devas-
tating. Also, it doesn’t help that the question “How 
do you feel about the governor soliciting sex from 
a girl young enough to be his daughter?” probably 
won’t poll well with the boomer women who make 
up Cuomo’s base. 

Boylan, on the other hand, is the perfect foil. 
Although she was only in her early 30s when she 
says she was harassed by Cuomo, she’s disqualified 
from the same level of sympathy because she’s 
running for office. And as the former chief of staff 
for the Empire State Development Corporation, 
she had more seniority than an entry-level em-
ployee and is therefore viewed as more capable 

of managing a man’s advances. 
Moreover, she’s attractive and 
ambitious, which may lead some 
people to erroneously suppose 
that she can’t be harmed. That 
assumption can even be 
internalized by victims 
themselves—as Boylan 

“It’s not an issue of 
my feelings. It’s an 

issue of his actions.”
— Charlotte Bennett

him. “I feel awful about it and, frankly, I’m embarrassed by it, and that’s 
not easy to say but that’s the truth…. I never knew at the time that I was 
making anyone feel uncomfortable…. I certainly never, ever meant to 
offend anyone or hurt anyone or cause anyone any pain.”

To hear him tell it, you’d think the legal definition of sexual ha-
rassment was based on how the perpetrator—or the victim—feels. 
But here’s Cuomo’s own model definition, which applies to all busi-
nesses in New York: “A sexually harassing hostile work environment 
consists of words, signs, jokes, pranks, intimidation or physical 
violence which are of a sexual nature, or which are directed at an 
individual because of that individual’s sex.” The word “feel” appears 
just once in the seven-page document, which otherwise focuses on 
conduct, including “subtle or obvious pressure for unwelcome sexual 
activities.” An internal investigation is supposed to follow an alle-
gation, on top of whatever civil actions the accused individual and 
employer may face.

For those not keeping score, the governor has been accused of a 
range of harassment by seven women and counting, including forcible 
touching. Yet in his various nonapologies, Cuomo has ignored the law, 
offering up a dinosaur defense of his own purported ignorance while 
also implying that it’s his victims who are being overly sensitive. “At 
work sometimes I think I am being playful,” he said, “and make jokes 
that I think are funny…. I now understand that 
my interactions may have been insensitive or too 
personal and that some of my comments, given my 
position, made others feel in ways I never intended. 
I acknowledge some of the things I have said have 
been misinterpreted as an unwanted flirtation.”

As Charlotte Bennett, one of Cuomo’s accusers, 
put it in a CBS Evening News interview, “It’s not an 

Back Talk
Alexis Grenell

Governor  
Cuomo’s Feelings  
Aren’t the Issue
The issue is accountability.

N
ew york governor andrew cuomo doesn’t like 
to talk about feelings, but these days he can’t seem 
to shut up about them. “I now understand that I 
acted in a way that made people feel uncomfort-
able. It was unintentional, and I truly and deeply 

apologize for it,” he said at a press conference in early March, 
addressing the exploding sexual harassment allegations against 

7
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acknowledged in a recent interview, de-
scribing how a young survivor reached 
out to her after she went public about the 
harassment in December. “I had more 
sympathy for myself after I heard this 
young woman’s story,” Boylan said.

Ruch falls somewhere in the middle. 
She’s young, but most important, there’s 
a photo of Cuomo seizing her horror- 
stricken face as a prelude to an unwanted 
kiss. They’re strangers at a wedding, and 
here’s the most powerful man in the state 
locked onto her like a tractor beam. Ruch 
said that minutes earlier she’d removed 
Cuomo’s hand from her lower back, after 
which he called her “aggressive.” Without 

that photo, Ruch’s 
story is more easily 
muddied.

But it’s the  
“imperfect” vic-
tims who make it 
possible for the 
“perfect” ones to 
come forward. As 
Boylan acknowl-
edges, the reason 
she can speak out 
safely is because 
she has the privi-

lege of being older and more established 
in her career. It’s precisely the factors that 
make her “imperfect” that enable her to 
act as an on-ramp for others. She’s the 
match that lights the fuse for Bennett, 
Ruch, and anyone else who wishes to come 
forward. As this issue was going to press, 
another woman, Ana Liss, had already 
spoken out, describing how Cuomo kissed 
her hand at work, called her “sweetheart,” 
and commented on her appearance. Pre-
dictably, Cuomo’s spokesman claimed that 
the governor treats everyone like a cocktail 
waitress, but notably Liss’s current (and 
very male) employer, Monroe County Ex-
ecutive Adam Bello, has taken her side. 

Despite the familiar talking point that 
every woman has a right to come forward 
and be heard—now popular among peo-
ple eager to avoid taking a position—the 
women who’ve spoken out aren’t actually 
trying to lead a national conversation about 
their feelings. What they do want is the 
one thing Cuomo is desperate to avoid: 
accountability. N

has served her well in her capacity as president and CEO of the Center for 
American Progress, where a large chunk of her job consists of drumming up 
money from corporations, business tycoons, and foreign autocrats.

Tanden’s mother, Maya, admitted to The New York Times that her daugh-
ter “can be very aggressive.” But it’s perhaps more accurate to say Tanden 
can be both aggressive and ingratiating, depending on the situation. She 
can be two-fisted when going after her political foes—especially on Twitter. 
As an unreconstructed Clintonian neoliberal, Tanden’s foes include Bernie 
Sanders–style social democrats as well as Trumpist Republicans. But there’s 
ample evidence that when she needs to turn on the charm to shake loose 
some donor money or win over a political ally, she can.

Tanden’s undoing as Joe Biden’s nominee to head the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget came from the simple fact that the two sides of her persona 
are mismatched. The punchy tweeter is hard to reconcile with the tactful 
insider. It’s a striking fact that the decisive turn against her came not from 
the Democratic left (Sanders, who grilled Tanden about both her tweets and 
the corporate donations during her confirmation hearings, seemed willing 
to support her) but from the moderate Democratic Senator Joe Manchin 
and Republicans like Mitt Romney and Susan Collins, who are known for 
welcoming Biden’s rhetoric of national unity. 

These pillars of the status quo used Biden’s unity language against his own 
nominee. A spokesperson for Romney said that the Utah senator “believes 
it’s hard to return to comity and respect with a nominee who has issued a 
thousand mean tweets.”

As a ritual scapegoat offered up to expatiate the sins of partisanship, 
Tanden was in a real sense a victim of her own politics. Over the past four 
years, while abrasively critical of Trumpist Republicans, she also evoked the 
language of comity and civility. She’s very much been the voice—and face—of 
the ancien régime “resistance” that dreamed of returning the country to a state 
of bipartisan cooperation between never-Trump Republicans and moderate 

It’s the 
“imperfect” 
victims who 

make it 
possible for 

the “perfect” 
ones to come 

forward.

Neera, My  
Tweets, to Thee
Biden’s defeated nominee showcases the addictive dangers of social media. 

Morbid Symptoms
Jeet Heer

N
eera tanden, the first american forced to with-
draw from a cabinet-level nomination because of bad 
tweeting, has a winning scrappiness. The child of im-
migrants from India, Tanden experienced the vast so-
cial chasm of American life after her parents’ divorce 

when she was 5. She ended up splitting her childhood between
her struggling mother, who on occasion relied on food stamps, and her well-to-do 
father, who lived in the suburbs. 

From her mother, Tanden inherited a fighting spirit. She also possesses an ability, 
surely honed in her father’s house, to nimbly navigate the world of the affluent. That 
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of the 19th century championed liberty and 
rejected mass democracy as the source of 
violent revolution and tyranny. Through-
out Europe, liberals supported govern-
ments based on suffrage limited to men of 
property; as the French minister François 
Guizot famously proclaimed, if people 
wanted the vote, they should become rich. 
The upheavals of 1848 reaffirmed the dan-
gers of revolutionary democracy for liberal 
intellectuals. Ultimately, liberalism merged 
with movements for popular representation 
to create that strangest of political hybrids, 
liberal democracy. As suggested by one 
of its foundational texts, Mill’s great 1859 
essay “On Liberty,” a system of limited 
democracy would allow the masses some 
stake in government while at the same 
time protecting individual freedoms and 
property rights.  

T
he 19th century brought 
new challenges to the indi-
vidualist idea of freedom, 
however. In Europe, liberals 
viewed the rise of social-

ism as a threat to personal freedom, above 
all because it threatened the right to own 
property. In the United States, the Civil 
War challenged liberal ideas of democracy 
and property rights by freeing and enfran-
chising enslaved Black people. Indeed, we 
might say that the Civil War was framed 
around contested notions of freedom: In 
the South, much more than in the North, 
the war was initially portrayed as a struggle 
for freedom—not just the freedom to own 
slaves but more generally the ability of free 
men to determine their own fate. Likewise, 
in the North, “free men, free labor, free 
soil” become a central mantra of the Repub-
lican Party, and the war was also understood 
eventually as a struggle for emancipation.  

As de Dijn argues, these challenges 
would only continue and increase during 
the early 20th century, leading to the de-
cline of liberalism in the face of new col-
lectivist ideologies like communism and 
fascism. The era of the two world wars 
seemed to many the death knell of indi-
vidual liberty, perhaps even of the individ-
ual himself. Even the attempts to preserve 
freedom, such as the New Deal in the 
United States, seemed more inspired by 
the traditions of democratic freedom than 
by its liberal individualist renderings. It is 
therefore all the more remarkable that the 
victory of these forces in World War II 
would bring about a powerful revival of 
individualist liberalism.  

In the decade after the collapse of Nazi 
Germany, intellectuals like Berlin and Frie-
drich Hayek would reemphasize the impor-
tance of individual freedom—what Berlin 
termed “negative liberty”—and their ideas 
would land on fertile soil in Europe and 
America. Much of this perspective arose 
out of the Cold War, with the Soviet Union 
representing the same kind of threat to 
conservative ideas of liberty that the Jaco-
bin Republic had 150 years earlier. Cold 
War liberals reemphasized the principle 
of liberal democracy as, in effect, limited 
democracy with protections for individual 
rights against the passions of the mob.  

De Dijn largely concludes her analysis 
of freedom’s history with the aftermath of 
World War II, but it is worth extending her 
story to explore the success of this vision of 
liberty since the 1950s. 
In the United States, in 
particular, the rise of the 
welfare state that began 
with the New Deal and 
culminated with the 
Great Society prompted 
a sharp counterreaction, 
one that framed its pol-
itics around the idea of 
individual liberty and 
resistance to big gov-
ernment. Traditional 
conservatives in the Re-
publican Party as well 
as a growing number of 
neoconservatives linked their Cold War 
politics to their opposition to the welfare 
state, insisting that the Soviet Union’s and 
the United States’ experiments in social 
democracy had eroded freedom in both 
countries, and they were joined by those 
resisting the achievements of the civil rights 
movement, reinforcing the relationship be-
tween whiteness and freedom. Triumphing 
with the election of Ronald Reagan as pres-
ident in 1980, this anti-egalitarian notion 
of freedom has dominated the Republican 
Party and much of American political life 
ever since. The House Freedom Caucus, 
to take one current example, owes its ex-
istence to thinkers like Burke and Berlin.  

F
reedom is a challenging and 
compelling analysis of one 
of the greatest intellectual 
and popular movements in 
the history of humankind. 

De Dijn writes well, making a powerful 
argument that is both unusual and hard 
to resist. She shows how the very nature 

of freedom can be interpreted in different 
ways by different people at different times. 
More specifically, she challenges conserva-
tives who wrap their ideology in the glori-
ous banner of freedom, revealing the long 
history of a very different vision of human 
liberation, one that emphasizes collective 
self-government over individual privilege. 
In doing so, she shows how philosophers, 
kings, and ordinary folk have used (and 
sometimes misused) the past to build the 
present and imagine the future.  

This is a very rich and complex tale, 
one that raises interesting questions and 
suggests further exploration of some of its 
key themes. Following the lead of one of 
the great scholars of freedom, Orlando Pat-
terson, de Dijn notes how many in the 
ancient world and at other periods in his-

tory conceived freedom 
as the opposite of slavery 
and yet also built osten-
sibly free societies that 
depended on the work of 
slaves. The denial of vot-
ing rights and thus free-
dom to women during 
most of history also 
speaks to this paradox. 
De Dijn underscores the 
importance of this con-
tradiction, but it would 
be useful to know more 
about how people at the 
time addressed it. Slavery 

has existed throughout much of human 
history, of course, but it is interesting to 
note that the new antidemocratic vision of 
freedom emerged most powerfully during 
a time characterized not only by the height 
of the slave trade but also by the thorough 
racialization of slavery. Could it be that it 
was easier to divorce freedom and democ-
racy when slavery was no longer an issue 
for white men and when the vision of re-
belling against slavery was upheld not only 
by ancient Greek fighters but also by Black 
insurgents in the Haitian Revolution?  

In her analysis, de Dijn stresses the tri-
umph of the individualist narrative of free-
dom in the years after World War II, but 
it bears remembering that those years also 
witnessed the unprecedented success of so-
cial democratic states, which offered an al-
ternate vision of freedom centered on social 
rights, redistribution, and working-class 
power. The success of these states came 
directly out of the wartime experi-
ence; millions who took part in the 
struggle against fascism fought not 

Few ideals have been 
so cherished—or so 

contested—as freedom.
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A Collective Experience
Can a new film capture the revolutionary energies of the Black Panthers?
B Y  S T E P H E N  K E A R S E

I
n the summer of 1967, fbi director j. edgar hoover 
issued the first in a series of memos outlining how 
the bureau would deal with what it deemed “black 
nationalist hate groups.” The memos, sent to the 
FBI offices participating in Cointelpro, the bureau’s 
covert (and illegal) counterintelligence program, are 

as infuriating and terrifying as they are outlandish. They claimed 
that the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
were “violence-prone.” They declared that 
the FBI must prevent “a true black revolu-
tion” and likened a potential coalition of 
domestic Black political groups to Kenya’s 
Mau Mau rebellion. They even posited 
that Martin Luther King Jr. and Elijah 
Muhammad were peers, as if there were 
no substantial differences in their outlooks 
and tactics. The memos were more a racist 
projection than a work of intelligence.

Judas and the Black Messiah takes its title 
from these memos, in which Hoover warns 
of a “messiah who could unify, and electrify 
the militant black nationalist movement.” 
The film, directed by Shaka King, focuses 
on the FBI infiltration of the Illinois chapter 
of the Black Panther Party. Plotted like a 
thriller, the biopic uses the operation to ex-

plore the Black Power era and condemn the 
government apparatus that snuffed it out.

The titular messiah is Fred Hampton 
(Daniel Kaluuya), the charismatic chairman 
of the chapter, who was the group’s spokes-
person and one of its key organizers until 
his assassination by Chicago police working 
with the FBI. Judas is William O’Neal 
(LaKeith Stanfield), an informant who pro-
vided the information that led to Hampton’s 
death. The juxtaposition of these oppos-
ing visions of Blackness—radicalism ver-
sus complicity—powers the film, staging 
Hampton’s death and O’Neal’s deceit as a 
showdown between a Black revolutionary 
and a Black saboteur. When the filmmaker 
Terence Nance was shown an early cut of 
the film, he reportedly responded by say-

ing, “It kind of makes you question, which 
ancestor are you?”

T
he stark binary of savior and 
traitor has mixed results. In 
some ways, it makes the 
story juicier and more pro-
pulsive. King structures the 

story as a gritty thriller, introducing us to 
O’Neal on the night he stages a carjacking 
and following him as he’s recruited by the 
FBI, welcomed by the Panthers, and later 
swept up by the consequences of his ac-
tions. Stanfield’s performance is delicious-
ly squirrelly, swinging between comedy, 
bluster, and confusion. He imbues O’Neal 
with an intense longing, treating the mole’s 
dueling allegiances like unrequited loves. 
Though the FBI uses O’Neal’s criminal 
record as a cudgel, the scenes where he 
interacts with his handler (Jesse Plemons), 
mostly in a swanky restaurant, feel like il-
licit rendezvous. And when O’Neal is with 
Hampton, he’s conspicuously in awe of the 
man’s words.

Hampton, whom Kaluuya brings to life 
with fiery confidence, leads a steadier life—
but he too flirts with major change. As he 
educates new recruits, gives speeches, and 
traverses Chicago to form alliances with 
other political groups like the Young Lords 
and the Young Patriots Organization, he’s 
pursued by Deborah Johnson (Dominique 
Fishback), who is drawn to the Panthers 
after one of his outreach efforts. In one 
especially magical scene, they bond over a 
Malcolm X speech playing on vinyl, quot-
ing the recording to each other with wide, 
conspiratorial grins. As they grow clos-
er, Johnson questions the constant men-
tions of death and violence in Hampton’s 
speeches. Her conviction that he choose 
life over martyrdom is directed at the audi-
ence as well as Hampton. These competing 
threads of subterfuge, tenderness, and cre-
ative license help Judas and the Black Messiah 
escape the usual staidness of biopics, which 
tend to exalt historical figures and traffic in 
hagiography rather than storytelling. 

But the film is curiously circumspect 
about the experience of Black Power. In 
its fixation on the FBI’s efforts to ensnare 
Hampton, it presents the Panthers more 
as a target than a party, never quite in-
habiting their perspective. Beyond Hamp-
ton’s arresting lectures and prescient 
coalition-building, scant attention is paid to 
the inner workings of the Chicago 
chapter or the national organiza-
tion. Allusions to Panthers in exile 
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dent has discretion, but if it’s a large attack, then the 
president has to come to Congress—because small 
attacks often escalate into large attacks.

JN: It was notable that several Senate Democrats 
raised concerns. Do you think there is a greater un-
derstanding among Democrats that it’s important to 
speak up when there’s a Democratic president?

RK: I do! We saw Tim Kaine, who I think carries a lot 
of weight because he’s a very respected voice across 
the ideological spectrum on matters of foreign policy, 
come out and be critical. We saw Chris Murphy do 
that, and Bernie Sanders did that.

I believe the White House took notice. It was no 
coincidence that a few days later they’re openly 
talking about how we need to have a new conver-
sation about the authorization of military force in 
Congress, and that the president supports that and 
supports Congress asserting its role. From reporting 
I read—and obviously I don’t have any information 
on this—but the reports I’ve read [indicate] that it 
has given the White House pause in terms of further 
strikes against the Iranian militia or in Syria. So I think 
that speaking out early was very important, because 
it set a tone that the Congress will not be rolled over 
by the executive branch on matters of war and peace, 
and that these issues are bigger than party loyalty.

JN: Drawing up a new AUMF is perilous. Real effort 
has to go into defining what is authorized, right?

RK: Well, John, you hit the nail on the head on what 
the challenge has been. Every time [US Representa-
tive] Barbara Lee builds a stronger coalition to repeal 
the AUMF, the debate gets caught up in “Well, what’s 
going to replace it?” One point that should be con-
sistent in whatever replaces it is a sunset provision—
that these authorizations shouldn’t last more than, 
ideally, a term of Congress. N

US Representative Ro Khanna is consistent. The 
California Democrat was an outspoken critic of 
former president Donald Trump’s unauthorized 
use of military force in the Middle East, and he 
immediately objected when President Joe Biden ordered air strikes 
targeting Iranian-backed militias in Syria on February 25. I spoke with 
Khanna, a member of the House Armed Services Committee and 
the Peace and Security Task Force of the Congressional Progressive 
Caucus, on how Democratic members of Congress should respond to 
military actions by a Democratic president.  —John Nichols 

JN: Why was it necessary to speak up so quickly and so boldly about 
Biden’s decision to bomb Syria?

RK: I had told myself that I would try not to criticize the president in the 
first 100 days. I so desperately want the president to succeed. It’s im-
portant for our party. It’s important for our country. But I didn’t expect 
the president to engage in bombing the Middle East in the first 100 
days, either.

I thought it was so important that, early on, Congress take a stand and 
lay a claim, lay down a clear marker, that we cannot continue the cycle 
of escalation and bombing in the Middle East that has been counterpro-
ductive. Certainly we can’t continue it without [the president] coming 
to Congress for the authorization of military force and trying to seek to 
work in coalition with the United Nations under international law.

JN: Beyond the broader principles, there were specific concerns with 
this mission, correct?

RK: This was not an imminent threat. It was not that our troops were 
stationed there and there was intelligence that, if the president didn’t 
act, the troops would be in harm’s way in 24 hours or 48 hours or even 
in a week. I mean, this was a retaliatory threat, and it was clearly not 
authorized under even a tortured reading of the AUMF [Authorization 
for Use of Military Force of 2001].

I mean, [this strike] was against Iranian militias in Syria. If anything, 
in Syria, President Obama had tried to seek an authorization and had 
failed, and so the congressional record was actually opposed to any 
escalation in the Middle East.

We can’t have a view that, OK, if it’s a small attack, then the presi-

Ro Khanna
Q&A   

“I thought it was so 
important that, early on, 
Congress take a stand.”46
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legal restrictions. Inevitably, though, some knowl-
edge “leaks” to the competitor. Incumbents eager 
to guard their first-mover advantage in the market-
place may refuse the trade-off. Indeed, Moderna and  
BioNTech have told investors that they are applying 
their mRNA technology to develop a wide range of 
new vaccines and treatments for cancer, influenza, 
HIV, and other diseases, which could become global 
blockbusters—unless their global competitors beat 
them to the punch. Meanwhile, according to the Fi-
nancial Times, some companies have privately warned 
“US trade and White House officials that giving up 
intellectual property rights could allow China and 
Russia to exploit platforms such as mRNA.” 

Second, incumbent vaccine makers might choose 
not to make enough Covid-19 vaccines to vaccinate 
the world. To put the point bluntly: Perpetuating 
the pandemic is better for business than ending it. 
This isn’t a conspiracy theory; the companies have 

acknowledged that profits will be se-
cured over the long term should the vi-
rus endure. Pfizer’s CFO announced a 
few months ago that the company sees 
“significant opportunity” in Covid-19 
becoming endemic, which could make 
the vaccines a durable “franchise.” 
Particularly devastating from a pub-
lic health perspective but particularly 
appealing from a franchise-building 
one are so-called variants of concern, 
which may evade existing immunity. 
The Pfizer executive pointed to these 

variants in response to a Wall Street analyst’s ques-
tion about “the need to revaccinate annually.” Mod-
erna’s CEO has similarly stated that the company 
expects to sell annual booster shots for the foresee-
able future, as the virus is “not leaving the planet.” 

In other words, demand for lucrative booster 
shots depends in part on the emergence of new 
variants, which, in turn, requires the virus to 
continue to spread. This simple logic gives the in-
cumbent vaccine makers strong incentives to leave 
people unvaccinated. 

We have no proof that drug makers in wealthy 
countries are stretching the truth when they say that 
only they are capable of making Covid-19 vaccines. 
But we’ve heard such claims before—and they have 
been proven wrong. 

In the 1990s and 2000s, HIV drug makers based 
in the United States and Europe claimed that man-
ufacturers in other countries lacked the technical 
sophistication to make the medications safely and 
reliably. In reality, manufacturers in India 
and other Global South countries succeed-
ed in making these drugs, in high quality 

To put the  
point bluntly: 
Perpetuating 
the pandemic 
is better for 

business than 
ending it.

quo—vaccine scarcity for all except those who live in a few dozen rich 
countries—is inevitable and unfixable. Their premise is plain: They are 
the only ones that can make these vaccines, and they are making them as 
fast as they can. Moderna, Pfizer-BioNTech, AstraZeneca, and Johnson 
& Johnson are on track to ship enough doses to vaccinate 
a majority of adults in the rich countries and to donate or 
sell a significantly smaller number to less wealthy coun-
tries, at least until next year. These companies insist they 
would make more doses and reach more people if they 
could—but, alas, they cannot. 

What stops them from making more, they say, are 
material problems hardwired into the world economy: 
a lack of quality-controlled factories and ingredients 
to make vaccines, of freezers, of engineers and other 
professionals, and so on. “The scarcity of vaccines is not 
because of intellectual property but because of regrettable 
production and distribution challenges,” wrote Michelle 
McMurry-Heath, president of one of the leading pharmaceutical trade 
groups. And Moderna’s CEO said last month, “There is no mRNA 
manufacturing capacity in the world.”

But we doubt Big Pharma’s premise. Numerous independent ex-
perts have surveyed supply and distribution chains and concluded that 
additional vaccine manufacturing could be brought on line in a matter 
of months. These estimates are much shorter than the 18 months or 
more that Moderna and other market leaders claim is needed. In fact, 
drug companies in Israel, Canada, Bangladesh, South Africa, and Den-
mark have said they have unused vaccine-manufacturing capacity that 
could be deployed in a matter of months—provided existing manufac-
turers share their knowledge.

Shouldn’t a rational incumbent be “eager to find partners with the 
capabilities to expand production,” as some scholars have written, so 
as to sell more doses of its vaccine? Aren’t “all of the vaccine manufac-
turers…trying to increase supply as quickly as possible,” as another has 
claimed? We are skeptical, for two main reasons. 

First, while it is true that these companies can make more money 
when they partner with competitors to make and sell more doses, such 
partnerships impose a trade-off. They require the incumbent to share 
some of its trade secrets—ingredient lists, instructions for production, 
and so on. Manufacturers like Moderna and Johnson & Johnson have 
done so judiciously, protected by nondisclosure agreements and other 

C O M M E N T / C H R I S T O P H E R  M O R T E N  

A N D  M A T T H E W  H E R D E R

Big Pharma’s Lie
We cannot trust these companies to make enough vaccines. 
Global scarcity is a choice, not an inevitability.

T
he world needs more covid-19 vaccines. yet 
debate rages as to why the world is short on 
vaccines, and what barriers need to be over-
come to make and distribute more. Accord-
ing to the large American and European drug 

companies currently making Covid-19 vaccines, the status  
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and on a massive scale, and ultimately did 
so more efficiently than the original man-
ufacturers. 

This time around, Public Citizen, 
PrEP4All, and other NGOs have presented 
detailed proposals to scale up Covid-19 
vaccine production. These groups are call-
ing on governments to waive (temporarily) 
the incumbents’ patents, compel them to 
share manufacturing processes, lift export 
restrictions, and invest billions in publicly 
governed vaccine-manufacturing facilities. 

Given the incumbents’ incentives to, 
in effect, manufacture scarcity, we cannot 
accept their account of what is and what 
is not possible. Prior to the pandemic, 

few thought it 
possible to devel-
op, manufacture, 
and distribute 
even a single vac-
cine within a year. 
Through unprec-
edented funding 
and collaboration 
across the in-
dustry, as well as 
academic re-
searchers, health 

care professionals, government agen-
cies, and multilateral organizations all 
over the globe, the world succeeded in  
generating multiple safe and effective 
Covid-19 vaccines. 

Now, to get vaccines to everyone who 
needs them, we need to do even more. We 
can expand supply significantly by the end 
of 2021, but only with bold government 
action that combines big public investment 
with compulsory transfer of the incum-
bents’ trade secrets. Other vaccines are in 
the pipeline, but in view of the dire need in 
many parts of the world, we should make 
every effort to scale up global production 
of the vaccines that we know already work. 

What we should not do is accept Big 
Pharma’s premise, or trust it to solve the 
pandemic on its own initiative.     N

Christopher Morten is the deputy director of the 
Technology Law & Policy Clinic at the New York 
University School of Law. Matthew Herder is 
the director of the Health Law Institute and 
an associate professor at the Medical School and 
Schulich School of Law at Dalhousie University.

We can only 
expand vaccine 

supply with 
compulsory 

transfer of the 
incumbents’  
trade secrets.

I
n 1921, the nation sent journalist walter white, 
the future executive secretary of the NAACP, to Tulsa, 
Okla., to report on the May 31–June 1 massacre of 
an estimated 300 Black residents. White came back 
with one of the most important accounts of what 

happened a century ago. This short excerpt, describing the violence 
of the white mob in the city’s thriving Greenwood neighborhood, 
known as “Black Wall Street,” still makes for searing reading:

Around five o’clock Wednesday morning the mob, now numbering more than 
10,000, made a mass attack on Little Africa. Machine-guns were brought into 
use; eight aeroplanes were employed to spy on the movements of the Negroes 
and according to some were used in bombing the colored section. All that was 
lacking to make the scene a replica of modern “Christian” warfare was poison 
gas. The colored men and women fought gamely in defense of their homes, 
but the odds were too great. According to the statements of onlookers, men 
in uniform, either home guards or ex-service men or both, carried cans of oil 
into Little Africa, and, after looting the homes, set fire to them. Many are the 
stories of horror told to me —not by colored people—but by white residents. 
One was that of an aged colored couple, saying their evening prayers before re-
tiring in their little home on Greenwood Avenue. A mob broke into the house, 
shot both of the old people in the backs of their heads, blowing their brains out 
and spattering them over the bed, pillaged the home, and then set fire to it.

Another was that of the death of Dr. A.C. Jackson, a colored physician.  
Dr. Jackson was worth $100,000; had been described by the Mayo brothers as 
“the most able Negro surgeon in America”; was respected by white and colored 
people alike, and was in every sense a good citizen. A mob attacked Dr. Jackson’s 
home. He fought in defense of it, his wife and children and himself. An officer 
of the home guards who knew Dr. Jackson came up at that time and assured 
him that if he would surrender he would be protected. This Dr. Jackson did. 
The officer sent him under guard to Convention Hall, where colored people 
were being placed for protection. En route to the hall, disarmed, Dr. Jackson 
was shot and killed in cold blood. The officer who had assured Dr. Jackson of 
protection stated to me, “Dr. Jackson was an able, clean-cut man. He did only 
what any red-blooded man would have done under similar circumstances in 
defending his home. Dr. Jackson was murdered by white ruffians.”  N

You can read Walter White’s article “Tulsa, 1921” in full at thenation.com/tulsa.

B A C K  I S S U E S / 1 9 2 1

Tulsa’s “Stories of Horror”
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educated, and more qualified, which still doesn’t 
amount to the implicit plausibility for the role that 
comes with being someone’s son. Daddy issues 
abound in the field, as Cuomo junior hangs on for 
dear life trying to best Mario’s three terms in office, 
and the Republicans suck up relentlessly to Donald 
Trump, their political and spiritual patriarch now 
banished to Mar-a-Lago like some sort of Florida 
Prospero: the rightful Duke of America. 

A smart, qualified woman who doesn’t owe her 
success to a famous father would be a welcome entry 
against any of these interchangeably absurd men. 
Are things bad enough that we’ve finally arrived 
at the point where voters might actually support a 
female candidate? That’s the “glass cliff” theory of 
gender equity, first proffered by psychology pro-
fessors Michelle K. Ryan and Alexander Haslam in 
a now-famous 2005 paper: that women leaders are 
disproportionately represented during periods of 
downturn or crisis. Put more bluntly: For women 
to secure power, men need to fail spectacularly. The 
theory explains why women are often favored to lead 
companies during moments of turbulence—when 
the chance of failure is higher—and overlooked 
for safe or successful endeavors. The concept has 
been extended to explain female political leader-
ship in moments of political crisis, as well as other 
non-corporate contexts. When an enterprise ap-
points a woman to its helm, it can indicate an in-
tention to change, writes Eziah Hunt-Earle: “The 
more decided preference for a female in a failing 
company may result from a perception that men 
have maneuvered the organization into trouble and 
that appointing a female leader may be a method of 
achieving a desired transformation.”

Cuomo had the same thought when Eric Schnei-
derman resigned as attorney general in response to 
allegations of intimate partner violence: He imme-
diately set about virtue-signaling that it was time for 
women to lead the historically male office. Voters 
are primed to support women in these moments in 
part because of a belief that they’re inherently less 
corrupt, if not more capable—the long tail of the 
temperance movement and “fairer sex” stereotypes. 
The actual evidence for this is scant, and research 

has found that women are 
functionally less corrupt only 
because they’re external to the 
relevant networks of power. 
Regardless, they benefit from a 
purity bias in their favor when 
it comes to following a man 
who’s flamed out. 

Which brings us 
to the current attor-

Women benefit from 
a purity bias in their 

favor when it comes to 
following a man who’s 

flamed out.

to get out of the way, lining up instead like testosterone-addled 
lemmings to compete in the pathetic pissing match that now passes 
for our elections. In this case, I’m talking about the current field of 
candidates for governor of New York. That includes the incumbent, 
Andrew Cuomo, who’s resisted calls to resign while arming himself 
with no fewer than four taxpayer-funded law firms to defend against an 
equal number of investigations. Every week seems to bring some fresh 
outburst. Whether he’s undermining the integrity of the New York 
attorney general’s investigation of a sitting governor despite the fact 
that he did the same when he held that role (“I’m not telling anyone 
to have faith in [the results of the investigation]”); contradicting part 
of the state’s definition of sexual harassment that he himself signed 
into law (“harassment is not making someone feel uncomfortable”); or 
slapping down a reporter’s question about the ethics of profiting off a 
pandemic to the tune of a $5 million book advance (“that’s stupid”), the 
whole thing is one yawning display of entitlement. Former governor 
Eliot Spitzer at least knew when to get off the stage, perhaps because 
he had some sense of shame and a family business that wasn’t politics to 
fall back on. Cuomo, it seems, can’t do anything else, so why not stick 
around even if it’s a raging embarrassment for you and everyone else?

On the Republican side, there’s recent entrant and ex–Golf 
Channel reality contestant Andrew Giuliani. At 35, he’s reasoned that 
he’s got 32 years of experience (“I’m a politician out of the womb”). 
In a press conference, he claimed to have spent 
“parts of five different decades of my life in poli-
tics or public service”—a reference to his father’s 
career, much of which he wasn’t even alive for. 
We’re watching Chris Farley’s epic Saturday 
Night Live parody of the 7-year-old Andrew at 
Rudy’s swearing-in ceremony shouting, “My 
dad’s mayor!” come to life. Biaggi happens to be 
the same age as Giuliani, the difference being 
that she’s about a thousand times smarter, more 

Back Talk
Alexis Grenell

N
ew york state senator alessandra biaggi re-
cently said something that so completely 
encapsulated American patriarchy at this mo-
ment, it should be tattooed on every wom-
an’s exhausted face: “We’ve got to move on 

past talking about the bad behavior of below-average men.” 
Doing so is made eminently more difficult when they refuse

Men Are Failing
And, historically, that’s actually a precondition for women 
ascending to power. Can they seize the moment?  
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In Postcolonial Astrology: Reading the Planets 
Through Capital, Power, and Labor, Alice Sparkly 
Kat interprets the stars through history, politics, 
and postcolonial theory. Throughout their nuanced 
and intricate analysis, astrology is a tool to break political and social 
norms: A look at the relationship of Mars and Venus complicates gen-
dered power dynamics, while a study of the sun becomes a history of 
surveillance culture and the politics of who gets to be seen. Though 
some might be hesitant to view astrology as political, Postcolonial As-
trology encourages readers to study the heavens in order to better un-
derstand their own values, views, identities, and desires for the future. 
 —Mary Retta

MR: You write in the book that astrology tends to have a mainstream 
resurgence during times of conservatism or fascism. Do you think the 
Trump era and the last several years of conservative policy help ex-
plain astrology’s current popularity?

ASK: Historically, there’s often a link between right-wing leaders and 
a rise in astrology’s popularity, which is something that I was really 
surprised about. There was a resurgence of astrology between the two 
world wars when fascism was thriving in Europe, and astrology was also 
very popular after the Civil War. I don’t know if Trump had an astrologer 
while he was in office, but Reagan did—and so did Hitler.

It’s hard to spot when it’s talking about emotional stuff so   
there’s a lot of astrological stuff that feels right-wing. The id   
ralizing gender and manifesting wealth that I write about in    
conservative. But obviously a lot of people use astrology to    
those kinds of constraints, so it really depends on how you p  

MR: Though you write about astrology as a political force,   
how astrology is often practiced. Do you think there are an  
tions to contemporary mainstream astrology?

ASK: Yes, definitely. The most popular type of astrology righ    
usually horoscope columns, which are usually written by wh   
though this is starting to change. Horoscopes today can ofte    
limiting—there’s something about horoscopes as a genre th   
“You’re going to talk about relationships and career,” and th     
form, I think horoscopes can do much more, but we don’t al    

see that. I know astrologers who say that horoscopes 
are like a recipe, or your medicine for the month: They 
can be a poem, a collage, a series of questions. I write 
monthly horoscopes, and I usually try to leave my 
readers with questions, a way to introspect, and a way 
to interrogate their relationship to capitalism.

MR: For as much as astrology has grown in popular-
ity, there are still a lot of skeptics. What would you 
say to people who think astrology is fake or believe 
that astrology can never be political?

ASK: I think it’s a personal choice. I’m not an evangeli-
cal—I don’t think everyone has to believe in astrology. 
I don’t “believe” in astrology. I think it’s a social agree-
ment, and I believe there’s something really mystical 
about imagining something together. It’s a consensual 
space too, so if you don’t like astrology, there’s noth-
ing wrong with that.

I want people to talk about astrology in a more 
political way, because it’s already this intimate lan-
guage—it’s already political. So let’s make it explicitly 
political. I want people to be more aware of how as-
trology exists as a political form.

MR: You pose a question in your book: “What would 
you look like if you were able to do the naive act of 
imagining yourself in a world without capitalism?” 
How do you think astrology helps us imagine this?

ASK: Astrology is all about imagination. It gives you 
agency and the ability to share imaginative spaces 
with other people. That takes so much trust and 
time—that’s where the magic really happens.

One of the biggest ways astrology helps us imagine 
a world without capitalism is through forging mean-
ingful relationships. So much of capitalism is about 
creating and maintaining a sense of alienation. So 
if you can find a way to trust someone and share a 
creative space with them really authentically, that’s 
already a huge step forward  N

Alice Sparkly Kat

“Astrology is alread   
intimate language—  
already political.”
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airy office, opposite a war-room white 
board detailing the ongoing political 
operations, is a poster urging one and 
all to “Disobey Trump.”

Durazo’s 1989 campaign had cap-
tured the imagination of the Rev. James 
Lawson, one of the icons of the civil 
rights movement, who was instrumen-
tal in guiding Martin Luther King Jr. 
along the path of nonviolent direct 
action. Sixty years old by then, Law-
son was teaching at the University of 
California, Los Angeles, and hosted 
regular sessions at the Holman United 
Methodist Church on training commu-
nity organizers and union personnel in 
nonviolence methods. He took the new 
Unite Here leadership under his wing 
and began strategizing with them on 
how best to push their political and eco-
nomic agenda, to broaden access to the 
franchise, and to expand the movement 
for “equality, liberty, and justice.” 

More than 30 years on, at the age of 
92, his hair a shock of white, Lawson 
still meets regularly with the union 
leadership and holds workshops—
though during the pandemic those 
meetings have largely been reduced 
to Zoom encounters. He is proud of 
how instrumental Local 11 has been 
in helping shift California politics to 
the left. Its organizing efforts, he says, 
“have been contagious and infectious.”

But the local’s reach isn’t confined to 
California. Since 2007, it has also been 
one of the biggest players in the long 
campaign, conducted by an array of ra-
cial justice groups like Somos America 
(“We Are America”) and trade unions, 
to turn deep-red Arizona purple and 
then, ultimately, blue. Its canvassers 
were instrumental in flipping a number 
of city council seats in Phoenix in the 
years after 2007. By 2013, they had 
turned the nine-member council blue, 
and in 2019, they succeeded in getting 
one of their own, a fiery union orga-
nizer and onetime hotel housekeeper 
named Betty Guardado, elected as a 
councilwoman representing the sprawl-
ing Maryvale district. They played a 
key role in unseating Maricopa County 
Sheriff Joe Arpaio in 2016, after nar-
rowly failing to defeat him four years 

where Unite Here’s Phoenix offices were located. 
Minato, whose union represents hotel, restaurant, airport, and 

entertainment venue workers, planned to spend four months liv-
ing there while she coordinated her 
army of canvassers. 

U
nite here local 11, 
which operates in 
Southern California 
and Arizona, has been 
at the forefront of pro-

gressive activism in Los Angeles for 
more than three decades. In 1989, 
an insurgent campaign for presi-
dent by Maria Elena Durazo (now 
a California state senator) wrested 
control of the local from a more 

conservative leadership, setting the stage for it to swing leftward 
in the following decade. The majority of the Unite Here activists 
who subsequently took center stage were women, opposed to the 
anti-immigrant stance of the state’s then governor, Pete Wilson, 
and determined to make their mark on California politics. 

Today, a generation on, the walls of Unite Here’s LA offices—
in a brick-and-glass block shared with several other labor and 
economic justice organizations, on a quiet street just north of 
Downtown’s soaring skyscrapers—are decorated with memora-
bilia from a who’s who of good fights. There are United Farm 
Workers posters, photographs from large May Day union rallies, 
posters showing Cesar Chavez and Robert F. Kennedy together. 
There are other posters calling for boycotts of non-union hotels 
and placards demanding protection for residents with temporary 
protected status. In pride of place on the rear wall of Minato’s 

It was the height of  
the pandemic, and at  
the time Arizona was 
one of the world’s Covid 
hot spots. 

E arly on the morning of july 20, unite here local 11 copresident 
Susan Minato crammed her suitcases, computer, and other necessi-
ties into her gray SUV rental and set off on a 371-mile drive from 
her home in the Mount Washington neighborhood of Los Angeles 
to Sun City West, on the northwestern edge of Phoenix. She was 

on a mission: to knock on as many doors as possible and help flip Arizona blue for 
Joe Biden.

It was the height of the pandemic, and at the time Arizona was one of the world’s 
Covid hot spots; nowhere else in the United States had infection rates as high. But 
Minato, a small, feisty woman who has worked with the union on organizing efforts 
for nearly 30 years, wasn’t one to shy away from potential danger. For months, she 
had taken the lead in pushing sometimes reluctant coalition partners, in Mi AZ 
(Spanish for “My Arizona”) and other networks, to join with Unite Here in develop-
ing a comprehensive ground game for in-person canvassing in the battleground state. 

Minato took only one bathroom break and made one gas stop—just over the 
state line, since Arizona’s gas prices are cheaper than California’s. Five and a half 
hours after setting off, she arrived at a large salmon-pink ranch house, with a brick 
wall surrounding the building and a wrought-iron entry fence. The house, with 
its crushed-rock garden and two-car garage, was in a solidly conservative neigh-
borhood, a quiet area of plush, recently built homes, where large American flags 
proudly fluttered in the desert breeze in many of the front yards. It belonged to 
Minato’s sister and had the added advantage of being not far from where her elderly 
mother was living at the time. It was a 45-minute drive northwest of Downtown, 
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F
our years later, 
Unite Here’s ac-
tivists decided to 
do the impossi-
ble once again. 

By the summer of 2020, 
with the election fast ap-
proaching and Covid’s 
spread accelerating, the 
national Democratic Party 
had decided to pull back 
from door-to-door can-
vassing operations. The 
pandemic, Biden’s team 
concluded, simply made it 
too risky. Local 11’s lead-
ership in Los Angeles and 
in Phoenix decided the op-
posite was true: that given 
what was at stake in both 
the presidential and con-
gressional elections, it was too dangerous not to go door- 
to-door. 

They hired a Tucson-based University of Arizona infectious 
disease epidemiologist, Saskia Popescu, to help them devise a 
Covid safety protocol. It would be modeled on protocols the 
union had already implemented for getting its out-of-work 
cooks back into industrial-scale kitchens to prepare food for 
distribution to pandemic-isolated seniors in LA. Now it would 
be used first to deploy canvassers safely to Arizona, then for 
those canvassers to go door-to-door in areas with so-called 
low-propensity voters to talk about the issues and make sure 
they followed up by actually casting their ballots. 

Across generations: 
The Rev. James Law-
son, now a mentor to 
Unite Here’s leader-
ship, being led into 
a police wagon at a 
protest in 1960.

a difference through bottom-up organizing,” she 
recalls, sitting in the LA office in a “Take Back 
the Senate” sweatshirt, her long black hair pulled 
back tightly in a bun, her ears adorned with large 
gold hoops. “I was in the movement. I started to 
see a shift, something I had never seen before: 
people coming together to vote out hate.”

In 2012, Unite Here registered about 35,000 
people to vote in Arizona, most of them from 
the poor, minority neighborhoods of Phoenix. 
They didn’t quite win, but they came pretty 
damn close. 

For Marisela Mares—who at the time was a 
self-proclaimed “flamboyantly gay” 14-year-old 
boy and would subsequently transition to being 
a woman—that 2012 campaign was an epiphany. 
Students at Mares’s Cesar Chavez High School, 
in the new southside development of Laveen 
Village, walked out in protest against Arpaio’s 
policing tactics and then, en masse, began orga-
nizing their community to try to vote him out. 
Mares recalls telling people, “I’m not old enough 
to vote, but I’m here because you are old enough 
to vote.” She would go on to explain what was at 
stake for her personally: how her undocumented 
grandparents had self-deported back to Mex-
ico as the anti-immigrant squeeze intensified; 
how immigration agents had raided her family’s 
home; how Latinos in the city were routinely 
being racially profiled and humiliated.

Shortly after that election, a then 19-year-old 
Hernández encountered Arpaio and State Sena-
tor Russell Pearce, SB 1070’s extremist architect, 
in the halls of the state capitol. She told Arpaio 
that he didn’t represent the will of the majority 
of Arizonans and that, the next time around, 
they would make sure to vote him out. The 
octogenarian Arpaio glared at her and strode 
off. Sure enough, four years later, Unite Here’s 
campaign defeated the self-proclaimed “tough-
est sheriff in America.” “We 
did it,” Hernández says, 
recalling Arpaio’s defeat by 
10 percentage points, her 
voice brimming with emo-
tion. “We got rid of the man 
who, for so many years, in-
stilled fear in our commu-
nity. Housekeepers, cooks, 
dishwashers, folks like me—
young people, a coalition of 
diverse folks, a coalition of 
people he, for so many years, 
had tried to keep down—we 
rose up and said, ‘Bye-bye, 
you don’t serve us.’ This co-
alition, we’re going to do 
the impossible. We don’t ask 
‘Can we do it?,’ we ask ‘How 
do we do it?’ and then we 
do it.”

“We focused on distancing, PPE, hand hygiene, and how to respond if interact-
ing with unmasked individuals,” Popescu remembers.

With the protocols in place, the canvassers hit the ground running. More than 300 
canvassers came in from the LA area; hundreds more were already in Arizona, willing 
to knock on doors from morning to night, for what translated to about $17 per hour 
plus benefits, paid for by the union’s 504(c)(4) wing, CASE (Central Arizonans for a 
Sustainable Economy) Action, and its federal super PAC, the Worker Power PAC. 

Their target was 80 door 
knocks per person per day. They 
exceeded that. By September, 
many canvassers were knocking 
on more than 100 doors a day 
and working six days a week. 
“We were going to very heav-
ily Republican, conservative 
areas,” says 31-year-old Josh 
Wells, one of the campaign’s 
field directors. “We have to talk 
to the folks that may not think 
they’re our people, but they’re 
experiencing the same prob-
lems. Getting them to think 
that things can be different.”

Wells, a tall, skinny man 
with a Che Guevara–style beard 
and a penchant for black be-
rets, whose family originates 
from Trinidad, grew up in 
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Up to 28,000 Arizonans 
that Unite Here’s   
canvassers spoke with 
voted in 2020 after  
having sat out the two 
previous election cycles. 

Making change: 
Local 11 canvassers 
at Unite Here  
headquarters.

and talked to 190,000 people, of whom roughly 
150,000 gave positive responses indicating they 
supported Biden for president and Kelly for the 
open US Senate seat. This was after registering 
many thousands of new, often young voters 
earlier that year. These numbers were in addi-
tion to the 40,000 they had already registered 
in Maricopa County in 2018 and the 10,000 in 
2019. No other Arizona door-knocking opera-
tion came close to theirs in terms of scale. Done 
largely out of the spotlight, their work was as 
crucial to turning Arizona blue in 2020 as the 
work of Stacey Abrams and Fair Fight was in 
Georgia. Given how the GOP, in one state after 
another, has worked since the election to make 
it harder for poor and minority residents to 
vote in future contests, the intensive, in-person 
methods that Unite Here perfected in Arizona 
under the most trying of circumstances will be 
vital in upcoming elections if progressives are 
to succeed in the face of the GOP’s increasingly 
antidemocratic machinations.

When people said they were too hot to walk 
or drive to the mailbox to send in their ballots, 
some of the canvassers would offer them bottles 
of water, fans, even hand-held misters. When 
they said their vote wouldn’t make a difference, 
the canvassers explained to them just what was 
at stake. When they couldn’t find their ballots, 
the canvassers helped them contact county elec-
tion officials to request new ones. When they 
wanted to vote in person but feared catching 
Covid, the canvassers offered them face shields. 
As the election neared, a growing number of 
low-propensity voters in Maricopa County cast 
their ballots.

Joseph Silva, the deputy operations director 
of CASE Action, trawling through the election 
data on his laptop, estimates that up to 28,000 
people that Unite Here’s canvassers spoke with 
voted in 2020 after having sat out the two pre-
vious election cycles. Since Biden won the state 
by less than 11,000 votes, these additional votes 

were critical, he says. “If you flip Maricopa County, the rest of the state is going to 
flip,” explains the 32-year-old Silva, who has a BA in history from UCLA and has 
been a Unite Here staffer in Phoenix since 2017. “We were talking to new voters, 
young voters, people of color, newly registered voters, a lot of suburban flip voters 
in more contested areas. But our secret weapon has always been low-turnout voters. 
And there was no other way to get to them than at their doors.”

That urgent message resonated with Unite Here members throughout Arizona 
and California. “I drove out, took the Cadillac. I got there in September,” says Jaime 
Gomez, a 31-year-old cook sitting in the Garden Grove office of the Unite Here local 
in Orange County, a 40-mile drive south of the Downtown LA office, and smiling 
at the memory. Gomez has been the breadwinner for his extended family since his 
father began suffering from congestive heart failure a few years ago. It has made him 
understand the precariousness of many families’ finances, the closeness to poverty 
that so many experience on a daily basis.

In 2018, Gomez drove to Arizona to work as a low-level 
canvasser. In 2020, with more experience under his belt, he was 
a team leader. Every day at 7 am, he and the other leaders would 
caucus via Zoom, going over the canvassing agenda for the day 
and then sending out their teams. 

Two weeks in, he remembers, despite pro-Trumpers at times 
trying to attack the canvassers on the streets, he felt in his gut 
that they were on the cusp of something huge. “‘Oh, man—are 
we really winning right now?’” he remembers thinking. “‘Are 
we doing this?’ It’s a cascading effect, building upon itself,” he 
adds. “Not just talking to people about voting, but about how 
the pandemic is being handled. People were starting to call in, 
reach out to us. They wanted to 
know how they could vote.” 

By Election Day, he felt it was 
a done deal. So did Josh Wells. He 
remembers thinking, “We turned 
Arizona blue. No one else was will-
ing to go out and talk to people. We 
went out there, we talked to people, 
and people changed.”

I
n the days after the novem-
ber election, with most of the 
networks declaring the result 
still too close to call, Minato 
and her team worked on vital vote-curing efforts, follow-

ing up with people whose ballots were at risk of being discarded 
(continued on page 23)
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Take the sudden reappearance of 
concern over socialist indoctrina-
tion. Laats points out that a virtually 
identical panic emerged in the 1950s: 
“There’s no more Soviet Union, no 
more [Fidel] Castro, but once again 
you have this fear of the govern-
ment taking over that’s this high- 
anxiety issue.”

But in at least one respect, the 
current culture war convulsion differs 
from its antecedents, Laats says. “The 
big difference is Trump. He provided a 
center and a symbol for all of these old 
ideas to coalesce around.”

In the waning days of Trump’s 
term, the commission he convened to 
further the cause of “patriotic educa-
tion” released its long-awaited 1776 
Report—a rejoinder to The New York 
Times’ 1619 Project. Though widely 
panned as plagiarized propaganda, the 
report has also proved to be extraordi-

narily influential.
“It’s the idea of the past 

as a refuge,” says Noliwe 
Rooks, a professor at Cor-
nell University and the 
author of Cutting School: 
Privatization, Segregation, 
and the End of Public Educa-
tion. “The message is ‘Let’s 
get rid of the parts and the 
people in public education 
that we don’t like.’” She 
sees parallels between the 
current attacks on critical 
race theory and the col-

lisions that resulted from the rise of 
Black studies in the late 1960s. “Stu-
dents succeeded in forcing changes to 
curricula and on campus. But that little 
bit of progress they made around equity 
and innovative programs resulted in a 
backlash that destroyed all of that little 
bit of progress,” Rooks says.

Divisive Concepts

I
n the past few months, gop law-
makers in one state after another 
have introduced legislation aimed 
at keeping discussions of social 
justice out of the classroom. Bills 

prohibiting the teaching of critical race 
theory and other “divisive topics” have 
already passed in Utah, Texas, Okla-
homa, and Tennessee and are under 
consideration in at least 15 other states. 

Just Schools, a program Crompton is part of, was 
linked to Black Lives Matter. “I know a lot of people 

like Black Lives Mat-
ter. They don’t realize 
it’s a Marxist organiza-
tion,” warned O’Brien, 
who also invoked the 
Cambodian genocide.

This spring, New 
Hampshire has witnessed an ex-
traordinarily acrimonious debate 
about public education. GOP law-
makers, who took control of the 
legislature in 2020, have prioritized 
controversial—and deeply unpopu-

lar—legislation, including a sweeping expansion of a program 
that provides tuition vouchers for private schools and a ban 
on discussing “divisive concepts,” such as racism or sexism, in 
the public schools. Crompton, an outspoken opponent of both 
measures, says, “I became a pawn in the culture war and in the 
scheme to discredit public schools.” 

She isn’t the only one. Fueled by the Trump-era GOP’s insa-
tiable appetite for red-meat issues—and finding fertile ground 
in a public politically polarized by the pandemic—the culture 
wars are raging, upending school board races, reshaping local 
politics, and now threatening public education itself.

Every generation has its “school culture war thing,” says 
Adam Laats, an education historian at SUNY Binghamton and 
the author of The Other School Reformers: Conservative Activism 
in American Education. “You see the same combination of na-
tional issues and local anxieties—these ‘You won’t believe what 
we saw in our son’s textbook’ stories surfacing again and again.” 

“The message is ‘Let’s 
get rid of the parts and 
the people in public  
education that we  
don’t like.’”

— Cornell University professor Noliwe Rooks

W hen new hampshire teacher misty crompton learned 
that she had become campaign fodder for a local school 
board race, she says, “I immediately thought of the Cal-
ifornia privilege teacher.” Crompton is referring to a 
third-grade teacher in Cupertino, Calif., who became a 

right-wing-media punching bag after a lesson she’d taught about white privilege 
went public. “I thought, ‘They’re going to try to tar me with that same brush.’”

Crompton, who has taught middle school social studies in Derry for 21 years, 
would seem an unlikely target for culture warriors. She hasn’t even taught since Au-
gust 2020, when she was awarded a paid sabbatical by the New Hampshire Charitable 
Foundation, a prize granted annually to an exceptional teacher in the state. But what 
Crompton saw as a once-in-a-career opportunity to study success stories from school 
districts around the country and help New Hampshire become an “equity leader,” 
conservatives viewed as a nefarious plot.

“Right now, a Derry teacher is training to change our social studies 
curriculum to teach Critical Race Theory (Marxist ideology) in our 
schools with no community input,” warned campaign postcards sent 
to voters in this southern New Hampshire mill town. Then a Republi-
can state representative from Derry, Katherine Prud homme O’Brien, 
weighed in, complaining to school board members that Leaders for 

B Y  J E N N I F E R  B E R K S H I R E 

The Trump-era GOP’s insatiable 
appetite for red-meat issues has led to 
a wholesale attack on public education.

Jennifer Berkshire 
hosts the education 
podcast Have You 
Heard and is 
the author, with 
Jack Schneider, 
of A Wolf at the 
Schoolhouse 
Door: The  
Dismantling of 
Public Education 
and the Future  
of School.

ILLUSTRATION BY SONIA PULIDO

Misty Crompton, a New Hamp-
shire middle school teacher.
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who, when he last faced an opponent, won by 80 points.
In Iowa, as in Missouri, lawmakers have made 

the culture wars the centerpiece of their legislative 
agenda. So far this session, legislators have sought 
to ban transgender student athletes, implement an 
ideological test for state-funded faculty, and pro-
hibit the teaching of “divisive concepts” at public 
schools and universities.

“They went with the Trump 1776 agenda,” 
says Nick Covington, a high school social studies 
teacher in Ankeny, a city north of Des Moines. 
“They’re carrying that banner, and it has a chilling 
effect on everything.”

The bitter aftermath of the presidential elec-
tion has also roiled the city. Two 
Ankeny residents were among the 
participants in the January 6 Cap-
itol attack. And voting on a school 
funding question in March was dis-
rupted for hours after police found 
a live pipe bomb at one of the facil-
ities being used as a polling station. 

Covington says the deep divi-
sions outside his classroom are in-
creasingly affecting what happens 
within it. This year he has been the 
target of repeated complaints from 

a small group of parents. The trouble started 
in January, when Covington streamed live news 
reports of the Capitol riot in his European his-
tory and economics classes. A parent called the 
school and claimed that Covington had directed 
students to his personal social media account, 
where he’d called Trump supporters Nazis, all 
of which Covington vehemently denies.

This spring, after Covington showed a Vice 
News report on the “Unite the Right” rally in 
Charlottesville, Va., as part of an AP history 
unit on nationalism in Europe, parents con-
tacted the school board and the superintendent 
and demanded that he be sanctioned. Though 
he’d taught the same lesson for three previous 
years without incident, Covington was ordered 
by school administrators to stop talking about 
current events. 

“I’m basically waiting for the other shoe to 
drop,” he says.

Deep Divide

T
he pandemic’s profound disrup-
tion of public education was already 
upending state and local politics, as 
Republicans eagerly capitalized on 
parents’ frustration over shuttered 

classrooms. Now the culture wars are further 
exacerbating this tense climate. 

Jessica Piper’s small Missouri town recent-
ly saw the emergence of its first-ever PAC: 
Northern Missouri Citizens for Reflective 
Government. The group, which backed con-
servative candidates for local offices, put most 
of its energy into attacking an education pro-

fessor who was running for a seat 
on the school board in Maryville. 
Ominous campaign ads depicted 
Jill Baker, a former schoolteacher, 
posed between cutouts of Joe Biden 
and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, 
spouting anti-Trump sentiments 
and stressing the importance of 
teaching social justice in elementa-
ry schools. She lost in a landslide. 

In Elmbrook, Wis., the Wauke-
sha County Republican Party re-
cently threw its weight behind 

James Gunsalus, a first-time school board 
candidate who claimed that Covid was no 
more serious than the flu. According to Gun-
salus, Elmbrook’s schools, long among the  
highest-ranked in Wisconsin, were in free fall as 
teachers embraced “leftist indoctrination” over 
academic content, teaching students that “all 
white people are racist” and that “some people 
must be censored or canceled.” He lost by only 
5 percent of the vote against an incumbent, 
coming within 600 votes of victory.

In the North Texas community of Southlake, 
a fast-growing and rapidly diversifying city near 

“Lawmakers went with 
the Trump 1776 agenda. 
They’re carrying that 
banner, and it has a chill-
ing effect on everything.”

— Nick Covington

BLM blacklash:  
Nationwide protests 
and calls for a racial 
justice reckoning have 
some legislators and 
school districts  
on high alert.

Nick Covington, an Iowa high 
school social studies teacher.

In Missouri, a proposed amendment sought to outlaw what its author describes as 
the “erroneous and hate-filled 1619 Project.” 

“It said ‘1619 Project,’ but the aim was much broader. It would affect every part 
of history and literature,” says Jessica Piper, who teaches 11th-grade American lit-
erature in Maryville, Mo., a town of 12,000 on the Iowa border. 

Piper would seem to be exactly the sort of teacher that legislators around the 
country are targeting. Her students read Clint Smith’s poem “How to Make a 
Cardboard Box Disappear in 10 Steps,” with its stark imagery of lives lost to police 
brutality, as part of a history lesson on racial violence. In 1931, a mob of more than 
2,000 Maryville residents lynched a man named Raymond Gunn, burning him to 
death on top of the local schoolhouse. “There’s no historical marker, so the students 
didn’t know anything about it,” Piper says. This year, for the first time since she 
began using the poem in class, a parent complained.

Piper recently decided that this will be her last year in the classroom. She’s run-
ning for the state legislature as a Democrat in a long-shot bid to unseat a Republican 
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Dallas, candidates for the school board, the city council, and 
mayor, backed by a PAC opposing the school district’s efforts 
to incorporate more cultural awareness into the curriculum, all 
captured around 70 percent of the vote. “Southlake Says No to 
Woke Education,” proclaimed a Wall Street Journal headline.

“Every single right-wing person that ran won,” says Megan 
Walsh, who graduated from a local high school in 2017 and is 
a leader in the Southlake Anti-Racism Coalition, a community 
group whose advocacy inspired the adoption of the Cultural 
Competency Action Plan, which the winning candidates have 
pledged to eliminate. “We’re back to square one.”

Pandemic Fallout

M
unicipal races that once turned on hyper-
local issues have been politicized and nation-
alized by right-wing culture warriors. But the 
long reach of the pandemic is at work here too. 
Debates over diversity plans and critical race 

theory are further dividing communities that were already split 
over the response to Covid. 

“It’s all morphing into the same thing,” says Lindsay Love, 
a school board member in Chandler, Ariz. The first Black 
board member elected there, Love has been a frequent target 
of conservative activists and received death threats for her 
position that schools should remain closed until Covid levels 

dropped. “You hear people compar-
ing children being masked to slavery 
and referring to mask supporters as 
Marxists,” Love says.

“You have lost [the] trust of par-
ents,” declared a furious father at a 
recent board meeting. “Mask man-
dates, forcing vaccines, canceling 
prom, limiting graduation, critical 
race theory. The list goes on. When 
is enough enough?” 

The school culture wars came ear-
ly to this part of Arizona. After the 
district adopted a new program that 

included training teachers on race and equity issues, con-
servative parents revolted, charging that the equity training 
“marginalizes white people.” Tucker Carlson has devoted two 
segments to Chandler.

“Chandler is getting more diverse, and they don’t like that,” 
Love says. 

Love worries that the culture wars could end up under-
mining Arizona’s public schools. The state’s GOP lawmak-
ers are attempting to enact a massive expansion of the state’s 
school voucher program—even though voters overwhelm-
ingly rejected a similar effort just two years ago. Under the 
proposed measure, two-thirds of students in Arizona would 
be eligible to use state funding to pay to attend private 
and religious schools. “There’s this constant refrain that 
our schools are broken, that they’re liberal indoctrination 
camps. It feeds into this push to get parents to opt out of the 
public schools,” Love says.

Arizona lawmakers recently approved their own ban on 
teaching controversial issues. The Unbiased Teaching Act 
prohibits teachers in the state’s public and charter schools from 
talking about racism or sexism in the classroom. Teachers who 
disregard the ban can be fined up to $5,000.  N

because they had filled out a line incorrectly or had a signature on 
the form that didn’t quite match the one in the county’s files. Go-
mez says that he helped 10 voters cure their ballots. With hundreds 
of Unite Here canvassers helping to cure several ballots each, a 
whole heap of votes ended up being counted that would have been 
discarded otherwise, in a state ultimately decided by 10,457 votes.

On November 10, when it became clear that her work in 
Arizona was done, Minato, along with hundreds of other LA 
organizers, left. Largely under the radar, courting a minimum of 
publicity, they had helped craft one of 2020’s most extraordinary 
political stories. They had developed a template for how, with the 
right kind of organizing and outreach, solidly red states around 
the country—even those with a long history of voter suppression 
efforts—could be turned blue.

After a brief spell back in Los 
Angeles, many of these canvass-
ers headed east again, this time 
to Georgia. As the Senate run-
off races there intensified, the 
canvasser-activists once again 
played a crucial, albeit out-of-
the-spotlight, role.

“I feel honored I was able 
to do that,” says Chris Smith, 
a 52-year-old African American 
man with a shaved head and a 
baritone voice. Born in Virginia 
and raised in New York, Smith, 
who works a series of unionized 
bartender jobs at stadiums around the LA area, spent nearly eight 
weeks between November and January canvassing in Georgia, with 
15 of his family members and friends, as part of the Unite Here 
team. “I feel like I got away with something,” he says. “I wasn’t sup-
posed to have a voice. And I did it. It’s amazing to have that voice.” 

On the Sunday after the November election, a triumphant Ana 
Diaz got into her Toyota Venta and made her way from Arizona back 
to Los Angeles. As she drove through the desert, she cried with hap-
piness. “I was so proud of myself. We had made a change. My kids 
called to congratulate me: ‘We won! I’m so proud of you!’” Shortly 
after returning to LA, she packed her bags again, hopped a flight 
east, and, like Smith, settled into work in Georgia. Unite Here’s  
skills at canvassing in a pandemic, combined with Stacey Abrams 
and Fair Fight’s extraordinary ability to register and activate new 
voters, were instrumental in tipping the balance toward Raphael  
Warnock and Jon Ossoff in the Peach State’s Senate contests. 

“It’s been one of the best experiences of my life,” Diaz says. 
“It’s a chapter I want to keep adding to, a chapter I hope never 
ends. You’re out there for a purpose, out there for a reason. You’re 
changing the world.”

Marilyn Wilbur, who also headed to Georgia for two months 
after her work in Arizona was done, agrees. And, she says, so does 
her son, whose autism was once thought by doctors to be so severe 
that he would never speak. Now, she says, he tells people that “my 
mom goes around from place to place, state to state, and she saves 
the world.” For Wilbur, there’s no greater validation. “It makes 
my heart feel elated. To him, I’m a superhero. We’ve shown what 
the power of coming together can do. We helped people show 
they wanted a change, helped people realize they have a voice, 
that they count. Wow, we did it. I was part of it. We just helped 
make history.”  N

(continued from page 19)

Lindsay Love, the first Black 
school board member in  
Chandler, Ariz.

Unite Here’s skills 
at canvassing in 
a pandemic were 
crucial to tipping 
the balance in 
Georgia’s Senate 
contests.
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A t 3:30 am on a warm fall morning in 2009, glenn d. 
Capel, a stockbroker at Merrill Lynch, was speeding 
down the Interstate in his Lexus LS 400 from his home in 
Greensboro, N.C., toward Candor, 75 miles away. A half-
hour earlier, his 84-year-old mother had called from her 

home in the rural town and said that her heart felt “heavy” and that she had pain 
going down her left arm. “I’m on my way,” he had told her.

In the cardiologist’s office hours later, Capel stepped outside the room where 
his mother was being monitored to check his voice mail before the 9:30 am open-
ing of the stock market. It was then that he was dealt the day’s second blow.

“Your services will no longer be required,” said his boss, Darby Henley Jr., in 
a message that had landed around 8:30 am. The personal items in his office would 
be boxed and sent to his home, the boss said. 

“I went through a number of feelings, from shock, sadness, disappointment, 
and anger, and finally I cried,” remembers Capel, who was one of only two Black 
brokers at Merrill in North Carolina.

Three years earlier, Capel had added his name to a class-action racial discrim-
ination lawsuit against Merrill, which he now believes put a target on his back. 
At the time, only 2 percent of Merrill’s brokers nationwide were Black. With the  
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Morgan Stanley revealed 
under pressure that  
only 2.2 percent of  
its executives, senior 
officials, and managers 
were Black.

Edifice of exclusion: 
Merrill Lynch’s offices 
in Greensboro, N.C., 
where a onetime star 
broker was uncer-
emoniously ousted 
under dubious terms.

cops a reason to get shot,” and that women were 
“gold diggers” and “bitches.” She quit in 2018. 
The case was settled earlier this year.

Fidelity senior vice president Vincent Lopor-
chio said the firm investigates and takes “prompt 
and appropriate action” when complaints like 
Evans’s are raised. 

But Evans, who in her first year on the job 
was praised as “very quick to learn and master 
her work,” said she had complained of her col-
leagues’ disrespect and mistreatment repeatedly 
before she resigned in exasperation. Despite 
her complaints about one colleague’s behavior,  
Fidelity promoted him in 2017, and he became 
her boss. Loporchio said that, after an investiga-
tion, Fidelity found Evans’s internal complaint 
to be “without merit.”

At Morgan Stanley, just days after CEO James 
P. Gorman garnered praise last June for making 
a public commitment to diversity, the firm’s for-
mer global chief diversity officer, a Black woman 
named Marilyn Booker, filed a lawsuit in Brook-
lyn federal court saying the firm had fired her in 
late 2019 after she pushed to establish a program 
to help Black brokers. Booker, who graduated 
magna cum laude from Spelman College, has 
a law degree and received 17 awards for her 
diversity leadership over the years. Among the 
bleak statistics she cited in her complaint was that 
no one on the firm’s then 16-member operating 
committee was Black until Gorman added a Black 
woman in the wake of George Floyd’s murder. 

Under pressure from New York City Comp-
troller Scott Stringer to release previously con-
fidential diversity statistics, Morgan Stanley 
revealed in November that 2.2 percent of its 
executives, senior officials, and managers and 
2.4 per cent of its sales workers were Black  
in 2018.  

In response to our inqui-
ry, Morgan Stanley man-
aging director Mary Claire 
Delaney cited a company 
statement from June 2020: 
It would “vigorously defend” 
itself and “strongly” rejected 
Booker’s allegations. 

“We are steadfast in our 
commitment to improve 
the diversity of our employ-
ees and have made steady 
progress    —while recognizing 
that we have further prog-
ress to make,” the statement 
reads, and adds that Mor-
gan Stanley would continue 
its “high priority efforts to 
achieve a more diverse and 
inclusive firm.”

In March, Morgan Stan-
ley filed court papers saying 

that Booker had filed sensationalized allegations that had nothing to do with the 
way she was treated during her “26 years of success” at the firm. In May, the two 
sides agreed to dismiss the lawsuit, which typically means there was a settlement. 
Through her lawyer, Booker declined to comment. 

Apart from resending Morgan Stanley’s June statement, Delaney declined to 
comment on four pages of questions about the Booker case; the firm’s arbitra-
tion policies; its handling of internal complaints of racial discrimination; and a 
class-action racial discrimination case that it had settled with its former brokers.

When Black people speak up, the blowback can be brutal. Joan Reid- 
Williams, a Black woman who worked in the New York City 
control room at Deutsche Bank, said in documents filed in 
New York State Supreme Court that she’d complained to 
management that two coworkers were making racist and 
disparaging comments to her. But the ensuing investigation 
resulted in a written warning to Williams rather than to the 
colleagues allegedly making the racist comments. The firm 
wrote her up for violations that included setting her cell 
phone ring volume too high and being rude. She settled with 
the bank in 2014. Her attorney, Derek Sells, declined to com-
ment on the case, as did Deutsche 
Bank spokesman Dan Watson.

As Reid-Williams learned, in-
ternal investigations can easily 
harm a complainant. But it’s impos-
sible to say how often that happens, 
because these probes are typically 
performed confidentially. Our re-
search revealed only one example 
of public data on the outcome of an 
internal racism complaint at a bro-
kerage firm—in the court docket of 
the class-action suit in which Capel 
was a named plaintiff. During the 
exchange of documents between 
Merrill and the brokers in that case, Merrill revealed that em-
ployees had filed 60 formal racism complaints between 2001 
and 2008. Only three were found to have merit.

Frank Paré, a Black financial planner of 16 years and former 
president of the Financial Planning Association, didn’t hesitate 
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• Doris A. Hill • Kevin Hill • Peter I. Hill • Mark Hillery • Marcia Hilliard • Diane I. Hillmann • William 
Himwich • James Hinchl ff • Ricardo Hinkle • George Hinman • Michael Hinojos • Carol Hirsch • John 
Hitz • Paul Hobart • Thomas Hobbs • Harry Hochheiser and Judith Yanowitz • Paula Hock • Grace Hodges 
• Michael Hodgman • Richard Hodgman • Norman Hodgson • Charles A. Hoefel • Carl Hoffman and 
Elizabeth Naumburg • Judith Hoffman • Robert Hoffman • Warren Hoffman • Nancy Hogshead-Makar • 
Tom J. Hohn • Betty Holbrook • G. Holl • Sally Hollemon • Larry Holman • Barbara Holmberg • Nan and 
Peter Holmes • Neil Holmgren • Kirsten Holmquist • Cindy Holtz • Jeff Holtz • Marcia Homiak • Michael 
R. Homyak • Al Honick • Thomas Hood • Mark Hoose • Susan Hoover • Karen A. Hopkins • Trang Hopkins 
• Nancy Horie • Margaret Hornick • Lee S. Hornstein • Valerie Horst • Larry Hothem • Jack Houk • Walter 
R. Howard • Charles Howey • Steve Hoyle • Alan White • Carol Hubenthal • Jeanne Huber • Janet R. 
Huebner • Robert Huebsch • Ruth Huehn • Stanford Huff • Vicki Huff and E. Boerwinkle • Keith Huffman 
• David Hugg ns • Fenton Hughes • Jim Hughes • Mary Hughes • David Hull • Thomas Hulse • John 
Humphrey • Walter Hunner • Gerald Hunt • James F. Hunt • Steve Hunt • Andrew Hunter • John 
Hunt ngton • Janis Huntoon • M. G. Hupf • Wilba Hussey • Patrick Huston • Michael Hux • Patricia K. 
Hymson • Randy Ihara • Leah Ilan • Flaurie Imberman • Thomas Imboden • Jon Haukur Ingimundarson • 
Judith Ingram • William Ingram • Jerome Irsfeld • John S. Irvin • Pickens Irvine • Tom Irving and Kathryn 
Claire Purnell Wright • William Irving • Harry Irwin and Pam Haltom • Dorene Isenberg • Sara Ishikawa • 
Karin Isles • Pauline Ivens • George E. Jacklin • Gail Jackson • Jack Jackson • James Jackson • Jeff 
Jackson • Maureen Jackson • Harry and Lila Jacob • David Jacobosky • James Jacobs • Nancy C. 
Jacobson • Karen Jacques • David James • Sandra Janin • Barbara Janusiak • Gloria Jarecki • Robert 
Jarvis • Zina Jasper • Francoise Jeanpierre • T. J. Jefferys • Ian Jelinek • Ray Jenkins • Ralph Jenne • 
Alison Jennings • Kathryn Jennings • Greg Jensen • John Jensen • Steen Jensen • Gregory Jeresek • 
Miguel Jimenez • Evelyn Jimerson • Matthew Jochum • Kevin V. John • Alan Johnson • Clark Johnson • 
Gary P. Johnson • Gary Johnson • James Johnson • Kent and Rita Johnson • Leonard Johnson • Robert C. 
Johnson • Robert A. Johnson • W. L. Johnson • Joel Johnston • Maureen Johnston • Ann R. Jones • Charla 
Jones • Glenda Jones and Richard Clark • Gloria T. Jones • Ola Jones • Patricia G. Jones • Robert Jones • 
Robert Jones • Michael Jordan • Spike Jorgensen • Jon Jorstad • Carol Silva Judd • Kevin Judge • William 
Julian • Michael Jung • Arnold Kaestner • Alfred Kagan • Kenneth Kagan • Ernest Kahn • Paul H. Kahn • 
Ravi Kakarala • J. Kalb • Jim Kalberer • Norty Kalishman • Summer Kalishman • John Kaminsky • Robert 
Kanafani • Frances Kandl • David Kane • Thomas Kane • Donald Kanicki • Steven Kanig and Barbara 
McAneny • Arvind Kannan • David Kannerstein • Harvey Kantor • Gordon Kaplan • Tobey Kaplan • Peter 
Kardas • S. Karlstrom • Robin Kash • Sid Kaskey • Bob Kass • Peter Katsoulas • Franklin Kavaler • 
Ralph Kaywin and Lisa Buchberg • Lauren Keefe • Kevin Keeler • Nancy Keenan • Jane Keene • John E. 
Keevert Jr • James Kehl • Warren Kehn • Jesse W. Kehres • Jared Keil • Lisa Keipert • Susan Keith • Roger 
Keizerstein • Michael Kellison • Constance and Seth Kellogg • Darlene Kelly • Helen Kelly • Mary E. Kelly 
• Kathy Kelman • Lita Kelmenson • Freddie and Sharon Kemp • Jack Kennedy • Michael J. Kennedy • 
Scott Kennedy • Mary Kenney • Nancy Kent • Roberta T. Kerkam • Ben Kerkvliet • James Kerler • Nathan 
Kern • John C. Kerr • Brian E. Kerss • Richard Kessler • Hoyt L. Kesterson II • Eric Key • Walter H. Kiel • 
Davida Kiernan • Robert Handelman and Mary Jo Kilroy • Myung Jin Kim • Kenneth Kimerling • Harriss 
King • Jim King • Melanie King • Thomas King • Edward and Lynne Kinkema • Richard Kinsey • George 
R. Kirk • Paul Kirk • Darnell Kirksey • John R. Kirkwood • David Kiser • Sandra Kish • Raoul Kister • Uriel 

Kitron • Peter Kivisto • David Klafter • Michael T. Klare • Barry Klein • Jonathan A. Klein • Lyn Klein • 
Margaret B. Klein • Sue E. Klein • Kenneth Kline • Nancy Klipfel • Frederick Klitz • Paul Kloberdanz • 
David Klonsky • Gerry Knasiak • Barbara Knecht • Thomas B. Knoedler • Roger Koch • Terry Koch • Evelyn 
M. Koehnline • Carl J. Kogler • Lynn Kohn • Cindy and George Kokis • Bruce Koloseike • Elliott Korb • 
Martin Kornbluh • Katherine Kornfeld • Ross and Laura Kory • Julien Koschmann • James Kotas • David 
and Ronda Kotelchuck • Julia Koths • Steve Koughan • Joanne Kovach • Kurt Kovacs • Jay Koval • Jeanne 
Kowalski • Raymond Koza • Karl F. Kraber • Albert Kramer • Carol Kramer • Janet Kramer • Ronald 
Kramer • William Kramer • Janice Krane • Milton Krieger • Josef Kriegl • Frederick Krisch • Nancy E. 
Krody • Erik Krogh • Phil Kromer • David E. Kromm • Gordon Kruse • Scott Kubik • Sue Kubota • Edward 
Kudla • Faith Kuehn • Barbara Kuennecke • Sara Kuether • Jerry Kuhl • Richard Kuklenski • Aline 
Kultgen • Laurie Kuna • Joan Kuriansky • Dennis Kurtz • Thomas Kurtz • Gregory Kuzbida • Grace Kvam 
• Alan La Briere • Russell La Claire • Stephan La Veaux • Hunter Labovitz • Robert A. Lacy • Betty 
Laduke • Maria Lagos • John Lahti • James Lakehomer • Kiran Lalloo • Marie G. Lambe • John Lambert • 
Eric Lampard • R. Lampman • Jane Lancour • David Landis • Peter Landon • John Landrum • Nancy 
Lane • Patricia Lane • Donna Langdon • T. Langevin • Peter Lansing • Joseph Lantz • Jean LaPaze • 
Mike Lapham • Nancy Lapp • Nancy Larsen • Georgia Larson • Jeffrey Larson • Gary Laskey • Jodi 
Lasseter • John Latourette • Michael Laughlin • Colin Frost • Windford P. Lawless • Judiana Lawerence • 
David Lay • Lynne Layton • Betty Jane Lazo • Jon Leach • Paul LeBlanc • Mark M. Lecklider • Bonnie and 
William Ledbetter • Diana Ledonne • David P. Lee • Dennis Lee • Loren Lee • Richard B. Lee • Tom Lee • 
Roger Leed • Angela Lefevre • Sarah Leger • Cary Leher • David Leiby • Robin Leigh • Taigen Leighton • 
Jacob Lemann • Peggy Lemanski • Charles Lemmen • Arthur S. Leonard • Lida Leonarduzzi • Michelle 
LePaule • David Lerner • James Leschke • David Leshtz • James Leslie • Michael Lester • Daniel Levine • 
Karen Levine • Lawrence Levine • Rebecca Levine • Jonathan Levitt • Joann Levy-Rehm • Richard H. Levy 
• Rose Lew • Charles Lewis • Geoff Lewis • Rodger and Marilyn Lewis • Edward R. Leydon • Alex Liazos • 
Joel Lichty • John Liebau • Peter Liebert • Fred Lief • Carole Light • Judith Lightsey • Jane Lighty • Marie 
Lilly • Albert Limson • Margaret L ncourt • Eric N. Lindquist • Bruce Lindsay • Robert Lindstrom • Anthea 
and Richard Lingeman • Eleanor Linn • John Lippitt • Raina Lipsitz • Lester Lipsky • Tom Lis • 
Christopher Lish • Mini Liu • James Livingston • Noyes Livingston • Nancy Lo • Norberto Lobato • Kathy 
Loesch • David F. Logan • Matthew Logan • Kevin Logue • Cindy Lommasson • Fantasia London • 
Marianne Loner • John R. Long • Ada Nivia Lopez • Sonia Lopez • Michael Lottman • David Loutzenhiser 
• Jean K. Lowden • Tom Lowin • Michelle Lucio • Joanne Luczka • Ga l Ludwig • Gerhard Luetschwager • 
Peter Lukacs • Jan Lund • Torborg Lundell • James Lundquist • Bruce Lurie • Jack Lustgarten • Theodore 
and Amy Lynn • John Lyons • Mary Lyons • Richard M. Lyons • Bert Lysen • Daniel MacArthur • Charles 
MacCabe • Marilyn MacCaughey • Bernice MacDonald • Jordan MacLay • Peter MacLeish • Alan 
MacRobert • Lisa Madden • Amy Madigan • Sammi Madison and Rupert Garcia • Jon and Virginia 
Madsen • James Magenheimer • James Magestro • Bill and Larie Magorian • Laura Magzis • Phillip 
Mahaffey • Mark Maher • Badi Mahmood • Marianne Mahoney • Gerry Maine • Renee Major • Daniel 
Mallmann • Anne-Marie Mallon • Diane Malmgren • Paul W. Mamula • Bill Manahan • Stephen 
Manchester • Jerry Mander • Joseph Manfredi • Michael Mangan • Alicja Mann • Robert Mannaberg • 
Katherine Manning • Kathleen Manning • Patricia Manning • Juliet Manny • Janet Manzi • Eugenia 
Marcus • Robert Marcus • Susan Marek • Bel-Ami Margoles • Judy Marin and Marin Glenn • Stewart 
Marin • Carl Mariz • Ruth and Lenny Markovitz • William H. Marmion • Willie Marquart • Nancy P. Marr • 
Greg Marsh • Julia P. Marshall • B ll Martin • Bruce Martin • Casper Martin • David Martin • Don Martin 
• Frank L. Martin • Larry Martin • Michael Martin • Neil Martin • Patricia Martin • Steve Milligan and 
Christina Martinez • C. Maske • R. Mason • Robert Mason • William Massidda • Robert Master • David 
Mastronarde • Diane Matesic • John Matheny • Don Matheson • Keith W. Mathews • P. Melissa Mathis • 
Patrick Matsui • John G. Mattarazzo Jr. • Karl Mattox • Marlin Mattson • Richard Maurer • Ross Maxwell 
• Tatiana Maxwell • Felicia B. May • David Maynard • Fred Maynard • David R. Mayner • Mary E. Mayo • 
Vivian Mazur • Richard McCulley • David McCurdy • James McMurrer • Jackson McAfee • Donald 
McAninch • Kevin McBride • Dennis McCall • Penny McCall • Barbara McCann • Sue McCanne • 
Margaret McCartney • Robert B. McCauley • Raymond McClean • Lynn McClintock • Evelyn McClure • 
Harry McConnell • Terrance McConnell • Michael McCord • Locke McCorkle • Gary McCormick • Betty and 
John McCoubrey • Carolyn McCoy • Peg McCoy • Thomas J. McDermott • Adrienne McDonald • Bruce 
McDonald • Karen McDonell • Robert McDowell • Laurie McEachern • Gregory McFarland • Patricia 
McFarlane • Elizabeth McGee and Mark S. Pecker • Molly McGee • Amy McGill • Richard McGinnis • Jim 
McGowan • Randall McGowen • Peggy McGrath • Shirley McGreal • David McHenry • Sam McKeeman • 
Jane McKeever • Jim McKelvey • David McKenzie • Irmingard McKinney • Stephen McKnight • David 
McLaren • Phyllis McLaughin • Jeff McMahon • Allen McNeal • Andrew McNerney • Donald M. McPherson 
• Mark McRiley • Jonathan Mead • Teresa Meade • Beverly Meadows • Fay Mealey • Phillippe Meany • 
Gerrit Meddeler • Eugene Medlin • Sheila Meehan • Robert Mehlman • Susan Meiselas • Isa-Kae Meksin 
• Patricia Meldrum • Clara R. Melman • Ellen Melnick • Roberto Meloni • Ramona Memmer • Jere and 
Mary Mendelsohn • Andrea Mensch • Toni Mercadante • Paul Mercurio • Cathleen Merenda • Fran Merker 
• Mark Merrill • Robert Metcalf • Bonnie Mettler • Violet Metzler • David Meyer • Mary Meyer • Peter B. 
Meyer • Hildy B. Meyers • Frank Meyskens • Christian U. Michaels • Laurie Michaels • Donald Michaelsen 
• Sue Michalson • Dominic Michel • Nathan Michelson • James Mickle and Cynthia Baughman • Tom 
Midgley • Jean Miewald • Nichole Mihara and Gregory Harrison • Eiji Miki • Ollie Mikse • Bill Mikulak • 
William Mikulak • Frances Milberg • Gerald Miles • Sherman James Miles • Billie Miller and William Long 
• Calvin F. Miller • Daryl Miller • Elva W. Miller • Gregory Miller • Joseph Miller • Katrina Miller • Naomi 
Miller • Stephanie Miller • William Miller • Lewis Mills • Emily E. Milner • Maxwell P. Milton • Mary C. 
Mingus • Mark Minnick • Nell Minow • Gary Mion • Geraldine Misiewicz • Theodore Mita • Kirk Mitchel • 
Emily Mitchell • Kent Mitchell • Rita Mitchell • Sarah Mitchell • Joe Mitz • Yukari Miyamae • Roy 
Miyamoto • Victor Mlotok • Gregory H. Moehl • Timothy C. Moermond • Evan Mogan • Carol Moller • Nick 
Mombleau • Maria Monras-Sender • Lew Montemaggi • Ellen Moody • Mattie B. Moon • Susan Moon • 
Charles Mooney • Carole Moore • Grace Moore • Hal Moore • Robert Moreines • Nancy Morgan • Sheron 
Morgan • Stephen Morganstern • Jacquelyn Moriarty • Catherine B. Morris • Daniel Morris • Joan Morris • 
Marc Morris • Diane Morrison • Sue Morrissey • Dean Morse • Dale H. Morse • Marta Morse • Penney 
Morse • Kenneth Mort • Ella C. Mose • Ruth Moser • Raymond C. Moulton • Janice Mouton • Robert Moyer 
• Tom Muchmore • W. Mudget • Christian Mueller • Helen Mueller • Carolyn Mugar • James J. Mullins • 
Susan Multer • Francis Mulvey • Gabrielle Mulvihill • Jerrie Murguia • Debra Murphy • John Murphy • 
Kevin R. Murphy • Neil Murphy • Rena and Michael Murphy • Wayne Murra • Nelson Murray • Chrystyna 
Mursky • Lucia Murtaugh • Andreas Muschinski • Bette Myerson • Ned Mynatt • Charles Naef • Richard 
Nagle • C. Naim • Elliott Naishtat • Tom Nakanishi • Alison Nakashima • Ed Nakawatase • Allison 
Narver • Carol A. Nash • Jeff Nash • Margaret Nash • Kenneth Nassau • Marvin Natowicz and Sherri 
Broder • Victor Navasky • Natalia A. Nebel • A. K. Neeland • Paula Neils • Michael Nelson • Vivian Nelson 
• Marion M. Nesterenko • Marion Nestle • Catharine and David Newbury • Paul Newlin • Dara Newman 
and Scott Samuels • Linda L. Newman • Nancy Newman • Roy C. Newman • Fred Nicholas • Hugh 
Nichols • Cynthia Nicolaysen • Steven Niems • John Niles • Lynne Nittler • Cynthia Nixon • Forrest Nixon 
• Don Noel • Michael Nolte • David Nord • Vera Nordal • Margie A. Noren • Andrew Norrell • Judith 
Norsigian • Joan D. Norton • Nonna Noto • Catherine Nugent • Richard O Toole • Dennis O’Briant • David 
O’Brien • Mary O’Callaghan • Kenneth O’Connor • James O’Donnell • John O’Keefe • Kathleen O’Keeffe • 
John O’Loughlin • Marjorie and Frank O’Mara • C aran O’Sullivan • Austin O Toole • Anne Oakes • Joseph 
O’Connor • Ray O’Connor • Norma Odell • Tom Oetinger • Carl Offner • Edith Ogella • Phyllis M. 
Ohlemacher • Beatrice Ohms • Robert Okeefe • Gregory Oldmixon • Stephen T. Olender • Patricia 
Oliansky • Thomas W. Ollenburg • Betty Olsen • Dick Olsen • Pamela Olsen • Eric Olson • John Olson • 
Madeline M. Olson • Marjorie Olson • Kathleen Oneil • Stephen Oren • Michael Orend • Harvey Organek • 
Kevin Orme • Gabe Ormsby • Robert Orton • Cassie Osborne • James S. Osbourn • Jenna Osiason • 
Marshal Osman • Sally and James Osman • Stefan Ostrach • Maria Otero-Boisvert • Kenneth Ottavi • 
William Overland • Richard Owens • Richard and Becky Owens • Connie and Kerry Ozer • Roger Packard 
• Mary Padgett • Isabelle Paez • Raleigh A. Page-Russell • Janet L. Page • Charles Paine • Sarah 
Pappenheimer • Donald F. Park • Nancy Park • Helen Parker • Ed Parks • Peter Parlett • Beth Parmenter 
• V ncent Parmesano • Beatriz Parra • William H. Parry • Robert Parsh • Ronald Parsons • Ann Pasley • 
Jeffrey Passel • Gertrud Patri • Deborah Pattin • Kristin Paul • Tim Paulson • R. Payne • Heather Payson 
• Denis Paz • Alice Peacock • Burt Pearlstone • Glenda Pearson • Janet Pearson • Mark Pearson • John 
Peavoy • David Peck • Scott Peer • Roy Pekarske • Winston Pekrul • Kurt Pelton • Kathleen Pelton • 
Lynne Pendleton • William Pengelly • Constance Penley • Robert Pennel • Stephen A. Pennell • Robert 
Pennoyer • Albert M. Pennybacker • Linda Penzur • Charles and Marthe Perdrisat • Rohan Perera • Joy 
Pereths • Carlos Perez • Rafael Perez • Charles Perkins • Daniel Perlstein • Elizabeth Pernotto • Anne 
Perrino • Monica Perrotti • Deborah Person • Sreca and Senja Perunovic • Karen Peter • Christopher B. 
Peters • Jurgen Peters • Ann J. Peterson • Don Peterson • Richard A. Peterson • Frank Petito • Norman 
Petrik • Willa and G. Pettygrove • G. Peysson • Jean Pfeiffer • K. Pfeifle • Don Phalp • Bill Dexheimer 
Pharris • James Phillips • Stephen L. Phillips • Bernadette Piccolomini • Irene M. Piccone • Christy Pichel 
• Jane Picker • Nancy Piercy • Robert Pierzynski • Jeff Pietan • Mark Pietroski • Tom Pillar • James 
Pinder • Louise Pinkow • June Pinnell-Stephens • Paul Pinsky • John Pitt • Lisa Plank • Jane A. Plastino 
• Robert Plate • Caroline Plemmons • Helen E. Plevich • Philip Pochoda • Alexander and Harriet Pollatsek 
• Miriam Pollet • Bruce Pollock • Richard Pontone • Mark Ponzo • Blaise Pope • Douglas Porter • Jeffrey 
I. Porter • Jenise Porter • Jeanne S. Posner • Joseph M. Potomis • Thomas Potterfield • Marc Potvin • John 
Powell • Thomas Powers • Betzabe Praeger • Beverly Pranzatelli • Joy Pratt • Lynn Pratt • Mary Pratt • 
Ronald A. Prechel • Thomas P. Prehoditch • Renee Prescan • Diane Preston • Karen Preuss • Barry Price 
• Philip Prim • Preston Prince • Michael Pringle • William Prinsket • Marietta Pritchard • Robert L. 
Pritchard • Thomas Pryor • John R. Pugh • Eric Pumroy • Dean C. Quick • Rosemary Quigley • Joanne 
Quirk • David Quist • Janet Rabinowitch • Richard Radde • Robert Radke • Laura L. Raedeke • David 
Raese • Charles Raff • Harvey and Carol Raff • Joann Ragni • Andrew Rakowski • Richard Rambo • 
Frank Ramirez • Herschel Ramsey • T. A. Ramsey • Ronald and Jane Randall • Wilson Randolph • Kay 
Ransdell • Joni Ransom • Alison Raphael • Catherine Raphael • Ralph Raphelson • Allen Rashada • 
Paul Rasmussen • Alain Ratheau • Patricia Rathmann • Buddy Ratner • Marian Rauch • Timothy N. 
Raupp • S. Rawlins and S. Kramer • Charles Read • L. Read • Steve Read • Melissa Reading • Segwald 
and Martha Reckdahl • James Redditt • Stuart Redshaw • Roy Regozin • Cynthia Reich • Karl Reiche • 
Norman Reid • Sarah Reid • Wallis Reid • Wm. Ferguson Reid • Richard Reidy • Karen Reilly • Regina 
Reilly • Lynn Reiman • Debra Reineke • Anthony Reiner • Diane Reinhardt • Philip Reiss • James Reitz • 
Robert Remez • Don Resio • Elaine Reuben • Tamara Reus • Stephen Reuys • Pedro Reyes • Emily 
Reynolds • Robert Reynolds • Vivian Reynolds • Lynn Rhinehart • Margaret Rhodes • Judy R. Rice • 
Robert Rich • Brent Richards • David L. Richardson • Gregg Richardson • Valerie Richter • Eleanor N. 
Richwine • Craig I. Ricketts • Lynne Riddle • Stuart Riddle • Kathleen F. Ridge • Steven Riedhauser • 

Robert Rigdon • Michael Righi • Carol Rigmark • Thomas Riley • J. M. Rimert • William Ring • Dan Rink 
• Rachel Rion • Jacquelyn Rivas • Donald L. and Barbara Rivenes • Jack Roach • John Roberson • Alvin 
Roberts • Charles Roberts • John Roberts • Kenneth Roberts • Michael Roberts • Stephen Roberts • 
William Roberts • George Robertson • Patricia Robertson and Curry First • Jean Robinson • Joseph 
Robinson • Lewis Robinson • Marietta Robinson • Martha Robinson • Anita Rocha • John Roche • Ronald 
Rochin • Morton Rochman • David Rockwell • Allan Rodgers • Chuck Rodgers • David Kelly • Julio 
Rodriguez-Luis • Catherine Rodriguez • Lynne Rodriguez • Phyllis Rodriguez • John E. Rogers • Paul 
Rogers • Carl and Karen Rogge • Thomas and Nancy Rohde • John S. Rolland • Bill Romberg • Elizabeth 
Romero • Vernon Rood • Alison Root • Nancy Root • Colleen Rose • Roger F. Rose • T. Roselle • Arthur 
Rosen • Barbara A. Rosen • Howard I. Rosenberg • Joel W. Rosenberg • Oliver Rosenbladt • Murray 
Rosenblith • Judith Rosenmeier • Douglas Rosenthal • Isadore Rosenthal • Mel Rosenthal • Ruth 
Rosenthal • Sue and Harold Rosenthal • Lawrence Rosenwald • Sanford Rosenzweig • Gilbert Rosoff • 
Henry Rosoff • Deborah Ross • Phillip Ross • Joann Rossovich • June Rostan • M. Rotenberg • David R. 
Roth • John A. Rowe • Jean Roy • Stephen and Jeanne Rozman • Ana C. Rubio • Dale Rudesill • John 
Rudolph and Sheryn Holinsworth • Bill Ruehr • Grant Ruesch • Peter Ruggiero • Anthony Ruiz • Meredith 
Ruland • John Rupp • Cline H. Russell • Roberta Russell • Timothy Russell • Gina Rutenberg • David 
Rutschman • Itala T. Rutter • Nancy Lee Ruyter • Barbara Ryan • Patricia Ryan • Richard Ryan • 
Elizabeth J. Sacca • Dorrice Sacco • DeAnn A. Sack • Lynn Saddleton • Ruth Saff • Robert Sahr • 
Christopher Sales • Katherine Salverda • Brian M. Salzberg • Dave Samuelson • H. Sanchez • Patric a F. 
Sanders • Wes Sanders • C. Sandy Watts • Frank Sansevero • Antonio Santoro • Marcelino Sarabia • 
Hedi Saraf • David C. Sargent • Paul Sarvasy • Pamela Sass • Joachim Sassmann • Erin Satterthwaite • 
Paul Savoie • Charles Saxe • Mary Saxton • Charles Saydah • Ed Scalzo • C. Scanlan • Anthony Sceau • 
Susan Schacher • Alvin Schachter • Randy Schaeffer • Susan Schaffer • Jay and Judith Schaffner • Kay 
Schaller • Susan Schapiro • Connie Scharlau • Joe Scheetz • Charles Scheidt • Clifford Schell • John 
Schendel • Carla Schick • Barbara Schiffer • Steven Schildcrout • Heather M. Schlaff • R  J. Schless • 
Laura Schleyer • Emily Schmalzer • Paul Schmidt • Susan Schmidt • Damaris Schmitt • Richard Schmitt 
• Marian Schnecker • Camilla Schneider • Elizabeth Schneider • George Schneider • Jerry Schneider • 
Mark Schneider • Barbara Schock • Elizabeth Scholze • Josephus J. Schoorl • David Schrader • Donald 
Schrader • Chris Schraw • William and Jean Schrode • John Schroeder • Harold Schroer • Matthias 
Schueth • Judy Schuler • Philip Schulman • Arleen Schultz • David P. Schultz • Thomas Schulz • Michael 
and Diana Schumacher • William L. Schuster • Steven Schwager • Irving Schwartz and Linda Larson • 
Mary Ann Schwartz • Robert Schwartz • Steven Schwartz • Barry Schweickert • A. Schwendiman • Peter 
Schwiebert • Louis Schwitzer • Lorna Scott Fox • Dennis Scott • Earl Scott • Peter Scotto • Rupert Seals 
• Judith D. Seaman • Teri Searcy • Mike Seczney • Margaret Sedenquist • Dorothy Sedley • James Seegert 
• Judy O. Segal • William M. Seggeling • Wendy Selene • Rinku Sen • Michael and Barbara Sentovich • 
Rosemary Senyk • Kenneth Serafin • Drorah Setel • Marcia Settel • Jackie D. Sewell • Paul Sexton • Peter 
M. Shane • Betsy Shank • Thomas Shannon • Judith Shapiro • Myra Shapiro • Philip Shashko • Milton 
Shatto • Theodore Shattuck • Raymond Shaw • Ruth Shaw • Howard Shelf • Christopher Shera • Clare 
Sherwood • Walter Sherwood • Xiaojing Shi • Robert Shimabukuro • Stephen Shipe • Manucher Sh r • 
Beverly Shlapak • Mary Shook • Thomas Shores • Joel Shulman • Anne Shumway • Nicholas Shumway • 
Robert Shunate • Patricia Shure • William Siavelis • James Sibbring • Janet Sibley • Stephen Sidney • 
Don Siefkes • Anyce Siegel • Franklin Siegel • Nancy and Mark Siegel • Peter Sigmann • Sandra A. Silver 
• Richard Silverberg • Ann Silverman • Gary Silverman • Jay Silverman • Joann Silverstein and Nevis 
Cook Jr. • Linda Simkin • Elizabeth Simmonds • Gregor and Jeanne Simon-MacDonald • Carole Simon • 
Justin Simon • Nina Simonds • H. Simonowitz • David J. Simons • Peter Simons • Eva Simonsen • Margot 
Sims • Alan Singer • Carla Singer • Harriet Singer • Marsha Singh • Ruth Singleton • Ann McNally Sink 
• Cecilia Sinnott • Timothy Sistrunk • Gordon M. Sites • Johanna Sizick • Christi Slavenas • William 
Slavick • Clifford Slayman • Nancy Slenger • James Small • Mary Smalls • Charles L. Smith • Dagmar 
Smith • Idiot Smith • Judith E. Smith • Julie Smith • Marilynn Smith • MaryLou Smith • Morton E. Smith 
• Nancy M. Smith • Patsy M. Smith • Paul R. Smith • Regan G. Smith • Alix Smullin • Donna Smyth • 
Emerald Sneed • Carolyn Snively • Joshua Socolar • Elena Sokol • Doug Solberg • Eleanor Soler • 
Rochelle Solomon • Linda Somes • Jeffrey Sorensen • J. Soule • Barbara Southard • Nancy Spannbauer • 
Joan Sparkman • Patricia Spear • Thomas C. Spear • Matthew Specter and Marjan Mashhadi • Harvey 
Speinhaus • Elizabeth Spelman • Art Sperry • Andrew Spiegel • Bonnie S. Spinazze • Helen Spinner • 
John Spitzberg • Peter Spitzer • Frederick St. John • Judith Stacey • Rich Stafford • Pearl F. Staller • 
Ronna Stamm • Mary Standifer • Michael C. Stanley • Susan Stanton • Helena K. Starcevic • Barbara 
Stark • Dee Starkey • Robert N. Stearns • Pat Steck • Marianne Stefancic • Karen Stefanski • Carol Stein 
• Janet Stein • Robert A. Steinberg • Alexandra Steinert-Evoy • Harvey Steinhaus • Patricia Stelzner • 
Nancy Stephens • Gary M. Stephenson • Mary G. Stephenson • Paul D. Stevens • Phil Stevens • William T. 
Stevens • Sandra Stevenson • John Stewart • Kitty Stewart • Robert Stewart • Roy J. Stewart • William 
Stewart • Keith Stickford • Christine Stidley • John Stirton • Samuel Stitman • Russell Stockard • Peter 
Stoel • Deborah Stoker • Paul and Laura Stokes • Stephen L. Stokes • Mark Stommel • Daniel Stone • 
Gregory Stoner • Lizabeth Stopher • Sarah Stott • Herbert Stout • Evan Stover • Alice Stowell • Richard 
Stratton • Barbara Straub • Nina Straus • Carole Straw • Mark Strecker • Herb Strentz • Olga Strickland 
• J. Stringer • Larry Strong • Charles Stuart • Lochlan Stuart • Nicholas and Joanne Sturgeon • Joan 
Sturgis • Michael Subit • Timothy Sulak • Jack Sullivan • Laura Sull van • Lawrence Bennett Sullivan • 
Robert Desmarais Sullivan • Rita Summers • Lea Sund • Stewart C. Sutherland • Stewart Sutherland • 
Roy Sutton • Donald Suzenski • Lisa Svensson • Joseph P. Swallow • Mark Swartz • Thomas Sweda • 
Edna M. Swets • Jeffrey L. Swiggum • Sue Swilley • Stanley Sydenham • Katie and John Syrett • Anna 
Szabolcsi • Daniel B. Szyld • Ritchie Tabachnick • Margery Tabankin • Elizabeth Tabony • Sherman 
Taishoff • Sam Takahashi • Pamela Talese • Dolores Taller • Ann Tanner • Marietta J. Tanner • Dav d 
Tansey • David P. Tapscott • Susanna Tarjan • Edith Darknell Taylor • Kim Taylor • Margaret A. Taylor • 
Sandra Taylor • Chartis Tebbetts • F. Tennican • Beth TenPas • Bill Termes • James D. Teske • Judith L. 
Tharp • Jeffrey Theinert • Athan Theoharis • Matthew Theroux • Richard J. Thibeau • Joyce Thibodeaux • 
John and Karen Thielke • Charles Thomas • Glen Thomas • Norman Thomas • Patrick Thomas • George 
W. Thompson • H. W. Thompson • Roger Thompson • Ronald Thompson • Stacy Thompson • Cynthia J. 
Thomsen • Devin Thor • Dorothy Thorman • Gil Thornally • Norman A. Thornburg • Patricia M. Thornton • 
Alba N. Thorpe • Douglas Thunder • Lori Thwaite • Bette Tiago • Joan Tierney • Mart n S. Tiersten • Steve 
Tillery • Jeff Tillett • David C. Tinling • Micheal Tirabass • Anne C. Tiracchia • Emily Tobisch • Willis C. 
Todd • Said Tofighi and Shahla Ameli • John Tolle • Joanne K. Tollison • Ellen Tolmie • John Tone • Bill 
Topper • William Topper • Beverly Toppin • Albertha S. Toppins • Maureen Torcivia • Eric Torgerson • 
Denise Torras • Louis Toth • Rick Trachsel • James Traub • Paul Trautman • Lynne Treat • Rose M. Tresp 
• Tim Trickel • Marjorie Trifon • Camilla Trinchieri • Elizabeth Trinidad • John Tritten • Doris Trojcak • Bill 
Trollinger • Alice M. Trost • Pat Trotter • Linda Troy • Andi Truitt • Sox Tsetse • Merry Tucker • Joseph Tully 
• Akemi Turner • Katharine Turner • Lisa Turner • Robert Turner • Steve Turpin • Bill Tuttle • Joseph Tyler 
• Kay Tyson • Kyoko Uchida • Letitia W. Ufford • Judith and Ugalde • W. D. Uhl • Marie Underwood • Amy 
Unthank • Stephen Urciuoli • Ernest Urvater • Joseph Valko • Anneke Van Doorn and Wolter Van Doorninck 
• Fern Van Gieson • Jacqueline H. Van Gorkom • Carol Van Houten • Robin Van Liew • James Van Pelt • 
Jason Van Zwol • Charlene E. Vanacker • Ivan Vance • Nicholas Vanderborgh • Larry Vanderplas • 
Eugene Varell • Edward Vaughan • Darrell Veile • Norma Veile • Gerald Veiluva • Joan Velasquez • 
Belisario Ventura • Russell Viebrooks • Steven Viggiani • Santiago Villafane • Audrey W. Vincent • 
Martha Vinick • Jane S. Vinson • Margo Viscusi • Robert Vogel • Sarah Vogel • Susan Volman • Richard 
Von Glahn • Roland Von Huene • Alison von Klemperer • Will Von Klemperer • H.F. Von Ulmer and B.A. 
Grennan • John Voorhees • Paul Vos • Thomas G. Vournas • James Wade • Marsha Wade • K.A. Wagner • 
Lee Wagner • Randall S. Wagner • D. B. Wake • Donna Lee Walcott • Steven H. Waldbaum • Janet Walden 
• Rosmarie Waldrop • Steven Waldusky • Steven and Suzanne Waldusky • Ruth H. Walker • Thomas 
Walker • Thomas Wallace • Susan Walsh • Harry and Linda Walters • David Ward • Francis Ward • 
Steven Warheit • Tom Warms • Sheila Warner • Barbara H. Warren • James Warren • Cheryl Washington • 
Robert Wasserman • Ronald Wasson • Carol Watchler • Penny Weaver • Charles Webb • Jonathan Webb • 
Betty R. Weber • David Weber • Steven J. Weber • Frederic Webster • Garlan Webster • Cheryl Wecksler • 
Marvin M. Wedeen • John R. Weed • Wendy Weidman • Carolyn Weinbaum • Debbie Weingardt • Diann 
Weinman • Nancy Weinrich • Elissa Weinstein • Michael Weinstein • Steven Weintraub • Charles 
Weisenfeld • Jordan Glaser and Hazel Weiser • Alan Weiss • Jeffrey Weiss • Robert Weiss • Margaret N. 
Weitzmann • Matthew Welch • William H. Wellman • Norman Wengert • Nancy Weninger • Charles Werner 
• Mark S. Wernick • Gwenna Weshinskey • Maureen S. Wesolowski • Frank West • Norman West • Ron 
Wetzell • Dianne Weyna • Richard S. Wheeler • Marianne Whelchel • Chris and Patrick White • Elcenia 
White • Gary White • John V. White • Mary F. White • Mary Ann White • Penelope White • Phyllis E. 
Whitesell • William Whitesell • Douglas Whitley • Linda Whitley • John Whitman • Carol Whitson • Linda 
Wickes • Elaine Wickstrom • Arnold Widen • Benjamin Widiss • Paul H. Wiechman • Charles Wightman • 
Nancy M. Wilbert • Mary C. Wilheit • Winifred Wilhelm • Rillastine Wilkins • Conrad Wilkinson • Marc G. 
Williams-Young • Douglas Williams • Gilbert Williams • Lane Williams • Laron Williams • Leonard 
Williams • Mary B. Williams • Rick Williams • Robert Williams • Arthur Williamson • Susan B. Willis • 
Denise Willner • Emily Ann Willoughby • Augustus Wills • Dennis Wills • Bob and Dawn Wilson • Dane 
Wilson • James Wilson • Joanne Wilson • Patricia Wilson • Reginald Wilson • Robert P. Wilson • Samuel 
Wilson • Marshall Windmiller • Angela Winn • Arnold and Judith Wishnia • Karen Wisniewski • Ruth 
Witchey • Gilbert Witte • Sally Wittler • Paul Wittman • James Wohlgemuth • Laura Wolf-Powers • 
Eleanor Wolf • George E. Wolf • Edward Wolfe • Linda D. Wolfe • Edith Wolff • Ken Wolter • Maylene 
Wong • Elsa Wood • Mary Woodman • Mary Woodrow • Nathan V. Woodruff • Woody J. Woodruff • Darryl 
Woods • Medora Woods • Mike Woods • Brian K. Woodson • George Woodwell • Ian Woolven • Roger 
Wootton • Laura D. Worby • Edwin Worrell • Rochelle Henry Wortis • Dale Wright • Janet Wright • J. T. 
Wyatt • Joy Wyatt • Lewis Wyatt • Margaret Wykes • Milford G. Wyman • Christopher Wyndham • 
Richard Yagami • Edward Yaker • Judith Yale • Joe Yasek • MaryAnn Yeats • Richard Yelovich • Patricia 
Yenawine • Susan Yessne • Caroline Young • Craig Young • James Young • Lynn Young • N. Young • 
George Yourke • James Yuen • Salih V. Yumlu • John Zaffle • Charles Zahn • Mahmoud Zandieh • 
Joanna S. Zangrando • Zohreh Zarnegar • Annette M. Zavareei • Pam Zedak • Leslie Zeigen • Charles 
Zeller • Stephen Zeller • Jim Zieba • Maxine Ziebarth • Nora Zielinski • William D. Zimmer • Betty 
Zimmerberg and Dale Fink • Jayne Zimmerman • Mara Zimmerman • Eleonore Zimmermann • Helo I. 
Zink • Gary Zinn • Linda Zipp • Barbara Zmich and Celeste McClellan • William Zuercher • Catherine V. 
Zukowski • Nancy Zumoff • Dave Zweifel 



$10–$99

A
Anonymous (42) • 34 Prospect LLC • Francine A’ness • Karen Aaker • Becky Aamot • Elizabeth Aaronsohn • Lawrence 
Aaronson • Joseph Abbenda • Lawrence Abbott • Bill Abbuehl • Beckry Abdel-Magid • Sara Abdel • Shakira Abdul-Ali 
• Numan Abdul-Latif • Sabur Abdul-Salaam • Patrick Abel • Graciela Abelin • Robert L. Abell • Leila Abe ow • Asad 
Ab di • Abby Abinanti • Daniel Abood • Lois W. Abraham • Lynda Abrahamson • Tanya Abramsky • Al an S. Abramson 
• Nicholas Abramson • James Abts • Javier Aceves • Sharon Achinstein • Emily Achtenberg • Maribeth L. Ackerman 
• Marilyn Ackerman • Marv n Ackley • David Acosta • Daniel Adamek • Ann Adams • Barbara Adams • Carol Adams 
• Cathy Adams • Elizabeth Adams • Evert Adams • Garrett and Lane Adams • Gary Adams • James Adams • Joshua 
Adams • Larry Adams • Lee Adams • Mark Adams • Otis Adams • Patricia Adams • Robert Adams • Royce Adams 
• Ruth Adams • Sheri Adams • Sue Adams • David Addison • Jarvis L. Addison • Scott Addison • Deborah Adelman 
• E. Aderman • Arnold Adicoff • Daniel C. Adkins • Marcie Adkins • Deborah B. Adler • Ellen Adler • Harriet Adler 
• Richard Adler • Sy Adler • Jane Affonso • Karen Agee • Charlene Agen • Lene Agerskov • Naomi Ages • Chris 
Ag n • Rosemary Agonito • Ronna Agree • Lois B. Agronick • Gabriel Aguilar • Tamara Agvanian • Wi liam Aher • 
Patricia Ahern • Marc a G. Ahlin • Richard Ahlman • Margaret Ahlness • Byongjin Ahn • Paul Ahrens • Kersti Ahven 
• Paula Aiello • Brett Ainsworth • Dona Aitken • Marie Akers • Kathleen Aki • Wi liam D. Akins • Mohammad Alam 
• Kazem Alamdari • Lorne Albaum • Sydney Alberg • Janice Albert • Marilyn Albert • Lori Albertazzi • Beth Alberty 
• Carlton Alcorn • Danny Alder • Keith Alder • James F. Alderman • James M. Alderman • James Alderman • Nina 
Alderson • Ann Aldrich • Eva Aldrich • Sharon Aldrich • Thoraya A. Alessahki • Bruce Alexander • Claire Alexander 
• Claude Alexander • Denisei Alexander • Gerald Alexander • John Alexander • Lawrence Alexander • Maitland B. 
Alexander • Michael Alexander • Robert Alexander • Vince O. Alexander • Darcy Alexandra • Francisco Alfaro • Gini 
Alhadeff • Guillermo D. Aliaga • Gary Alinder • Jean Alkire • Christopher Al an • Anne Allen-Wyman • Andrea K. Allen 
• Anita Allen • Barbara Allen • Charles Allen • Douglas M. Allen • Ed Allen • Edward L. Allen • Janet Brevoort Allen 
• Kathleen Allen • Michael A. Allen • Richard Allen • Thomas E. Allen • Wendy Allen • Uta Allers • Joseph Allgaier • 
Allen A lgeier • Ann Allison • Susan Allman • rmin A lner • Robin Allory • Janice Allred • Eddie S. Allsopp • Henry 
Almaraz • Dennis A. Almeida • George A mendinger and Sally Chou • Mindy Aloff • Claudis Alongi • Pamela Alsum • 
Peter Altenbach • Jennifer Altenhofen • Sue Althouse • John Altieri • Ann Alton • Maite Altonaga • Elfrida Alvarado • 
Donna A varez • Richard and Susan Alvord • Nina Amabile • Stephen Amberg • Jeffrey Ambers • Anne Ambler • Lois 
Ambrose • Jo N. Amburgey • John Amendola • Betsy Ames • Julia P. Ames • Michael Ames • Rosalind Amigo • James 
Amin • Kar ma Amin • Susan Aminoff • Denise Amitrani • Beth Ammerman • James Amory • Jean Amos • Mary E. 
Amsler • Bruce Amweismeier • Carol J. Anagnostopou os • Shant a Anderheggen • Rob n Andersen • V kke Andersen 
• Emily Anderson-Sanchez • Lauren Anderson-Sanchez • Alexis Hughes Anderson • Alicia Anderson • April Anderson • 
Bonnie L. Anderson • Chris Anderson • Daun M. Anderson • Elizabeth Anderson • Esther Anderson • Gerald Anderson 
• Hans Anderson • Izida Anderson • Jackie Anderson • James Anderson • Jan Anderson • Jeff and Jane Anderson • 
Jill Anderson • John C. Anderson • Kathryn Anderson • Katie Anderson • Larry Anderson • Lynn Anderson • Marcelene 
Anderson • Marcia Anderson • Matt Anderson • Richard E. Anderson • Robert M. Anderson • Sandra Anderson • 
Santi Anderson • Sara Anderson • Sheryl Anderson • Shirley Anderson • Thomas Anderson • Tom Anderson • William 
Anderson • Beverly Jorjani Andersson • Olle Andersson • Paul Andesen • Mary Andis • James Andreano • Norine 
Andreassen • Edward Andresen • Don Andress • T. Andrew • Barbara Andrews • Edson Andrews • John A. Andrews • 
Milton Andrews • Patricia Andrews • Therson Andrews • Ingr d D. Angelo • Athena Angelus • Mary T. Ang im • Robert 
Angone • Burton Angrist • John Angueira • Silv o Anichini • David Anick • Deborah Anne • Samuel Annear • Ade bert 
J. Annonson • Emmanuel Annor • Michelle Antenesse • Frank Anthes • Loretta Antoine • Mildred Antonelli • Debbie 
Antoon • Lois Appel • Larry L. Apple • Joel Applegate • Cor na Aragon • Mary Garza Aragon • Louis Aragona • Dennis 
Arata • Demetrio Araujo • Allen Archambault • George Archambau t • Carla and Bruce Ardinger • Robert Ardinger • 
Amy Ardington • Fay Ardon • Steve Arechiga • Charles Areford • Paul Arell • Henriette Arenson • J. M. Arfield • Louis 
Arguello • Phyllis Arist • Carroll E. Arkema • J. M. Arkin • Rene Arlain • Beverly Amelin • Jeanette Armentano • Rona 
Arm llas • Bruce Armour • Pamela C. Armstrong-Manchester • Bernard Armstrong • Bradford Armstrong • Christina 
Armstrong • Dave Armstrong • Debbie Armstrong • Warwick Armstrong • Willie Armstrong • Philip Arnberger • 
Charles Arndt • Rekha Arness • Lynn Arney • Bernadine Arnold • David Arnold • Fred Arnold • Gregory Arnold • John 
Arnold • Karen Arnold • Marianne Arno d • Marilynn Arnold • Scott Arnopol • Robert Aro • Susan Aron • Eva Aronoff 
• Nina Aronoff • Alisa Aronson • Harvey Aronson • Suzanne Arpante • Jeffrey Arps • Richard Arrambide • Michael 
Arrington • Anthony T. Arroyo • David Arseneault • Steven Arthur • Carole Artigiani • Zoraida Artiles • Janick Artiola 
• El zabeth Artis • Awo Okaikor Aryee-Price • Alex Asare • Anna Ashcraft • Laurel Ashcraft • Carole Ashley • Robert 
Ashman • Lori Ashyk • Cecel a Askegard • Susan Askevold • R. V. Asmundson • Amy Aspell • Thomas Asprey • Gary 
Assarian • J. Assayag • Ma a Krahl Astley • Roger Athey • Carolyn Atkin • Roger Atkin • Linda Atkinson • Luisa 
Attivissimo • Stephen Atwood • Ted Auerbach • Augie Augenste n • A. J. Augustine • Sydney August ne • William K. 
Aungst • Richard Aurili • Elizabeth Aurilia • Christine Austin • Hassett Austin • Leslie Austin • Marianne Aust n • 
Constance Autumn • Christian Avard • Frank Avella • Bernadette Averi • Erin Averill • Burton Avery • Caryl Avery • 
Elisabeth Avery • Sarah J. Avery • Bernadette Avi a • Alex Avitabile • Dale Axelrod • Amy Axler • Alec Axt • Lucinda 
Ayers • Dianne Ayres • Rachel Ma donado Aziminia • Shahram Azmoudeh 

B
Brad Baang • K. Kevyne Baar • James Babcock • Martha M. Babcock • Ted Baca • Barbara Bach • Don Bachman • 
S.A. Bachman • Bruce Bachmann • Pol y Bacich • Phyllis Backhaus • Dennis Backlund • Jeanette Badal • Michael 
Badar • Keely Badger • Anthony Badi lo • Jill Baer • Kenneth Baer • Susan Baer • Brian Bagna l • Paul Baicich • 
Cleta S. Ba ley • Edwin Bailey • Forrest R. Bailey • Martha Bailey • Michael Bailey • Nancy Bailey • Stephen Bailey • 
Tamar Bailey • Terry Bailey • Virgin a Bailey • Kathryn Bai lif • Dave Baine • Susan Baird • Peter Ba ter • Judy 
Bakenhus • Allan Baker • Don H. Baker • Elizabeth Baker • Gail Baker • Gary Baker • Holden Baker • James Baker • 
Jane Baker • Jennie Beth Baker • Judith Baker • Judy Baker • Lois Baker • Lowell Baker • Lynne Baker • Margaret 
Baker • Nata ie J. Baker • Natasha Baker • Pamela Baker • Rachel Baker • Robert Bakken • Maggie Balazs • Bill 
Balderston • Vincenza Baldino • Alan Baldw n • Christina Ba dwin • Virko Baley • Robert Ball • Carol Ballantyne • 
Marv Ba lantyne • Fie ding Ballard • Mary Ballard • Rick Ballard • Sharon Ba len • Betty Ballew • Beth Ballmann • 
David Bal on • Raymond Ballweg • Bruce Balter • Lawrence H. Balthasar • Andy Baltins • Dawn Banasiak • Paula 
Bandt • Margaret Bandy • Deb Banerjee • Catherine Banghart • Somnath Banik • Mirra Bank • Thomas Banks • Tom 
Banks • Sandra Bannikoff • Dave Bannister • Fletcher Baragar • Gregg Barak • Robert S. Baranofsky • Ulana 
Baransky • Judith Barba • Steven Barbash • Bevin Barber-Campbell • Jean P. Barber • Richard Barber • Richard 
Barber • Nancy Bardoff • William Bardsley • Teri Barendse • Ralph Barhydt • Diane Barker • Edward Barker • Ken 
Barker • Mimi Barker • Rebecca Barker • Peter Barland • Dorothy Barlow • Jesse Barlow • John Bar ow • Norm 
Barnard • Barbara Barnes • Bonnie Barnes • Bradley Barnes • Chrys Barnes • Jonathan Barnes • Ken Barnes • 
Naomi Barnes • Peter Barnes • Theodore Barnes • Elizabeth B. Barnett • Michael Barnett • Sharon G. Barnett • Jamal 
Barone • Maryann Barone • Norm Barone • Rita Barouch • John Barr Jr. • Blanche Barr • Jill H. Barr • Michael C. Barr 
• Remo Barr • W. Barr • Chuck Barracato • Deborah Barragan-White • Donna Barras • Rick Barrelier • Nellie Barrera 
• Anthony J. Barrett • J. T. Barrett • Jud th M. Barrett • Lisa Barrett • Macarena Gomez Barris • Elizabeth Barron • 
Diane Barrows • Beverly Barry • Hillary Barry • Steven Barry • David Barsamian • Donald Barshis • Mary Bart • Scott 
Bartchy • D. Barthelemy • Roger Barthelson • Patricia Bartholomew • Mary Bartkow ak • Mark Bartle • Catalina 
Bartlett • Edmund S. Bartlett • Maria Bartlett • Stephen P. Bartlett • James Bartley • Richard Bartley • Mike Barto • 
Cathy Bartolotti • Bill Barton • James W. Barton • Karen Barton • Paull Barton • Robert Barton • Becky Bartovics • 
Amelia Barwise • Rash d and Naziha Bashshur • Toby Basil • Camille Basile • Suad Basili • Harriet Baskin • Bernice 
M. Bass • Ben Bassett • Prisc lla T. Bassett • Wil iam Bassin • Ann Bastian • Bette Bates • Regina Bates • Tannis 
Bator • Anne Battani • Peter Batzell • Vickie Batzka • Vicki Baucom • Liliane Bauduy • Alex Bauer • A wen Bauer • 
Lynn Bauer • Richard J. Bauer • Judith Bauerlein • Kim Baughman • Jan Baulsir • Dale Baum • Ward Bauman • 
Glor a Baumgardner • Arthur Baur • Debra Baxter • Diane Baxter • Faith Baxter • Rosemary Bay • William Bay • 
Margaret Bayer • Nina Bayer • Kathi Bayne • Colleen Beagan • Lenore Beaky • Greg Beale • John Bealle • Carol Bean 
• Ramona Beard • Diehl Beasley • Howard Beatty • Royal Beauchamp • Santa Beauchamp • Janet Beazie • Amy 
Bechelli • Ingrid Becher • David Beck • Doug Beck • Wendy Beck • Beverly Becker • Paul Becker • William L. Beckes • 
Sue Beckham • William Beckham • Carol Beckow tz • Prisc lla Becroft • Cathleen Becskehazy • Peter Becskehazy • 
Marilyn H. Bedford • John P. Bedndar • Michael Beebe • Norman Beede • Dennis Beedy • A. George Beeler • William 
Beeman • Peter Beemer • Kitty Beer • Joan Beerman • Re inda Beesemyer • Rebecca Behar • John Beh ing • Eloise 
Behrends • Ann Behrmann • Robert Beidler • Greg Beilstein • Katie Beiter • Frank Belcastro • Jacquelyn Belcher • 
An ta Bell • Barbara Bell • Bruce Bell • Charles Bell • Frank Bell • John Bell • Martha Bell • Paul Bell • Richard Bell 
• Susan Bell • Tracie R. Bell • Claude Beller • Jane Bellezza-Dziurda • Theodore Belsky • Nancy Belton • Pat Belyeu • 
Deborah Bender • Douglas Bender • Kathryn Bender • Lester Bender • Norman Bender • Sidney Bender • Catherine 
and Joseph Benedict • B. Benham • Sheila Benintendi • Jessica Benjamin • Joanne and Bert Benkendorf • Harvey 
Benn • Anne Bennett • Brenda Bennett • Bryan Bennett • David Bennett • Elaine Bennett • Herbert Bennett • Jean H. 
Bennett • Joseph Bennett • Sheldon W. Bennett • Douglas M. Benoit • Alta Benson • Christ na Benson • Duane 
Benson • Janis H. Benson • Margaret M. Benson • Victor Benson • Libby Bent • Donald Benton • Lori Benton • Martha 
Benton • Mary I. Benton • R. Benz • Nole Beran • William Berberet • Mary Bercovitz • Jane Berenbeim and Ronald 
Bereenbeim • Todd I. Berens • Elayne Berg-Wilion • M. Patricia Berg • Therese Berg • James R. Bergan • Jeffrey Berge 
• Ann M. Bergenfeld • Dennis Berger • Ju ia Berger • Kenneth Berger • Mary Ellen Berger • Roger A. Berger • Roger 
Berger • Terry Bergeron • Nancy Berges • Richard Berggren • James Bergh • Charles Berhain • Martin Berinbaum • 
Hope Berk • Muirel Berkeley • Isabel Berkelhammer • Andrew Berkman • Geraldine Berkman • Terry Berkow tz • Nova 
Berksh res • Meg Berlin • Ben Berman • Erin Berman • Harriet Berman • Judy and Dennis Berman • Keith Berman • 
L nda Bermas • John and Artis Bernard • Betsy Berne • Bill and Nancy Berneking • Ernest Bernhardt-Kabisch • Alfred 
S. Bernheim • Charles Bernstein • Elizabeth Bernstein • Howard B. and Deborah Bernstein • Kather ne Bernstein • 
Morris Bernstein • Nancy Bernstein • Ocie Bernstein • Teri Bernstein • Bruce Beron • Laetitia Berrier-Saarbach • 
Glor a Berry • Lee Berry • Linda Berry • Rosalie Berry • Ray Bertram • Ann C. Bertucci • Norm Berzon • Gera d 
Beshears • Bi l Best • Robert Bestwick • Charles Bethea • Dick Betlem • Gayle Bettega • Carol Bettencourt • Jesse 
Betts • Clyde Beutien • Hol y Bevan-Bumford • Maryanne Bevilacqua • Nancy Beyda • Barbara A. Beynon • Ohannes 
Bezazian • Deepa Bharath • Narendra Bhat • Silvio Biasci • Reed Bible • Barbara Bice • Jacobo Bielak • Deborah 
Bieleck • Louis Bieler • Frank Bielicki • Raina Bien • Courtney Bierman • Paul Bigman • Ray Bilderback • John Bilello 
• Matthew Biljanic • Wil iam Bi l Clarke • Elena B lling • Harvey E. Billing • Susan Bil meyer • J m Bilsborrow • Lisa 
Binder • Scott Bindon • Mary-Helen Binger • C. Binning • Amancai Biraben • Robert B rch • Alice Bird • JinJa 
Birkenbeuel • Rick Birkett • Sam Biscoe • Diana Bishop • Jud th Bishop • Margaret Bishop and Geoffrey King • Nancy 
Bishop • Ron Bishop • Alan and Barbara Bisno • Kathleen Bissell • John B to • Phillip V. Bittle Sr. • David Biviano • 
Jerrold Bivins • Stephanie Biziewski • Virg nia Bjorgum • Axsel Bjork und • Leonard and Judy Bjorkman • James L. 
Bjorum • Wayne and Carol Bjournrud • Lawrence Blacik • Dav d F. Black • Harold W. Black • Karen Black • Katherine 
J. Black • Randy Black • Sandra B ack • Carol Blackburn • Del Blackburn • Theodore D. Blackey • Beth Blackledge • 
Dennis Blackmore • Sylva Blackstone • Maylei Blackwell • Mildred P. Blackwell • Frances Blair • Robert B. Blair • 
Robert and Teresa Blair • Charles A. Blaisdell • James Blake • Denise Blakely • Arvin Blakeney • Margit Blalock • Kym 
Blanchard • Judy Blanco • Douglas Blandy • Susan Blankman • Nicole Blanton • Barbara A. Blase Sayr • Brian Blatz 
• Evelyn Blau • Jud th R. Blau • Edgar Blaustein • Janet Blauste n • William and Ada Bleecker • M. Blegen • 
Jacque ine Blesso • Janet Blevins • Johnny Blevins • David Blewett • Barton Blinder • Maryann Blinkhorn • Leslie 
Bliss • Enid Bloch • Alison Block • Randi and Ben Blom • Carol Bloom • David Bloom • Joanne Bloom • Judy Bloom • 
Phyllis Bloom • Steven Bloomfield • Deanne B ose • Jamie Blosser • James Bloyd • June Bluespruce • H. Thomas Blum 
• Sandra Blum • Paul Blumberg and Diane Bjorklund • Louise Blume • Will am Blume • Diane Blumson • Judith L. Bly 
• John Blyth • Nathan Board • Robert Bobb • Clifford Bober • Joe Bobrow • Sharon Bock • Louise Bockall • Mike 
Bockenstette • Philippe Bocquier • Glynden Bode • Lou Ann Bode • Peter Bodlaender • Shane Boeder • Arifa Boehler • 
Kurt Boehner • Fred Boenig • Fred Boest • Kathryn Boettcher • David Boger • Theresa Boggis • Deborah Boggs • 
Bonnie Bogin • Todd Bohannon • James Boharski • Cate Bohn • Joseph Bohr • Paola Boi • Myra Boime • Chris Boivin 
• Gary Bo vin • Jean-Roch Boivin • Kim Bojkovsky • Judith Bojorquez • Drew Boles • John Bo ing • Micki Boling • 
Victoria Bollman • Barbara Boltz • Kurt Bomke Ret • Lynn Bommer • Audrey Bomse • Stephen Bona • Emma Bonacich 
• Julia Bondi • Dorothea Bone • Elizabeth Bonecher-Brenaman • Julia Bonham • Nicholas Bonnell • Judith Bonner • 
Mitchell Bonner • Sephanie Bonn vier • Laurence Bonsack • Antoinette Bonsignore • Sander Bonvell • Nancy 

Bonvillain • Robert Book • C. Booker • Steve Books • C. Boomgaard • David Boone • Dennis Boone • John B. Boone • 
Judy Boone • W. Daniel Boone • Gary Borders • Sonja Borders • Bob Borella • Jose Bor a • Mary Ann Borkowski • 
Barbara Borosage • Darlene L. Boroviak • Marcia Borowski • Edward Borrego • James Borthwick • Paul Borucki • John 
Bos • Hara Bosch • Arcaceli M. Bose • S dney Bosen • Gail Boshell • Nancy Boss • Anne Bossange • Leslie Boston • 
Sandra B. Boston • Shawn Bostrom • Kenneth Botham • Samuel Botsford • Marla Bottesch • Jack Botts • Annette J. 
Boucher • Eric R. Boucher • Patricia Bouffard • Sharon Bourke • Richard Bourland • Kathleen M. Bourneuf • David 
Bourns • John Bouton • Leslie Bouwman • Sheila Bouwman • Will am Bowden • Rebecca Bowe • James R. Bowen • 
Jerilyn Bowen • Lawrence A. Bowen • Wa t Bowen • Louise Bowens-Brown • Rachel Bower • Barbara Bowers • Joan E. 
Bowers • Mi dred Bowers • Robert Bowers • Stephen Bowie • John Bowler • W. Bowles • Claudia Bowman • Gary 
Bowman • Larry Bown • Frank Box • Jeffrey Boy • Daniel Boyarin • Jenifer Boyce • Rancy Boyd-Snee • Andrew Boyd • 
Charles Boyd • Marilyn Boyd • Walter Boyd • Wi liam Boyd • Lucy Boyden • Anthony Boyer • Jefferson C. Boyer • John 
Boyer • Mary E. Boyle • Sara Boys • Sara Boys • Mallory Bozeman • Mary Braccio • Michele Bracco • Susan Brace • 
Brian Brackney • Charles Bradbury • Elizabeth Braden • Don Bradford • Pam Bradford • Allen Bradley • DeeAnn 
Bradley • Larry Bradley • Mary Bradley • Michael G. Bradley • Wil iam Bradley • Jack Bradshaw • Cl nton Bradt • 
Gene Brady • Kat Brady • Michael I. Brai ove • Frank Bra o • Susan Bram • Stuart Braman • Louise Brami • Jan 
Bramlett • Donna Branch-G lby • Robert Branch • Ronald K. Branch • Jerry D. Brand • Mark Brandariz • David 
Brandmark • Linda Brandt • Philip Brandt • Stuart Brann • Michele Branner-Spencer • Mary Brannin • Jan Brassil • 
Michael Bratcher • Warren Bratter • Corbett Brattin • Pamela Bratz • John Brauker • Anne Marie Braun • Gordon 
Braun • Charles Brauner • Robert Braunwarth • Carol Brave • Sidney Bravmann • E len Bravo and Larry Miller • 
Shirley Brazda • Melvin Braziel • Valerie Brazzell • John Breasted • Frank Brechtlein • Pamela Breckenridge • David 
Breeden • Dawn Brehl • Caroline Brehm • Craig Breighner • Angelika Breinlich • Jeffrey Breitbart • Myrna Breitbart • 
Vicki Bre tbarth • Steve Bremner • Miles Breneman • Jeanne M. Brennan • Joseph Brennan • Mary Bresnan • Mark 
Brett • Rita Brettschneider • L nda Brewer • Mary Brewerton • Annabel Brewster • Maria Brewster • Walter Brewster • 
Daniel Brickley • Renate Bridenthal • De rdre Bridewell • George Bridgers • Marie O. Brien • Alvin Brier • Laurel Brier 
• Cherri Briggs • Marjorie Brigham-Kardos • Kitty Brigham • Teresa Brightman • Elizabeth Brill • Sally Brillon • 
Robert Brindza • D. Brine • Robert Brischetto • Joel Briscoe • William Brisolara • Sally Bristol • Mary S. Britt • E. 
Broadbent • Frank W. Broadbent • James Broadway • Marla Brock • Cather ne Brockington • Craig Brod • Lionel 
Broderick • Rene Brodeur • Merrick Brodsky • Tina Brodsky • Alice Brody • S. Brody • Mark Broendel • Kate Brogan • 
Jimmy Brogdon • John P. Brokaw • Stephen Bro l • Ray Bromley • William Bronson • Phil and Carolyn Bronz • Robin 
Brooke • David Brooks • Dorothy Lynn Brooks • Emi ie Brooks • Gail Brooks • Hannah Brooks • James Brooks • James 
Brooks • Pam Brooks • Robert Brooks • Robin Brooks • Steve Brooks • Claire Broome • Erin Brophy • Robert Brosius • 
Helen Brosnan • Will am Broughton • Dale Brounstein • Jennifer Brower • The Brown Family Trust • Carlene Brown • 
Catherine Brown • Chuck Brown • Colin Brown • David Brown • David Brown • David Brown • Elizabeth Brown • 
Elizabeth Brown • Eric Brown • Erin Brown • Eva Brown • Fred D. Brown • Frederick Brown • Garrett Brown • Hunt 
Brown • J. Brown • Jan Brown • Jody Brown • Karen Brown • Kathleen Brown • Kathy Brown • Khary Brown • K mber y 
Brown • Laurene Brown • Leon Brown • Linda Brown • Martin Brown • Nancy Brown • Nedda Brown • Nelson A. Brown 
• Pamela M. Brown • Paul J. Brown • Robert Brown • Robert Brown • Robert Brown • Sara Brown • Stephen L. Brown 
• Steven Brown • Terri L. Brown • Theodore Brown • Thomas Brown • Wendell Brown • Susan Browne • Pame a 
Brownfield • Robert Bruccoleri • Chad Bruce • Christopher Bruce • Richard Bruce • Sara Bruckmeier • Walter 
Bruckner • Wendy Brudevold • Sigrid Brudie • Robert Brueckner • Austin Brummund • Wil am Brundage • Kimberly 
Brundidge • Joseph Brundige • Caitlin Brune • Stanley J. Brunette • John Bruno • Larry Brunton • Morton Brussel • 
James Brutger • Phil p Brutsche • Alan Bruyneel • Mark Bruzonsky • Adr ana Bryan • Michael Bryan • Robert Bryan • 
Bonita Bryant • Nancy Bryant • P. and Renee Bryant • Elizabeth Brydolf • Robin Bryson • Cynthia Brzak • Patricia 
Bubenik • Erin Bucci • Charles Buchanan and Carole Edelsky • Ellen Buchanan • Bernadette Bucher-Glasse • Kent 
Buchholz • Stephanie Buchler • Douglas Buck • Patricia Buck • Geralde Buckley • James Buckley • Tim Buckley • 
Stephanie Buckner • Dan Bucsescu • Deborah Budd-Levine • Joan Budd • Peggy Budd and Michael McQuary • 
Evange ine Buell • Carol R. Buelow • Ramon Bueno • Carla Buffington • Alice M. Bufford • James Bugenstein • Ra ph 
Buglass • Carolyn Buhl • James E. Buhn • Ed Buhrman • Fatima Bujosa • Steven Bulger • Ashley Bull • Stan Buller • 
Bette Bullert • Michael Bullock • Ronnie Bullock • Richard Bunce • Wil iam Bunderson • A’Lelia Bundles • Rosemarie 
Bundy • M. Catherine Buntin • Michael Burawoy • Ellen Burcroff • Henry Burczak • Betsey Burdett • Amrita Burdick • 
Angela Burdick • Natalie Burdick • Ju ia Burgess • Lynn Burgess • Peggy Burgess • Richard Burgess • A bert Burget 
• Peter Burian • Kathe Burick • Charles Burkam • Bonnie Burke • Gene M. Burke • John Burke • Megan Burke • 
Patric a V. Burke • Rose Burke • Sarah M. Burke • Sharon Burke • Stephanie Burke • Laura Burkhardt • Herb 
Burkman • Wanda Burleson • David Burlington • Murray Burn • Glenn Burnett • William Burnett • John Burnham • 
Mary E. Burnham • R. Burnham • Rebecca Burnham • Dav d Burns • James A. Burns • Joseph Burns • L. Burns • 
Priscilla Burns • Richard Burns • Paul Burola • Maggie Burrall • Kenneth Burres • Janet Burroway • Angelica Burrows 
Alman • Jacquel ne Burrows • Andy Burt • John Burt • Patricia Burt • Duane Burtner • Bowman Burton • Frank 
Burton • James Burton • Jessie Burton • Joan Burton • Harry J. Bury • Gregory Busch • John Busch • Phoebe Busch • 
Arthur Bush • Douglas Bush • Peggy Bush • Edward Buss • Juliana and Wil iam Bussiere • Ernest Busti llos • 
Alexandra Butler • Cassandra Butler • Deborah Butler • Gary Butler • Gary Butler • James Butler • Joan Butler • John 
B. Butler • Maggy Butler • Marion Butler • Mary Butler • Metle Butler • Sharon Butler • Susan E. Butler • Terence 
Butler • Emma Butterbaugh • Jerry Butterbaugh • Deanne Butterfield • Jeanne Butterfield • James Buttry • Dorothy 
Buzawa • Alvin Byer • Shirley Drake Byers • Michael Bylon • James Byrne • Kate Byrne 

C
Alice Cabe • A fonso Cabrera • Adrienne Cachel n • W lliam Cadogan • Claudia Cadwallader • Judy and Jon Cady • 
Carolyn Cain • Margaret L. Cain • Robert Cain • Flora Calabrese • Anni Callaghan • Amalie Cal ahan • Raymond 
Callahan • David Ca laway • Sam Callaway • Toni Callaway • Milton Callender • Ann Ca nan • Catherine Calve • 
Maxine Calvert • Robert Calvillo • Barbara Camacho • Linda Camarasana • Don Cameron • Lee Cameron • Lynne 
Cameron • Martha Cameron • Scott Camil • Claudette Camp • Janice Camp • Brenda Campbe l • Bruce Campbell • 
Dan B. Campbell • Dudley Campbe l • F. Campbell • Hugh Campbell Jr. • Jack Campbell • John Campbell • Judith 
Campbell • Kay Campbell • Leroy A. Campbell • Lloyd Campbell • Marion Campbell • Phyllis and Edward Campbell • 
Purcell Campbell • Tom Campbell • Natalie Camper-Brahms • Rona d Campopiano • Joan Canevari • Catherine L. 
Canham • Eric Canin • Michael Cannarella • Christine Canning-Peterson • Becky Canning • Peter C. Canning • John 
Cannon • Jud th Cannon • Laura Cannon • Loretta Cannon • Ellen Cantarow • Alvin Canton • Margery Cantor • Milton 
Cantor • Mary Cantoral • Amanda Carol Cantrell • Rebecca Cantre l • Theodore F. Canty • Maura Canzano • Betty 
Capehart • Jerry Caplinger • Keitha Capouya • Virginia Cappeller • Birch Cappetta • Catherine Cappetta • Marie 
Cappucc o • Richard Capron • Virgilio Carba lo • Joseph Carbo • David Carboni • Suzanne Carbonneau • David Carel 
• Cather ne Carey • Edward Carey • Gregory Carey • James L. Carey • Matthew Carey • Carla Carleton • Bruce Carlile 
• Dav d Carlin • Louise Carlisle • Sheryl Carlsen • Barbara Carlson • Edward Carlson • Elaine Carlson • Joanne 
Carlson • Lois E. Carlson • Normajean Carlson • Prisci la Carlson • C ara Jean Carmean • Stephen Carmean • Ellen 
Carmody • George Carnes • Deborah C. Carney • Eileen Carney • Gina Carola • Donna Carolan • J. Caron • Julia 
Carosella • Bob Carothers • Dell Carpenter • Doug Carpenter • John Carpenter • Len Carpenter • Renee Carpenter • 
Jean Carper • Harold Carr • James Carr • Claire Carren • John Carricato • Acil Carroll • Douglas Carroll • Robb n 
Carroll • Roy Carroll • Steve Carroll • Michael Carson • Courtney Carter • John Carter and Anonto nette Tummillo • 
Larry Carter • Laura Carter • Robert Carter • Steven Carter • George Cartter • Wayne Cartwright • Jennifer Caruth • 
Robin Caruthers • Joseph Carvalho • Roy Carver • W lliam Carver • Michael D. Cary • Iolanda Casar n • Erin Case • 
Karan Case • Regula Case • Donna Casey-Aira • John Casey • Joyce Casey • Ken Casey • Mary Casey • Patricia Casey 
• Wi liam Cash • Richard Casmier • Richard Caso • Wi liam R. Caspary • John Casseday • Anna Cassell • Kay 
Cassell • Ruth Cassell • Rosanne Cassidy • Rose Cassidy • Leonard Cassuto • Luis Castaing • Manuela Castaneda • 
Jenn fer Castellani • John Castellini • George Castillo • Rachel Castle • John Castor • Alfonso Castro • Eduardo 
Castro • Miguel Castro • Mike Cate • Alan Catlin • Keith Catone • William Catus • Colleen Caughl n • Les Caulford • 
David Cavagnaro • Frank Cavallaro • Frank Cavallaro • Charles Cavanaugh • Jeffrey Caygill • Margaret Caylor • Mark 
S. Cebulski • Deborah Anne Cecere • W lliam Celis • Mary Celmo • Jane Celwyn • Chorel Centers • Charlene Cerridwen 
• Lila B. Cestone • John P. Cevasco • Frances Cey • Joel Chaban • Joel Chadabe • Elizabeth Chadis • Chet Chaffee • 
Cynthia Chaillie Marchant • Anne Chaka • Betty R. Chaka • James Challender • Phil p Chamberlain • Holly E. 
Chambers • Kevin Chambers • Susan Chambless • Blake Chambliss • Jeffery Chambliss • Charles Champ in • Ben 
Chan • Patricia Chance • Margaret Chanda • Bill Chandler • Colleen Chandler • Susan Chandler • Sanjay 
Chandragiri • Andrew Chang • Renee Chanon • Martha Chantiny • Bonnie Chapin • Cathy Chapman • Cheryl 
Chapman • Leon Chapman • Holmes Chappell • Timothy Charlan • Margo Charles • Marie-Cecile C. Charlier • John 
Charlton • Craig Charron • Maynard Charron • Jacob Charts • Doree and Devi Chase • Edward Chase • Sarah Chase 
• Steve Chase • Barbara Chas n • Alan Chastain • Joann Chateau • Janiece Chatman • Nila Chatterjee • Marlene 
Chatterton • Eva Chavarria Hunter • Jamilla Chaves • Laura Chavey • Sarah Cheek • Stephen Cheever • John Cherry 
• Earl and Sharon Chesnik • Gail Chester • Kirk Cheyfitz • Laura Chiara • Dona d Chiariello • Andrey Chichagov • 
Victor and Eileen Chieco • Jim Chikos • Barbara Chi d • Mauree Childress • Davis Ch lds • Steven Childs • Suzanne 
Chimovitz • Clara Chin • Wilson Chin and Christine Young • Daphne Ching-Jackson • Kabembo Ch nku • 
Massimiliano Chiodo • James Chiplis • Mary M. Chipps • Sally Chisholm • Wendy Chmielewski • Seung Choo • 
Elizabeth Chopp • Neal Christ • Ann L. Christensen • B. Christensen • Kate Christensen • Larry A. Christensen • Carol 
Christie • Bruce Christoffersen • Jennifer Chun • Gay Chung • Patricia Chunn • Victor Church • Peter Churton • Gwen 
Chute • Andrea Ciannavei • William Cibes • Barbara Cicalese • David Cicchese • Margaret Cieslak Etlicher • L nda R. 
Cihlar • Valerie Cihylik • Jared Cilley • Colin C na • A ma Cirino • Cornelius Claassen • Lorraine Claggett • Jill Clancy 
• Patrick Clancy • Cecelia Clark • Claud a A. Clark • Colleen J. Clark • Corine Clark • Dave Clark • Harriet Clark • 
Hugh C ark • Jeffrey L. Clark • Joy Clark • Judith Clark • Kenneth Clark • Kevin Clark • Les Clark • Lloyd Clark • Lori 
Clark • Marc Clark • Marsha Clark • Nalani Clark • Peter Clark • Richard Clark • Robert Clark • Sheila Clark • 
Sushma H. Clark • Suzanne Clark • Sylvia Clark • Terry Clark • Ulysses Clark • Christine Clarke • Mary Clarke • Steve 
Clarke • Mark Clarkson • Sheri Clarry • Gene Clasen • John Classen • Barbara Clausen • Per Clausen • Dennis 
Claussen • Joseph Claussen • Joyce Clavenna • Arn C awson • Robert Clawson • Jeff C ay • Patty Clay • Joan 
Claybrook • Bruce Clayton • Pene ope Jane Clayton • David Cleary • Michael E. Cleary • Helen Cleereman • Ronald 
Clemens • Scott Clemens • Thomas Clemens • Mitchell Clements • Darley Y. Clevenger • Herbert Clifford • Ruth 
Clifford • Stuart Clift • Alfred Cline • Charlotte Cline • Kate Clinton • Patricia Cloutier • Debbie C ovis • Mona Coates 
• Marie Cobbs • Russell W. Coberly • Gerald Cocchiaro • Aida Cochran • Michel Coconis • Julie F. Codell • Bernard 
Cody • Jacqualyne Cody • Theodore Coe • Larry Cofer • Margaret Coffey • Donald Coffin • Raymond Coffin • Doug as 
Coffman • Scott Coffman • Helene Cogen • Adam Cohen • Andrea Cohen • Barbara Cohen • Barry Cohen • Barry and 
Joan Cohen • Claire M. Cohen • Claudia Cohen • David Cohen • Diane Cohen • Kenneth Cohen • Lisa Cohen • Marc 
Cohen • Marcie Cohen • Nico a Cohen • Rochelle Cohen • Stefan Cohen • David Cohn • W lliam H. Cohn • Carolyn 
Coker • Jo Coker • John and Margot Coker • Mary Coker • Conrad Colahan-Sederstrom • Paul Colaizy • Annapoorne 
Colangelo • Jen Colby • Geoff Cole • Henry Cole • Jackie Cole • James Cole • Katherine Cole • Margaret Cole • Nancy 
Cole • P. J. Cole • Carol J. Coleman • Deborah Coleman • Graeme Coleman • James Coleman • Peter Coleman • Cleo 
P. Coles • Lemuel Coley • Joseph Colgan • Luc a Col zoli • Cindy Colkitt • Judith Collas • Peter Colledge • John Collet 
• Janet Collett • Kate Collie • Peter and Alfred Collier • Eileen Colligan • Bernard C. Collins • Bill Collins • 
Christopher Collins • Chuck Collins • Douglas Co lins • Gary S. Col ins • James Co lins • Jenn fer Col ins • Me inda 
Collins • Richard J. Collins • Robert L. Col ins • Steve Collins • McGuire Colliver • Michela Colosimo • Clare Colquitt • 
Irene Colthurst • Jean Co vin • Marcia Colvin • Kevin Coman • Gene Combs • Greg Combs • Sandra and David Combs 
• Thomas Comeau • Eleanor Compton • Robert Compton • Richard Comstock • Steve Confer • Lizzie Congdon • 
George Conillo • Dave Conine • Wilson D. Conine • Kristin Conklin • Howard Conkling • Fritz Conle • Patricia Conley • 
John Conlon • Sarah Conn • Jay Conner • Jeffrey Conner • Karen Conner • Elizabeth Connolly • Gary Connor • Maureen 
Connor • Robert Conover • Glen Conrad • Laurel Conroy • Liza Conroy • Thomas Conroy • Maggie Constan • Joseph 
Contardo • Micheline T. Contiguglia • Tuck Contreras • Kieran Conway • L nda Conway • Carol Cook • Craig Cook • 
Daniel Cook • Jacquie Cook • Janet Cook • Janet Cook • Roy B. Cook • Stacey Cook • Leslie Cooley • Marva 
Cooper-Westfield • Amy Cooper • Cathy Cooper • Char ie and Joan Cooper • Debra Cooper • Ho ly Cooper • James 
Cooper • Jane B. Cooper • Jeffrey Cooper • Jill Cooper • Kat Cooper • Lisette Cooper • Maureen Cooper • Sa ly H. 
Cooper • Sandra Cooper • Susan Cooper • Trudy Cooper • Wayne P. Cooper • Jack Coots • Patric a Coots • Leah 
Copass • Edward and Andrea Cope • Julie Copeland • Lynda Copeland • Roger Copeland • Sharon Copeland • Walter 
Coppinger • David Corbin • Jan Corderman • Sa vatore Cordo • Rita Corie l • Frank Corigliano • Sharon Corkin • Alan 

Cormack • Terry Cornbleth • Bruce L. Corneau • Margie Cornehl • Don Cornelius • Valerie Corne ius • James Cornell • 
Kev n Cornell • Steven Cornwell • Michael Corr • Richard Correia • Valerie Corrigan • Eve Corrin • John Corstvet • 
Carrie Coselman • Catherine Cosman • Linda Marie Cossa • Jennifer Cossyleon • Peter Costantini • Anthony 
Costant no • Annie Costello • Darby Costello • Sean Costel o • Steven Costion • Charles Coston • Susan Cotsirilos • 
Colleen Cotter • Felice Cottle • Lynn Cottrill • Robert Couch • Paula Coughlin • James Coulter • Debi Council • Larry 
Coupal • Elaine Courcoumelis • David Couret • Dean Couris • Yvette Coursey • Marcus Courtney • Steven Cousins • 
Vera Cous ns • Daryl Coutant • Marilyn and Edward Couture • Simon Couvier • Joseph Cova • Nancy Covington • 
Rakim Covington • James and Suzanne Cowan • Susan Cowan • Anne Cowden • Lor n J. Cowell • Robert Cowen • 
Sandra Cowen • Nancy L. Cowger • Caryn Cowin • Marilyn Cowthran • Carol Cox • Judy Cox • Mary Cox • Mary J. Cox • 
Nell Cox • William M. Cox • Timothy Coyle • Kathy Coyne • Joan C. Coyote • Jill Cozzi • Judith Craddock • Patricia R. 
Crahan • Alex Craig • Jackie Craig • Maxine Craig • Virginia Craig • James Cramblett • Margaret Cramer • Martha 
Crampton • Barbara Crandall • Ann Crane • Betsy Crane • James Crane • Jim and Mary Crane • Lou Craner • Judy 
Cranford • Grace Crary-Kearney • Jay Craven • Jessica Craven • Mary Cravens • Agustin Crawford • Andrea Crawford 
• Cynth a Crawford • James Crawford • Jan Crawford • Susan Crawford • Troy Creane • Kenneth Creary • Lewis 
Creary • Wil iam Creed • Eileen Creeth • Emily Creigh • John R. Creighton • Michael A. Crews • Carl Crider • Edwin 
Crim • Carol Crisp • Marquiette Criswell • Filomena Critelli • Ben Cr ttenden • Randall Croce • Gordon Crock • David 
Crocker • David Crocker • Liz Crockett • Mark Crockett • Monica B. Croghan • John Crompton • Cora Cronemeyer • 
Robert Cronin • Thomas P. Cronin • Deborah Cronkhite • Paula Crook • Charles Crooks • Jennie Crooks • Sandra 
Crooks • Jack Crosby • Brian Cross • Rene Croteau • John Crotty • Me inda Crow • D. Crowe • Mary Ellen Crowe • 
Areta Crowell • Suzanne Crowell • Don Crozier • Randal Cruikshanks • Gail Cruise-Roberson • Kathryn Cruise • Eric 
Crump • Gail B. Crump • Eduardo Santa Cruz • Nancy Cruz • Ethan Cruze • John Csapo • Mark Csuti • Susan Cuddy 
• Jaael Cudjoe • Janet Cuenca • Jon Cu bertson • Mandy Cu bertson • Theresa Cull • Mary Cullen • Lessie 
Culmer-Nier • Beauregard Cumm ngs • Gary Cummings • Johanna Cummings • Leslie A. Cumm ngs • Dave Cund ff • 
Robert J. Cuneo • Ann Marie Cunningham • Catherine Cunningham • Donald Cunningham • Joanne Cunn ngham • 
Mark Curchack • Dona d Curie • Eileen Curran • George Curran • Kevin Currie • Tara Currie • Arthur Curry • Carla 
Curry • Cynthia M. Curry • Eugene Curry • Richard Curry • Robert Curry • Nancy Curtin • Ahmed Nat Curtis • Allan 
Curtis • Robert Curtis • Ailene Cusack • Bonnie Cushing • Alenore Cusick • Susan Custer • Sidney Cutbill • Virginia 
Cutchin • Wil iam Cutforth • Ula Cutten • John Cvejanovich • Renata F. Czajkowski • Jeffery Czarnecki • Virginia 
Czarnecki • Berta Czeczyk • Mary-Jane Czelen • Steven Czitrom • Howard Czoschke

D
Linda D’Amico • Maggie D’Aversa • Edmund D’Inzillo • Karen D’Orazio • Gladwyn d’Souza • Sarah Dabney • Keki 
Dadachanji • Shelby Dagis • Gerald Dagostino • Diana Dahl • Beverly Dahlen • Mary Dahlen • Dennis Dahler • Barb 
Dahlgren • Dav d Dahlkie • M. A. Dahlstrom • Joan Daidone • Shahrokh Daijavad • Carolyn Dailey • Hazel Dailey • 
Lauren Daily • Mimi S. Daitz • Diana Dakey • Barbara and Jim Dale • Edward Dale • Tom Dale • Phyllis G. Daleske • 
Elinor Daley • Eve Daley • Linda Da lam • Ame ia Dallenbach • Larry Daloz • Lawrence Dalton • Mary Daly • Kimberly 
Dambrov • Donald Dame • Mariana Damon • Richard Dana • MaryAnn Dancisin • Michael Dandrea • Paul Dandrea • 
Thom and Diane Danfield • Binh Dang • Allan Daniel • David Daniel • Eda Daniel • Sean Daniel • Wayne Daniel • 
Edward Danielewicz • Brielle Daniels • Eric Daniels • Gerald Daniels • James H. Daniels • Jane Daniels • Joseph A. 
Daniels • Steven Daniels • Brenda Danilowitz • Karl Dannhauser • Lawrence Danos • Mia Danticat • Donald Danyko • 
Bernard Dare • Cindi Darling • Anne Darnell • Steven G. Darnley • Andy Darragh • S ba K. Das • May Dasch • 
Bhaskar Dasgupta • Thea Datema • Michael and El zabeth Dater • Carol Dauda • T m Dau ton • Louis M. Dauner • 
Cynthia Davenport • Ann Davey • Ronald J. Davey • Yvonne Davey • Marilyn Dav d • Robert Davidson • Catherine 
Davies • Margaret Davino • James Davis-Ford • Allen Davis • Barbara Davis • Charles Davis • Dix Davis • Donna 
Davis • Donna Davis • Elaine Davis • Gary Davis • G llian Davis • Joe Davis • John P. Davis • Kathleen Davis • Kathy 
Davis • Ke th Davis • L. Davis • Larry Davis • Leighton Davis • Margaret Davis • Marsha Davis • Molly Davis • Rachel 
D. Davis • Richard Davis • Robert L. Davis • Roger Davis • Sam Davis • Nancy Davlantes • Gary Dawson • James 
Dawson • Richard C. Dawson • Peter Day • Lewis Dazzara • Arran De Armond • Shonnie De Armond • Nina B. De Fels 
• Marjolijn De Jager and David Vita • Barry De Jasu • Peter De Jesus • Jean De Jong • Paul de Jong • Maria De Kock • 
Consejo De La Federal • Mar a De La Luz • Paul de Leenheer • Lola De Longoria • John Van De Paer • Laura De Palma 
• Alice de Sturler • Meredith K. De Witt-Griffin • Gerard Deagle • Sheri Deal-Tyne • Barbara Dean • Dorothy Dean • 
Robert Dean • Arran Dearmond • Lloyd DeArmond • Steven Deatherage • E. M. Debaudringhie • Carol 
Deboer-Langworthy • Albert Decarlo • Dean DeChaine • Barbara Dechateauvoeix • Dennis and Louise Dechert • Jeffrey 
Dechristopher • Barbara Decker • Shu amit Decktor • Bonnie Declark • Keith DeConde • Char ie Dee • Kenneth R. 
Deed • Dian Deevey • Ada Defil ppo • Stevie Ray Defoe • John Deforest • Nancy Deforge • Michael Degenhart • Linda 
Dehart • Norma Dehart • Tom Dehaven • Richard Dehlinger • Robert Dehmer • Donna Deitch • Eduardo Del Cast llo • 
Joseph Del Ferro • L llian Del Monte • C. Del Portil o • Claire Delaney • Thomas Delaney • Tim M. Delaney • Gilbert 
Delanoy • Robin Delany-Shabazz • James T. De any • Victor Delclos • Cary Deleon • Joseph Delferro • Robyn Delfin • 
John Delfs • Carmen Delgado • Thomas Delgado • Chad Dell • James Deller • George Dellinger • Phi ip De lo Stritto • 
Laurent Delly • Barbara De mastro • Maria De uce • Ida Delvecchio • Laurie DeMarco • Harry Demarest • Bruce 
DeMartini • Arthur Dembl ng • Iris DeMent • Helen Demers • Barbara L. Demeter-Meader • Barbara Deming • Vinton 
Deming • Barbara Deml • James Dempsey • Anne Demuth • Anne Demuth • Jane DeNeefe • Carol Denney • Emily 
Denny • L J. Denny • James Denson • Dav d Dent • Wendy Denton • Antonia Depalma • Jeffrey Depew • Shirley Depies 
• David Depp • Bill Der • Judy C. Der • Cecil Deramus • Glenna Derby • Arlene R. Derhammer • John Deriso • Carrie A. 
Derkowski • Lisbeth Dermody • Joseph Deroller • Robert Derrico • James Deruyter • John M. Dervan • Robert Desbien • 
Ian Descamps • Thomas Deshazo • Louise Desmond • Thomas Detorrice • Vera Detour • Richard Detwiler • Ruthmary 
K. Deuel • M. A. Deuth • Vivian Deutsch • James Deveney • Dan Deveny • Judy Dever • Andrea Devine • Kathleen 
Devine • E ayne Devito • Jan Devries • William and Marsha Dewey • Louis Di Paolo • Jasmine Diab • Gregory D amant 
• Martin D amond • Mitchell Diamond • Phil p Diamond • Dennis Dias • John Diaz • Maria Elena Diaz • Sarah Dibert 
• Alex DiBranco • Jennifer DiBrienza • Dennis Dick • Dale Dickerson • Dale Dickerson • Helen Dickey • Robert Dickey • 
Adrienne and Robert Dickinson • Gerald Dickinson • Sarah Faith Dickinson • Ann Dickson • Glenn Dickson • Helen 
Dickson • Joy Dickson • Kathleen Dickson • Lynda Dickson • Dennis Didonato • Dennis Diestler • Alison Dieter • 
Charles W. Dietrich • David Dietrich • Marianne Dietrich • Alia Dietsch • Dori Dietz • Robert Dietz • Lon Diffenderfer • 
David D lcher • Jessica Dill • Marshall Di l • Bonita Dillard • Charlotte Dillard • Dav d Dillman • Marc D minno • Sue 
DiMo a • Eva Diner • Helena Dinerman • Susan Dingle • Lynn D ngman • William R. Dinneen • Beverly Dirnberger • 
Allen W. D rrim • Estelle Disch • Corinne Distephan • Curt Dittman • Darlene Dittus • Paul Dix • Daniel B. Dixon • 
Dorothy Dixon • Nghia Do • Julia Doan • Mark Doane • Jamey Dobbs • Abby Dobson • Sue Docherty • Edward Dodd • 
Nancy Dodd • Patricia M. Dodd • Diane Dodge • Wesley Dodge • Carol Dodson • Bruce Doenecke • Robert Doepp • 
Jean A. Doer ng • Gernot Doetsch • Carol Doherty • Katherine Doi • E izabeth Dokken • Cate Dolan • Daniel Dolan • 
Michael Dolber • Jerry Dolcini • Marie Dolcini • Corey Dolgon • Katherine Dollaske • Stanley Domanowski • Missy 
Dominguez • Arthur Don • Joseph T. Donahue • Ed Donaldson • Art Donart • ActBlue Donations • Nicolette Donen • 
Sebastian Doniach • Hannah Donigan • Martin Donougho • Deborah Donovan • Jack Donovan • James Donovan • Ann 
Doolen • Ronald Dooley • Sarah Jane Dooley • Bill Doolittle • Jeanette Dool ttle • James Doores • José Dorado • Janet 
Doran • Pr va Dorfman • Robert Dorkin • Arthur Dorman • Jessica Dorman • Judy Dorn • Ross Dornan • K mber y 
Dornberger • James Dorrough • Gloria Dorsey • Mary Dosch • K mber y Doscher • Frederick G. Dosher • Roberta Doster 
• Ara Dostourian • Carol Dotson • Norma Dotson • Stephen Doty • Susan Doubler • Wayne Doucette • Eric L. Doud • 
Robert Doud • Michael B. Dougan • J. Dougherty • George O. Doughty • Minnie Douglas • Jillian Douglass • Richard 
Douglass • Angelo Douvos • Lula Dovi • Kathy Dowd • Linda Dowell • Ron Dowell • Joan E. Dowling • Thomas Downes 
• Audrey Downing • Betsey Downing • Sarah C. Downs • Virgin a Downs • David Dowrick • Stuart Dowty • Sally 
Doxtater • Ashley Doyle • Michael Doyle • Robert Doyle • David Draheim Lois Drake • Anne Draznin • Lydia Drescher • 
David Dresser • William Dreu • Judith Drew • Robert Drinan • Corinne Driscoll • Maureen Driscoll • Richard Driscoll • 
Darce Driskel • Helen Drivas • Erna Drucker • Ann Drumm • James Du Mez • Dianne Du • Thomas Dub in • Dina 
DuBois • Ellen Dubois • Julia Dubois • Helen Duchon • Nicholas Duchon • Karen E. Duda • Laura Dudgeon • Margaret 
Dudley • Norman Dudz ak and Damaris Rohsenow • Susan Duerksen • Jacquolyn Duerr • Frances Duff • Lucy Duff • 
David Duffey • Robert Duffey • Kevin M. Duffy • Susan Duffy • Charles Dugan • F. Timothy Dugan Jr. • Christine Dugas 
• Lynn Duggan • Ronnie Dugger • Janine Dulac • Don Dulany • Ronald Dulle • John Du lea • Jo Ann Duman • Lance 
Dumont • John Dumoulin • Mary Dunant • Jeanne Dunay • L. B. Duncan • Sally Duncan • George Dunham • Craig 
Dunkerley • James Dunlap • Sam Dunlap • Davi Dunlop • Jeffrey S. Dunn • Larry Dunn • Leigh Dunn • Thomas Dunn 
• Joann Dunne • Susan Dunnigan • Abigail Dunning-Newbury • Cheryl Dunseath • Dana Duppler • David Dupree • 
Roland Dupree • Cristina Duran • Mary and Dan Duran • Rebecca Durant • Robert Durden • Mitch Durell • Janet 
Durham • Patricia Durham • Peter Durkin • Tana Durnbaugh • John Durso • Luanne Durst • Geoffrey Dutton • 
Margaret Duzinski • Jay Dwight • Douglas Dworkin • Susan Dwyer • John Dyble • Emile Dyer • Leisha Dyer • Nancy C. 
Dyer • Ruth Dyke • James Dykehouse • Carrol Dymott • Philip A. Dynia • Thadeus Dziekonski • C aire Dzvis

E
Doug and Mary Eamon • Stephen Earl • Brendan Earley • Jerry Earll • Barbara Earnest • Shinann Earnshaw • Kenneth 
East • Donald Easter • John Easterling • Merle Easton • Caro yn Eaton • Karin and Robin Eaton • R. Douglas Eaton 
• Sheryl Eaton • Jim Ebersole • Sara Eccleston • Russell Eck • Lynn Eckleben • Sabrina Eckles • Wendy Eckstein • 
William Eddy • Ralph Edelbach • Renee Edelman • Jacqueline Edfors • Howard Edinger • Michele Edmondson-Parrott 
• Amy Edmondson • Marty J. Edmonson • Nancy Edmonson • Frederick Edmunds • Susan Edmunds • Carlos Eduarte 
• John D. Edwards • Jon Edwards • June Edwards • Karen Edwards • Ke ly Edwards • Miller Edwards • William 
Edwards • Ryan Egan • Noel Egensperger • James Eger • Daryl Egerstrom • Randall Eggen • Ruth Egger • Al 
Eggleston • Carolyn Eggleston • Sarah Eggleston • David Egler • Jim Egler • Jane Eglinton • Daniel Egolf • Sara 
Egorin-Hooper • Michael J. Eh nger • Hermeine Ehlers • Albert D. Ehrenfried • Nancy Ehrenreich • Katie Ehrlich • 
Frances Ehrmann • Susan E. Eichhorn • Rob n Eichleay • R. Eichler • Katherine Eickenberg • Janice Eiden • Francie 
Einenkel • Maxine Einhorn • David Eisbach • Mark Eisenberg • Patricia A. Eisenman • Steven Eisenpreis • John Eisner 
• Lauren Ekroth • Theresa El-Amin • Salah El-She kh • Maya E ashi • Margaret Elcock • Dave Elder • Dav d Elder • 
Mannon E dreth • Maurice G. Eldridge • Kenneth El as and Sarah Shena • Ramon Elias • Pehr Eliasson • Mary Elieisar 
• Eva Elkin • Sidney Elk n • Lee Elkins • Junghie Elky • George Ellenbogen • Marie Ellicker • Nancy Ellingham • Linda 
Ellinor • Miche le E liot • Arlene D. Ell ott • Bruce El iott • Kristin El iott • Robin El iott • Roco Elliott • Caroline El is • 
Dwight Ellis • Jacquita E lis • Janet El is • Akilah Ellison • Linda Ellman • William El win • Cheryl E man • Deborah 
Elsas • Landon Elswick • Howard E terman • Alex E vin • Brad Ely • Donald Ely • Linda Elzvik • John D. Emanuelson 
• Scotty Embree • Bruce Emerick • Ralph W. Emerson • Patricia P. Emery • Eve Emshwiller • Patricia Enciso • Walter 
Enfie d • Baba Eng • Michael Eng • Sharon Enga • Al Engel • Deena Engel • Ken and Carol Engelhart • Edward 
Engle • Robert English • Myra Enloe • James M. Ennes • Becky Eno • Mary Ensroth • Jean Entine • Deborah Entwistle 
• Susanna Epp • Evelyn Epperson • Joel Epps • Rebecca Epste n Gaeta • Andrew Epstein • Lois Epstein • Phyllis 
Epstein • Robin Epstein • Susan Epstein • Tessa Epstein • Giuseppe Erba • Mary Ann Erger • Carole Erickson • 
Dawn Erickson • F. M. Erickson • Jeanne Erickson • Nancy N. Erickson • Richard A. Erickson • Rita Erickson • Thomas 
Erickson • Anne B. Erikson • Margery Eriksson • John Erjavec • Kurt Erlanson • Richard D. Erlich • Marla Er ien • 
Michelle Ernst • Charles Erven • Marja Erwin • Tom Eschen • Thomas Esender • Robert Esguerra • Babs and Saul 
Esk n • Peter S. Espiefs • Sara Espinosa • Analuisa Espinoza • Mark Espinoza • Justin Esquivel-Ferguson • Emilio 
Estela • Flora Esterly • Douglas Estes • Victor a Estrella • Janice Etchison • Erica Etelson • John Etter • Ronald Ettus 
• Emily Etzel • Chenia Eubanks • Claryce L. Evans • Evan Evans • Janet O. Evans • Jonathan Evans • Kenneth Evans 
• Phoebe Evans • Regina Evans • Richard Evans • Surry Everett • Raymond Evers • Thomas Eveslage • Lois Ewald • 
John Ewing • Leslie Ewy • Toni Eyestone
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Kyle F. • Ronald Faas • Melissa Fadim • Theodore Fagan • Marilyn Fagles • Patrick Fahey • Thomas Fahey • J. 
Fahnestock • Robin Fa ne • David Fair • Benjamin Fairbank • Priscil a Fairbank • Bennett Fairorth • Terri Falbo 
• Scott Falcone • Jake Faleschini • James Falk • Jonathan Falk • Steven Faller • Ann Fal on • Dennis Fallon • 
Frank Fal on • Kelly Fallon • Jill Fankhauser • Norman Faramelli • Mohsen Faravardeh • Joan L. Farb • Artur Far a 
• Ray Faria • Adriana Farkouh • Helen Farmer • Samuel Farmer • Scott Farnsworth • Dudley Farquhar • Susan 



Farquhar • Jesse Farr • Patrick Farrell • Betty Farris • Cedric Farrow • Ahmad Farzad • Ibrahim Fasihuddin • 
Robert Faske • Robin Fast • Keith A. Faulconer • Ian Faulkner • Ron Faust • Jacques B. Fauteux • Reginald Fears • 
Doris Featherston • Barbara and Fred Featherstone • Dudley Fechner • Karen Fedderly • Kris Feder • Sally Fedus • 
Hildy B. Feen • Brian Feeney • Dianne Feeney • Mar an Feider • Ken Fein • Joe Feinblatt • Fran Feinerman • David 
Feinman • Barry Feinstein • Lorraine Felber • Dale Felder • Cassi Feldman • Fredda Fe dman • Joanne Feldman • 
Mary-Ann Feldman • Rick Feldman • Antonia Fe ix • Cynthia Fellez • Len Fellman • Kim Fel ner • Lucy Fellowes • 
Lucy Fellowes • Nora Femenia • Gene Fenderson • Mary Lou Fenili • Judith Fenley • Deirdre Fennessy • Kristopher P. 
Fennie • Don Fenstermaker • Robert Fenwick • Laura Ferejohn • Becky Ferguson • Bob Ferguson • James Ferguson 
• Justin Ferguson • Kathy Ferguson • Richard Ferguson • Daniel Ferioli • William Ferleman • Lyn Ferlo • Alejandra 
Fernández • Marco Fernandez • Roberto Fernandez • Roger Fernandez • Annette Fernholz • Byron Ferre l • W lliam 
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Gillis • Sandra Gilson • June R. Gilstad • Antonieta Gimeno • Anthony G ni • Angela Ginorio • Edward Ginsberg • 
Susan G nsburg • Peter Giono • Emojean Girard • Peter Girard • Garrett Girouard • Concepcion Girvent • Nancy Gist • 
Brian Gister • Mitchell G tin • Roz Gitt • Ricardo Gittings • Peter Giuliano • Peter G urato • Gerard Givnish • M. E. 
Gladis • Neil Gladste n • Jim Glaser • Jordan Glaser • R. David Glasgow • Amy Glass • Larissa Glasser • Mary W. 
Glazer • Karen Gleason • Sara Gleicher • Linda Glendenning • Carol Glenn • Brian Glick • Barry Glickman • Rusty 
Glicksman • Fred Glienna • Joseph Glinka • Frank G inn • Roger G oss • Brett C. Glymph • Ginger Gmahling • Eric 
Gnezda • Gil and Tanya Gockley • Bette Godfrey • Sima Godfrey • Nathan Godfried • Richard Godsey • Roger Godt • 
William Goebel • Daniel Goebl • A. Goe l • Gregory Goe lner • Jean Goetinck • Robert Goff and Patricia Raub • Edward 
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Richard Goldstein • Roy J. Goldstein • Ruth Goldstein • Thomas Goldstein • Marla Goldwasser • Richard Goldwater • 
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Goplerud • Jean Goprdon • Nancy S. Gorden • H. Gord nier • Ben Gordon • Bruce Gordon • Carolyn Gordon • Christine 
Gordon • J. Gordon • Janice Gordon • Jean Gordon • Judith Gordon • M. S. Gordon • Shirley Gordon • Suzon Gordon • 
Walter Gordon • Jean Gore • Laurie Gore • Sherry Gorelick • Edith Goren • Jonathan Gorham • Laura Gor n • Michael 
D. Gorin • Tom Gorka • Laurie Goshorn • Jennifer Gosselin • Lisa Gossels • Gregory Gossmeyer • Nora Gottlieb • Paul 
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Hancock • Bill Handel • Paul Handover • Steve Handy • Roy Haney • Carl Hanken • Glen Hanket • David Hankin and 
Nancy Diamond • Rap Hank ns • Patricia Hanley and Dennis Loger • Margaret Hanlon-Gradie • Paul Hanna • Sherri 
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• Robert Hanson • Roger Hanson • N. Hanspal • Peter Hantos • Elisa Hara • James Harasym w • Burcu Harbert • 
Thomas Hardecker • Joe Hardesty • Carol Hardin • Chino Hardin • Chris Hard ng • Jim Hardman • Annane le Hardt • 
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Janet Harmon • Garry Harned • Nancy Harnish • Stefan Harpe • Cheryl Harper • Gary Harper • Marie-Denise Harper • 
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Sharon Harris • Sheila Harris • Stephanie Harris • Stephen Harris • Virginia L. Harris • Wanda Harris • William K. 
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Harten • Marilyn L. Hartig • Paul M. Hartke • Deborah Hartley • Diane Hartley • Stuart Hartley • Barbara Hartman • 
Steven Hartman • Eleanor Hartmann • Joseph Hartmann • Jack Hartog • Marianna Hartsong • Terrence Hartsox • 
Sherry Hartwell • Peggy Hartzell • William Hartzog • Anne Charlotte Harvey • Carol Harvey • James Harvey • Jean 
Harvey • Larry Harvey • Neil W. Harvey • Robert Harvey • Sheila Harvey • William Harvey • Wi liam Harvey • Lynne 
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• Howard Hassman • Elizabeth A. Hastings • Elsie Hathaway • Mary Hathaway • Michael L. Hathaway • Teresa 
Hathaway • Otto and Karen Hatlestad • Emi y Hatt • Mary Hatt • Trish Hattan • Dale Hattis • Richard Hattwick • Alice 
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• Martha Hause • James Hauser • Mary yn Hauser • Michael Hauser • Alan M. Hausman • Erwin Haussler • Cathy 
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Havron • Charles Hawker • David Hawkins • Deborah Hawkins • Miki Hawkins • Lewis Hawley • Robert Hawley • 
Marianne Hawson • David Hayden • Kelley Hayden • Valerie Hayden • Glenna Hayes • Michael Hayes • Michael Hayes 
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Hollinger • Eddie Holl ngsworth • Sheila Holloman • Catherine Holloway • Rendon Holloway • Marjorie Holman • 
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Lucero • Mary Lucey • Jerry Ludeke • Carolyn Ludwig • Wilhelmina Ludwig • Victor a Luecking • Mel Luetchens • 
Consuelo Lugo • Patricia Lulaks • June Lum • A lan Lummus • Malco m Lumpkins • Gregory Lund • Marta Lundy • 
Marjorie Lune • Janet Lunn • Toni Lunn • Robert Luno • Janet Luongo • Abby Lupi • Julian Lupienski • Charles Lupo • 
Daniel Luria • Andrea Lurie • Wil iam and Donna Lutek • Rick Luther • Craig Luttig • Kevyn Lutton • Lester Luttrell • 
Alfred Lutz • Mark Lutz • Janet Lutz-Smith • Mark Lutze • Harriet Lutzky • James Luyirika-Sewagudde Jr. • Robert Luzier 
• Robinie Lyhne • Edward B. Lyke • David Lyle • William Lyles • David Lyman • John Lynch • Laura Lynch • Mary Lynch 
• Stephen Lynch • Charles Lynd • Mary L. Lyndon • Peter Lynn • Shelley Lynn • Sue Lynn • Bill Lyon • Barbara Lyons • 
Dav d Lyons • Deborah Lyons • Jennifer Lyons • Merwyn K. Lyons • Leslie Lyshkov • Susan and James Lytle • 
W lliam Lyttle
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Ruth Ma • David Maas • Jan Maas • C. Dave MacAdams • A. MacArthur • Mary and Don MacArthur • Tristan MacAvery 
• D. R. Mac Donald • David MacDona d • Elspeth MacDonald • Ethel M. MacDonald • Robert MacDonald • Clara 
MacDougal • Eileen MacDougall • Gordon P. MacDouga l • David MacDowell • Steve Macek • Mary MacGillivary • 
Steven MacHlan • Jeff Machota • Evelyn Machtinger • Marlou Mac ver • Rob Mac ver • Carol Mack • Paul Mack • 
Stan Mack • Douglas MacKay • Dav d MacKenzie • Elaine MacKinnon • Margaret L. MacKinnon • Tom MacLachlan • 
Julia MacLaughlin • Kenneth MacLean • Jane MacLennan • Anne MacMurray • Joan MacNeil • Nicho as C. MacNeil • 
Kevin MacWade • Ramsey Madany • Marianne Madar • Ann L. Madden • Fred Madden • Wi liam Maddocks • Chris 
Madeo • Martin Mador • John Madsen-Bibeau • Loretta Ela ne Madsen • Will am Madway • Alexandra Maeck • Aida 
Magale • Wanda Magana • Anthony Magarelli • Gerald Magaro • Doug Magee • Peter Magee • Carol Magenau • 
Michael L. Magie • Michael Magill • Edward Maglietta • Edward Mag ietta • Emily Maguire • Major E. Magwood • 
Louise Mahatcek • Conrad Maher • Jane Maher • Arden Mahlberg • Lalleh Mahlouji • Donald Mahoney • Jane Mahoney 
• Mary Mahoney • Peggy Mahoney • Robert Mahoney • Kathy Mahony • Thomas Mahowald • Coraminita Mahr • Nancy 
Mahr • Nguyet Mai • Eva W. Maiden • Tomme Maile • Ken Main • Lexine Mainwaring • Eileen Maisen • Claire Maitre • 
Joseph Majerle • Jed Maker • Liz Maker • Gabriel M. Makh ouf • William J. Makofske • Kathleen Makowski • Cathie 
Malara • Mary Malaszek • Lois Ma awsky • Christopher Malcaus • Lou Malchie • James V. Malcolm • Debra Malega • 
Debbie Mal na • Marilyn J. Malina • Sarah S. Malino • Harriet Malinowitz • Carolyn Malkow • Victor E. Mallia • David 
Mallory • Joanne A. Mallory • Megan Malloy • ke Mal ula • Leroy Mally • Andrew Malone • J. Malone • John Malone • 
Susan Malone • Elizabeth Maloney • Patric a Maloney • Rhonda Maloney • S. Maloney • Tim J. and Tatyana Maloney • 
Ell ott Maltby • John Ma ugen • Stephen Manchester • Anna Mancini • Christie Mandas • Gloria Mandelbaum • Alan 
Mandell • Sue and Mike Mandeville • George E. Mandler • Nancy Manero • Louis Mangieri • Sylvia Manheim • 
Elizabeth Maniatis • Thomas Mankowski • Charlene Manley • Frank Manning • Sandra Manning • Michael Manos • 
Steven Mansfield • Ju io Manso • Andrea Mantsios • David Manuele • Mario Manzo • E. Christohper Maple • Bruce 
Maples • Charles Maples • Janet Marachario • Manio Maraner • David Marasco • Gregory Maravelas • William 
Marburg • Artemis March • Janet Marchesani • Sue Marchetti • Gene Marchi • Joseph Marcin • Gerald E. Marcus • 
Glenn Marcus • Grania Marcus • Richard Marek • Jo Marenberg • Susan Marett • Siri Margerin • Laurence Margolis • 
Antoinette and Maurice P. Margules • Dy an Mariah • George Mariani • Luiz Alberto Mariz • Patty Mark • Harriet 
Markell • Marina Markot • Jill Markowitz • Audrey Marks • Christ ane Marks • Laverne Marks • Judith Marler • Joanne 
Marlowe • Thomas J. Marlowe • Theresa Maronna • Taimi Marple • Bill Marquam • Frank Marques • Joseph Marques 
• Marie E. Marra • Mar a Marroquin • Eileen Mars • Dorothy Marschak • Linda Marschall • Lora Marschall • James 
Marsden • Amy H. Marsh • Ann Marsh • Mary J. Marsh • Richard Marsh • Christopher Marshall • Deborah Marshall • 
James Marshall • Linda Marshall • Caroll Marston • Kathleen Martin-Estus • Dean Martin • Dohn Martin • Elaine 
Martin • Georgia Martin • Harold F. Martin • Harold Martin • James Martin • Jim Martin • John Martin • Ke th Martin • 
Lucy Mart n • Marchell C. Martin • Margot Martin • Mary Martin • Nathaniel Martin • Patricia Martin • Paul Martin • 
Ph llip Martin • R. Martin • Sandra Martin • Wayne Martin • William Martin • W lliam Martin • Zannah Martin • John 
Martine • Jeannette Martinez-Yackel • Ceceilia Carola Martinez • Denisse Martinez • Eduardo Martinez • Nydia 
Martinez • Robin Martinez • S. Mart nez • Sheriden Mart nez • Valent n Martinez • Richard Martini • Julianne 
Martinson • Leanne T. Martinson • Piero A. Martinucci • B. Martorana • Nancy Martyn • David Marx • Carol Marychild 
• Mark Masaoka • Kory Masing • Alexis Masino • Vasilka Maslanka • Henryka Maslowski • Andrew Mason • Anna 
Mason • Carlyle Mason • Edward Mason • Emma Mason • Gwyneth Mason • Jane Mason • John Mason • Stanford 
Mason • Tyler Mason • Walter Mason • William Mass • Pamela Masse • Edward Mast • Marjorie Masterson • Lois 
Mastrangelo • Kayoshi Masuoka • Sandra Masur • Margaret Mate • A bert Matheis • Denise Mathews • Laura 
Mathews • Jack Mat ock • Tetsud Matsui • Craig T. Matsumoto • Vivian Mattaliano • Leroy Matter • Beverly Mattern • 
Frederic Mattes • Catherine Matthews • Edwin Matthews • Glenna Matthews • Laurie Matthews • Lou Matthews • 
Mary Matthews • Ramona Matthews • Russell W. Matthews • Tom Matthews • Katie Mattingly • Wil iam Matting y • 
Douglas Mattson • Donna Matul • Sue Maturkanich • Gerri Matusew tch • Mary Matyas • Rick Matz • Myrna Mauch • 
Jane Maughon • Hank Maul • Robert W. Maule • Richard A. Mauro • Roma Mauro • Larry Mauss • Jean Maust • 
Truman Maute • George Max • Jacob Maxmin • David M. Maxwell • Jim Maxwell • Marilyn Maxwell • Thell Maxwell • 
Yvonne Maxwell • A isa May • Georgiana May • John May • Stacey May • Deborah Mayer • Howard Mayer • Marsha 
Mayer • Ro and Mayer • Steve Mayer • Thomas and Sara Mayer • Marilyn Mayers • Tommie Mayfield • Rona d Mayhew 
• Patrice Maynard • Richard Maynard • Denise Mayotte • Sophie Mayoux • Theresa Mazig • Carla Mazzucato • 
Edward A. McAbee • Mick McA listor • Alex McAlmon • Neil McAndrew • Robert McAulay • Dan McAuliff • John 
McAu iff • Nancy McAvoy • Ju ia McBee • Lawrence McBee • Nike McBride • Tina McBride • Catherine McCall • 
Pamela McCall • Joce yn McCalla • Helen I. McCandless • David McCann • Eric McCann • Justin McCann • Charles 
McCarthy • Denis M. McCarthy • Hannah McCarthy • Joann McCarthy • Mary McCarthy • Thomas McCarthy • Timothy 
McCarthy • William McCarthy • Edward McCartin • Donald McCary • Brian T. McCathy • Beverly McCauley • Mary 
McClellan • Pamela McClellan • Gaen McClendon • E izabeth McC oskey • Margaret McCloy • Diana L. McC ure • 
Laurel McC ure • Patricia McC ure • Patrick McClure • Brandan McCobin • Jane McColgan • Charles McCollough • 
Pam McCollum • Colin McCord • James Mccorkle • John McCormick • Sue McCormick • Suzanne McCormick • David 
McCowen • David McCoy • John Mccracken • Shaun McCracken • Carolyn McCrady • Paul McCraw • Wayne McCraw • 
Timothy McCrorie • Anne K. McCulloch • Al McCul ough • Ann McCullough • Kenneth McCul ough • John and Carol 
McCurry • Joy McDaniel • C.M. McDonald • John McDonald • Denise McDonough • D ana McDonough • Hugh McDowell 
• Sue McDowell • Bruce McEachern • Mike McElree • L nda McE roy • Pat McE roy • Ann McEntee • Susan McEntire • 
John McEntyre • Dale McEowen • Patricia McEveney • Jane McEvoy • Linda McEwen • Carole McFarland • David 
McGahee • Andy McGarrahan • Ellen McGarry • Tim Mcgarry • Charles McGee • Kenneth McGee • Zell McGee • Pat J. 
McGeever • Mary McGehee • Anne L. McGihon • Denny McGihon • Kent McGill • Mary McGillicuddy • Gregory 
McGillivary • Charles McGinn • James McGlone • G. McGlynn • Richard McGonagle • Marilyn McGowan • Carrie 
McGranahan • Cynthia McGrane • Gary McGrane • Joanne McGraw • John McGraw • Regina McGraw • Marilyn 
McGregor • Mary Louise McGregor • Carl McGrew • David McGue • Neil McGuffin • Amy McGuire • Cathy McGuire • 
Marcella McGuire • W lliam McGuire • Paula McHale • T.E. McHale • Barbara McHugh • Charles McHugh • Patricia 
McHugh • Robert McHugh • Howard G. Mc lvried • Patricia P. McIntire • Janice McIntosh • Joann McIntosh • Chuna 
McIntyre • Kellen McIntyre • Mo ly McKaughan • Jim McKay • Yvonne McKay • Anthony McKee • James McKee • 
Co leen McKenna • Elaine McKenna • Eugenia L. McKenzie • Gilbert E. McKenzie • Joan McKenzie • Deirdre McKerral • 
Thomas McKervey • Alexander J. McKi lop • Bertha McK nley • Janet McKinney • Janice McKinney • Paul McKinney • 
Susan McKuhen • John McLafferty • David McLanahan • Catherine McLaughlin • Gary McLaughlin • Michael 
McLaughl n • Molly McLaughlin • Stephen McLaughlin • Barbara McLaury • Gloria McLean • John McLean • Robert 
McLean • John McLees • Monica McLemore • Carmen McLeod • Karen McLeod • Karen McLoskey • Kathy M’Closkey • 
Vincent McLoughlin • Michael W. McMahan • Kathleen McMahon • Robert McMahon • Rosalind McMahon • Karen 
McManus • Leilani McManus • Susan McManus • Marsha McMaster • Phi ip McMichael • Jim D. McM llan • Joan 
McMillen • Hilarie McMurray • Robert McNa ly • John McNamara • Mo ly G. McNeill • Steve McNichols • Gail McNulty • 
J. McNulty • Kathryn McOmie • Mary McPartland • Douglas McPeek • Martha McPha l • Randy McPhail • Laura 
McPhee • Margaret McPherson • Bob and Kate McQuade • Penny McQuaig • Chester McQueary • Michael McQuillan • 
Becky McReynolds • Paul McStay • Dav d McSweeney • Thomas McTaggart • Kathleen McTeigue • John McVay • Lynn 
M. McWhood • Susan McWilliams Barndt • Anne McWilliams • Martha McWilliams • Robert McWilliams • Margaret L. 
Mead • Susan Mead • Ellen Meader • Bruce Meakins • Gilbert Medeiros • Phyllis Medeiros • Wi liam Medford • Peter 
Medley • John Medlin • Marc Medoff • Ed Meek • Bill Meeker • James Meeker • Margaret Meeker • Michael Meeropol • 
Carole Megarry • Anthony J. Meggesto • Debbie and Peter Mehlman • Kathy and Chris Mehuys • Sandra L. Meicher • 
Dean Meierhenry • Rick and Joan Meierotto • Anne Meijers • Alexis Meisels • Gerald Meisner • Judith Meissner • Mary 
Meister • Susie Mejia • Michael Melampy • Tom Melcher • Caro yn Melchers • Anne Me don • Vince Meleski • Joseph 
Melicosta • Joe Melita • Roger D. Mellem • Nancy A. Mellerski • Susan Mellett • Gail Mello • Giorgio Mel oni • Steve 
Mellroth • Adrian Melquiades • Laurel Melson • Linda Melson • Sue Melton • Sharon Meltzer • Stephen J Meltzer • 
Regina Melville-Burns • Sheila Menair • Phy lis Menard • Yvette Mendez • Deborah Menkart • Joyce Menschel • Jeffrey 
Mentis • Karen Mepham • David Merchant • Jayne Merkel • Vreni Merriam • Stephen Merrick • Geoff Merrill • 
Kathleen Merrill • Don and Loretta Mershon • Frank Mershon • Thomas Mertens • Gail Merz • Nancy Messmer • 
Marina Metal os • Christina Metca fe • Annie Metellus • Suzanne Metheny • Flora Metrick • Bill Mettler • Lester Metz 
• Susan Metz • Stephanie Metzen • Phil Metzger • Bill Meulemans • Allison Meyer • Bernard Meyer • Betsy P. Meyer • 
Bill Meyer • Carlin Meyer • Dawn Meyer • James Meyer • Jo Frances Meyer • Ju ie Meyer • Katherine Meyer • Linda 

Meyer • Lois Meyer • Raymond Meyer • Richard and Judith Meyer • Steven Meyer • Wayne H. Meyer • Eleanor Meyers • 
Marian Meyers • Sharon Meyers • Neal I. Meyerson • John Mezey • Kathleen M. Mezoff • Girish Mhatre • Rohima Miah 
• Ruth Miale • Ke th Mica • Nancy Miceli • June Michael • Savwoir Michael • Susan Michael • Charles Michaels • 
Brandon Michal-Lubal n • Gregory Michalenko • Jeanne Micheal • James Michel • John Michels • Rikki Michels • Eric 
Michielssen • Charles Middleton • Barbara M dgen • Sanjen Miedz nski • Marel Miern k • Rosemary Migas • James 
Mihalik • Linda M hel • Gaia Mika • John Mikell • Kenneth Mikulski • Ted and Doris Milberg • Sarah Mi bury-Steen • 
Michael M lczarek • Biljana Milenkovic • Kathleen Miles • Ira Milgrom • G oria G. Milhoan • Johanna G. Militano • 
Peter Miljanich • Bob Mil ard • Jonas Miller-Stockie • A. Miller • Ari M ller • Basia C. Miller • Beth Mi ler • Bill Miller • 
Bill Miller • Bob Miller • Bonnie Miller • Carol J. Miller • Dale M ller • Donald R. M ller • F. Miller • Frances A. Miller • 
Fred Mi ler • Ga l Mi ler • George Miller • Jean Miller • Jeanne Miller • Jeff Miller • Joanne Miller • Judith Miller • 
Karen Mi ler • Karl Mi ler • K m M ller • Marian Miller • Mark Miller • Marvin Miller • Mary Miller • Maureen Miller • 
Michael M ller • Mike M ller • N. Saliscente Miller • Orville W. Mi ler • Peggy Miller • Peter Miller • Ph llip Miller • 
Richard M ller • Richard Miller • Rosemary F. Miller • Ross Miller • Roy Miller • Sally M ller • Sondra Miller • Stephen 
Miller • Steven M ller • Teresa Miller • Thomas T. Miller • Timothy M ller • Wendy Miller • Wilbur R. Miller • W lliam R. 
Miller • Yoniece Mi ler • Zachary and Linda Miller • Marvin Millet • Claudia Mi lrany • Charles Mills • Claire Mi ls • 
Marcia Mills • Mari yn Mills • Pamela Mi ls • Florence M lnik • Leslie Mi rod • Marilou M narik • Diane Minasian • 
Ernest M naya • Janet Minella-Didier • Marcia Miner • Collin Minert • Odis Mingus • Maureen Minihane • Teddy 
Minkler • Regina M nniss • Christian P. Minor • Susan Minter • David and Jan Mintz • Lynda Mintz • Norman Mintz • 
Rachel Mintz • Wi fredo Mirabal • Liliana Miramontes • Sharon Miranda • Javeed Mirza • Shams Mirza • Patricia 
Misner • Thomas Mistretta • Jude Coughlin Misurel i • Michael Mitchel • Alexander Mitchell • Cleo Mitche l • Dorothy 
Mitchell • George Mitchell • Harry Mitchell • James Mitchell • Kateri Mitchell • Ralph Mitchell • Richard W. Mitche l • 
Bob and Mary Mitchell • S. Renee Mitche l • Sylvia Mitche l • Carol ne Mitgang • Gina Mitgang • R.O. Mitts • Anoosh 
I. Mizany • Ernest M ze • Michael Moats • Charles Moburg • Barbara Moch • Marilyn Mochel • Gordon Mock • 
Katherine Model • Frank Modic • Robert D. Modica • Michele Modugno • Marcia Moen • Christine M. Moffitt • Michael 
Mogin • Marian Mogulescu • Ruth Mohr • Patric a Jean Mohri • Maryann Moise • Shahla Mokhtarzada • Peter 
Molenaar • Kevin Mo holm • Blanca Molina • Timothy Mo ina • Sebastian Moll • Vanetta Molson-Turner • Mary Jo 
Moltzen • Christine Momich • Jill Monacelli • Richard Monastra • Marilyn Monclova • Jeannette Money • Joyce Monges 
• Esther I. Monical • Gerald Monpere • Michael Monroe • Eve yn Monsay • David Monson • Shirley Monson • Kristine 
Montamat • Charles H. Montange • Gloria Monteith • David Montenegro • Lauren Eve Montgomery • Susan 
Montgomery • Stefano Monti • Beverly Montie • Minerva Montooth • Michele Moody-Adams • Christ ne Moody-Mills • 
Milton Moon • Morgan Moone • Alexandra Mooney • Angela Mooney • Barbara Moore • Barbara Moore • Dennis Moore 
• Edmund Moore • E izabeth Moore • Emily Moore • Em ly Moore • Evemarie Moore • Gayle Moore • George Moore • 
James D. Moore • James Moore • Janet Moore • Loretta Moore • Lydia Moore • Marshall Moore • Neil Moore • Reginald 
Moore • Richard Moore • Richard Moore • Robert Moore • Shirley Moore • David Moorman • Ingr d Moosbrugger • 
Steve Mooser • Abby Mor • Kris Morada • Hassan Moradganjeh • Carmen Morales • Eileen Moran • Gretchen Moran • 
Rosemary Morancy • Reg na Morantz-Sanchez • Felipe Efrece Moreno • Jose Ricardo Moreno • Lisa Moresco • Sandra 
Morey • Cynthia Morgan • Dora M. Morgan • Eric Morgan • Horace and Kay Morgan • Jenny Morgan • Joanie Morgan • 
John Morgan • Nancy Morgan • Randa l Morgan • Thomas K. Morgan • Timothy Morgan • Jeffery Morgenthaler • Frank 
Moriconi • Ronald Moros • Carol Morris • Delmar Morris • Donald Morris • Greggory Morris • M. Morris • Rob Morris • 
Robin Morris • Scott Morris • Sharon Morris • Wil iam Morris • Bruce Morrison • Glenn Morrison • Jean Morrison • Ji l 
Morrison • John Morrison • Corinne Morrissey • Greyson Morrow • Michael Morrow • Robert Morrow • Steven J. Morrow 
• John Morse • Kathryn Morse • Christiaan Morssink • Rudolph Morvay • Catherine Mosca • Charity Moschopoulos • 
Marsha Moseley • Joel Moses • Mary Moses • Elaine Mosesian • Jeffrey Moskowitz • Robert D. Mosley • Marguerite 
Most • Jan Mothershed • Wiltrud Mott-Smith • Paul Mott • Terry Mott • Tracy Mott • Roy Mott a and Mary Mottla • 
Carlyle Mou ton • Kathleen Moum • Jean B Mounier • Roger Mountain • Kenneth Moure • Dave Mowery • Wil iam 
Mowery • Leroy Moy • Loren Moye • Daniel Moyer • Sharon Moyer • Michelle Mozell • David Mrazek • James A. Mruk • 
David Mudarri • Charlene Muellenberg • Carl Mueller • Mark R. Mueller • Raymond Mueller • Paul Mugge • Janet Muir 
• Gladys Mujica • Ryuji Mukae • P. Mukkamala • Stefano Mula • Kevin Mulcahy • John and Beverly Mulder • Becky 
Mu kern • Anthony Mu laney • Robert D. Mu laney • Carol Mullen • Kurt Mullen • George Muller • Linda Muller • Louise 
Mu ler • Robert and Judy Muller • Charles Mullins • Shaun Mulvey • Jay Mumford • Jud th Munger • Mike Munk • 
George Munn • Alexa Munoz • George Munroe • Carol Muntz • Omar Muotka • Robert Mur llo • Mary R. Murnik • Jeanne 
Murphey • Anne Murphy • Barbara Murphy • Bobby Murphy • Cather ne Murphy • Dennis Murphy • Ed Murphy • Fred 
Murphy • James Murphy • Jean Murphy • John Murphy • Katherine Murphy • Lorna D. Murphy • Mary Clare Murphy • 
Melissa Murphy • Michael Murphy • Michael Murphy • Patrick R. Murphy • Patrick Murphy • Stephanie Murphy • Tom 
Murphy • Valerie Murphy • Cindy Murray-Tow • Gerald Murray • Jim Murray • Kathleen Murray • Terry Murray • Valerie 
Murray • Lynn Murre l • Mark Murre l • Kay Murrens • Bev and Hank Murrow • Joe Murtaugh • John and L nda Murtfe dt 
• Paula A. Musetta • Stanton Musick • Joshua Muskin • Lari Mussatti • Anthony Mutukisna • Mark Mutz • Denise Myers 
• Harry Myers • Joe Myers • Julie Myers • Kathleen Myers • Nohmie Myers • Robert Myers • Stacey Myers • Marsha 
Myers-Jones • Beverly Myles
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Melanie Nabahani • Dave Nader • Jonathan Nadle • Jon Nadler • Richard Naft • Edward Nagai • Sylvain Nagler • Ed 
Nagy • Nicolas Naing • James Najemian • Judy Nakadegawa • Kathy Nakagawa • Scot Nakagawa • Rhonda Nalisnik 
• Annette F. Nall • Ronald R. Namest • Mariel Nanasi • Carl Nandrasy • E izabeth Nanez • Michelle Nardi • Robert 
Nardini • Marie Nardino • Phyl is and Robert Narveson • Helen Nash • Jerry Nash • Theresa L. Nash • Fred Nasri • 
Fred Nasri • J. Natale • Sandra Nathan • Ernie Nathanie • Ben Nathanson • Geoffrey Navias • Elise Navin • S. Navone 
• James Neal • Jerry Neal • Jim Neal • Peggy Neal • Wayne Nealis • El zabeth Neat • Jean Neblett • Gennady Nedlin 
• Antonia Neel • E. Ann Neel • Pather Neff • Melvyn Nefsky • Sandra Negron • Fritz Neil • Jeremy Ne ll • Ronald 
Neilson • Wil iam Neilson • Louis Ne an • Karen Nelms • Annette W. Nelson • Barbara Nelson • Bonnie and Robert 
Nelson • Brad Nelson • Carlos Nelson • Doris Nelson • Edward Nelson • Gaye Nelson • Gerald Nelson • Greg Nelson • 
Jacqueline W. Nelson • Julia Nelson • Karen Nelson • Leanora Nelson • Marvin Nelson • Mary A. Nelson • Peter Nelson 
• Phil p and Gail Nelson • Richard Nelson • Sara Nelson • Sara Nelson • Senobia Nelson • Tamra Nelson • Vernon 
Nelson • Will am L. Nelson • Wil ie Nelson • Siamak Nemati • Krist na Nemeth • Naomi Nemtzow • Steve Nesich • 
Marianne Nesler • Bryan Ness • Alan Nest inger and A lene Symons • Sean Nestor • Kimo William Nestuk • Sandra 
Nett • Gerda Neu-Sokol • Richard Neubauer • Barbara and Kenneth Neuberger • Ann Neuburger • Gottfried Neuhaus 
• Patricia Neuhausel • Peter G. Neumann • Richard Neumann • Veronica Neumann • David Neustadt • Ivy Nevala • 
Maureen Nevin Duffy • Pamela Nev us • Phy lis Newbeck • Donna Newby • Ralph Link Newcomb • Edward and Jeff 
Newcombe • Grace G. Newcomer • Meg Newcomer • Peter Newell • Wanda Newell • Eleanor Newhard • Allan Newman 
• C. Newman • David Newman • Ju ia Newman • Phil Newman • Richard Newman • Rosemary Newman • Russ 
Newman • Tyler Newman • Carol H. Newman-Holitza • Robert Newsham • Ann Newton • Kristin Newton • Michael 
Newton • Stephen B. Newton • Helen Ng • Nancy Ng • Celine Nguyen • Wil iam Nicholas • Dave Nicholls • Ed Nichols 
• Gary Nichols • Grant Nichols • Rob Nichols • David Nicholson • Pat Nicholson • William G. Nicholson • Deborah 
Nicklas • Philip Nicolai • Erwin F. Nied • Deb Nielsen • Vanessa Nielsen • Frank Niepo d • He nz Nigg • Dwayne 
Niku la • Barbara Nilsen • Belise Nishimwe • Stephen Nissenbaum • David Niswonger • Fanny Nives • Robert N xon 
• Edward Nizalowski • Douglas D. Noble • Jane Noble • Ruth Noble • Sandra Noble • Jack Nodzenski • Don Nofziger • 
Marvin Nogelmeier • Pedro Noguera • Wayne Nohelty • Kathleen Nolan • Martin P. Nolan • Mary Nolan • Robert Nolan 
• Emi y Nolfo • Paul Nonn • Donna Noonan • Nan Noonan • Jack Noragon • Pame a Norcross-Sherrick • Antoinette 
Nordan • Nancy Nordhoff • David Norlin • Elaine Norman • Robert Normey • Arthur Norris • Jey Norris • Justice Norris 
• Laurie Norris • Stephen P. Norris • Steven Norris • Calvan North • Walter Northrup • Berry A. Norton • Krista Norton 
• Mary Norton • Norma Norton • Stephen Norvell • Jeanette Norwood • Kimberly Norwood • David Nosk n • Kathleen 
Notestine • Editha Nottelmann • Patric a C. Nottingham • Kay Novak • Edward A. Novalis • P. Novaro • Karen Nowak • 
Curtis Nowlen • Jeannette Noyes • Eva Nudelman • Marlon Nunez • Laureen Nussbaum • Wi liam and Theresa Nygren 
• Amy Nyman • Julie Nyquist • Carl Nys • Roger Nystrom
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James O’Barr • Eugene O’Brien • Suzanne O Brien • Kathleen O’Connell • Kevin O’Connor • Loretta O’Connor • 
Richard O’Connor • Sarah O’Connor • Stephen O Daniel • Annette O’Donnell • Francis O’Donne l • Patrick O’Dougherty 
• Mary O’Farrell • Wil iam O’Field • Christy O’Flaherty • Steven O’Ha loran • Wil iam O’Hearn • Rick O’Herron • 
Robert O’Keefe • James O’Laughlin • John H. O’Leary • Neil O’Leary • Sandra S. O’Loughlin • Susan O’Malley • James 
O’Meara • John O’Meara • James O’Neil • Patrick O Neill • Phebe O’Neill • Penney O’Reil y • Michael O’Rourke • 
Timothy O’Rourke • Meg O’Shaughnessy • Jeanne O Shea • Frank Oakberg • Erin Oakes • Martha A. Oaklander • Jeff 
Oberdorfer • Wendy Oberlin • Jonathan Oberman • Chukwuma Obidegwu • John Obrien • Kev n Obrien • Marylynn 
Obrien • Rosemary Occhiogrosso • Mary Jo Ochalla • Victor Ochoa • Richard Ochs • David Ochsner • Carol Ockman • 
Shaun Oconnell • S. Odonnell • Walter Oermann • A an E. Oestreich • Russell and Maxine Nadel Offenbach • James 
Ofreeley • Jill Ogden • Nancy Ogilvie • Barbara Ann Ogle • Adetayo Ogundehin • Janet Ohare • Terence M. Oheany 
• Robert Ohlemiller • Myrna Ohmann • Jill Ohora • Richard Ohrbach • Joel Oines • Leo Okeefe • Ogbonna Okpara 
• Sevgin and Elizabeth Oktay • Gale Okumura • Kenneth Olander • Kathy Olavarri • Dennis G. O daugh • Edward 
Oleary • E lin Oleary • George Oleary • Frank J. Olenick • Arnold Ol ver • Charles Oliver • Leonard Oliver • William W. 
Oliver • Gary Oliveri • Joseph Olivier • Lynn Olsen • Neil Olsen • Robert Olsen • Sandra Olsen • Vickie Olsen • Anne 
Olson • Carol G. Olson • David Olson • David Olson • Derik Olson • Kirst n Olson • Larry Olson • L nda Olson • Linda 
Olson • Steven Olson • Katherine Olstein • Joanne Omar • Virgin a Omeara-Chagnon • Chizu Omori • Astrida Onat • 
Robert Oneal • Mary Oneara • Raymond Oneil • Patrick ONe ll • Chee Ong • Dian Ong • Gudrun Onkels • Don Ontage 
• Paul Oostenbrug • Evelyn Oph r • Rosalie Oppenheim • Peter Oppenheimer • Ruth Orbach • Laurie Ordin • Sylvia 
Orduño • Steve Oreilly • Harriet F. Orenstein • Alan Oresky • Linda Orgel and Arthur Grunbaum • El zabeth Orloff • Bob 
Summers Or y Yadin • Mar a Orne as • Carmen Orozco Acosta • Albert Orr • Nancy H. Orr • Shlomo Orr • Larry Ort • 
Fred Orth • Paula Orth • Ashley Ortiz • Benjamin Ortiz • Jose A. Ortiz • Sherry Ortner • Carol Orton • Wanda Ortquist 
• Jennie Orvino • Richard Osborn • Gloria Osborne • Jo Osborne • Fernando Osés-Villanueva • Janna Osman • Mark 
Osman • Be inda Osorio • L nda Ost • Darline Ostapiuk • Sarah Ostby • Elizabeth Ostrom • Steven E. Ostrow • Robert 
Ostrowski • Siegfried Othmer • Martha M. Otoole • Chieko Otsuru • Joseph P. Ottati • Elaina Ouimet • Genevieve 
Outlaw • Mary Overath-Speck • Randy Overbey • Patrick Overman • E. Louis Overstreet • Richard Overton • Alisa 
Owen • Carol Owen • Carolyn Owen • Deborah Owen • Marilyn Owen • Barbara Owens • Greg Owens • Jay Owens • 
Lisa Owens • Marillyn Owens • Richard Owens • Vicki Owens • Wayne Owens • Susan Owensby • Wa ter Owiesny • 
Arlene M. Oyer • Judy Ozone
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Joan Pacheco • Joan Packard • Robert Packer • Dennis Pacy • Ana L. Paddock • James Paddock • Stephen Paddock • 
Judith Padow • John Padrnos • Darlene Pagano • Donald Page • Kathleen Page • L. Page • Rob Page • Lilliann Paine 
• M.V. Pais • Carmen U. Pak • Judy Pa adino • Ben Palazzolo • Barbara Palermo • Annemarie Palincsar • Katherine 
Pallis • Kar n Pal y • B anca Palma • Ruth Palmberg • Barbara and Bruce Palmer • Jane Palmer • Jane Palmer • 
Barbara Palmerton • V. Palya • Huguet Pameijer • Sharon Pane • R naldo Panetta • Robert W. Pann • Maryellen 
Pantaleo • Lisa Papania • Ioanis Papavassiliu • C ara Papp-McClellan • Elizabeth Pappalardo • Ray Paquette • Julie 
Paquin • Jack and Mary Paradise • Cynthia Paradoa • Masood Parang • Morey Parang • Neal Pardee • Carrie Pardo • 
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Donald C. Smart • William Smedley • T ana T. Smilow • Arthur Smit • Jennifer Smith-Camejo • Terri Smith-Caronia • 
Alex a Sm th • Amanda Smith • Anne K. Smith • Ashanta Sm th • Beverly and Lawrence Sm th • Bill Smith • B ll Sm th 
• Boyd Smith • Bradley Smith • Brittany Smith • Carol Smith • Carroll D. Smith • Catherine Smith • Cathy Smith • 
Christopher Sm th • Clifford Smith • Daniel B. Smith • Daniel Smith and Linda Turner • David Smith • David Smith • 
David Smith • David Smith • Diana Smith • Diana Smith • Diane Smith • Don Smith • E izabeth Smith • Eric N. Smith 
• Eugene Smith • Gary Smith • George Smith • Gloria Smith • Greg Smith • Greg Smith • Gretel Sm th • Henry Smith 
• James S. H. Smith • Jane B. Smith • Janice Smith • Joan Sm th • Joan Sm th • Joann Smith • Kathleen Smith • Kay 
Smith • Kenneth Sm th • Kenneth Smith • Kristin Smith • Linda G. Smith • Loren H. Smith • Margot Smith • Marie P. 
Smith • Marshall Smith • Melinda Smith • Melvin Smith • Michael and Margaret M. Smith • Nancy Smith • Neal Smith 
• Neil Sm th • Pamela Reese Smith • Penny Smith • Phil p Sm th • Prudence Smith • Ray Smith • Raymond Smith • 
Richard B. Smith • Richard Smith • Richard Smith • Rolland Smith • Ronald Smith • Samuel Smith • Sondra Smith • 
Susan D. Smith • Thomas A. Smith • Timothy Sm th • Vera Smith • Virginia Smith • Wal ace Smith • W lliam Smith • 
William Smith • Elaine Smitham • Donna Smithey • Thomas Smucker • Douglas Smyth • Glenn Smyth • Wi liam 
Snavely • Karen Snelson • Phyllis Snider • Karin Snodgrass • Susan Snortland • Richard and Anne Snow • Robert 
Snow • Barbara Snowadzky • Arlen Dean Snyder • Carole A. Snyder • David Snyder • Ellen Snyder • Margaret Snyder • 
Robert Snyder • Sharon Snyder • T. Richard Snyder • Patricia Snyderman • James P. Sobel • Mark Sobel • Anthony 
Sobieski • Mitchel Soble • Paul Socolar • Margaret Soderberg • B. W. Soderstrom • Deborah Sohr • R. G. Solbert • 
Ellen S. Soles • Herschel L. Soles • Elizabeth Solet • Kambiz Soleymani • Martha Solinger • Jeniffer Solis • Andrea 
Solomon • Dorothy Solomon • Michael Solomon • Tandy Solomon • Emanuel Solon • Isaac Solotaroff • Barry So ow • 
Fred J. Solowey • Judith W. Solsken • Kathy Soltis • Janey Solwo d • Margaret Somers • Jean M. Sommer • Sally 
Sommer • Jeff Sommers • Sandra Sommers • Sharon Sommers • Angel F. Somoano • John Sondhe m • Betty Songer • 
John Sonin • Juhan Sonin • Dav d Sonneborn • Gail Sonnemann • Mary Sonnichsen • Barbara Sopjes • Linda Sorensen 
• Barbara Sorgeler • Diana Sosa • Guadalupe Sosa • Edward Sostek • Noel A. Sotirake • Gessner Soto • Claude 
Soudah • Dennis Soukup • Veronica Sousa • Clyde South • Kristine Sowa • Gene Spagnoli • Sue Spaid • Sharon 
Spaight • Stewart Spar • Brenda Sparks • Kenneth Sparks • Morgan Sparks • Steven Sparks • Yvonne Sparks • Sheila 
Spear • August Spector • C. Spence • Jeanette Spence • John M. Spence • Michael Spence • Bruce Spencer • David T. 
Spencer • Mary Jo Spencer • Paula Spencer • Virgin a Spencer • Susan C. Spengler • Don Sperber • Scott Sperling • 
Frederick Sperounis • Sox Sperry • Janice and John Speth • Benjamin Spier • Martha Spiess • Edward Spilsbury • 
Kenneth and Nancy Spindler • Marianne Sp nnett • Caroline Spiotto • Beverly Spiro • Joel Sp ro • Harriet Spitzer • Paul 
Sp vack • William Spizzirri • William Spock • Stephen Spofford • Warren Sponable • Les ie Sponsel • Eileen Sponzo • 
Peter Spool • Kathryn L. Spore • Lisa Spradley • Bill Sprague • David Sprague • Michael Sprague • Leon Spreyer • 
Kent Spring • Richard Squadron and Theodosia Price • Cynth a Squires • Linda Sroa • Linda St Clair • James Stack • 
Beverly Stadick • Dee Staerker • Norman E. Stafford • Barbara Stahler-Sholk • Harold and Paula Stahmer • Jane 
Stal man • Mary Ellen Stamm • Kirsten Stanberry • Chris Stanfield • John Stanko • Josephine R. Stanley • Kendyll 
Stansbury • Dixie Stanton • Kirk Stapp • Elizabeth Starcevic • Adele La Barre Starensier • Barbara Stark • Erik Stark • 
Leslie Sieveke Starkman • Stuart Starr • Frederick Starrett • John S. Starsiak Jr. • Judy Startari • Bobbie Stasey • Ron 
Stattner • Sylv a Staub • Donna Stauffer • Robert Stayton • Amadna Stebbins • Wa lace Stebbins • Don Stechschulte 
• Bruce Stedman • Eric Steele • Karen Steele • Stefanie Steele • Shannon Steen • Br an Steffen • Richard L. Steffen • 
Martha Stefin • Richard Steiger • Adrienne Stein • Barbara Stein • David Stein • Debbie Stein • Eleanor Stein • Elena 
Stein • Hannah Stein • Judith Stein • Margie Stein • Michael Stein • Sandra Stein • Sari Stein • Sondra Stein • Janet 
Steinberg • Ron Steiner • Greg A. Steinke • Eric Steinmetz • Carol Steinsap r • Barry Stendig • Larry Stentzel • Dwaine 
Stenz • Yvonne Stephan • Alice L. Stephens • Ed Stephens • Floyd Stephens • James Stephens • Joseph V. Stephens • 

Mary Stephens • Raymond Stephens • Ronald Stephens • Ty Stephens • Joyce Stephenson • Sally Stephenson • Karen 
Sterling • Marcia Sterling • D. Serrie Stern • Daniel Stern • Elissa Stern • George Stern • Wi liam H. Sterner • Sam 
Stetson • Edith Stevens • Richard Stevens • James R. Stevenson • Danny Stewart • Luther Stewart • Mark G. Stewart 
• Mat ida Stewart • M a Stewart • Michael Stewart • Patrick Stewart • Renata Stewart • Russell Stewart • Michael 
Stickler • Ross Stickley • Carl Stiefbold • W lliam Stigile • Anya Stiglitz • Deborah Stiles • K.C. Still • Kathleen St ll • 
Diana S. Stil man • Lisa Stillwell • Jenny Stimac • Paul Stimson • Richard and Carol Stock • Sharon Stockey • Lynn 
Stockhamer • Deborah Stoddard • Sherri Stoddard • Barbara Stoeffler • Richard Stoeppler • Miriam Stohs • Ernestine 
Stokes • Judith Stokes and Howard Boksenbaum • Susan Stokey • Karen Stoll • David Stoller • Jeff Stolow • Robert 
Stoltz • Susanna Stoltzfus • Richard Stonberg • Carl Stone • Carolyn B. Stone • James Stone • Kip Stone • Lee Stone • 
Mary L. Stone • Nat Stone • Robert Stone • Terri Stone • James Stoner • Patrick Stoner • Angela Stones • Joe Stork • 
Francesca Story • Diana Stovall • Ed Stover • Jean Straatmeyer • David Stra n • Tara Strand • Lee Strandberg • 
Donald Strandburg • Steven Strang • Harriet Strasberg • Arno d A. Strassenburo • Diane A. Strasser • Leona Strating 
• Julie Stratton • Linda M. Stratton • Gabriele Strauch • Dafnah Strauss-Doron • Lawrence Strauss • Monica Strauss 
• Terry Strauss • Carol F. Straw • David Streatfield • Jeremy Street • Carol Stre ff • Fay Strigler • Lloyd Strine • Dana 
Striplin • Patricia Strip in • William Strohl • W lliam Strom • Jerome Stromberg • Denise Strong • Gretchen Strong • 
Marjorie J. Strong • Melvin Strong • Joseph Stroud • Glenn Stroup • A len Strous • Daniel H. Struble • Miriam Struck 
and Scott Schneider • W. Struss • Zbigniew Stryjecki • Jean Stryker • Joseph Strzalka • Andrew Stuart • Todd Stuart • 
Linda Stubbers • Leona Stucky-Abbott • Galen Stucky • John A. Study • Catherine Stupak • Ronald E. Sturdivant • 
Mary Ann Sturek • Mark Stutman • Kathleen Styc • John and Sheila Suarez • Joseph Sudbay • Terri Suess • Lois Sugar 
• Anne Su livan • C. W. Sullivan • Carol D. Sullivan • E izabeth A. Sul ivan, In Memory of E izabeth Strachan • Gene 
Sullivan • Linda Su livan • Mary Sullivan • Michael Sullivan • Neva M. Sullivan • Robert Sullivan • Robert Sullivan • 
Sylvia C. Sul ivan • T m Su livan • Tim Sullivan • Tom Sull van • James Sulton Jr. • Shannon Sumner • Carolyn Sumrall 
• Harry Sundberg • Sue Sunderland • J.T. Sung • Christina Sunley • Evamarie Suntum • K. Suppiah • Irene Surmik • 
Lynn Susoeff • Linda Sussman • Jean Sutherland • Doris Sutl ff • Christi Sutphin • Henry Sutter • Douglas Sutton • 
Deborah Svanoe • David Svendsen • John Svenson • Vesta Svenson • Ronald Sverdlove • Janette Swadley • Betsy 
Swain • Elizabeth Swain • Beth Conte Swan • Susan Swan • William Swanback • Thomas O. Swangin • Chales 
Swanson • Mark Swanson • Michael Swanson • Will am Swanson • Bengt Sward • Jonathan Swartz • Mak Swartz • 
Sonia Swartz • John Swartzendruber • Grace Sweeney and Peter Murdock • John Sweeney • Patrick Sweeney • Taylor 
Sweeney • David Sweet • Leighton Sweet • Lisa Sweet • W nton Sweum • Carl Swidorski • Allene Swienckowski • 
Colette Swietnicki • El zabeth Sw ft • Bill Swigert • Elizabeth Swindler • Myron Switzer • Darlene Swope • Mushtaq 
Syed • Karen Sylvester • Will am Syme • Rhonda Syphax • Gregorio Syquia • Nancy Syverson • John Szabo • Frank 
Szam • Csaba Szerenyi • Kathleen Waters and Joy Szopinski • Gerri Szuter

T
Amir Tabassi • Curtis Taber • David Taber • Marie J. Taber • William Taevs • Louis Taffera • Deborah Taggart 
• John Taggart • Robin Tail • Edna Talbot • David Talbott • Eduardo Talero • Jeanie Talton • Gillian Talwar • 
Setsuko Tanaka • Shiro Tanaka • Bernard Tandler • Mark G. Tanenbaum • Brian Tanguay • Donald Tannenbaum 
• Joseph Tannenbaum • Liz Tanner • Regina Tanner • Nancy F. Taono • Anders Taranger • Christina K. Tarbox 
• Suzanne Tarica • Mark A. Tarr • Louise Tarrant • Clifford J. Tasner • Suzanne Tassche • Ranjeet Tate • Ann 
Tattersall • Andrew Tauscher • Deborah Taylor-Pearce • Andrea Taylor • Carla Taylor • Carole Taylor • Charles 
Taylor • Clark Taylor • George Taylor • Hugh Taylor • Jack D. Taylor • James Taylor • Jay Taylor • Jordan Taylor • 
Katie Taylor • Leslie Taylor • Linda Taylor • Lowry Taylor • Lynda Taylor • Marilyn Taylor • Patricia Taylor • Patricia 
Taylor • Phillipa Taylor • Rebecca Taylor • Richard Taylor • Ruth Taylor • Stanley Taylor • Susan Taylor • Tina 
Taylor • Vanita Taylor • William Taylor • Glen Taysom • Mary Teague • Lawrence Tedesco • Courtney Tedrowe • 
Mary Teel • El zabeth Tegroen • Saul Teichberg • Seth Teige • Harriet Harper Tejada • Claude Tellier • William 
Tembrock • Raymond Templeman • Lynn Tennican • Jeff Tenpas • Joan Tenser • Dona Teplitz • Raymond Terek 
• Greg Terrell • Diane Terry • Marilyn J. Teske • Lenore Tetkowski • Kenneth Tetreault • Thomas P. Tetterton • 
Thomas Tewey • Marilyn Thacker • June Thaden • Lawrence Tharnish • John Thatcher • April Thayer • Gary 
Thayer • John Thayer • Marilyn Thayer • Roger A. Theis • Stan Theis • Caroline Theiss-Aird • Paul Therrien • 
Richard Thesken • Audrey Th ault • Greg Thibodeau • Seymour Thickman • Walter Thode • Kathy Tholin • Carol 
Thom • Alan Thomas • Betsy Thomas • Brooks Thomas • Charles Thomas • Damon T. Thomas • David Thomas 
• David Thomas • H. and Margaret Conner Thomas • Jeannine Thomas • Joan M. Thomas • Joan Thomas • John 
Thomas • Leslie Thomas • Lynnette Thomas • Michael Thomas • Ralph B. Thomas • Ray Thomas • Sally Thomas 
• Scott Thomas • Sue Thomas • William Thomas • William P. Thomas • Joseph R. Thome • Alfred Thompson • 
Alicia Thompson • Betsy Thompson • Brenda Thompson • Brian Thompson • Bruce Thompson • Don Thompson 
• Donald Thompson • Florence Thompson • Harriet Thompson • Henry Thompson • Linda Thompson • Miriam 
Thompson • Muhammad Thompson • Norma Thompson • Pat Thompson • Charles Thompson • Robin Thompson 
• Roger Thompson • Sandra Thompson • Shirley Thompson • Shonie Thompson • Susan Thompson • Wi liam 
B. Thompson • Jim Thoms • Deborah J. Thomsen • Floria Thomson • Pett Thomson • Lynn Thorensen • Dawn 
Thornburgh • Mar lyn Thornton • Laura Thorpe • Mary Thorpe • Simon Threlkeld • Douglas E. Throp • Nye Thuesen 
• Allan Thurman • Pamela Thurman • Kathleen Thurmond • Sheridan Thurston • Peter Thy • Bill Thyken • Bette 
Tiagodemelo • Anne Tiber • Kanat Tibet • Terry Tickle • Michael Ticktin • John Tiemstra • Claudia Tienan • Jana 
Tift • Abbe Tiger • Betty Tilley • Raymond Tillman • Chris Ti ly • Judith T. Timmel • Katharine Timmerman • John 
M. Timms • Sarah L. Timpson • Nick Tingle • Barbara Tinker • Steven Tipa • Janice Tirapelli • Rose Tison • Eileen 
Tittle • Mary Titus • William S. Tjader • Robert Toane • Emily Tobias • Ann Tobin • Barbara Todd • Christine Todd 
• Peyton Todd • Rebecca Todd • John Toews • Rolf Toft • Allan Toh • Nayereh Tohidi • Louis Toledo • Junko Toll 
• John Tolleris • Ernest J. Tollerson III • Juan To osa • James Tomasello • Anthony Tomcyk • Mark Tomes • John 
Tomich • Barbara Tomin • George Tomlin • Ian Tompkins • Sharon Toms • Thomas Toms • Virginia B. Toms • 
Judith A. Toner • Connie Tonken • Anne Toohey • Sharon Tool • Richard Toole • Joanne Topol • Dmitri Toptygin • 
Louise Torgerson • Suzanne Torgeson • Tara Torgusson • Franklin Torrence • Jane Torrence • Carolyn Torres • Luis 
Torres • Nel y Torres • Stephen Tosh • Diana Toth • Michael W. Toto • Carol Totten • Andrew J. Tourville • Rochelle 
Towers • Shawn Towey • Emi y Townes-Roland • Blanca Townsend • Paul Tracy • Robert Tracy • Arnold Trafelet • 
Susan Traff • W.A. Traina • Ben Trainer • Wayne Trakas-Lawlor • Dav d Traugot • Brooke Traut • Robert Traval ne 
• Beth Traxler • Dennis Treanor • Dave Treat • Marti Treckman • James Trembath • Bill and Cynthia Tremblay • 
Ronald Trennel • Alan Trent • Steven Trevallee • David Trevino • Darrell Tribue • Ann C. Trigg • Maria Trigo • Carl 
Trindle • John Triplett • Carole Tr pp • John Trombold • Richard Tron • John Trost • Andrew H. Trott • Darryl Trotter 
• Rodney Troyer • Laura Trubshaw • Anne-Eileen Trucksess • George Trudeau • Rick True • Christel Truglia • 
Ralph Trujillo • Joseph Trumino • Karen Truskowski • C. Trzcinski • Maria Tsopels • Wa ter Tsou • Hiroko Tsuchiya 
• Benjamin Tua • La Tubbs • U. F. Tuck • Cary Tucker • Edward Cary Tucker • Ellen Tucker • Kristin Tuenge • 
Howard O. Tuers • Kathleen Tuite • Patrick Tuite • Robert Tumposky • Ann Ellen Tuomey • June Turch n • Kathleen 
Turco • Ellie Turgeon • Susan Turk • Craig Turnbull • Marilyn Turnbull • Azalee Turner • Bruce Turner • James 
R. Turner • Janis Turner • Jean Turner • M. Vince Turner • Phoebe Turner • Steve Turner • Toby Turner • Stephen 
Turow • Jane C. Tuttle • Elizabeth Tuura • L. Tweedy • Lynda Tweel • Roger Twitchell • Stephen Twombly • John 
Twomey • Dixie Tymitz • Thomas Tynan • Paul E. Tysse

U
Lynn Ubhaus • Dan lo Udovicki • R. Dav d Uhlendorf • J m Uleman • Mary Ulmschneider • Joyce Ulrich • Carl Ulrickson 
• D. Umberger • Laurie M. Umeh • James Umholtz • Lou Unfried • Allen Unger • James Unrath • Carl Updyke • John A. 
Upton • Gregory Urban • Harold Urban • Rob Urbank • Martin Urbel • Dorothy Urquhart • Ste la Ursua • Steve Usher • 
Valerie Usher • Alexander Uziel • Alexander Uziel

V
L. Vaccari • Carmine Vacirca • Gary Vagnette • Nancy Vagnini • Karen Vahtra • Arun K. Vaid • Dav d J. Vail • Kenneth 
E. Vail • Mary Vail • Susan Vajda • Alberto Valdivia • Max Valencia • John Valenti • Rita Valenti • James Valentine • 
Angela Valenzuela • Frank Valenzuela • Debbie Valle • Thomas Valore • Carol Valoris • Barbara Valuckas • Maureen 
Van Buren • Petrone la Van De Burgt • Harry Van Der Linden • Gary Van Dusen • Victoria Van Duyn • Will am Van Eron 
• Georgia Van Giezen • John W. Van Horne • Jan Van Kort • Bob Van Meter • Diana Van Pelt • Helen Van Prooyen • Leo 
And Elisabet Van Swam • Emily Van Tassel • Hans Van Vuuren • Ray Van Wagner • Stephen E. Vanbeuren • Stephen 
Vanbeveren • Sidney J. Vance • Richard Vancena • Wendy Vandame • Jon Vandemoortel • Eleanor vanden Heuvel • 
Janice C. Vandenbos • T. L. Vanderbeck • E. VanderHaegen • Peter Vanderhoof • Lucia Vanderpool • Rich Vanderveen 
• Anthony Vanderveldt • Marla Vandewater • Fred Vandusen • K. Vann • Marjorie Vanochten • Judy Vanommen • 
Douglas Vanpelt • Jane Vanucci • W llet Vanvelzen • W lson Vanwinkle • Wayland Vanzandt • Ralph Varela • Yanina 
Vargas-Arriaga • Lucila Vargas • Steven Vargo • Angela Vargos • Louise Varley • Charles Varni • Gary Vartanian • 
Melanie Vasa • Judy Vasos • Connie Vasquez • Berit Vassdal • Sandra Vaughn • Deborah Vause • Norma Vavolizza • 
Antonio Vazquez • Jay Vazquez • Jeanne Vazquez • Michael Vecchio • Constance Vecchione • Anne Vega • Luis Vega 
• Theodore Vega • Linda A. Veiga • Jeri Vela • Peter Venaglia • Nancy Ventimiglia • Dr. V. George Venturini • V. George 
Venturini • Beatriz Vera • Richard Vergas • Howard E. Verhoef • Bonita Versh • Juris Verzemnieks • Michelle Veyvoda 
• Terry Via • Edward Viall • Jason Vick • Laurie Vickroy • Merna Victor • Coco Videla • E friede Vidkjer • Richard Boyce 
and Martha Viehmann • E len Viereck • A. Vigo • Michael Viise • Bea Vila • Gil Villagran • Francisco R. Villa obos • 
Jesus Villalobos • Michael Villalpando • Andres V llam l • Rafael V llamil • Eli Villanueva • Francisco Villanueva • 
Olmedo and Elsa Villavicencio • Karen Villesvik • Hector Vi licana • Jose Vinagre • Sharon Vincent • Victor Vinkey • 
James Vinson • Paul Vinson • S. Vishwanathan • Joan Visser • D. Vita • Russ Vitale • William V tale • Kathryn F. Vitek 
• Ruth Vitovec • George M. Vlas ts • Deborah Voekel • Richard Voelkel • Estelle Voeller • D. J. Vogel • Jeffrey Vogel • 
Roland Vogel • Karen Voght • Jean E. Vogrin • Karla Vogt • Liz Vogt • Shar a Vogt • Shirah Vollmer • Joseph Volpe • 
Neal Vo tz • Theodore A. Von Der Ahe • Boris Von York • Tim Vonderbrink • Jeanine Vonvi le • Jess Vooris • Jeffrey Vowles 
• Frank Vozak • Wylie Vracinmd

W
Mary Jane W • David A. Waas • William K. Wachob • Bozena Waclawik • Ellen K. Wade • Jim E. Wade • Julianna 
Waggoner • Susan Waggoner • Charles Wagner • Kathy Wagner • Nancy Wagner • Rosanna Wagner • Mana J. Wagnon 
• Stephen Wahle • Madeline G. Wahrhaf • John Waide • Tracey and George Waite • Janice E. Waitt • Marie Wakefield • 
Stanley Walden • Mary Waldo • Eileen Wa dow • Laura Waldron • Terry Waldron • Thomas L. Waldron • Charles P. 
Waldrop • Lorraine Walker Williams • Christopher Walker • Dona d Walker • Eldra Walker • Ellen Walker • Georgia 
Walker • James Walker • Jay W. Walker • Joan Walker • John Walker • Petrina Walker • Robert Walker • Rose Wa ker • 
Ruth Walker • Thomas Walker • Kathleen Walkup • Gregory Wall • Anne Wa lace • Ben Wallace • Brenda Wa lace • Don 
H. Wa lace • Ed Wallace • Harold Wallace • Ke ley Wallace • Michael Wallace • Robert F. Wal ace • Thomas C. Wal ace 
• Tim Wallace • Larry Wal ach • Tracy Wallach • Daniel H. Wa lack • Kathryn Wallenstein • Vincent Waller • Edward 
Wallhagen • Diane Walsh • Edward J. Walsh • Jane Walsh • Shawn Walsh • Susan Walsh • Virg nia Walsh • Dianne 
Walter • Hol y Walter • W ll Walters III • Andrew Walters • Douglas Walters • Hannah Walters • Sally Walters • Wil iam 
Walters • Sandra Walton • Gregory F. Walz-Chojnacki • C. Wan • Silvia and John H. Wancevich • Stephen Wanczyk-Karp 
• Patricia Wand • Richard Wandling • Hungkai H. Wang • William Wang • Lal t Wangikar • James Wannamaker • Jack 
Warburton • Clelia Ward Wilson • Allen Ward • Casey Ward • Charlie Ward • Gregory Ward • Harrison Ward • Jack Ward 
• Jack Ward • James Ward • Julie Ward • Karyn Ward • Mary Ward • Olivia Ward • Patric a A. Ward • Patric a G. Ward • 
Scott Ward • Steven Ward • Wi liam Ward • Jeanne Warfield • Beth and Tom Warms • David Warner • Frank Warner • J. 
Warner • Lynne Warner • Nelya Warner • Lawrence Warnock • Michael Warr • W. Bruce Warr • Craig Warren • Dor an 
Warren • Edward Warren • Ga l Warren • Louise G. Warren • Pamela Warren • Roxanne Warren • Ruth Warren • Shirley 
Warren • Stewart Warren • Kevin Warrender • Alan A. Wartenberg • Bruce W. Wasem • Julian Washburn • Alfred 
Washington • Michael D. Washington • Mi dred Washington • Patricia Washington • Eleanor Wassell • Al Wasserman • 
Ann Wasserman • Scott D. Wasserman • Vernroy Watanabe • Philip Waterworth • Bill Watkins • Fred Watkins • Janine 
M. Watkins • Kathy Watkins • Michael Watkins • Ric Watkins • James Watras • Audra Watson • Elaine Watson • 
Elizabeth Watson • Jean Watson • Mary Watson • Richard Watson • Bob Watts • Diane Watts • Michael Watts • Perry 
Watts • Stafford Wavrek • Zil a Way • Carol ne Wayne • Margaret Wayne • WCG Real Estate Miami • Joan S. Weaver • 
Regan Weaver • Sh rley Weaver • Willie Weaver • Kristin Webb • Norma Webb • Sal y Webb • A ice Webber • M. Weber • 
Norman Weber • Stephan Weber • Dan Webster • Theo Webster • Yehudi Webster • Jim Wechsler • Maia Wechsler • 
Dorothy Wedge • Michael B. Wedner • Laura Weed • Linda Weedman • David Weeks • Victoria S. Weeks • Bruce 
Weersing • Norman Weersing • William Wegener • Kathryn Wegner • Joan Wehrle • Peter A. Weida • James A. We dman 
• Donna Weidner • Betsy Weill • David Weiman • Lawrence D. Weimer • Margaret Weimer • Mart n Wein • Annie 
We nberg • Carl Weinberg • Dana Weinberg • F orence Weinberg • Paul Weinberg • Herbert Weiner • J. Weiner • Stacie 
We ner • David I. Weingrod • Lauren Weinhold • Mark Weinsoft • Daniel Weinstein • Kimberly Weinstein • Paul 
We ntraub • Jeanne Weir • Joseph We r • Sandra Weir • V ncent Weis • Jan Weisbart • Edward Weisberger • Linda 
Weisel and Daniel Po litt • Vivian Weisman • David Weisner • Elin Weiss • Herold Weiss • Jessica Weiss • Karin Weiss • 
Kathleen Weiss • Mark Weiss • Martin Weiss • Morton Weiss • Terri Weiss • Michael Weisser • Susan Weiswasser • 
Noah Weiszner • Robert H. Weitz • Renee Weitzner • P.M. Weizenbaum • James Welch • Leo Welch • Ron Welch • 
Sandra Welch • Wil iam Welch • James Weldon • Lew A. Welge • Diane Weller • Anne Well ng • Vickie We lman • 
Beatrice Wells • Greeley Wells • Gregory Wells • Jon Wells • Mary Kay Wells • Patrice Wells • Barbara Welsch • Dale 
Welsh • David Welsh • Merle Welsh • Betty Welt • Jessica Wender-Shubow • Eleanor Wend berger • Madga Wendorff • 
Richard Wenig • Arthur Wensinger • Carol Wenz • Barbara Wenzl • A bert Werner • Lewin Wertheimer • Raymond 
Weschler • Robert Weschler • Millicent Wessel • Nancy Wessel • Irene J. West • Mary M. West • Kaye Westcott • George 
Westerman • Alison Westfa l • James Westfall • Nancy Westlake • Cheryl Westley • Alida Westman • Carol Weston • 
Frederick W. Weston • Hanna B. Weston • Leonard Westra • Alison Wetter • Scott Wetterhall • Georgia Wever • Brenda 
Wexler • Diane Wexler • Joseph and Merida Wexler • Robert Wexler • Loren Weybright • Bill Whalen • Audrey Whaley • 
Carolyn Whaley • Rick Whaley • Mariamne H. Whatley • Lois Whealey • Bruce Wheat • Glenn Wheatland • Helen 
Wheatley • Marsha Wheatley • Virginia Wheaton • Candace Wheeler • Deborah Wheeler • Duncan Wheeler • Fred 
Wheeler • Hook Wheeler • Lynn G. Wheeler • Nicho as Wheeler • Richard Wheeler • Timothy and Joyce Wheeler • Victor 
Whelan • Andy White • Cathy White • Deadra White • Ilaann White • John White • Jud th White • Karen Sue White • 
Melanie Wh te • N. M. White • Patricia E. White • Peter White • Philip White • Phy lis White • Renae White • Sa ly White 
• Stephanie Wh te • Wayne White • William White • William White • John R. Whitefield • Sharon Wh teha r • Bill 
Whitehall • Dorsey Wh tehead • Gareth Whitehurst • Martha and Peter Whitis • Dianne Whitney • Elspeth and Charles 
Whitney • Lisa Whitten • Tom Whittenbarger • Jeffrey Whittle • Terry Whittle • Nancy Wholforth • Stephen Whyte • 
Theraiz Whyte • Pol y J. Wick • Robert Wickett • Joe Wickham • Steven Wick iffe • Prasanna Wickremesinghe • Judy 
Wicks • Prudy Widlak • William Widolf • John Wiebe • Faye Wieker • Serv Wiemers • Marian Wiener • John Wierenga • 
Katarzyna Wieromiejczyk • Judith Wiesberg • Mary Wiesen • Cary Wiesner • Linda Wiesner • Jim Wiess • Ralph Wiggen 
• Jay M. Wiggs Jr. • Cordel a Wikarski-Miedel • Alan Wilburn • Ann Wilcox • Donny W lcox • Leslie Wilcox • Willard 
Wilcox • Bill Wilen • David Wiley • G. T. W ley • Nancy Wiley • Wendy Wiley • Richard Wi helm and Elissa Cannata • 
Mark Wiljanen • Shannon W lkerson • Sue W lkins • E izabeth Wilkinson • Francis Wilkinson • James Wilkinson • Judy 
Wilkinson • Leon Wilkinson • Ronald Wilkinson • W. Wilkinson • Michael Wil adsen • Audrone Willeke • Michele Willens 
and David Corvo • Edith Willer • A bert Williams • Albert Will ams • Apryl Williams • Audrey Williams • Barbara 
Williams • Beverly W lliams • Bill Wil iams • Brett Williams • Cathleen Williams • Constance Williams • Dolores 
Williams • Douglas Will ams • Dwight Williams • Ernest Wi liams • Faye and Wade Will ams • Gilda Wi liams • Helen 
Williams • Jacquelin Wi liams • James Will ams • James Williams • John Wil iams • Judi Will ams • Judith Wil iams • 
Keith Williams • Kim Will ams • LaShaun Wi liams • Lillie Wil iams • L n W lliams • Marion W lliams • Mark Williams • 
Megan Williams • Merri y Williams and Richard Summers • Mollie Wi liams • Monica Williams • Natalie Wi liams • 
Norman Wil iams • P. W lliams • Ray Williams • Robert Wil iams • Sal y Williams • Steven Wil iams • Tracyann 
Williams • Doris Wi liamson • Ray Wi liamson • Alice Willis • Donald Willis • Liz Wil is • Paul Willson • Kurt C. Wilner • 
Aaron Wilson-Ahlstrom • Anne Griffis Wilson • Beth Tay or Wilson • Charles L. Wilson • Chuck Wilson • Claudia Wilson 
• David Wilson • Diane Wilson • Duane Wilson • Gayle Wilson • Gerda Wilson • Howard Wilson • Jane Wilson • Jene 
Wilson • J m Wilson • John Wilson • Joyce Wilson • Judith Wilson • Kather ne Wilson • Keith Wilson • Ken W lson • 
Lawrence Wilson • Lisa B. Wilson • Lyn Wilson • Margaret Wilson • Nad ne Wilson • Patric a S. Wilson • R. M. Wilson • 
Randall Wilson • Richard and Gina Wilson • Ronald Wilson • Ruth W lson • Stanley Wilson • Susan M. Wilson • Wayne 
Wilson • Virgin a W lt • W lliam Wimsatt • William Winburn • Margery W nder • Peter Winders • Daniel Wineberg • 
Ellen Winer • James Wing • Roger Winkelhake • Earl Winkelmann • Jeanette Winkler • Karin Winn • Jeanne Winner • 
Kathleen Winnicki • Bert and Eva Winsberg • Elizabeth W nsh p • L z Winshipettinger • J. B. Winslow • Anita Winston • 
Bob Winston • Michael Winston • Rick Winston • Margery Winter • David Winters • Gary Winters • Nancy Winters • 
Stephen Winters • Nancy Wirsing • David Wirt • Danielle Wirth • Barbara M. Wise • Damon Wise • Daniel Wise • 
Stephanie K. Wissinger • Frank Wissler • Robert Wist • Fred Wistow • Gay Witherington • Gary Witt • John Witt • Lori 
Witt • Patricia Witt • Paul Witt • Ke th W tten • Mol y Witten • Gregory Witter • Ellen W ttman • Lawrence Wittner • 
Ernie Wittwer • Joyce Wittwer • Carol Wlock • Carol Woehrer • Karen Woelfle-Potter • Sheila Wofsy • James Wohlleb • 
Gayl P. Woityra • Tim Wojcik • David Wojtaszek • John Wojtowicz • Marna Wolak • Fred Wolden • Linda Woleslagle • 
Daniel Wolf • Saul Wolf and Carol Berghen • Ursula Wolfe-Rocca • Glenn Wolfe • Gretka and Ralph Wolfe • Lynn Wolfe 
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cus on themes as use them as jumping-off 
points that allow Peck and his characters 
to riff on the jagged edges of colonial-
ism, slavery, the mass displacement and 
destruction of Native Americans, and the 
normalization of genocide. While this 
might seem an impossibly broad task, Peck 
makes his nonlinear lament work, the co-
herent force residing in its investigation of 
memory and a precise distillation of visual 
and aural affect. 

B
y turns deeply disturbing, 
engagingly personal, and 
darkly amusing, Exter-
minate All the Brutes is a 
sweeping journey across 

time and continents. The series takes its 
title from a book by Sven Lindqvist, who 
used the famous line—scrawled at the bot-
tom of a report to an ivory trading com-
pany by an increasingly deranged Kurtz 
in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness—to 
launch his own ruminations on the colo-
nial mindset. In his preface, Lindqvist tells 
his readers that these words were intended 
by Conrad to describe what was really be-
hind the “civilizing task of the white man 
in Africa”—that is, identifying “inferior 
races” for destruction. For Lindqvist, this 
horror show of genocidal violence was car-
ried out on four continents before coming 
home to roost with “Hitler’s destruction of 
six million Jews in Europe.” Peck’s project 
embraces the grand scope of this past, but 
he also keeps his viewers focused on its 
legacy today.

Peck establishes this line of inquiry ear-
ly in the first episode, when he directs the 
viewer’s attention to three themes that he 

For Peck, each of his films is as much a vehicle for political argument and posing 
philosophical questions as it is a way to offer alternative historical narratives. Even as he 
attempts to reinvent the documentary genre through innovative storytelling, employing 
a kind of dreamlike melancholy akin to jazz improvisation, as he did in Negro, he is a 
formalist committed to inventing new cinematographic modes. Although he built his 
career by assuming the role of journalistic or directorial objectivity and prefers to show 
rather than tell, he’s unafraid to step out from behind the camera and challenge the un-
derpinnings of those Western myths that shaped his education and continue to define so 
much of contemporary political life. 

With Exterminate All the Brutes, a hybrid documentary that combines rare archival 
footage, stunning still photography, first-person narration, and scripted, harrowing 
set-pieces, Peck embraces formalistic play and experiment in a way he hasn’t in the past, 
successfully merging feature-film-style vignettes with documentarian flourishes of text, 
image, and collage. The series’ four hour-long episodes—“The Disturbing Confidence 
of Ignorance”; “Who the F*** Is Columbus?”; “Killing at a Distance or… How I Thor-
oughly Enjoyed the Outing”; and “The Bright Colors of Fascism”—do not so much fo-

who resisted their extermination. A book 
that seeks to reveal how historians often 
erased the Haitian Revolution, “the only 
revolution that materialized the idea of 
enlightenment, freedom, fraternity and 
equality for all,” Silencing the Past also 
gives Peck a rallying catchphrase: “His-
tory is the fruit of power; whoever wins 
in the end gets to frame the story.” Peck 
embraces Trouillot’s assertion that erasing 
the Haitian Revolution was essential to 
the modern Western historical narrative, 
even if many historians denied that fact. 
The revolution “created the possible,” 
Peck notes, by playing an important role 
in the collapse of the system of slavery. “It 
was the ultimate test of the universalist 
pretensions of both the French and Amer-
ican revolutions.”

E
xterminate All the Brutes 
begins by exploring the 
mindless brutality of the 
colonial project. We are 
introduced to a leader of 

the Seminole Nation (played by Caisa 
Ankarsparre) and Gen. Sidney Jessup, one 
of Andrew Jackson’s henchmen (played 
by Josh Hartnett), and follow them as the 
Seminole leader seeks to hold on to terri-
tory she shares with Maroons. When Jes-
sup stops her in the middle of a field, she 
confronts him bluntly: “You call human 
beings property? You steal land, you steal 
life, you steal humans? What kind of spe-
cies are you?” Jessup replies, “This kind,” 
and then pulls out a gun and shoots her. 

The camera pulls away from her in 
silence, and Peck later explains why: “Our 
job as filmmakers is to deconstruct these 
silences.” At the end of the second epi-
sode, he embellishes a graphic rendering 
of Choctaw people dying in snowdrifts 
with a quote from Tocqueville, who wit-
nessed the Trail of Tears: “No crying. All 
were silent.” A cringe-worthy sequence 
focusing on a photo shoot of the journalist 
and explorer Henry Morton Stanley and 
his enslaved adopted child Kalulu uses 
silence to reveal a kind of terror. In fact, 
the continuing silence of those who have 
benefited from colonialism in the face of 
such violence and exploitation is the series’ 
most chilling silence of all.

Peck himself, however, is noticeably 
not silent. Early on, he acknowledges the 
necessity of putting himself into the story, 
his gravelly citizen-of-the-world 
voiceover replacing Samuel Jack-
son’s sonorous gravity in I Am Not 

Ed Morales is the author of Fantasy Island: 
Colonialism, Exploitation, and the Betrayal 
of Puerto Rico.

will return to again and again: civilization, 
colonization, and extermination. These 
are central parts, he argues, of the world’s 
Westernization. The essence of colonial-
ism is a belief in a civilizing project that 
celebrates the beneficence of a superior 
race in its subjugation of inferiors, which 
often entails mass murder and displace-
ment. For this reason, Conrad—before 
introducing Kurtz’s unambiguous call for 
extermination—has Marlow recall the text 
of report that Kurtz was writing: “We 
whites, from the point of development we 
had arrived at, ‘must necessarily appear to 
them [savages] in the nature of supernatural 
beings—we approach them with the might 
of a deity,’ and so on, and so on.”  

For the typical HBO viewer, Peck’s 
frankness about violence and colonial-
ism might be difficult to comprehend, 
though the increasing recognition of the 
structural nature of racism gives it a kind 
of inevitable logic. Peck offers us three 
authors as his guides: Lindqvist, Roxanne 
Dunbar-Ortiz, and Michel-Rolph Trouil-
lot. In Lindqvist, a longtime friend and 
collaborator and the rare “European who 
dares see the beast for what it is,” Peck 
finds a world traveler doggedly uncover-
ing the excesses of genocidal violence. In 
Dunbar-Ortiz, the author of An Indigenous 
Peoples’ History of the United States, he finds 
a scholar of Native American history who 
has focused much of her work—especially 
Loaded: A Disarming History of the Second 
Amendment—on the use of guns and slave 
patrols to displace and discipline Native 
and African Americans. 

As a fellow Haitian, Peck finds in 
Trouillot’s classic work of historiography, 
Silencing the Past, a reflection of his own 
frustration with Haiti’s marginalization 
and the more general silencing of those 
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The Demand of Freedom
The United States’ first civil rights movement
B Y  K E L L I E  C A R T E R  J A C K S O N

R
acism is not regional. i often hear people refer to 
it as though it were trapped in the South. White 
Northerners who are appalled by the blatant racism 
around them will say things like “This isn’t Mis-
sissippi” or “Take that attitude back to Alabama.” 
But whether white Northerners like to recognize 

it or not, slavery was in every colony in the United States for more 
than a century and a half. It was part of the fabric of America—all of 
America. After South Carolina, New York 
had the largest enslaved population; by 
the mid-18th century, one in five people 
in New York was Black. It is import-
ant to note that the North was not the 
utopian refuge that public memory likes 
to romanticize it as. Prosperous Black 
communities in places like Philadelphia 
during the antebellum period were more 
the exception than the rule. And even 
the City of Brotherly Love experienced 

several major anti-Black riots in the 1830s 
and ’40s. 

Another frequent misconception when 
it comes to antebellum Northern politics is 
the myth that most Northerners were abo-
litionists. There is an important distinction 
between those in the North who were an-
tislavery and those who were abolitionist. 
Many in the North hated slavery for how 
it undermined the value of free labor, and 

some also detested it for its brutal practic-
es, but being antislavery did not make one 
an abolitionist committed to the immedi-
ate end of the institution of slavery. And 
even among abolitionists, not all believed 
in the fullness of Black humanity or the 
equality of the races. It was entirely possi-
ble during the antebellum period to hold 
both antislavery and anti-Black sentiments. 
As Frederick Douglass noted, “Opposing 
slavery and hating its victims has become a 
very common form of abolitionism.” 

Throughout the 19th century (and 
even now), racist ideas about Black pov-
erty and Black criminality guided the laws 
of the day—and this was true in the North 
as well as the South. States like Ohio and 
Illinois did not want to be held 
responsible for the well-being of 
African Americans, who they be-
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After The Macedonian docked in Norfolk, 
Va., he traveled to Georgetown in Wash-
ington, D.C., where he was arrested on 
suspicion of being a runaway and held in 
the local jail until an investigation could 
be completed. 

Horton repeatedly insisted that he 
was a freeman, but without “evidences 
of freedom,” he was certain to be sold 
into slavery if his “owner” did not come 
forward. Advertisements were sent out 
nearly every day with his description in 
an attempt to find this person. Thankful-
ly, the advertisements reached Horton’s 
family in New York, who immediately 
began to advocate for his release. The 
country’s first Black newspaper, Freedom’s 
Journal, founded by 
Samuel Cornish and 
John Russwurm in 
New York City, was a 
voice for free people 
of color who had been 
wrongly imprisoned 
and sold into slavery, 
and Horton’s case became a cause célèbre 
in their campaign to urge Black readers to 
stand up for their status as citizens.  

The case brought larger issues to the 
fore, such as abolishing slavery and the 
slave trade in the nation’s capital. It also 
raised the question of whether free Black 
people were indeed citizens, entitled to 
the same “privileges and immunities” 
under the Constitution as white people. 
While one might expect the nation’s cap-
ital to be a beacon to free Black people, it 
was instead a place where the defenders of 
slavery had ramped up laws that targeted 
them. The district, like the various slave 
states, put the onus on free Black people 
to prove that they were free. The Black 
press and its allies protested such laws 
in Washington, which, they contended, 
violated the US Constitution. 

Horton’s case became a national con-
troversy. Masur is astute at taking epi-
sodes like this and weaving them into her 
discussion of the country’s larger political 
history. During the same period, for ex-
ample, the Missouri debates of 1820–21 
that eventually led to a ban on “free 
negroes and mulattos” entering the state 
called into question the notion of citi-
zenship as a nationally recognized status, 
and Horton’s story allows Masur to show 
the people behind these arguments as 
well as their constant struggle to achieve 
citizenship—a struggle that was rife with 
stalemates, denials, and delays. 

I
n Until Justice Be Done, Ma-
sur illustrates how citizen-
ship and civil rights were 
the key to Black mobility. 
Who gets to move and who 

must stay, who has access to land or titles 
and who is refused, are all intricately tied 
to race. Aspects of this book recall Eliz-
abeth Stordeur Pryor’s Colored Travelers: 
Mobility and the Fight for Citizenship Before 
the Civil War, in which the author contends 
that long before Rosa Parks refused to give 
up her seat and Homer Plessy brought 
his case before the Supreme Court, Afri-
can Americans understood the connection 
between citizenship and mobility, which 
was and remains an inalienable right. Free 

African Americans in 
the North spoke out 
against their unjust 
treatment by refusing 
to be banished from 
public spaces, trains, 
steamships, and virtu-
ally any other mode of 

transportation that would have required 
their segregation and subordination. Free-
dom from discriminatory practices while 
traveling became a part of the civil rights 
movement. In other words, as both Stor-
deur Pryor and Masur argue, among a 
long list of challenges that Black Amer-
icans faced in the 19th century and well 
into contemporary times has been the 
ability to travel unobstructed and free 
from anxiety.

Moreover, mobility was also tied to 
criminality. As Masur shows, Joseph 
Thompson, a veteran ship steward and 
free Black man, learned this hard lesson 
while traveling as a sailor from Bordeaux, 
France, to New Orleans. Upon arriving, 
he requested that he be paid a portion 
of his wages. Insulted, the ship’s mate 
accused him of stealing. Thompson was 
promptly arrested and detained until he 
could secure friends to aid him. Questions 
like “Who are you?,” “Who do you belong 
to?,” “Where are you going?,” and “What 
are you doing here?” were all intended to 
remind Black people that they were under 
constant surveillance. 

Masur dedicates an entire chapter to the 
experiences of Black sailors in Southern 
ports. In South Carolina, for example, the 
law required that all free Black people who 
arrived in the state by water be detained 
and confined in a jail until their vessel was 
ready to depart. Free Black sailors had 
to be savvy in their travels. Masur shows 

us African Americans, often assisted by 
white allies, employing direct and subver-
sive tactics to invoke their citizenship and 
challenge a system upheld by the absurdity 
of race. As a result of such tactics, a bill 
was passed in Massachusetts to safeguard 
the rights of Black sailors, while new legal 
challenges would test the constitutionality 
of laws in other states and further the idea 
of seeking an act of Congress to create 
changes on the federal level.

By detailing these legal cases and state 
statutes, Masur’s book is also in conver-
sation with the ideas of Chris Bonner’s 
Remaking the Republic: Black Politics and 
the Creation of American Citizenship, which 
argues that until the states and the federal 
government found a consensus on the 
terms of citizenship, “black people suf-
fered under this ambiguity.” Black people 
in America knew they were human beings, 
and they knew they were citizens of the 
United States—or, at the very least, were 
entitled to such citizenship. This history 
details the various efforts Black leaders 
had employed to transform the country’s 
practices and policies. Activism in the 
North was not just about abolishing slav-
ery; it was also about repealing state-level 
Black laws that prevented African Amer-
icans from experiencing true liberation.

T
hough her book is deeply 
researched, Masur miss-
es some opportunities to 
highlight the role and con-
tributions of Black women 

in this struggle. She mentions Mary Jones, 
the wife of John Jones, a community lead-
er in Alton, Ill., whose home was a safe ha-
ven for fugitives. Mary helped raise money 
to purchase runaways, but not much else 
is revealed about her. Mary Ann Shadd 
Cary, a leading abolitionist and activist for 
civil and women’s rights, isn’t mentioned 
until the epilogue. Had Masur chosen to 
look west, she could also have included 
Mary Ellen Pleasant, an abolitionist and 
activist whose work earned her the mon-
iker “the mother of human rights in Cal-
ifornia.” Several of Pleasant’s high-profile 
cases ended in major victories for civil 
rights, including her suit against railroad 
companies in San Francisco, Pleasant v. 
North Beach & Mission Railroad Company, 
which went all the way to the California 
Supreme Court. After almost two years 
of litigation, San Francisco out-
lawed segregation on the city’s 
public transportation. Yet despite 

“Our warfare ought  
not to be against 
slavery alone.”
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It’s All in the Angles
Joan Didion’s long view
B Y  H A L E Y  M L O T E K

N
ancy reagan once claimed that she couldn’t get 
fair press coverage from the women sent to write 
about her. Perhaps, she speculated, these journalists 
were jealous of her, “a woman who wears size four” 
and who has “no trouble staying slim.” Her theory 
was put to the test when The Saturday Evening Post 

sent Joan Didion to profile her in 1968, the year that Ronald Reagan, 
then the governor of California, would lose the Republican presidential 
primary to Richard Nixon. If not a com-
petition of looks or a comparison of waist-
bands, then what could have accounted 
for the resulting article? “Pretty Nancy” 
followed the style that was then becoming 
distinctive of Didion’s journalistic prose: 
a blunt, self-assured series of descriptions 
and observations that lead the reader to 
believe she was just writing down what she 
saw. Here is Nancy pretending to pluck 
a rhododendron blossom. Here is Nancy 
finding her light. Here is Nancy wearing 
“the smile of a woman who seems to be 

playing out some middle-class American 
woman’s daydream, circa 1948.”

Nancy, of course, did not like Did-
ion’s profile. She found it sardonic and 
judgmental and accused Didion of having 
written the piece before they even met. She 
couldn’t understand it, she said later. She 
thought they were having a nice time. 

What is it about Joan Didion that 
seduces and then betrays? In her writing 
she promises little, and in her public life 
she offers even less. The title of Didion’s 

ILLUSTRATION BY ANDREA VENTURA

new essay collection, Let Me Tell You What 
I Mean, almost seems like the kind of cruel 
joke one might find in one of her pieces. 
Has a writer ever been less likely to say just 
what she means? Across the 12 works in-
cluded—which span Didion’s entire career 
from her column in The Saturday Evening 
Post in the late 1960s and ’70s to one-off 
essays and reports for The New Yorker to 
speeches given at her alma mater, as well 
as introductions to other people’s books—
the impression one gets is that of reading a 
magazine made up of all ledes and kickers. 
This is the case with “Pretty Nancy,” too.  
It contains many of Didion’s trademarks. 
Her sentences often exist as aphorisms, all 
the more brutal for being brief; her choice 
of weapon tends to be the direct quote. 
These tendencies capture something true 
about her writing in general: Her 
essays show a writer who attempts 
a close reading of the powerful 
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organized a letter of February 19, 2020, signed by 27 
public health scientists, which affirmed the pandem-
ic’s natural origin. (In a February 6 e-mail, Daszak 
had coordinated with Baric to keep his name off 
the public letter, so as not to arouse a well-founded 
suspicion of a conflict of interest.) This gave Fauci a 
breathing space of several months, during which his 
reputation rose steadily.  

Early on, Fauci declared that masks were unnec-
essary. He later confessed that he had shaded the 
truth to avert a run on vital equipment. When he 
gradually revised upward the percentage of vaccinat-
ed Americans required for herd immunity, what was 
really changing was his estimate of how much truth 
we could take, and when.  

Further into his exchange with Paul, Fauci of-
fered some reassuring words: “Dr. Baric is not doing 
gain-of-function research, and if it is, it is according 
to the guidelines, and it is being conducted in North 
Carolina.” Well, is he or isn’t he? Because if he is 
doing that research, who would know better than 
Fauci? In this testimony, as in much of his conduct 
over the past two years, Dr. Fauci was speaking 
“nothing but the truth.” Yet he was mindful of what 
Jesuits used to call a reservation.  

A reservation, in this sense, is an unspoken qual-
ification. The speaker telegraphs a public meaning, 
confident it will be misunderstood. He holds in re-
serve a private meaning whose release might damage 
a higher cause (a cause known to the speaker and God, 
of which God approves). For God, in this context, we 
should read: “US government institutions of scientific 
research.” Yet American support of catastrophically 
hazardous experimentation was by no means the only 
pertinent fact withheld from American citizens.  

Several Wuhan lab researchers had been sudden-
ly hospitalized in November 2019 with an illness 
reported to be influenza. A comprehensive June 3 
Vanity Fair article by Katherine Eban—following 
trenchant investigative pieces arguing against the 
came-from-nature hypothesis by Nicholson Baker 
and Nicholas Wade—revealed that officials at the Bu-
reau of Arms Control, Verification and Compliance 
were advised not to look into the “Pandora’s box” of 
the Wuhan lab. After the outbreak, the Chinese gov-

ernment incidentally removed 
from the online record 22,000 
virus samples and sequences, 
to hamper any inquiry into 
the source of Covid-19. Fau-
ci hardly registered a demur at  
these irregularities.  

His advocacy of 
gain-of-function re-
search may have begun 

Fauci confirmed that impression when, in a June 9, 2021, interview 
with NBC’s Chuck Todd, he said, “A lot of what you’re seeing as attacks 
on me, quite frankly, are attacks on science.” The reason his critics resent 
him, Fauci added, is that, throughout the Covid siege, he has been a 
source of “inconvenient truths.” Just how inconvenient have his state-
ments been, and how truthful?  

Testifying before the Senate on May 11, Fauci was asked by Rand 
Paul: “Do you still support [National Institutes of Health] funding of 
the lab in Wuhan?” “Senator Paul,” replied Fauci, “with all due respect, 
you are entirely and completely incorrect.” Few in the audience would 
have known that Fauci’s NIAID did funnel money, through a grant to a 
North Carolina virologist, Dr. Ralph Baric, to support gain-of-function 
research on bat viruses at the Wuhan Institute of Virology.   

Gain-of-function research —which can make a disease more lethal or 
infectious—had been shut down by a US moratorium that lasted from 
2014 to 2017. The link to China was cut by a presidential order in April 
2020. So, Fauci’s testimony was not literally false: NIAID wasn’t still 
supporting the bat virus research in the Wuhan lab; and the support had 
been at one remove. 

The avowed purpose of gain-of-function research is to combat a 
future pandemic that nature hasn’t yet found the ingenuity to launch. 
But the investment also has a potential military use—to sicken and 
kill enemies in large numbers. And criticism of this experimental 
subculture has come largely from scientists 
themselves. Richard Ebright, a professor of chem-
ical biology at Rutgers, said that the Fauci-Baric  
model—using gain-of-function techniques in an 
urban center, in a lab known for its failure to main-
tain the highest level of safety—was like “looking 
for a gas leak with a lighted match.”  

Fauci’s early and insistent claim that Covid-19 
came from nature was abetted by a friendly sub-
terfuge. Dr. Peter Daszak, an associate of Baric, 

No Offense
David Bromwich

D
r. anthony fauci has served as director of the 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Dis-
eases (NIAID) since 1984. His salient qualities 
would seem to be a genial concern for our well- 
being and a fund of practical wisdom informed 

by expertise. Still, 37 years in a position of enormous power is 
probably too long not to nurture delusions of infallibility.   

Secret Science
Did Anthony Fauci tell the whole truth 
about gain-of-function research? 

“A lot of what  
you’re seeing  

as attacks on me,  
quite frankly,”  
said Fauci, “are  

attacks on science.” 5
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A 
little less than halfway through 
the 1997 film Gattaca, Irene (Uma 
Thurman) steals a strand of hair from 
the desk of a coworker she knows as 
Jerome (Ethan Hawke), and takes 

it to an all-night DNA testing booth, passing a 
woman who is having her lips swabbed just five 
minutes after kissing her date. A few seconds later, the tech-
nician gives Irene her answer: “Nine-point-three— quite a 
catch.” But 9.3 of what? How does her printout of amino 
acids translate to a scale of 1 to 10, a “genetic quotient” that 
leads the technician to think her boyfriend is a catch?

After nearly a quarter century, Gattaca has aged disturb-
ingly well. The New Zealand writer and director Andrew 
Niccol crafted a noir dystopian thriller of a society trapped 
by eugenic ideology and ubiquitous biometric surveillance. 
Those with poor GQ are deemed “in-valid” and condemned 
to a life of poverty, drudgery, and crime. But those with good 
GQ also measure themselves against impossible standards, 
believing that their DNA determines what they should be 
able to do, and they plunge into depression, suicidality, and 
self-sabotage when they’re unable to meet expectations. To-
day, as we charge into an age of biotechnology, the film feels 
especially prescient, providing a benchmark against which 
to compare our trajectory. Our capacity for both genetic 
manipulation and biometric assessment is advancing, but we 
have not improved our ability to hold conversations about 
genetics, disability, or even abstractions like the relationship 
between probability and outcomes. I worry that our Gattaca 
future is nigh. 

The hair fiber may have scored a 9.3 GQ, but it doesn’t 
come from Hawke’s character, whose real name is Vincent. 
Vincent is an in-valid, a child conceived in the back seat of a 
Buick and allowed to develop as nature sees fit. He’s got a 99 
percent chance of developing a heart condition, and his life 
expectancy is 30 years. He’s also brilliant and wants to be an 
astronaut, but he has no chance of passing the genetic screen-
ing for a space gig at the Gattaca Aerospace Corporation. So 
he engages in a criminal conspiracy with the real Jerome (Jude 
Law). Jerome was genetically engineered to near perfection, 
becoming a champion swimmer and a silver medalist in the 
Olympics before suffering a spinal injury in a car crash. (Later 
we find out that Jerome, unable to tolerate being second best, 
had stepped in front of the car. It’s the rare disability-suicide 

Parable   Sower
N I E L A  O R R

T
he events in octavia e. butler’s 
1993 novel Parable of the Sower pres-
age this moment of mass shootings, 
global warming, en masse migra-
tion from California, a pandemic 

that throws into relief rampant structural ineq-
uities, widespread drug abuse, and a presidential
candidate who campaigned on returning the country to a 
sense of so-called normalcy. (In the book’s sequel, 1998’s Par-
able of the Talents, one politician promises to “Make America 
Great Again.”) When the novel was published, it was set 31 
years in the future. The gap between the version of life Butler 
imagined and the one we’re living in is closing.

Parable of the Sower tells the story of activist Lauren Oya 
Olamina, who is 15 when the book begins and lives in an 
increasingly destabilized Southern California with her minis-
ter father, her stepmother, and her four brothers. Like other 
micro-communities in their Los Angeles County town, the 
Olaminas and a handful of other families live behind a wall to 
escape looting, murder, sexual assault, drug abuse, arson, and 
corporate slavery. Responding to her environment, Lauren has 
already started to develop Earthseed, the spiritual philosophy 
she creates based on the notion that “God is change.” She lives 
with a condition called hyperempathy, which causes her to be-
come ill when she vicariously experiences the suffering of others. 
It is perhaps this hyperempathy that makes Lauren so attuned 
to the impending doom around the corner (literally, for her and 
her compound). She seems to be the most worried person in her 
community and suggests that people refine their emergency pre-
paredness for a series of catastrophic events. She reads history 
books to fortify herself; in a conversation with a friend, Lauren 
underscores the significance of the Black Death in the 14th cen-
tury, saying, “It took a plague to make some of the people realize 
that things could change.” Eventually her suspicions come true, 
and Lauren leads a band of travelers to Northern California in 
search of freedom, paying jobs, and affordable water.

In a present-day America that’s reeling from the toll of the 
pandemic, the War on Drugs, the prison-industrial complex, 
reproductive oppression, and weakened labor unions and that 
is constantly threatened by white supremacy, the cowardice of 
career politicians, and the avarice of the wealthy, the lessons 
of Parable of the Sower have practical application. The 
principles of Martine and Bina Aspen Rothblatt’s 
Terasem Movement (founded in 2002), which focuses 

Gattaca
D A V I D  M .  P E R R Y

Which Is the More  
Prescient Dystopia?

of 
the
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on nanotechnology and cyber-consciousness, were inspired 
by the book’s Earthseed philosophy. adrienne maree brown’s 
2017 manual Emergent Strategy: Shaping Change, Changing 
Worlds was also influenced by Earthseed. Since last spring, 
Tananarive Due and Monica Coleman have hosted a series of 
webinars called “Octavia Tried to Tell Us: Parable for Today’s 
Pandemic,” in which Butler scholars explore the context and 
imaginative implications of the book’s predictions. In an Octo-
ber 2020 interview in The Believer, writer and housing attorney 
Rasheedah Phillips advised people interested in envisioning 
survival to start with Butler. “She is the person who prepared 
me, to the extent that I am prepared for this,” Phillips said.

Yet it is not only because of its pragmatism that Parable of 
the Sower should be considered the more prescient dystopia; 
it also ingeniously foresaw movements in today’s culture to 
recenter marginalized groups, including young Black girls 
and women; Indigenous communities, whose botanical and 
nutritional insights are crucial to the survival of Lauren and 
her band; and youth, of which the Earthseed collective is 
mainly composed. Lauren is a fictional forerunner to cou-
rageous young people like Darnella Frazier, X González, 
Greta Thunberg, and the late Erica Garner. 

Perhaps the biggest indication 
of Parable of the Sower’s foresight 
is its understanding that as pow-
erful as empathy is, it’s not enough 
(Namwali Serpell’s New York Re-
view of Books essay “The Banality 
of Empathy” is also useful in artic-
ulating this idea). When Lauren’s 
lover suggests that it might bene-
fit society if most people had her 
hyperempathy, Lauren calls the 
notion a “bad idea.” “You must know how disabling real pain 
can be,” she insists. Just as hyperempathy is not enough to save 
Lauren, it won’t be enough to save us. Empathy takes courage, 
compassion, and an interest in alterity, and many people in her 
world and ours lack those qualities. But art, at least, can prompt 
us to think critically. Like empathy, critical thinking requires 
compassion and a desire to move past pretense toward truth.

Here again, Parable of the Sower is telling. “Use your 
imagination,” Lauren tells a friend. “Any kind of survival 
information from encyclopedias, biographies, anything that 
helps you learn to live off the land and defend ourselves. Even 
some fiction might be useful.” And the novel has been. But 
as Lauren learns, reading is only the first step. Explaining 
her impetus to move beyond studying, Lauren tells someone 
from her old neighborhood, “I thought something would 
happen someday. I didn’t know how bad it would be or when 
it would come. But everything was getting worse: the climate, 
the economy, crime, drugs, you know.” Yeah, I do know—and 
all of that requires thoughtful action now.

Niela Orr is a deputy editor of The Believer and a fellow at the Black 
Mountain Institute.
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plot point that places the blame on society rather than on 
disability.) Jerome makes a deal to provide Vincent with hair, 
blood, urine, and skin samples in exchange for a portion of 
Vincent’s salary. The fraud works. Vincent becomes a naviga-
tor, but before he can launch into space, the mission director 
at Gattaca is murdered. A manhunt ensues, the cops find an 
eyelash from Vincent himself, and the movie rolls forward. 

It’s a pretty good plot. Vincent has a genetically engi-
neered younger brother, Anton, against whom the naturally 
conceived in-valid measures himself, a tension that plays out 
in adulthood. Vincent helps Irene realize that even if she’s not 
perfect according to the charts (she’s “valid,” but no 9.3), she 
can do more than she realizes. But it’s not the plot that’s made 
the story endure; rather, it’s the film’s vision of the world. 

The premises of Gattaca feel real not just because its 
characters espouse long-held eugenic principles in the de-
velopment of prenatal testing and genetic engineering tech-
nologies but because the movie pairs those ideologies with 
surveillance. It’s one thing to have an ableist viewpoint about 
the value of people, another to have the technology for ge-
netic engineering, and yet a third to build a society around 
the routine penetration of the body to extract blood, urine, 

and saliva and measure it against a 
universal database. 

The film isn’t perfect. Aside 
from the presence of a Black ge-
neticist and a few extras, its world is 
extremely white, and I don’t think 
that’s an accident. As we watch 
Vincent embark on his early career 
as a janitor, he provides narration 
about the times, saying, “I belong 
to a new underclass, no longer 

determined by social status or the color of your skin. No, we 
now have discrimination down to a science.” That’s nonsense. 
Ableism and eugenics intersect with racism, classism, and other 
forms of discrimination. Inventing new forms of discrimina-
tion does not erase the old ones. 

Still, a single film, like a single essay, doesn’t have to do 
everything. Make no mistake, our Gattaca future is coming; 
the technology can’t be held back. What we must do now is 
work to undermine the eugenicist ideologies that will lead 
those technologies to cause increasingly greater harm. And 
that’s where this movie comes in. When I talk to people about 
designing babies, I often get assurances that discrimination 
against kids like mine—my son has Down syndrome and is 
autistic—is bad, but where’s the problem in trying to create 
advantages, to alleviate burdens? Gattaca, however, makes 
the case that you cannot design your way to happiness and 
that trying to do so will build a world ever less free—even for 
those who achieve high marks in GQ, IQ, or whatever other 
rubric we use to mismeasure potential.

David M. Perry is a journalist and historian. He is a coauthor of The 
Bright Ages: A New History of Medieval Europe.
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cowardly souls, of all that is mean and ugly and bestial.” 
He also noted that people with impairments and mental 
illnesses should be killed or not permitted to “propa-
gate.” Many feminists of the era were also proponents: 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s Herland (1915) envisioned a 
harmonious society without men, where eugenics could 
hone the women of Herland to perfection. 

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, utopi-
an fiction advertised the idea that it was possible to 
mold better people through the judicious application of 
breeding, sterilization, and euthanasia. Popularized by 
texts like Wells’s The Time Machine (1895), which imag-
ined humans evolving into a twisted and vile race called 
the Morlocks, eugenics took hold in England and the 
United States. But the ideas didn’t stay there. American 
works on eugenics influenced the Nazis, who deployed 
utopian thinking with tragic consequences. 

U topian erasure of disability takes many 
forms beyond crude eugenics. In Star Trek: 
The Next Generation, Starfleet officer Geor-
di La Forge is blind—but his VISOR (an 
acronym for Visual Instrument and Sensory 

Organ Replacement) and later ocular implants negate 
his disability. He, in fact, has better vision than his sight-
ed colleagues. Even then, La Forge is one of the few 
disabled characters in the franchise, a reminder that in 
this longed-for future, disability is no longer a problem, 
whether genetic, the result of an accident, or the cost of 
war. That’s seen to striking effect with Captain Chris-
topher Pike, who first appears in the Star Trek universe 
as a wheelchair user but, in a forthcoming spin-off that 
begins before he is injured, is able-bodied. Star Trek 
has had diverse casts, but it has largely failed to include 
disability within that diversity.

Science fiction also raises the prospect of using tech-
nologies like CRISPR to edit the human genome and 

thereby eliminate genetic disabilities. The 
dystopian film Gattaca (1997)—whose name 
is derived from the four nucleotide bases 
of DNA: guanine, adenine, thymine, and 
cytosine—illustrates the dangers of human-
ity’s hunger for genetic engineering. The 
film is set in a society with widespread 
prenatal gene editing, but Vincent Freeman 
(Ethan Hawke) was conceived naturally 
and faces discrimination. As an “in-valid,” 
he chases his dream of going to the stars. 
Gattaca asks the viewer to consider the costs 
of a eugenic utopia, challenging rhetoric 
about the promise of genetic modification 
by taking it to a logical extreme.

The world of Gattaca isn’t necessarily 
far off. Some advocates fear genetic testing and editing 
may make Down syndrome, dwarfism, autism (which 
hasn’t been decisively linked to any specific genes), and 
numerous other impairments and identities things of the 
past. In a sense, the goal of some nondisabled-led disabil-
ity organizations is ostensibly utopian: building a better 
world by eradicating disability. For example, Autism 
Speaks, an organization that purports to represent the 

I magining better worlds can help us improve 
our own, but literary and cinematic utopias often 
exclude those who don’t fit into what are usually 
racially and culturally homogeneous societies. 
And whether it’s 1516 or 2016, utopian thinkers 

are especially prone to leaving out one group whose ex-
periences and insights should enrich our dreams of the 
future: the disability community.

For centuries, utopias have presented disability as a 
personal shortcoming to be remedied, not as an identity 
to be supported and celebrated. A disability in a utopia is 
socially undesirable—a cause of suffering that does not 
belong in a place where wholeness of body and spirit is 
prized. The disability community, however, has a very dif-
ferent view of itself. And understanding what a more in-
clusive utopia entails shouldn’t just inform attitudes about 
what constitutes an ideal society; it should shape the way 
communities approach disability in the real world. 

The exclusion of disability from utopias reflects 
long-standing social attitudes. Throughout much of 
Western history, disabled people were sequestered, ei-
ther in institutions or at home. Disability wasn’t a topic 
of discussion in polite society, except in the context of 
charitable activities. When characters with a disability 
or an illness do appear in utopian worlds, as in Thomas 
More’s Utopia (1516), they serve as plot 
devices that help develop the nondisabled 
characters around them. More’s denizens 
find pleasure and fulfillment in caring for the 
sick, of whom we learn nothing. Rarely, as in 
a text like Sarah Scott’s A Description of Mil-
lenium Hall and the Country Adjacent (1762), 
the authors deal directly with disability and 
its policy implications. Scott proposes that 
disabled people should be treated with dig-
nity and respect, not exploited and housed in 
workhouses, a sentiment that is unfortunate-
ly still radical. 

The mere nonexistence of disabled people 
wasn’t enough for writers like H.G. Wells and 
Edward Bellamy; for them, that absence was 
a desirable consequence of eugenics, a movement they 
enthusiastically supported. Bellamy’s Looking Backward 
(1888) positioned crime as an illness, at one point stating 
that “all cases of atavism are treated in the hospitals,” 
reflecting the belief that genetics determined criminality. 
Wells revisited eugenic and utopian themes over and over 
in his work, writing in 1901 that society should “check the 
procreation of base and servile types, of fear-driven and 

bilitybility
 Utopia to Save It

The visible man: H.G. Wells 
popularized eugenics in his 
utopian-themed science 
fiction books.

s.e. smith is a 
journalist based in 
Northern Califor-
nia who focuses on 
disability, culture, 
gender issues, and 
rural America.
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From the pavement, a man with a British accent 
leads the group through a prayer. “We stand 
here confessing…repenting for our aggression, 
repenting for our pride…for thinking we are 
better, that we are above.”

The captions tell you that the Black people 
are “protesters” and the white people are white 
people, and that this is happening in Cary, N.C., 
which doesn’t mean much to the vast majority of 
the audience watching this minute-long clip on 
their phones. The protests are national, which 
means this scene could happen anywhere, and 
what it shows reflects not on specific cities or 
people but rather on “the movement” as a whole. 
By the time it becomes clear these are church 
people and this ritual is a religious tradition and 
not some inevitable metastasizing of identity 
politics, wokeness, or critical race theory, the 
clip has already projected a vision of the future 

A t first glance, there does seem to be 
something a bit out of touch, even men-
acing, about the scene. A small gath-
ering of white people kneel before a 
Black man and woman seated on a park 

bench. Some of the white people appear to be washing the 
man’s and woman’s feet. A white woman in a red shirt strolls 
around with a megaphone intoning, “Repent on behalf of, 
uh, Caucasian people.” She then pulls over three people 
in what appear to be first-responder and police uniforms, 
who take a knee in what looks like an act of deep penitence. 

CULTSCULTS
The Negative Image

    
  

     
    

 

Jay Caspian Kang  
is a writer at large 
for The New 
York Times 
Magazine and 
the author of the 
upcoming book 
The Loneliest 
Americans.

In our flattened historical imagination, 
pictures of atrocity and those of progress 

can coincide in unsettling ways.

JAY CASPIAN KANG

Family portrait: Jim 
Jones, founder of the 
Peoples Temple, with 
his wife, Marceline, 
their adopted children, 
his sister-in-law, and 
her three children, 
California, 1976.
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the practice of religion is 
largely segregated from 
everyday socioeconomic 
organization and prac-
tice, the group infused 
its members’ working 
lives and social relation-
ships with new ‘religious’ 
meaning.”

Religious lessons 
about loving one’s 
neighbors and caring 
for the less fortunate, 
in other words, had 
been tangibly expressed 
by the Peoples Tem-
ple. Something similar 
could be said about the 
church’s ideas of social-
ist liberation: Well before Jones ever stood in 
front of a congregation, the left had sought 
what, in modern terms, would be called a 
“multiracial, working-class movement” built 
on solidarity and shared struggle. What that 
actually might look like has been clouded by 
history, in no small part by efforts to cast any 
type of communal living or emancipatory ac-
tion as yet another Jonestown. I am not trying 
to make excuses for Jim Jones here or even to 
entirely separate the flock from its doomsday 
apostle—Jones did not act alone in Jonestown, 
and the killing of children, in particular, had to 
be carried out by loyal followers. Nor do I wish 
to argue that Jonestown’s role as a cautionary 
tale comes entirely from some unfair twisting 
of its intentions—918 dead are 918 dead.

But I first encountered the photos from the 
International Hotel a couple of years ago, while 
doing research for my upcoming book. While I 
recoiled at the sight of Jones with his dark sun-
glasses and bouffy hair, these were exactly the 
types of pictures that work well in the turbine 
of online historical associations: See? There 
have been examples of multiracial, working-class 
solidarity. The association with Jones, of course, 
made them unusable, but I wondered why there 
were so few obvious replacements.

The images of good dissent are frequently 
segregated: Good oppressed people make a good 
peaceful protest, and good white people make 
some good difficult decisions. After a hard night 
of deliberation, Lincoln frees the slaves. The 
utopian visions that fall under the most scrutiny 
are always the ones where people from different 
backgrounds rise up together in the name of a 
radical reimagining of the world. The paradox 
is that while the scrubbed-history utopians call 
for “unity” or “togetherness,” they also quietly 
disqualify every example of solidarity, whether 
Harper’s Ferry, the Rainbow Coalition, or the 
foot washers of Cary.

Would we see a  
resurgence of the  
type of radicalism  
that defined the late  
’60s and early ’70s, with 
a body count to match?

L ast summer, as i watched the police tear-gas 
thousands of protesters, I wondered what might 
happen to all the people who had confronted 
cops in riot gear. There is nothing quite as 
radicalizing as getting tear-gassed by the police. 

Most, I imagined, would go home, post heartfelt missives 
on social media, and return to their lives. But some, I 
knew, would have their lives changed forever. Would we 
see a resurgence of the type of radicalism that defined the 
late ’60s and early ’70s, with a body count to match?

Just before the first anniversary of George Floyd’s 
murder, videos, photos, and tweets began to issue from a 
group calling itself Black Hammer, which claimed to have 
“liberated” a nonarable 200 acres of land in the mountains 
of Colorado. They spoke in the dense, comical jargon of 
academic anti-colonialism, posted video missives in clown 
makeup, denounced Anne Frank as “amerikan propa-
ganda,” and called for burning copies of her diary. They 
seemed so perfectly engineered to evoke Jonestown that 

I wondered, half-seriously, if they might be a deep state operation to freak out the 
squares and elicit comparisons to the Peoples Temple, which, needless to say, soon 
followed. Over the next few days, I looked through everything Black Hammer had 
posted online. While there wasn’t much to like or even understand, I could sense the 
desperation of young people who had no meaningful pathway into politics. If things 
go bad for them—and it seems likely they will—Black Hammer will slide into the 
litany that includes Jonestown, the Branch Davidians, and Heaven’s Gate. Little will 
be said about the conditions that created them, and even less will be written about 
those who felt the same sense of urgency, imagined something that did not turn the 
gears of history, and found some separate peace.

We are already in an era of manifestos, separatist cults, and 
acts of mass violence. But the vast majority of these come from 
the far right. The historical-comparison machine has coded the 
participants as “fascists” or “white supremacists,” which they 
may well be. But for those who lament that the center, once 
again, has lost its hold, the history of dissent teaches only one 
lesson: Stay in your lane or watch the bodies pile up. Given the 
accumulating crises of the past five years, it might seem reason-
able, or at least excusable, to reduce everything to a warning.

Today, history itself has become a front in the culture war. 
Several state legislatures have passed vaguely written laws that 
effectively ban the teaching of this country’s racist past. Videos 
of concerned parents screaming at school boards about critical 
race theory go viral every day. These efforts should be called 
what they are: an attempt to turn 
the narrative of last summer from 
an organic uprising of millions of 
Americans from all racial and class 
backgrounds into a conspiracy run 
by intellectuals, Marxists, and the 
progressive elite. It’s incumbent on 
anyone who cares about emancipa-
tory politics to resist these laws and 
the chaos they will unleash, but if we 
are ever to get out of these endless 
culture wars, we must also rethink 
the space these linear histories take 
up and ensure that we’re not just re-
placing one fully determinative, alluringly symmetrical narrative 
with another. We must stop thinking that the problems of the 
present can only be understood by finding corollaries in the past. 
Not everything is Jonestown, including Jonestown.  N

Ceremony: Police  
officers kneel along-
side religious leaders  
at a prayer walk in  
Cary, N.C., to honor 
George Floyd.
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Utopia Parkway is both a dream 
and a place, a promise and a farce, 
stretching through time and space.

M O L LY  C R A B A P P L E

U topia parkway. it’s a name that 
sounds like an oxymoron, so im-
possible, so perfect it shouldn’t 
exist. Yet it does, a 5.1-mile 
gash—four lanes of asphalt, 

sometimes two—running through New York 
City’s largest borough, Queens. 

The roadway begins, if a line can be said to 
begin, in Beechhurst in the north. From there 
it runs past the Long Island Expressway, down 
through Clearview, Flushing, and Hillcrest to 
Jamaica Estates in the south, where it fragments 
just before reaching the behemoth of Grand 
Central Parkway. This intersection is one of the 
most dangerous in the city, a place where bodies, 
bikes, and sometimes lives meet the harsh reality 
of the pavement. For much of this route, the 
road is banal, an endless procession of squat brick 
houses broken up by the occasional gas station or 
bagel shop. But as it approaches its southern end, 
it narrows and shifts, becoming something else 
entirely: a quaint, tree-lined street that deposits 
its travelers in a place that may or may not exist. 
The maps call it Utopia, but the residents call it 
Fresh Meadows, which is its own kind of irony.

Most New Yorkers probably haven’t been 
to Utopia Parkway, haven’t traveled its stingy 
curves, but they may have heard of it in passing, 
from local traffic reports or perhaps from a line 
of poetry or song. With a name like Utopia Park-
way, the bards were bound to discover it, mining 
it for meaning. Lawrence Joseph turned it into a 
poem, as did Julio Marzán. Charles Mee turned 
it into a play. In the 1990s, the indie rock band 
Fountains of Wayne spun it into both an album 
and a song. When the lead singer croons, “I’m 
on my way / Down Utopia Parkway,” he means 
that he is on his way to somewhere bigger, some-
where exciting—somewhere else, anywhere else. 
It sounds almost like an anthem—or a dare. Or 
maybe it’s a promise, bound to be broken. 

U topia parkway—both the idea 
and the place—is a deeply New 
York phenomenon: high and low, 
longing and stasis, bravado and ba-
nality, all pulling in the same direc-

tion. While it’s certainly possible it could exist 
somewhere else, it’s also unlikely. 

To understand why, it’s necessary to go back 
in time to another moment of mass movement 
and flux, when utopian dreams seemed to be 
everywhere: in illicitly printed pamphlets, in the 

Utopia Parkway—both 
the idea and the place—
is a deeply New York 
phenomenon: high and 
low, longing and stasis, 
bravado and banality. 

underground safe houses of banned Russian revolutionary movements, and carried 
on the waves by a new mass of immigrants heading to New York City. 

It was the late 19th century. After the assassination of Czar Alexander II in 
1881 and the wave of pogroms that followed, Jewish immigrants began to pour 
into the United States. By 1902, there were 585,000 in New York, making up over  
17 percent of the city, most of them Eastern Europeans packed into the Lower 
East Side, where they sweated in the garment trades and began the now familiar 
story of economic ascent. But thousands of them had grander ambitions. Witness 
to political repression and racist mob violence, inspired by forbidden thinkers like 
Marx, Kropotkin, and the Russian radical Nikolay Chernyshevsky, these socialists 
and anarchists still nourished the dangerous dreams that sent them across the ocean. 

In America, they found a degree of political freedom unthinkable in Russia, as well 
as a legal order that did not target Jews for specific persecution. Relatively free and so-
cially unmoored, these radicals launched a dizzying range of experiments in collective 
living. They tried to stake their claims to utopia in a world they still thought of as new. 

First, there was the Am Olam movement, in which hundreds of young idealists 
attempted to build agricultural communes in the spirit of the utopian socialist Charles 
Fourier. Their lack of farming experience didn’t matter—the earth itself would teach 
them, they thought—and so they bought acres of Arkansas forest and Louisiana swamp-
land, sight unseen. Dozens died. Within a few years, most of the communes went bust.

One Am Olam member had better luck. The 22-year-old Abraham Cahan fled 
Odessa after members of his revolutionary sect shot the czar, but he ditched the 
back-to-the-land fantasies for the dance halls and firetraps of Orchard Street; in 
1897, he founded The Forward, a socialist Yiddish newspaper whose circulation 
soon rivaled that of The New York Times. When my great-grandfather Sam Roth-
bort arrived in New York in 1904, The Forward was his bible. Sam himself tried to 
bridge the difference between New York reality and Am Olam’s bucolic delusions. 
At the height of his artistic success, he flounced out of New York and set up an egg 
farm on Long Island. A romantic vegetarian, Sam refused to 
kill male chicks. My great-grandmother spent her days feeding 
a quarrelsome and rapidly growing army of roosters, until the 
Depression hit and the farm inevitably collapsed.

Between 1890 and 1920, nearly 2,000 Jewish farmers bought 
land in the Catskills, sometimes rent-
ing out cottages on their property 
and combining fresh air with grand 
promises of vegetarianism, pacifism, 
trade unionism, and socialist, secular 
Yiddish. And in the mid-1920s, thou-
sands of Jewish garment workers built 
housing cooperatives in the Bronx, 
each representing a different strand 
of leftist ideology. The Yiddish litera-
ture professor Marv Zuckerman grew 
up in the social-democratic Amal-
gamated Houses, built by the Amal-
gamated Garment Union in which 
his father was an official. The apartments were owned by the 
workers, who elected the management. Zuckerman remembers 
a close-knit, Jewish, working-class immigrant world of unions, 
mutual aid societies, May Day marches, and secular Yiddish night 
schools where portraits of Marx hung next to those of the great 
Yiddish writer Sholem Aleichem. Residents came from “every 
point on the leftist political spectrum…,” he wrote. “Anarchist, 
communism, Lovestone-ite-ism, Trotskyism, Zionism (both left 
and right), Bundism, Social democracy, socialism.”

Unsurprisingly, sectarian battles raged within the co-ops, 
among kids as well as adults. One friend of Zuckerman’s, the 
nuclear physicist Victor Gilinsky, arrived in the Bronx Amalgam-
ated community with his Bundist parents in 1941, the end of a 
harrowing escape from Nazi-occupied Poland and Soviet Russia. 

ILLUSTRATION BY JOSH GOSFIELD
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only as markets, not as places where people live and love. We must 
make it possible for people to use technology in their chosen languages. 

T his was some of the thinking behind the kiswahili 
Digital Rights Project that I am currently implementing. I 
kept noticing that speakers in grassroots digital-advocacy 
initiatives would awkwardly default to English when 
explaining essential concepts like surveillance or privacy. 

Neither Kiswahili nor any of the 100-plus languages that are spoken 
in Kenya and Tanzania have translations for these words, at least not 
in terms of their full human-rights implications. We were giving peo-
ple the words, but we were not giving them the language.

Kiswahili was a natural choice for the project. It is the most widely 
used language in Africa, spoken by over 150 million people in at 
least eight countries as both an official language and the language 
of commerce. It is the only Indigenous African language that is an 
official language of the African Union. It is a rich language with nu-
merous dialects, because its Indigenous speakers inhabited powerful 
city-states that were connected enough to share a root language but 
disconnected enough for that language to take on local flavors. As an 
official language in Kenya and Tanzania, Standard Kiswahili also has 
the advantage of benefiting from the numerous linguistic institutes 
dedicated to promoting it. And because it is part of the largest lan-
guage group in Africa—the Bantu languages that spread across the 
continent south of the Sahara—Kiswahili provides an excellent base 
on which other languages can build.

We have been working with experts from Kenya and Tanzania to 
translate key digital-rights terms into Standard Kiswahili and with 
cultural producers to popularize them. We have translated not just 
the words but the ideas behind them: for instance, choosing a word 
that doesn’t just define surveillance as the act of being watched but 
also has roots and modification that emphasize that surveillance isn’t 
a good thing. In fact, there was no word for surveillance that conveys 
what it means in a digital-rights context until we started this project. 
We offered udukizi, which isn’t just about watching but watching 
with the intent to influence behavior.

Motivated by the ways in which Africans switch languages on 
social media, I wanted to help make it possible for us to do the same 
when talking about digital rights. We are working to increase the 
space for Kiswahili language communities to use technology on their 
own terms. We are working for a digital future in which people can 
demand privacy rights, the protection of their data, and an end to 
surveillance without having to do so in translation. 

Yes, there are numerous digital efforts to preserve rare and dying 
languages, but most of us are multilingual in a less dramatic way. Our 
languages are not at risk of disappearing per se; they are at risk of be-
ing left behind because of the unspoken principle that technological 
advances must serve the unending quest for efficiency and standard-
ization. We should be able to express that version of ourselves who is 
funnier, wittier, or more direct, even if it is more expensive or less ef-
ficient to enable that, because the point of culture is not efficiency—it 
is color and complexity and depth. 

We need to bring our whole selves into the digital future, and lan-
guage is central to that. In Africa, which has the youngest population 
on the planet—more than half of its inhabitants are under the age of 
30—a majority of us don’t remember life without the Internet. We 
want our languages to be spoken in the digital-first future, and we 
want to be able to shape technology to suit us. And so creating space 
for us to exist online with as much linguistic complexity as we want is 
an act of resistance. We must keep affirming our right to define the 
measure of our lives. N

I kept walking until I hit Utopia Playground, a generous span 
of grass and asphalt that offered every childhood amenity:  
a basketball court and a soccer field, monkey bars and sprin-
klers, and plenty of concrete, where toddlers played and 
chattered in a babble of languages. 

Almost half of Queens is foreign-born, and more lan-
guages are spoken in the borough’s 109 square miles than in 
any other place on earth. Though it was once the home of 
Archie Bunker and Donald Trump, the Queens of today has 
a cosmopolitanism that is working-class and solid—made by 
working people from everywhere who live together in this 
near-impossible city, in defiance of all the pundits who deny 
that people so profoundly dif-
ferent can carve a collective 
life together. If there is any 
utopia in Utopia, it is this. 
It is built by the Sikh, Black, 
and Mexican boys shooting 
hoops, by the Hasidic kids 
and Guatemalan kids battling 
over a soccer ball, by the tiny 
girl writing Chinese charac-
ters along the pavement while 
her brother hollers insults from his bike, by the mom in the 
sheitel who watches everyone’s children run through the 
fountain in this much-needed summer after the plague.

It’s imperfect, sure, and fraught and hard and filled with 
conflict, with hustlers and with bastards. The architecture 
sucks. It’s not how the books tell us a utopia should be. But 
utopia does not exist, by definition; Utopia, on the other hand, 
is as real as the baking asphalt beneath my feet.

I walk north and count the mix of names on the stores. 
Chen’s Cleaners. Bombay—
an old movie theater where 
you can now eat samosas 
while watching Bollywood’s 
latest. The Utopia Jewish 
Center, where half the let-
ters are missing in “Am Yis-
rael Chai.” I walk until my 
legs won’t walk, and then I 
keep on walking.

In his book Naming New 
York, Joshua Jelly-Schapiro 
writes about all the names 
for streets, bays, and alley-
ways whose origins have 
long since been forgotten. 
Where did Fresh Kills come 

from? How about Far Rockaway? Who were Ann and Cath-
erine? The meanings died but the words remain, like the 
impressions of ancient sea creatures left on limestone.

I see Utopia Parkway like this. All the grandiose plans have 
faded into the prosaic present, the small houses inhabited 
by people from everywhere on earth, struggling each day to 
build for themselves and for their families a private sliver of a 
better world. Behind the chrome railings racked with roses, 
their kids grow up into New Yorkers. Like me, they will for-
get the old languages of their old countries but will grow up 
striving for their own utopia, their very own no place.  N

Was this  
the dream of  
Freeman, Resler,  
and Fried,  
I wondered:  
to be just as 
dull as everyone 
else?

(continued from page 24)
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ing the tyranny of work, automating labor (yes, 
even reproductive labor, as far as possible), and 
shedding the incest taboo such that play, love, 
and sexuality might “[flow] unimpeded.”

While sharing several of Firestone’s femi-
nist commitments, the philosopher Hortense 
Spillers was devastating in her takedown of The 
Dialectic of Sex’s failure to imagine nonwhite 
women’s liberation, as well as the contempt 
for Black nationalism displayed in Firestone’s 
regrettable Chapter 5. The chapter in question 
is titled “Racism: The Sex-
ism of the Family of Man,” 
and undeniably, it deserves ev-
erything Black feminists have 
said about it. Despite having 
denounced Freudianism as 
“misguided” in Chapter 3,  
Firestone here disregards 
slavery, colonialism, and any 
historical-materialist basis 
for white supremacy, instead 
explaining it as a psychologi-
cal and fundamentally “sexual 
phenomenon” that mimics the 
Oedipus complex. Black men 
are the sons in the American 
national family, she posits  
lazily, hence they are driven to kill the white 
man (Dad) and rape his white wife. In her de-
construction of the “myth of the Black rapist” 
in Women, Race and Class, Angela Davis politely 
summarizes this theoretical clusterfuck thus: 
“Firestone succumbs to the old racist sophistry 
of blaming the victim.” Spillers is less polite: 
“Is this writer doing comedy here, or have we 
misread her text?”

Alas, the presentation of racial stereotypes 
as psychological portraits of individual mem-
bers of the so-called “Family of Man” is not 
intentionally a part of Firestone’s extensive 
(and sometimes excellent) comedy. Blind to 
both queer urban and nonmonogamous In-
digenous lifeways, Firestone misses the funda-
mentally racial character of the production of 
cis-heterosexual gender in post-Reconstruction 
America, and the flaw is fatal to her whole 
project. She was not wrong, of course, that ca-
nonical Marxists and ’60s New Left “politicos” 
failed to attend properly to the spheres of sex/
gender, baby-making, the colonially imposed 
nuclear family, and romance. But the hori-
zon that so motivated her—the “explosion” of 
American culture in its entirety—is ultimately 
unimaginable without the abolition of white-
ness, which she ignores. The twinned insti-
tutions of childhood and motherhood, upon 
which culture rests, according to her, were after 
all forged within white supremacy, as Spillers so 
aptly showed in 1987 in “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s 
Maybe.” In other words, when Firestone talks 

The horizon that so  
motivated Firestone is 
ultimately unimaginable 
without the abolition  
of whiteness, which  
she ignores.

about eliminating “the” sex distinction, she is eliding, under the sign of everywom-
an, what is really a multiplicity of racialized sexes and gender oppressions. Women 
do not all have the same gender. “The” utopia-bound dialectic of sex, if we should 
try to diagram it (as Shulie, believe it or not, did), is probably four-dimensional.

I t is not up to me to excuse or “forgive” chapter 5. on page 1 of the text, 
however, if you do make it that far (knowing what you now know about the 
whole), there is a very compelling idea: namely, that the fundamental cate-
gories we use to think about historical change “are not big enough.” If we 
are generously inclined, The Dialectic of Sex can serve as a reminder that the 

wretched of the earth can and must harness science, remake nature, and unleash 
universal equality and joy. Technologies exist, Firestone plausibly 
affirms, that could—if the proletariat wanted—equitably distribute, 
reduce, and perhaps eventually dissolve the burden of drudgery en-
tirely. She affirms up front her wish for a word more all-embracing 
than “revolution” for the playful, orgiastic scenario she has in mind. 
Preempting her aghast technophobic critics—who nevertheless (for 
50 years!) have never deigned to see past her positivity vis-à-vis artifi-
cial wombs—Fire stone declares straight up that an intensification of 
capitalism, namely “The 1984 Nightmare,” is highly likely if control 
over reproductive technologies continues to be wielded by the ruling 
classes and isn’t stormed from below. 

The flawed Dialectic, in all its immortal exuberance, priceless 
drollery, and anguished seriousness, remixes Engels, Marx, Freud, 
Hegel, Beauvoir, and the kibbutz, combining high metaphysics—
couched conversationally, almost as stand-up comedy—with the vis-
ceral phenomenological observations that “childbirth isn’t good for 
you” and “childhood is hell.” Immediately after its release in 1970, 

heartbreakingly, Firestone deserted the world of politics for 
good. Her big second book, intended to “lay the foundations 
of a powerful new women’s art—with the potential to trans-
form our very definition of culture”—never arrived. Instead, 
in 1998, a follow-up text appeared at last: Airless Spaces, a tiny, 
fragmentary, despair-filled collection of stories about the psy-
chiatric incarceration of Shulie and other inmates. Toward the 
end of that volume, under the heading “I Remember Valerie,” 
the author dedicates a couple of pages to a non-comrade—the 
“matriarchalist” Valerie Solanas, who “waxed paranoid” at her 
once long ago and had, she’d said, loathed The Dialectic. “It was 
many years before I heard of her again,” Firestone concludes. 
“Then it was just an obituary stating that she had been found 
in a San Francisco hotel dead of lung disease.” In 2012, Shulie 
died alone, too, in her apartment, 
still presumably waiting for the right 
term, more all-encompassing than 
“revolution,” to be invented. 

Rereading The Dialectic of Sex 
over half a century after it was writ-
ten, I am angered by its travesty of 
a critical race analysis and amazed 
at its silence on colonized, lesbian, 
gay, and trans people, the pioneers 
of struggles in and against the family. 
I am disappointed with its middle- 
classness and its disgust at the preg-
nant body; unimpressed with its con-
flation of femaleness and gestational labor; and embarrassed by 
its complete inattention to sex work, empire, disability, lesbians, 
and queer life generally. A disloyal daughter to all family abo-
litionists who came before me, I actually disagree with more 
of Firestone’s individual points than not. But I see something 

A flawed treatise: 
Firestone’s 1970 
manifesto is replete 
with blind spots but 
bears rereading.
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man suffering can send me deeper into my already committed relationship 
with Silver Hill Hospital in Connecticut. As both a human and an artist, I 
want to be able to emancipate myself from what causes me pain instead of 
having to mine it for stories and then market myself by the bruises.

But other people like pain; pain is exactly what they like. They exalt my 
bravery when they read my work and then bring out the mounting pins for 
my bell jar—queer, brown, Latina, undocumented immigrant. Strangers 
delight in rolling the Rs in a name nobody I love calls me. Karrrla, said 
when Karla is a choice, overenunciating it like they’re trying to speak 
through marshmallows stuffed in their mouths. 

I could decide to stop and try my luck at making a living writing about 
television. But I’m very good at writing about immigration. It helps that 
I remember we are people first, capable of the entire spectrum of human 
emotions and behavior. And I write because I consider my reporting and 
my art to be payment in motion to my parents for having given up their 
upper limbs, health, and right to self-determination so I could be able to 
make a living typing words in an air-conditioned room. That helps. If I 
weren’t writing about immigrants, in the way I write about immigrants, I 
would be drinking all the time, because there aren’t enough other people 
doing it. 

This country’s treatment of immigrants has been so inhumane that 
there needs to be a record—not only of injustices and grave suffering but of 
deep humanity, dignity, humor, and character. Beat reporters, journalists, 
essayists, and documentarians have taken great care to document not only 
the injustices but also the lives that go on, the people that keep living, not 
in shadows but in streets that are under sun, shade, sun, shade—all on the 
same block even. With parents risking the possibility of their children’s 
death through migration in order to avoid the certainty of their children’s 
torture back home, we need a record. 

And so I write. I’ve writ-
ten tens of thousands of 
words, fiction and nonfiction, 
most with extreme levels of 
cortisol in my blood, to arrive 
at the same old plea: a plea 
to those in power to create 
a world in which migrants 
can be people. Then maybe 
migrant artists can be free. 

That world begins with 
a path to legalization for 
undocumented Americans 
that is closer to amnesty 
than what the current Con-
gress favors. It also requires 
a world in which open borders would not be treated as 
some far-fetched policy goal to be accomplished in our 
lifetime but as a worldview that informs how we approach 
all sentient beings, particularly those of our species. 

I don’t like comparing human migrants to any migra-
tory species. Human migrants should inspire a deeper, 
more complicated affect than the miraculous call of a 
goose flying at night. But, to that end, I know that any 
person I meet who gets heated about an “invasive” spe-
cies of bird in a suburb is not a person I would feel safe 
around as a brown woman, a migrant, and therein lies a 
sameness. Some of us are considered pests.

So long as I keep feeding the baby starlings in my 
backyard, I will keep writing about immigrants, because 
neither of us are welcome—and I suspect that means 
forever.  N

First, the audience demands it: Because I am a for-
merly undocumented Latina writer, I am forever asked 
to play activist and talking head, to sing Greek opera 
about my childhood. After I released my first book last 
spring, I did what ended up being a year of press on 
Zoom, and for the first few months, I would deflect the 
inevitable questions about immigration policy or my 
early years in Ecuador before my family came to Ameri-
ca with my signature loquacious demurring. Then I had 
my partner, a professor who doesn’t mince words, tell 
event organizers that I did not talk policy, particularly 
Donald Trump’s zero-tolerance policy, and I did not talk 
about my own childhood separation. 

I don’t do it because I don’t want to, and because it’s 
not my fucking job. I am simply not interested in policy. It 
is a language I do not understand. It is advanced calculus, 
and I went to a high school that stopped teaching at trig. 
And policy is pain. I turned off my Google notifications 
for “ICE” and “undocumented immigrant” because hu-
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And so I write: a plea  
to those in power  
to create a world  
in which migrants  
can be people. Then 
maybe migrant artists 
can be free.
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fostered a neoliberal consensus that delighted 
in recalling the crude language of Margaret 
Thatcher, who advocated for austerity with 
the declaration that “There is no alternative.” 
Rebecca Solnit well and wisely observed a de-
cade ago that “Utopia is in trouble these days. 
Many no longer believe that a better world, 
as opposed to a better life, is possible, and the 
rhetoric of private well-being trumps public 
good, at least in the English-speaking world.”

But, as Solnit knew, the Thatchers and the 
Reagans and the Bill Clin-
tons and the Paul Ryans were 
on the wrong side of history. 
There was always an alterna-
tive. There still is an alterna-
tive. It can be imagined, and it 
can be achieved. But that will 
happen only if we pull utopian 
thinking off the pedestal and 
recognize the deepest truth of 
our intellectual and practical 
history: that there are few tools 
so powerful as a rough-and-
tumble, unafraid-of-getting-
dirty utopianism for organizing 
and achieving transformative 
change. Instead of an endless 
search for perfection, the utopian thinking that 
most frequently matters addresses immediate 
issues with a sense of urgency. It can and should 
be epic in scope and character, but it should also 
be willing to get specifically militant, as when 
French feminists argued for mandating equal 
representation of women in parliament with the 
suggestion that it was time to be “a bit utopian.”

Radical faith in grand visions—be they po-
litical or economic, social or spiritual—is su-
percharged by immediacy and the promise that 
rapid fundamental change is possible, that we 
can seize the moment and transform it. This 
is the faith that tells us technological progress 
need not enrich only the few but can in fact 
empower the many. This is the faith that says 
standards for public safety need not be dictated 
by mayors and the police unions that endorse 
them but can be controlled by the community. 
This is the faith that says a burning planet might 
not just be saved but renewed.

The seed of hope that inspires activism is also 
what makes utopian thinking so powerful. This 
power must be reclaimed if we are to harness the 
energy of a remarkable opening when—because 
of a pandemic that upended everything about 
what we thought possible, and of movements 
for justice that are finally being heard—it might 
finally be possible to address our contemporary 
variations on Paine’s American Crisis.

This rare opening highlights a need for uto-
pian thinking, in all of its forms, that is more 
pressing than at any time since the end of World 

“Another world is not 
only possible, she is  
on her way. On a  
quiet day, I can hear  
her breathing.” — Arundhati Roy

War II. If ever there were a moment that called for Paine’s “birthday of a new world,” 
this is it. Tens of millions of Americans, hundreds of millions of people around the 
world, see the possibility. More bold ideas are being advanced than at any time in 
decades. There are serious discussions about ending poverty, precarity, and inequality 
with universal basic income schemes. Demonstrators fill the streets to demand not 
just the defunding of police but the upending of systemic racism. A new generation 
of campaigners propose to save the planet and the people who inhabit it with a Green 
New Deal. Where UBI, abolition, and climate justice went unaddressed in the fall 
presidential debates of 2016, they framed the debates of 2020. The most important of 
those debates were not between Donald Trump and Joe Biden but between Biden and 
the future. Biden was resistant, declaring when the climate crisis came up that “The 

difference between me and the new green deal is they 
say, automatically, by 2030 we’re going to be carbon free. 
Not possible.” That was a frustrating response, but it was 
also an invitation to the sort of utopian thinking, and the 
sort of utopian demanding, that says, “Yes, possible.”

It was to be expected that right-wing Republicans in 
Congress would dismiss the Green New Deal as “a radi-
cal reshaping of American society in the name of utopian 
environmental policy,” as did Republican Representa-
tive Morgan Griffith from Virginia. That conservative 
commentators from the Colson Center would declare, 
“Abolishing police is the stuff of utopian fantasies.” That 
media outlets like Prairie Public Broadcasting would ask, 
“Is a Universal Basic Income too Utopian to Work?” 
What was unexpected, and hopeful, is the speed with 
which centrist Democrats like Biden, and even a few Re-
publicans at the state and federal levels, have been drawn 

into discussions of these proposals since the pandemic hit and 
Black Lives Matter demonstrations filled the streets of American 
cities after the murder of George Floyd.

U topian thinkers are always spinning out ideas, as 
my friend Erik Olin Wright proved with his three-
decade-long Real Utopias project, in which the late 
University of Wisconsin sociology professor brought 
together thinkers and activists to explore visionary 

responses to contemporary challenges. The conferences Wright 
organized from the 1990s to the 2010s were epic gatherings where 
great thinkers from around the world wrestled with everything 
from transforming the division of la-
bor within families to redesigning the 
distribution of wealth within capital-
ist societies and genuinely empow-
ering participatory democracy. The 
utopian responses that Wright and 
his comrades spawned did not get 
enough attention in their moment. 
But they are the sorts of ideas that get 
a second look in times of peril and un-
certainty. These are such times. We 
can be overwhelmed by everything 
that’s coming at us. Or we can mount an overwhelming response 
that channels the visionary energy of Karl Marx, who declared that 
there is “a world to win,” and the humanity that Arundhati Roy 
expressed when she wrote, “Another world is not only possible, she 
is on her way. On a quiet day, I can hear her breathing.”

Wright launched the Real Utopias project at a time when 
the Cold War had ended and Francis Fukuyama was proposing 
that the moment should be understood as “not just the passing 
of a particular period of post-war history, but the end of histo-

A. Philip Randolph 
organized the 1963 
March on Washington 
for Jobs and Free-
dom from the Utopia 
Neighborhood Club 
House.
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B randon will had a life plan: 
go to grad school for creative 
writing in New York City and 
eventually get a job in pub-
lishing. But then his mother, 

Janice, came to visit. She had lost a “startling” 
amount of weight, he said. At 62, she wanted to 
take cabs for short distances. He noticed a stiff-
ness in her facial muscles that made it difficult for 
her to express emotion. “I’d be taking selfies and 
she couldn’t smile,” he recalled. 

Within a year she would be diagnosed with 
Parkinson’s disease. “It got real serious real 
quick,” Will said. He decided to sublet his room 
in New York and move home to Detroit for 
three months. “I thought we’d get her back to 
where she’d been before the spiral happened.” 
It’s now been five years, and Will still lives with 
her, monitoring her meals, doling out her med-
ications, and helping her get around the house 
without falling. 

Will said his family was “very blue collar.” 
His father was an electrician, and his mother 
paused her freelance writing career to be a stay-
at-home parent. “We had always been kind of 
broke, but my parents did a great job working 
with so little,” he said. There were no college 
funds, but there was always food on the table and 
money for book fairs. In retirement, Janice lives 
on a modest 401(k) account and receives a por-
tion of Brandon’s father’s pension. A few years 
ago, a doctor wrote Janice a prescription for 
home health care, and an aide came to assess her. 
He outlined a care plan, but Medicare refused 
to cover it. Medicaid might, but Janice’s modest 
income makes her ineligible for it.

One way or another, long-term care is likely 
to touch all of our lives. Those with incomes low 
enough to qualify for Medicaid can get coverage 
for nursing home stays or, for a lucky few, care 
inside their homes, and an even smaller number 
can afford private long-term care insurance. 
Outside of that, there is no system for helping 
us afford the care we need if we are fortunate 
enough to live long lives. 

“Our country has never had a long-term 
care system,” said Ai-jen Poo, director of the 
advocacy organization Caring Across Gener-
ations. When the United States implemented 
programs like Medicare and Medicaid, life ex-
pectancy was far shorter and support for aging 
wasn’t on the agenda. The issue hasn’t garnered 
much political attention since then. Americans 
don’t like to think about death, aging, or dis-
abilities. “We’ve been youth-focused and abil-
ity-focused,” said Sarah Szanton, director of 
the Center for Innovative Care in Aging at the 
Johns Hopkins School of Nursing. “We have so 

“You’re thrown out there 
on your own and you’re 
trying to piecemeal as-
semble your [care] plan.”

—Brandon Will,  
family caregiver

much ableism, and we have viewed [aging] traditionally as a private matter.” 
Today, the United States has a tattered state-by-state patchwork instead of a 

comprehensive social safety net. “We call it the nonsystem of long-term care,” said 
Susan Reinhard, senior vice president and director at the AARP Public Policy In-
stitute. Most people assume that Medicare will cover long-term care, but it doesn’t 
automatically pay for even short-term assisted living or nursing home stays. In rare 
cases it will cover short-term in-home care from a certified aide. Medicaid covers 
nursing homes and, in some states, will sometimes cover home care, but many only 
qualify after they have spent down their assets—often by paying out of pocket for 
costly nursing home stays. 

There’s also a serious mismatch between what families can access through Med-
icaid and what Americans want when they age. Nearly 90 percent of Americans 
say they want to age at home, but few get to do so. More than 800,000 people are 
on state waiting lists to get home-based care through Medicaid. Waiting lists are a 
problem of supply. Home health care aides make a median hourly wage of $13, fre-
quently don’t receive any benefits, and have few possibilities for advancement. The 
job is physically demanding and emotionally taxing, so there is a chronic shortage 
and lots of turnover. 

If they can afford it, Americans can buy private long-term care insurance, but 
very few—7.5 million—do. The policies tend to be restrictive about what services 
and providers they’ll cover, and they often deny coverage based on preexisting con-
ditions. Some won’t pay benefits in the case of common conditions like Alzheimer’s 
or diabetes. And premiums are high, since only those who are most vulnerable and 
costly to insure tend to buy it.

A 
nationwide long-term care system may not 
seem utopian—the idea appears so commonsen-
sical that many Americans assume we already have 
one. But crafting something functional and hu-
mane would be an incredibly ambitious effort, re-

quiring creative thinking, robust resources, and vast political will. 
A truly functioning system would offer people a variety of 

choices. Some people may need a nursing home or assisted 
living. Others may choose to pay a family member or a friend 
to provide care, or to hire a professional aide. All options would 
have to be of high quality, which requires big investments in 
the workforce. 

To make the system affordable, it needs to be universal: We all 
pay into it, and we all know what the program covers. It would be 
“just like [how] a certain part of our paychecks go to Social Secu-
rity. We know at the end, more or less, what that means when we 
retire,” said Kenneth Knapp, director 
of the Center for Long-Term Care 
at New York Medical College. Poo 
proposes a new Medicare program to 
cover long-term care for those who 
are eligible—“Medicare Part X,” she 
suggested. And she calls for a brand-
new, nationwide social insurance pro-
gram for everyone else. “We need a 
public infrastructure, a public system 
that allows us to pool the risks associ-
ated with long-term care.” That way 
we could “have enough resources in the system to both support 
access to the services and a strong workforce.” 

That’s a tall order in a country that hasn’t created a new 
social safety net program in decades. But without it, the respon-
sibility typically falls on family members. More than 40 million 
Americans are providing unpaid elder care. Those caregivers 
take on a critical role without typically knowing much about 
what they’re getting into—nearly always stepping in after an 
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caregivers live together. Artist and filmmaker Marisa Morán 
Jahn and architect Rafi Segal, who are launching the first Care-
haus next year, started the project because of their personal ex-
periences. Morán Jahn, the daughter of Chinese and Ecuadorian 
immigrants, has dealt with struggling to find care for her young 
son and also with worrying about her isolated grandmother. 
Segal’s father and grandparents grew up on a kibbutz in Israel. 
Combine those things and you get Carehaus. Older residents 
live in private rooms clustered around a large shared space, and 
each floor is dedicated to an activity or need: a kitchen, an art 
workshop, a fitness area. Caregivers, meanwhile, get an afford-
able place to live with their families and can share the work.

The details matter. There are no corridors, so it’s easier for 
older people to orient themselves. Each floor has a mural in a 
different color to help them find their way. The color changes 
as the wall meets the floor to help those who are visually im-
paired differentiate the two. It will also look “hip,” Segal said, 
to change the way we think about where the elderly live. 

The first Carehaus will be a 20-unit building in central 
Baltimore housing 12 seniors and four caregivers and their 
families. Morán Jahn and Segal hope many more will follow. 
They’re already looking for new sites in Houston and Miami.

E lder care is “something that’s been really hard 
to get political momentum behind for as long as 
I can remember,” said Poo. But there’s a growing 
recognition that aging doesn’t have to be all about 
“decline and vulnerability and frailty”—warehousing 

the old in facilities until they die. “The thing we always forget 
is that aging is actually living.” With the right support, older 
Americans can continue to have full lives. “We think of children 
as an investment and older adults as not an investment,” Szanton 
pointed out. But “older adults have a lot to provide.”

The policies are slowly shifting accordingly. Thirty years 
ago, Reinhard said, states were spending resources almost 
exclusively on nursing home care. Now that is nearly evenly 
shared with home-based and community-based care. The Af-
fordable Care Act included the CLASS Act, which would have 
established a national, voluntary social insurance program for 
long-term care. But without a mandate that Americans buy 
plans, it never became solvent and was shut down in 2011. 
During his 2020 run for president, Senator Bernie Sanders 
included long-term care coverage in his Medicare for All 
proposal, and it was also included in congressional legislation.

Then Joe Biden campaigned on a care package that included 
elder care, and as president he has proposed a $400 billion in-
vestment in home- and community-based care for seniors and 
the disabled in his American Jobs Plan. The pandemic revealed 
not just the shortcomings of our nursing homes—which turned 
into nightmares as sickness and death spread inside them—but 
also that care for our loved ones enables us to live full lives.

“Beforehand, if you didn’t have the ability to afford long-term 
care, you just thought of it as a personal failure,” Poo said. “Now 
we’re talking about what is our responsibility as a nation to sup-
port our collective ability to take care of the people that we love.”

Will is determined to try to get more care for his mother 
again—just someone to come to their home for a few hours 
a week. He plans to reapply to Medicare to cover the cost of 
an aide. But having been disappointed once, “it’s hard to even 
get my mind in the game,” he said. “We are hopeful. But I am 
expecting a long process with no promises.”  N

won’t reach everyone, nor does it cover the full cost of care. States 
like Hawaii and Washington, which are so far ahead in their ap-
proaches, have only scratched the surface.

M uch could be accomplished simply by changing 
the way we approach caring for the aging and dis-
abled: not as an individual crisis but as a collective 
obligation. That mindset is at the heart of some 
smaller-scale innovations that rely heavily on the 

idea of community.
In 1999, a group of elderly homeowners in the Beacon Hill 

section of Boston faced a conundrum: They wanted to stay in their 
homes, but they were too wealthy to receive Medicaid—and yet not 
wealthy enough to afford the services they needed. So they founded 
a “village”—a collective in which members pay dues (a few hundred 
dollars a year) and typically hire someone to oversee the services 
they need to stay in their homes, such as transportation, social pro-
grams, or help with housekeeping tasks. Some even hire a shared 
chef or a nurse. There are now about 300 such villages affiliated 
with the Village to Village Network across the country. 

These villages can’t solve everything or include everyone. It takes 
18 to 24 months and often significant resources to get new ones 
started. Members have to be mobile, and the villages don’t offer 
medical services. Barbara Sullivan, the executive director of the 
Village to Village Network, wants to see government resources help 
more of them start up and keep going. “If Medicare can reimburse, 
through the Advantage program, Uber and Lyft for [rides to] medi-
cal appointments, why can’t we get reimbursed?” she asked. 

Someday people who need assistance might choose to live in 
something like Carehaus, a residence where the elderly and their 
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Society or the Mises Institute—willing to 
throw an election away, as the right did 
with Goldwater, only to return with a ven-
geance with the next generation’s Bernie 
Sanders—does not seem as viable when the 
intertwined crises of climate change, viral 
disease, and financial capitalism present 
threats too urgent to wait out. Kamala Har-
ris could be in power until 2036

The ascendancy of Reaganism also 
requires us to look more closely at the 
global economic conditions that made it 
possible than at the local contingencies 
it seized upon. In the past, Perlstein 
has been taken to task by some of the 
best writers on the American left—Peter 
Frase and Tim Barker, most prominent-
ly—for describing Carter and Volcker’s 
actions as “heroic and self-sacrificing,” 
when in 1979, they introduced punitively 
high interest rates to combat inflation, 
which ultimately ended the recession but 
delivered a blow to American labor from 
which it has never recovered. 

In Reaganland, Perlstein has tried to 
correct his sails: The Volcker shock now 
appears as a comedy of errors that Carter 
set in motion when he forced his treasury 
secretary, Michael Blumenthal, to resign 
for launching a corruption investigation 
of Bert Lance, the director of the Office 
of Management and Budget. That sent 
the stock market into a plunge so steep 
that only appointing someone with the 
stature of Volcker—a Chase Manhattan 
veteran—could soothe Wall Street’s jit-
ters. But despite his nimble navigation 
through the contingencies of Reagan-
ism, Perlstein does not fully reckon with 
how the Vol cker shock was a response 
to a much larger, harder-to-avoid ice-
berg. Volcker was trying to stabilize an 
American imperial project that had been 
undermined by its own success: Cold War 
allies in Europe, Asia, and elsewhere were 
flooding the global market with goods that 
undercut American corporate profits. US 
corporations continued to invest at home 
in preparation for the next boom. But 
the Keynesian creed that had governed 
the American economy in the postwar 
decades, during which high productivity 
and growth were taken for granted, was 
experiencing a dark night of the soul. Vol-
cker’s shock was not meant to expunge the 
faith; it was a Hail Mary attempt to clear 
the “dead wood” of the economy (that is, 
hundreds of thousands of working Amer-
icans), to rationalize it, and to create the 
conditions for another boom. 

But the boom never came. At some 
point during Reagan’s time in power, 
American capitalists became conscious 
of the new reality. Their action changed 
shape: from profit-seeking and indus-
trial production to predation, in Robert 
Brenner’s recent term. If elites could not 
capture increased gains from a growing 
economy through innovation and expan-
sion, they could at least capture them 
from a stagnant economy through lobby-
ing, legal-suturing, and ideological pres-
sure. In a world of reduced productivity,  

culture-war-fighting becomes less about 
class defense and more about caste-mark-
ing, since access to the returns on capital is 
an increasingly political activity. This was 
the new political-economic dispensation 
that matured under Reagan, which was 
always bigger than him, and which now 
seems to be experiencing a crisis of its own. 
The mantra of Reaganism—“growth,” 
“freedom,” “sovereign people”—looks in 
disrepair today. But we would do well to 
remember: The rites of a religion can long 
survive the death of its god. N

Cortés Burning the Aviaries 
Last night, I let in all the birds. 
I told my grandmother to stay awhile.
I said, stop disguising yourself as wind.
You are not the only one who can fly.

I told my grandmother to stay awhile.
There is something in the wind. I recognize your voice.
You are not the only one who can fly.
Have you seen Montezuma’s aviaries—still green, full of breath?

There is something in the wind. I recognize your voice.
You talk to me all at once with your mouth full.
Have you seen Montezuma’s aviaries—still green, full of breath?
Cuídate, I thought you were blessing me.

You talk to me all at once with your mouth full.
I don’t believe in god but I do believe in Mexicans.
Cuídate, I thought you were blessing me.
I am sorry I picked all your red tulips.

I don’t believe in god but I do believe in Mexicans.
I said, stop disguising yourself as wind.
I am sorry I picked all your red tulips.
Last night, I let in all the birds.

MONICA RICO
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The Roadmap to a Brighter  
Future requires NEW IDEAS!

Father Kaleeg 
Hainsworth, 
an Eastern 
Orthodox 
priest with 
a lifetime of 
experience in 

the wilderness, grounds this mani-
festo in the literary, philosophical, 
mystical and historical teachings of 
the spiritual masters of both East and 
West, outlining the human experience 
of the sacred in nature. This is a spir-
itual ecology fully engaged with the 
wilderness beyond our backyards and 
offers a way forward in the face of 
accelerating climate change. This man-
ifesto challenges our modern self-con-
ception as dominators or stewards 
of the natural world, claiming these 
roles emerged from western industrial 
history and are directly responsible 
for the environmental damage and 
alienation from nature we know today. 
An inspirational eye -opener on the 
spiritual consequences of progressing 
away from the natural world. 

Ailton Krenak, 
renowned 
Indigenous 
activist and 
leader, demon-
strates that 
our current en-
vironmental crisis is rooted in society’s 
flawed concept of “humanity.” To stop 
environmental disaster, Krenak argues 
that we must reject the homogenizing 
effect of this perspective and embrace 
a new form of “dreaming” that allows 
us to regain our place within nature. 
In Ideas to Postpone the End of the 
World, he shows us the way. 

Download & listen today.
Check your favorite audiobook provider 

or visit: posthypnoticpress.com

Mare is still mourning the death of her son, Kevin—Drew’s father—who died by 
suicide roughly two years earlier, something she avoids thinking about, mostly through 
work and alcohol. 

Mare is exceptionally good at her job, both the traditional detective work and the 
part that involves fielding early-morning calls from senior citizens about graffiti. In 
the show’s first episode, she receives a call that the home of her friend Beth Hanlon 
(Chinasa Ogbuagu) has been robbed by Beth’s brother Freddie (Dominique Johnson), 
presumably to buy drugs. After finding Freddie with a cache of stolen sports memo-
rabilia in his freezing-cold home, Mare arranges an alternate place for him to stay the 
night and instructs an officer to get in touch with the utility company; shutting off 
heat during the winter is illegal. “Call PECO Gas. Let them know they’re breaking 
the law,” she barks.

This arc ends with a detail I almost missed: When Mare finds Freddie dead from an 
overdose in his home several weeks later, the heat is off again. As Mare and Beth sit quietly 

owed man. An ear surgery for Erin’s 1-year-
old son, delayed multiple times because of 
a lack of money, is completed in the final 
episode, and an envelope of cash that Erin 
had earmarked for the surgery, stolen by 
her ex-boyfriend, is unexpectedly returned.

TV crime dramas can tend toward 
the epic and the teleological, presenting 
events and characters in a hierarchy of 
significance that builds toward a discrete 

conclusion, oriented 
by principles of truth, 
justice, and honor. 
That sensibility is cer-
tainly present in Mare 
of Easttown—most plo-
tlines are tied up neatly 
but the end, and the 
climactic choice that 
Mare makes at the in-
vestigation’s conclu-

sion is a principled one. But there’s also the 
pull of the entropy of everyday life: futures 
shaped by reactions and adjustments, con-
tingencies, the decisions you make to get 
through the day.  

The show is willing to accommodate 
the idea, for example, that maintaining 
a significant lie may keep your family 
safe; that there are some situations in 
which burying or delaying the processing 
of trauma keeps you sane; that doing 
something awful and then going on with 
your life is both monstrous and human; 
and that you can love someone deeply 
without liking them very much. Not the 
most satisfying of narrative conclusions, 
but things we have all experienced, to a 
degree that seeing them onscreen offers a 
different kind of catharsis than watching 
the detective  unmask the perpetrator of 
a crime. They offer a different model of 
heroism, built of imperfections and com-
promises, in which repairing old wounds 
happens slowly but inevitably.  N

on the back of a couch, their breath frosts 
in the air. Who knows whether the cop for-
got to call, the gas company stonewalled, 
the heat came on but then went off again, 
or something else happened. It proba-
bly would not have prevented the death, 
but the tragedy of the cold house struck 
me in a way that the conclusion of the 
show’s central plot didn’t, in part because 
it felt more realistic—because it was the 
product not of an unspeakable act but the 
sum of myriad small 
failures, some of which 
were likely motivated 
by cruelty and some 
of which were simply 
oversights, which is 
how bad things happen 
in real life. 

Mare’s cliffhangers 
and reveals occasion-
ally seem shoehorned 
in—an arc involving a kidnapper who 
holds young women captive in his bar-
slash-home feels especially dissonant, as 
does the revelation of Erin’s killer—which 
might make for an imperfect mystery. 
Still, the show’s enduring appeal is that its 
creators seem more interested in Easttown 
itself, its small failures and successes, than 
in the murder. “In a lot of crime dramas, 
you sort of open with the death and the in-
vestigation really starts from the opening 
shot,” Ingelsby told The Wrap. “Whereas 
in [the first] episode [of Mare of Easttown], 
it’s kind of a slice of life show, really.” 

There are tragedies, like Freddie’s 
death, but also joy. A similar amount of 
time is given to a somber autopsy scene, 
for instance, as to Mare scream-laughing at 
her mother in the car after Helen’s ill-timed 
revelation of an affair with a recently wid-

The show’s strength is 
that it presents pain, 
loss, and forgiveness 
as collective rather 

than individual.

Erin Schwartz is a contributing writer for The 
Nation. They write frequently on television, 
popular culture, and books. 
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But Cuellar isn’t just anti-choice. He is Big Oil’s 
favorite Democrat. He consistently votes against low-
ering drug prices, winning the favor of Big Pharma. 
He gets an A rating from the NRA. He’s against the 
PRO Act, President Biden’s core legislation to help 
empower workers. For a kicker, his House and cam-
paign offices were raided by the FBI in January. (His 
campaign says he is not a target of the investigation).

Democrats shouldn’t have to agree on “every-
thing,” but it’s hardly “sophomoric” to suggest they 
stand for something. 

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi is unrepentant, stat-
ing: “I support my incumbents. I support every 

one of them, from right 
to left. That is what I 
do.” The DCCC also 
weighed in heavily to 
help Shontel Brown 
turn back the challenge 
from Nina Turner, a 
true progressive cham-
pion, in Ohio. In Ore-
gon’s newly drawn Fifth 
District, the DCCC 
backed Representative 

Kurt Schrader against a popular progressive, Jamie 
McLeod-Skinner, even after local party committees 
representing about 90 percent of the vote formally 
asked it to stay out of the race. Schra der, the chair of 
the House Democrats’ conservative Blue Dog Coali-
tion, is infamous for being one of the three Big Phar-
ma Democrats who worked to block legislation that 
would lower prices for prescription drugs. With su-
per PACs linked to AIPAC, the American pro-Israel 
lobby, pouring money into the race, Schrader even 
snagged an endorsement from President Biden.

McLeod-Skinner had the support of Senator 
Warren and a broad range of local unions and pro-
gressive groups. Despite being outspent 10 to 1, 
McLeod-Skinner—who tagged Schrader as the Joe 
Manchin of the House—has a likely insurmountable 
lead in a race in which computer glitches have de-
layed the final vote count.

The DCCC not only protects incumbents; it also 
recruits designer candidates for open seats, favoring 
those with military or intelligence credentials and 
suitably pasteurized moderate views. Its show horse, 
Representative Conor Lamb, ran in the Pennsylva-
nia Senate primary touting his ability to work with 
Republicans. Lamb was, as the Daily Beast put it, 
“sheared” by Lieutenant Governor John Fetterman, 
the 6-foot-8, tattooed, goateed Sanders supporter 
running openly against the Manchin wing of 
the Democratic Party.

Yet even more destructive than the ac-

It is time for 
progressive 

donors to focus 
on building an 
independent 
infrastructure 
for change.

And so, in the hotly contested Democratic primary in Texas’s 28th 
District between the pro-choice Latina challenger, Jennifer Cisneros, 
and the incumbent, Henry Cuellar, the sole remaining anti-choice 
House Democrat, the Democratic Congressional Campaign Com-
mittee (DCCC) and the Democratic leadership are pulling out all the 
stops… in support of Cuellar.

WTF. Cisneros, a 28-year-old immigration lawyer supported by 
Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth Warren, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, and 
various progressive electoral groups, forced Cuellar into a May 25 run-
off—which Cuellar appears to have won by an extremely thin margin, 
though the votes were still being counted as we went to press. If the 
party leaders had just stayed neutral, Cisneros would have been the 
odds-on favorite to win the primary—and run as a pro-choice progres-
sive champion in a district that leans Democratic.

Instead, Representative Jim Clyburn stumped with Cuellar, dis-
missing those who think “we have to agree on everything” as “soph-
omoric”: “If we’re gonna be a big-tent party, we got to be a big-tent 
party,” Clyburn told reporters. “I don’t believe we ought to have a 
litmus test in the Democratic Party.”

C O M M E N T / R O B E R T  L .  B O R O S A G E

Which Side Are 
They On?
Progressives need to recognize that the DCCC  
and the DSCC are not our allies.

A
fter the leak of supreme court justice samuel 
Alito’s venomous draft opinion overturning Roe 
v. Wade, activists took to the streets and mon-
ey flooded into Democratic Party coffers, as 
the party’s leaders vowed to make Republican 

extremism on abortion a defining issue in this fall’s critical 
congressional elections.

5
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That in losing ourselves through the care 
of others, we find ourselves—as we ought 
to be by patriarchal standards. And having 
children is a way to justify our existence.

Women like Fitch, and there are many, 
are not likely to give up their alliance 
with this power structure, because it has 
put them among the oppressors rath-
er than the oppressed. But millions of 
women—and trans and nonbinary peo-
ple—suffer as a result. We have been 
taught to accept the forces of oppres-
sion rather than struggle against them, 
and that if we suffer, it’s our own fault 
for wanting more than the role afforded 
to us. That is the kind of “empower-
ment” Fitch is advocating: empowerment 
through submission and compliance with 
a system that benefits wealthy white men 
above all. Empowerment that comes at 
the expense of women’s agency, autonomy,  
and humanity.  

In our fight for abortion rights, women 
must help one another see ourselves as 
human first. Only then can we choose 
whether to become mothers.  N

Nicole Nehrig, PhD, is a clinical and research 
psychologist in Brooklyn.

scandal, which accused President Trump of being a Russian agent. The 
loudest voices leveling these charges came from people with no interest in 
evidence. Rather, the accusations served their purpose within the factions 
that constitute the “base” of the major parties. 

Barack Obama, a few years into his presidency, got into the habit of saying 
(in a tight spot when Americans seemed to support a bad cause): “It’s not who 
we are as a people.” But do we know who we are as a people? On March 3, 
the Metropolitan Opera severed its relations with the singer Anna Netrebko 
because, in speaking out against the Ukraine war, she failed to denounce Rus-
sian President Vladimir Putin and said a word in defense of artistic freedom: 

I am opposed to this war. I am Russian and I love my country but I 
have many friends in Ukraine and the pain and suffering right now 
breaks my heart. I want this war to end and for people to be able to 
live in peace…. I want to add, however: forcing artists, or any public 
figure, to voice their political opinions in public and to denounce 
their homeland is not right. 

Would any foreign artist in living memory have been so publicly dishon-
ored for not reciting the prepared script?

According to a July 2020 Cato Institute poll, almost two out of three 
Americans are afraid to voice their political opinions because they fear they 
might offend someone. They save those opinions for election time—and we 
should not be surprised that the results of elections surprise us. In 2016, the 
result turned into a permanent shock—a slow-rolling, everlasting panic—for 
Democrats. The same happened to Republicans in 2020. Constitutional de-
mocracy requires a peaceful transfer of power following free elections. This, 
in turn, depends on the custom that losers concede with grace and winners 
are allowed their innings. But a great many Democrats, led by Hillary Clin-
ton, were persuaded that the 2016 election had been stolen by Putin. Four 
years later, a majority of Republicans, led by Donald Trump, came to believe 

A
merica has been involved in a crisis of conscience 
for some time. Most of our recent political contro-
versies have ended in denunciations and upheavals 
that seem off the charts by the standard of all previ-
ous American experience outside war. Consider the 

right-wing birther movement, which questioned the authenticity 
of President Obama’s citizenship, and the left-liberal Russiagate  

Can Another War Save 
Us From Ourselves?
The policing of public opinion over Ukraine goes to extremes 
unimagined during the fight against Hitler.

No Offense
David Bromwich

N A T I O N  N E W S 
J E E T  H E E R  R E T U R N S

Homecoming!

T
he Nation is delighted to 
announce that Jeet Heer is 
rejoining the masthead as  
a national affairs correspon-
dent and bringing his weekly 

podcast, The Time of Monsters, in-house. 
In addition to continuing his monthly  
Nation column, “Morbid Symptoms,”  
he will file twice-weekly dispatches on 
TheNation.com.

The titles of Heer’s column and podcast 
are a nod to the philosopher Antonio Gram-
sci’s famous remark “The crisis consists 
precisely in the fact that the old is dying 
and the new cannot be born; in this inter-
regnum a great variety of morbid symp-
toms appear.” In this political and cultural 
moment, Heer believes that we too are 
living in an “interregnum,” an interval of 
opportunity for the forces of good or evil to 
prevail, where the future is very much un-
known. His essays and episodes will seek to 
diagnose the problems of our times—and 
explore their possible solutions.  N 8
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Millions of Americans take the supplement 
CoQ10. It’s the “jet fuel” that supercharges 
your cells’ power generators, known as 
mitochondria.

As you age, your mitochondria begin to 
die. In fact, by age 67, you lose 80% of the 
mitochondria you had at age 25. But if you’re 
taking CoQ10, there’s something important 
you should know.

As powerful as CoQ10 is, there is a 
critical thing it fails to do. It can’t create new 
mitochondria in your cells. 

Taking CoQ10 is not enough
“There’s a little-known NASA nutrient 

that multiplies the number of new power 
generators in your cells by up to 55%,” says Dr. 
Al Sears, owner of the Sears Institute for Anti-
Aging Medicine in Royal Palm Beach, Florida. 
“Science once thought this was impossible. But 
now you can make your heart, brain and body 
young again.”

“I tell my patients the most important 
thing I can do is increase their ‘health span.’ 
This is the length of time you can live free of 
disease and with all your youthful abilities and 
faculties intact.”

Medical first: Multiply the “power 
generators” in your cells

Al Sears, M.D., recently released an energy-
boosting supplement based on this NASA 
nutrient that has become so popular, he’s 
having trouble keeping it in stock.

Dr. Sears is the author of over 500 scientific 
papers on anti-aging and recently spoke at the 
WPBF 25 Health & Wellness Festival featuring 
Dr. Oz and special guest Suzanne Somers. 
Thousands of people listened to Dr. Sears 
speak on his anti-aging breakthroughs and 
attended his book signing at the event.

Now, Dr. Sears has come up with what his 
peers consider his greatest contribution to 
anti-aging medicine yet — a newly discovered 
nutrient that multiplies the number of tiny, 
energy-producing “engines” located inside 
the body’s cells, shattering the limitations of 
traditional CoQ10 supplements. 

Why mitochondria matter
A single cell in your body can contain 

between 200 to 2,000 mitochondria, with the 
largest number found in the most metabolically 
active cells, like those in your brain, heart and 
skeletal muscles.

But because of changes in cells, stress and 
poor diet, most people’s power generators 
begin to malfunction and die off as they age. 
In fact, the Mitochondria Research Society 
reports 50 million U.S. adults are suffering from 
health problems because of mitochondrial 
dysfunction. 

Common ailments often associated with 
aging — such as memory problems, heart 
issues, blood sugar concerns and vision and 
hearing difficulties — can all be connected to 
a decrease in mitochondria.

Birth of new mitochondria
Dr. Sears and his researchers combined 

the most powerful form of CoQ10 available 
— called ubiquinol — with a unique, newly 
discovered natural compound called PQQ 
that has the remarkable ability to grow new 
mitochondria. Together, the two powerhouses 
are now available in a supplement called Ultra 
Accel II.

Discovered by a NASA probe in space dust, 
PQQ (Pyrroloquinoline quinone) stimulates 
something called “mitochondrial biogenesis” 
— a unique process that actually boosts the 
number of healthy mitochondria in your cells.

In a study published in the Journal of 
Nutrition, mice fed PQQ grew a staggering 
number of new mitochondria, showing an 
increase of more than 55% in just eight weeks. 

The mice with the strongest mitochondria 
showed no signs of aging — even when they 
were the equivalent of 80 years old.

Science stands behind  
the power of PQQ

Biochemical Pharmacology reports that 
PQQ is up to 5,000 times more efficient in 
sustaining energy production than common 
antioxidants.

“Imagine 5,000 times more efficient energy,” 
says Dr. Sears. “PQQ has been a game changer 
for my patients.”

“With the PQQ in Ultra Accel II, I have energy 
I never thought possible,” says Colleen R., one 
of Dr. Sears’ patients. “I am in my 70s but feel 
40 again. I think clearer, move with real energy 
and sleep like a baby.”

It works right away
Along with an abundance of newfound 

energy, users also report a sharper, more 
focused mind and memory, and even younger-
looking skin and hair. Jerry M. from Wellington, 
Florida, used Ultra Accel II and was amazed at 
the effect. 

“I noticed a difference within a few days,” 
says Jerry. “My endurance almost doubled. 
But it’s not just in your body. You can feel it 
mentally, too,” says Jerry. “Not only do I feel a 
difference, but the way it protects my cells is 
great insurance against a health disaster as I 
get older.”

Increase your health span today
The demand for this supplement is so high, 

Dr. Sears is having trouble keeping it in stock. 
“My patients tell me they feel better than they 

have in years. This is ideal for people who are 
feeling or looking older than their age… or for 
those who are tired or growing more forgetful.”

“My favorite part of practicing anti-aging 
medicine is watching my patients get the joy 
back in their lives. Ultra Accel II sends a wake-
up call to every cell in their bodies… and they 
actually feel young again.”

Where to find Ultra Accel Il
Right now, the only way to get this potent 

combination of PQQ and super-powered 
CoQ10 is with Dr. Sears’ breakthrough Ultra 
Accel II formula. 

To secure bottles of this hot, new 
supplement, buyers should contact the Sears 
Health Hotline at 1-800-226-7151 within 
the next 48 hours. “It takes time to get bottles 
shipped out to drug stores,” said Dr. Sears. “The 
Hotline allows us to ship the product directly 
to the customer.”

Dr. Sears feels so strongly about this product, 
he offers a 100%, money-back guarantee on 
every order. “Just send me back the bottle and 
any unused product within 90 days, and I’ll 
send you your money back,” said Dr. Sears. 

The Hotline will be taking orders for the 
next 48 hours. After that, the phone number 
will be shut down to allow them to restock.

Call 1-800-226-7151 to secure your 
limited supply of Ultra Accel II. You don’t need 
a prescription, and those who call in the first 
24 hours qualify for a significant discount. To 
take advantage of this great offer use Promo 
Code NATUA0522when you call in.

CoQ10’s Failure Leaves Millions Wanting
Use this pill to supercharge your brain and think better than ever.

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. RESULTS 
MAY VARY FROM PERSON TO PERSON. NO INDIVIDUAL RESULT SHOULD BE SEEN AS TYPICAL.

NASA-discovered nutrient is stunning the 
medical world by activating more youthful 
energy, vitality and health than CoQ10.
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Expand It
E L I E  M Y S T A L

L
et’s start with the obvious: i’m  
in favor of jurisdiction stripping, 
weather stripping, or stripping 
while dancing on a pole if that’s 
what it takes to stop the Supreme 

Court from turning the clock back to 1859. I’m 
in favor of using any and all nonviolent means
available to stop the court’s current embrace of bigotry and 
misogyny. If jurisdiction stripping reminds the court that it 
is a coequal branch of government and not a judicial clergy, 
superior to the elected branches, then I’m all for it.

The legal theory behind what has come to be known as 
jurisdiction stripping is sound. The Supreme Court gave 
itself the power to declare unconstitutional both laws passed 
by Congress and orders signed by the president in the 1803 
case Marbury v. Madison. This power of judicial review was 
not written into the Constitution nor contemplated during 
its ratification battle. The Supreme Court invented it, and 
that means Congress can, in theory, take it away. Congress 
can pass a law and then exclude that law from judicial review. 
Congress can, on its own authority, determine what is consti-
tutional and what is not.

This works in theory. My concern is that the Supreme 
Court will simply ignore attempts to limit its power, and all 
the time and effort spent convincing politicians that juris-
diction stripping is the answer will leave us exactly where 
we started: with a high court untroubled by the desires of 
the American people. Congress will pass a law and include a 
stipulation saying, “This law is not open for Supreme Court 
interpretation.” Then the Supreme Court will say, “No. In 
fact, this law passed by Congress is unconstitutional.” The 
Supreme Court can, and likely will, use judicial review to 
reject congressional attempts to get around judicial review. 

What happens next depends a lot on what kind of law Con-
gress attempts to shield from the Supreme Court’s interpre-
tation of the Constitution. If it’s the kind of law that requires 
the states to do, or not do, something, the states that agree 
with Congress will go along with Congress, while the states 
that agree with the Supreme Court will refuse to follow the 
“unconstitutional” congressional mandate. Think about ju-
risdiction stripping in the abortion context: Congress 
can pass a law that protects a woman’s right to choose 
and prohibits the Supreme Court from reviewing it. 

W
ith the leak of a draft opinion  
in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health 
Organization formally overruling 
Roe v. Wade, progressives’ worst 
fears about an ever more reaction-

ary Supreme Court appear set to come true.  
After decades of chipping away at abortion rights,
the court’s conservatives—now a rock-solid majority—
seem ready to complete that ideological project openly and  
even triumphantly.

In itself, such a decision would be catastrophic, especial-
ly for those who don’t have the resources or the personal 
freedom to travel vast distances to receive basic health care. 
The draft opinion’s unapologetic tone also presages similarly 
harmful outcomes on issues ranging from contraception to 
same-sex marriage to immigration to climate change. Indeed, 
some of these outcomes are already here.

With this parade of horribles about to be realized, pro-
gressives are returning with even greater urgency to the 
question of what to do about the conservative leviathan that 
is the Supreme Court. As in earlier moments, the temptation 
is merely to replace that leviathan with a progressive one, 
packing the court with benevolent justices who will wield the 
institution’s power for good. Real progress, though, requires 
the beast to be slayed, stripping the court of its authority and 
returning our society’s most pressing and important questions 
to the democratic arena—where progressive causes, backed 
by popular movements, stand the best chance.

Considering the history of the federal right to abortion 
helps to reveal the severe limitations of relying on a juricentric 
approach to securing fundamental rights. Just four years after 
the court recognized that right in Roe, a nearly identical court 
declared in Maher v. Roe that the state was under no obligation 
to make abortion economically feasible. Even at the height of 
its support for reproductive health care, in other words, the 
court ensured that the right to abortion would be one in name 
only for millions of women without the financial means.

The Supreme Court’s refusal to guarantee meaningful, 
positive rights to US citizens (let alone noncitizens) goes far 
beyond abortion. Even during the Warren Court era, the 
historical anomaly to which so many defenders of juristocracy 
cling, liberal justices failed to extend constitutional protec-
tions to America’s economic underclass, thereby abandoning 

Strip Its Power
R Y A N  D O E R F L E R

The Supreme Court Is Broken. 
How Do We Fix It?

11
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an ideal of substantive equality in favor of formal equality.
In addition to failing to provide positive rights, the Su-

preme Court has, throughout its history, actively impeded 
Congress from providing such rights through ordinary legis-
lation. Most famously, the court struck down the Civil Rights 
Act of 1875 in the Civil Rights Cases, undercutting Congress’s 
primary effort to guarantee the rights of Black Americans in 
the aftermath of the Civil War. Much more recently, in a de-
cision hailed by liberal media as “upholding” the Affordable 
Care Act, the Supreme Court invalidated Congress’s expan-
sion of Medicaid, once again depriving poor people of the 
affirmative right to health care they are so desperately owed.

What this history suggests is that the most plausible path to 
a meaningful right not only to abortion but also to education or 
racial equality or climate justice is through federal legislation 
rather than judicial edict. As history also suggests, such progres-
sive legislation would face eventual judicial resistance—unless 
Congress were to strip the Supreme Court (and other courts) 
of its authority to decide on the constitutionality of that law.

By invoking its power under Article III to make “exceptions” 
to the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction over most cases and its 
total discretion over the existence of “inferior” federal courts, 

Congress could—and should—
insulate legislation like the Wom-
en’s Health Protection Act from 
judicial invalidation by including 
a provision withdrawing from 
any court the right to consider 
challenges to the constitutional-
ity of that law. Deploying such 
jurisdiction-stripping provisions 
broadly would ensure that the 
meaning of our Constitution and, 

more fundamentally, what rights exist within our constitutional 
order would be determined by (at least somewhat) democrati-
cally responsive officials in Congress and the White House, as 
opposed to democratically insulated philosopher kings.

Removing issues like health care or climate from the courts 
would have the further advantage of placing responsibility 
at the feet of elected officials. Rather than speculating about 
whether some judicial nominee would respect stare decisis, 
“moderates” in the Senate would have to explain why they 
do or do not support a right to choose. Similarly, rather than 
promising, as President Biden has since his election, to enact 
federal abortion legislation if the Supreme Court overrules 
Roe, he and his party would have to explain why they are not 
protecting women’s reproductive freedom right now.

Finally, although jurisdiction stripping is often charac-
terized as an alternative to court expansion, the two are not 
mutually exclusive. Given its history, though, merely adding 
progressive justices to the Supreme Court would yield limited 
benefits in the short term and leave in place an undemocratic 
behemoth that would wreak further havoc in the end.  N

Ryan Doerfler is a professor at the University of Chicago Law School.

Real progress, 
though, requires 
the beast to be 

slayed, stripping 
the court of its 

authority.
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The problem 
is not that the 
Supreme Court 
is powerful, but 

that conservative 
extremists wield 

that power.

The religious fundamentalists will ask the Supreme Court to 
review the law anyway. It’s likely the forced-birth caucus on 
the Supreme Court will decide that Congress cannot strip its 
power and then determine, again, that Congress doesn’t have 
the power to protect women’s rights. Texas will listen to the 
court and outlaw abortions; California will listen to Congress 
and allow them. Nothing will have been solved. 

In contrast, the types of laws that are ripe for jurisdiction 
stripping are those whose implementation the president, as 
head of the executive branch, has full control over. An envi-
ronmental regulation on power plants might work. The Su-
preme Court might say the regulation is unconstitutional, but 
when armed agents of the federal government come to shut 
down the delinquent power plant, there’s little a Supreme 
Court decision can do to stop them.

But think about what I’m saying and play the tape all the 
way to the end. Jurisdiction stripping works only if a presi-
dent, in command of an army, is willing to defy the Supreme 
Court’s view of itself. That is a dangerous game to play, espe-
cially if the goal is to “restore” democracy. 

Jurisdiction stripping—the kind that doesn’t lead to a 
military takeover—requires the Supreme Court to willing-
ly relinquish some of its power 
but does not reform or incentiv-
ize the court to relinquish that 
power. That’s why I favor court 
expansion instead. The problem, 
to my mind, is not that the Su-
preme Court is powerful but that 
we’ve decided to let conservative 
extremists wield that power, un-
checked, for life. 

But imagine this: Instead of 
starting with jurisdiction strip-
ping, add 20 justices to the court who believe that jurisdic-
tion stripping is constitutional—and then pass legislation 
not subject to judicial review. Or add 20 justices who believe 
the Supreme Court should have a code of ethics—and then 
pass ethics reform. Or give me 20 justices who believe that 
term limits can be legislated without a constitutional amend-
ment—and then pass term limits legislation. The court 
needs to be expanded with people who think the court can 
be restrained, before attempting to restrain the court. You 
shoot the bear with the tranquilizer dart and then put the 
tracking collar on it; doing it the wrong way around is how 
well-meaning folks end up as dinner. 

Right now, the law is whatever five Supreme Court jus-
tices say it is. The way to fix this is not to pass new laws, as 
those five people will just ignore laws they don’t like anyway. 
The solution is to flood the court with people who will make 
better decisions about laws. The Supreme Court must be re-
formed before it can play well in the sandbox with the other 
two branches of government.  N

Elie Mystal is The Nation’s justice correspondent.







     

“LePage is not collaborative,” Fec
teau says. “He’s chaotic. And seemingly 
every day he’s trying to find the next 
thing by which to sow division and 
chaos. He was the first governor in 
the nation to veto legislation banning 
conversion therapy. I think Governor 
LePage either didn’t understand the 
implications this harmful practice had, 
or he did understand and agreed that 
LGBTQ people should be subject to 
this harmful practice. It was a day I will 
never forget.” 

The exgovernor’s reactionary po
litical résumé doesn’t end there. He 
largely dismantled the state’s public 
health system. He refused to imple
ment Medicaid expansion—despite 
60 percent of Maine voters having 
favored it in a 2017 referendum— 
creating what Robyn Merrill, of  Maine 
Equal Justice Partners, describes as a 
perverse situation in which the state’s 
political muscle was used to “roll back 
help to people.” Like Trump, LePage 
was infamously hostile to the press. 
And he gleefully urged Trump, as pres
ident, to be more “authoritarian.”

In 2016, after endorsing Trump for 
president, the controversycourting 
LePage boasted that he was “Donald 
Trump before Donald Trump.” It was 
a bombastic statement, but in spite of 
their dissimilar origins, there was more 
than a kernel of truth in it. Unlike 
Trump, LePage grew up in extreme 
poverty, as one of 18 children in an 
abusive, alcoholic household, and end
ed up homeless during his teenage 
years in the early 1960s. But he went 
from rags to riches, making a fortune 
as a businessman running a company 
called Marden’s Surplus & Salvage, and 
relied heavily on his life story, as well as 
his salty persona, in crafting his appeal 
when he eventually made the leap into 
electoral politics.

This time around, however, 
LePage—who won his 2010 and 2014 
races when the field included a credi
ble independent candidate, meaning he 
needed only a plurality of the vote to 
win—is going mano a mano against an 
incumbent Democratic governor, Janet 
Mills. Eliot Cutler, a former attorney 
who served as the spoiler candidate in 

to appeal to a broader audience. Watching the charade unfold at 
the opening, 73yearold Edgar Allen Beem, a longtime colum
nist for the Portland Phoenix and myriad other newspapers, was 
stunned. “It was a cynical appeal from a politician who’s always 
been antiimmigrant,” Beem says. “He, like a lot of Republicans, 
is very good at putting a happy face on horrors. He’ll tell you he 
balanced the budget, set up a rainyday fund. What he doesn’t 

tell you is, more kids went hungry 
and fell into poverty. He disman
tled the Department of Health and 
Human Services; it’s still not been 
built back up.” 

It’s easy to do a recitation of LeP
age’s greatest hits, and not just on 
immigration: He declared that drug 
dealers, who he had at one point 
averred were Black and brown and 
coming up from New York to plunge 
white Mainers into addiction, should 
be beheaded. He refused to attend a 
breakfast commemorating Martin 

Luther King Jr. and then told a reporter who asked about it that 
the NAACP could “kiss my butt.” He challenged Democratic 
politician Drew Gattine to a duel, called him a “cocksucker,” and 
said he would shoot him between the eyes after Gattine allegedly 
called him a racist. He gratuitously vetoed legislation banning 
conversion therapy for gay Mainers—legislation pushed by 
Democratic Representative Ryan Fecteau, who would go on to 
become the youngest state House speaker in the country—even 
though the bill had won support from Republicans in the senate 
and similar bills had been signed by his fellow Republican gover
nors in New Hampshire and New Jersey. 

In his effort to return  
to office, LePage is  
trying to soften his  
image on issues like  
immigration to appeal  
to a broader audience.

 Portland, Me. O n a cloudy spring morning, maine’s ex-governor, 73-year-
old Paul LePage, journeyed to the heart of his state’s largest, 
most diverse, and most progressive city to preside over the 
opening of a new Multicultural Community Center. Wearing 
a lavender shirt and slacks, LePage wooed liberal Mainers, de

claring that he wanted to make Maine “inclusive to all new citizens,” that he loved 
talking to immigrants about the countries they came from, and that he hoped his 
state would roll out the welcome mat and tell new arrivals “We love you.”

There was a surreal quality to the speech, given the many antiimmigrant com
ments LePage had made during his eight years as a farright Tea Party–affiliated 
Republican governor, from January 2011 until 2019. This is the man who, in his two 
terms in office, fired up his base by telling them that the country was at war against 
immigrants—especially Hispanic immigrants and, more generally, immigrants of 
color—and that in a war you shoot first and ask questions later. At the height of the 
panic about the mosquitoborne Zika virus, the governor announced that asylum 
seekers were bringing the “ziki fly” with them. Though LePage grew up in the 
historically oppressed Frenchspeaking community of Maine, he failed to acquire 
any empathy for the underdog as a result. Instead, he became a major supporter of 
Donald Trump’s campaign promise of a border wall, his subsequent assault on immi
grants’ rights, and his proposed travel ban aimed at Muslim immigrants and visitors.

Now, in 2022, LePage is running for governor again. In his effort to return to the 
office he vacated in 2019, he’s trying to soften his image on issues like immigration 

Sasha Abramsky 
is  The Nation’s 
West Coast  
correspondent.
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2010 and 2014, was recently arrest
ed on child pornography charges, 
and no one else of note has filed 
paperwork to enter the race. If 
LePage—already the de facto GOP 
nominee, with endorsements from 
the state party and Senator Susan 
Collins—wants to win in the gen
eral election, he needs to appeal to 
a significant number of moderates 
and younger voters. There are, po
tentially, voters who don’t share 
his xenophobia but are nevertheless 

ripe for plucking from the Democratic coalition, given their 
anxiety about the state of the economy. Cue his shameless pivot 
on how to treat, and talk about, immigrants. 

Yet LePage needs to pull off this maneuver without alienat
ing his hardright base, the Mainers who don’t always vote—or 
always vote Republican—but who flocked to LePage because he 
refused to temper his language and didn’t tone down his distaste 
for outsiders. Hence his continued embrace of Trump’s “Stop 
the Steal” lies about the 2020 election, as well as his revival of 
a preposterous scapegoating claim, seemingly drawn from thin 
air, that people took buses from Massachusetts to Maine to ille
gally vote in the gaymarriage legalization referendum in 2012. 

If LePage can perform this trick successfully in 2022, it’s en
tirely possible that this will become the road map used by other 
verbalbombthrowing demagogues—even Trump himself—to 
take back power on the national stage come 2024. But if he 
loses—if he once more fails to break through the 50 percent 
threshold—it will show the limits of demagoguery, as well as 

Mills has racked up a strong record since 
January 2019, says Drew Gattine, now the chair 
of Maine Democrats, as he sits at the heavy 
wooden dining room table in his atmospheric 
19thcentury house in the town of Westbrook. 
In addition to expanding Medicaid and raising 
state spending on K12 education, Mills has 
also increased funding for mental health, dis
ability, and elder services.

State Senate President Troy Jackson de
tails yet more accomplishments. In the past 
few years, Mills and the Democraticcontrolled 
legislature have introduced universal school 
meals, established collective bargaining mech
anisms for loggers, and used state surpluses to 
help offset soaring property taxes. Moreover, 
under Mills, the state has doubled its rainy
day fund. This is a source of particular pride 
for Jackson—yet he fumes at the fact that so 
many Republican and independent voters, fed 
a steady drip of misinformation, continually tell 
him that the rainyday fund under LePage was 
larger. In reality, it now stands at nearly half a 
billion dollars, more than double what it was in 
January 2019. 

Jackson is horrified at the thought of 
LePage returning to power, slashing the state 
income tax in an effective giveaway to wealthy 
residents, and using the resulting cash shortfall 
as an excuse to launch another round of savage 
attacks on the social safety net, education, and 

the public health infrastruc
ture—all in the name of fiscal 
probity. “A lot of things that 
I care about are at risk at that 
point,” he says tersely.

At the moment, the few 
existing polls on the race show 
Mills significantly ahead, 
though by no means with a 
blowout margin. As of mid
May, the polling site Race to 
the WH had her most favor
able poll showing her 7 points 
ahead, with a 56.1 percent 
chance of winning. Though 
several polls in recent weeks 

have shown LePage’s number rising, none 
of those polls show the exgovernor outpac
ing the current governor, whose office didn’t 
return repeated calls and emails requesting 
comment for this article.

f
or many progressives in the state, 
however, Mills’s margin isn’t nearly 
comfortable enough. Mike Tipping, 
the author of As Maine Went: Gov-
ernor Paul LePage and the Tea Party 

Takeover of Maine, is adamant that there’s 
no room for complacency. An activist with 
the Maine People’s Alliance, the 38yearold 

the power of collective memory in rallying 
voters to reject a return to governance based 
on scapegoating and the deliberate stirring of 
destructive chaos.

W
hen janet mills was 
elected governor in 2018, 
progressives in Maine 
heaved a collective sigh 
of relief. True, the ex– 

attorney general was about as mainstream a 
candidate as one could get, and during the 
election she made a point of tacking to the 
middle. But while she may not have cham
pioned a number of progressive priorities, 
such as expanding tribal rights in the state, 
Mills was rational and competent. She was committed to implementing Medicaid 
expansion and repairing the damage LePage had done to public health institu
tions; she wanted a cooperative rather than an antagonistic relationship with labor 
unions; she vowed to protect voting rights; and she aspired to meet the state’s 
constitutional requirement to fund K12 schools at a much higher level than had 
been the case in recent years.

After the Covid pandemic hit, 14 months into her term in office, Mills was at 
the forefront of efforts by governors from both political parties to counter the 
chaos and disinformation emanating from the panicked Trump White House. She 
implemented strict stayathome measures early on, introduced mask mandates, 
and later coordinated an extraordinarily effective vaccination campaign, which 
resulted in Maine having one of the highest vaccination rates in the country. By 
October of last year, over 80 percent of eligible Mainers were fully vaccinated, 
making it the fourth state in the country to reach that goal.

It’s entirely possible  
that this will become the 
road map used by other 
verbal-bomb-throwing 
demagogues—even 
Trump himself.

  The incumbent: 
   Governor Janet Mills 

   shakes hands with 
    attendees at the  

    Gulf of Maine 2050 
 International Sympo-

  sium in Portland.
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“It’s difficult to reach 
certain populations, and 
a lot of people are reluc-
tant to say they support 
LePage or Trump.”

—Mike Tipping

     Writing on the wall:  
   A mural depicting 

     LePage in a Ku Klux 
    Klan robe along the 

  Eastern Promenade 
    Trail in Portland.  

Tipping is running for the state senate in the 
purple Eighth District, which ranges from the 
liberal college town of Orono, in the center 
of the state, to the conservative community of 
Lincoln 40 miles north.

In his book, Tipping writes that LePage 
won high office by preaching an “aggres
sive, conservative populism,” by convincing 
lowpropensity voters to turn up at the polls, 
and by telling “a series of whopping lies on 
the stump.” Twelve years after LePage’s first 
victory, that playbook remains potent.

Tipping, in blue jeans and sneakers, with a 
raincoat to guard against the chill and rain of 
early spring, canvasses in the evenings and on 
weekends, rapping rhythmically seven times 
on each door and reciting his patter about how 
he wants to learn what issues most concern 
the person whose door he’s just rapped on. He 
hopes to knock on 4,000 doors before primary 
day in June and aims to give out thousands of 
his leaflets, as well as round wooden “Tipping 
State Senate” refrigerator magnets that he 
has handmilled and polished in his basement 
workshop. His goal is to collect thousands of 
phone numbers that he can text on primary day 
with reminders to vote.

People are angry about inflation, Tipping 
tells me as he canvasses a lowincome hous
ing development made up of long, mustard 
colored wooden modular bungalows on the 
edge of Orono. They don’t feel they are earn

ing enough to live stable lives. They’re angry at what the 
Covid crisis has done to them, both economically and psy
chologically. Since Democrats control the White House, 
Congress, and Maine’s legislature and governor’s office, many 
are blaming the party for their woes. As a result, the party is 
facing a noticeable enthusiasm gap in getting its voters to the 
polls in the midterms. Because of this, Tipping argues, even 
if LePage is far behind going into the last weeks of the race, 
there is still the risk of catastrophe, as occurred in the US 
Senate race in 2020. In that contest, polls consistently showed 
the Democratic challenger ahead of Susan Collins, yet on 
Election Day, drawing on strong support from rural counties, 
Collins pulled out a 9 percent win 
over her opponent. 

“I think [LePage] absolutely 
could get reelected,” Tipping says. 
“He got 48 percent last time in a 
threeway race. If the polls show 
him down a significant amount, 
I wouldn’t trust them at all. All 
through 2014 he was polling at 35 
to 39 percent—right to the end, 
when he won with 48 percent. It’s 
similar with polling issues with 
Trump. It’s difficult to reach cer
tain populations, and a lot of peo
ple are reluctant to say they support LePage or Trump. I think 
it could easily go either way.” 

Whereas Trump is dogged by allegations of kleptocracy 
and personal corruption, even LePage’s many enemies don’t 
claim that he used the office to personally enrich himself. In 
that sense, says Mark Brewer, a professor of political science S
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the state legislature and 12 in the US Congress as a moderate 
Democrat from the rural Second District of northern Maine. 
In his race against LePage, the Democrat was consistently up 
in the polls during the campaign, only to lose by 4 percent 
come Election Day. Michaud had hit all the issues that ought 
to have resonated in mill country, he says: He had opposed 
NAFTA, slammed China for currency manipulation, and railed 
against the unfair trade deals that were decimating Maine’s  
paper industry. In short, he did all the things that Trump would 
do, to great effect, two years later. Yet, battered by the gun 
lobby and facing LePage’s onslaught against welfare spending, 
big government, and other bugaboos of the right, he ended up 
being vulnerable. When push came to shove, a critical mass 
of erstwhile mill workers and their families abandoned the 

Democratic Party and helped se
cure LePage’s second victory.

Nursing a local pale ale at a long 
wooden table in the Blue Ox Sa
loon in Millinocket, its walls lined 
with old books and mounted moose 
heads, Michaud recalls how he’d 
tried to phone LePage to concede 
the election and congratulate his 
opponent. The Republican victor, 
ever the pugilist, refused to take 
his call. Could LePage win again? 
Michaud answers cautiously: “The 

party in control of the White House 
usually takes a beating during the mid
terms. Biden’s not doing well [in the 
polls]. Hopefully the Democrats will 
get enthusiastic and get their voters out 
to vote and not be complacent.”

W
hat tipping and mi-
chaud recognize as 
possible—the return 
of a rightwing dema
gogue to power years 

after his political obituaries had been 
written—is, for reformers in Maine, the 
ultimate nightmare scenario, one that 
they have spent years trying to build 
firewalls against.

In November 2016, halfway through 
LePage’s second term, voters passed 
rankedchoice voting into law via a ref
erendum, making Maine the first state 
in the union to adopt such a system. 
Some organizers say that they did so to 

make it less likely that an extremist like LePage 
(who would be very few voters’ second choice, 
in a state that has historically prided itself on 
its moderate version of Yankee Republicanism) 
could win office with minority support. But 
they were thwarted: Months after the referen
dum’s passage, the state supreme court upheld 
the constitutionality of rankedchoice voting 
for primaries and federal elections, but not for 
state elections, citing, in its decision, passages 
in the state constitution that specify these only 
have to be decided by a plurality of the voters. 
A bitter blow for progressives, the decision 
meant that in races with multiple candidates, 
someone like LePage would continue to have 
a viable path to power.

Rankedchoice voting is a way of strength
ening local democracy, says Maine’s secretary 
of state, Shenna Bellows, a longtime supporter 
of the change. It allows people to vote their 
hearts instead of having to think strategically 
about which candidate is the most viable, 
knowing that their second choice will count 
almost as much as their first choice does. But, 
she acknowledges, the wording in the state 
constitution does make it very difficult to 
implement rankedchoice voting in general 
elections for state offices.

Bellows, who’s 47, grew up in extreme 
poverty. Her parents were environmental and 
antinuclear activists, and until she was in fifth 
grade the log cabin that her father built for 
them had neither electricity nor running wa
ter. Today Bellows sees Maine becoming more 
diverse, and as secretary of state she has sup
ported reforms such as the one recently signed 
into law by Governor Mills, which allows 
tribal IDs to be used as proof of identity for 

A critical mass of erst-
while mill workers and 
their families abandoned 
the Democratic Party 
and helped LePage  
secure a second victory.

 Home base:
   LePage greets  

   supporters during  
    the Maine GOP  

   Convention at the 
   Augusta Civic Center 

  in April 2022.

at the University of Maine in Orono, he is a cleaner redux candidate in 2022 than 
Trump would be in 2024. Given the soaring rate of inflation, the unknowns of 
how the pandemic will evolve, and the sense felt by many that the good times are 
disappearing in the rearview mirror, Brewer believes that LePage could break 
through the 45 percent ceiling that would, in normal times, hem in a candidate as 
conservative and polarizing as he is. “If people are still paying over $4 a gallon for 
gas in November, that won’t be good for Mills,” Brewer says. “And what happens 
if there’s a new Covid variant in November? None of that would be good for an 
incumbent officeholder, regardless of who the incumbent is. His ceiling could be 
in the low 50s if all the dominoes fall right.”

Mike Michaud, the Democratic candidate that LePage defeated in 2014, agrees. 
A longtime paper mill worker and union member, Michaud served 20 years in 
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“He tries to stoke  
people’s fear, and  
that’s part of the divisive  
rhetoric around blaming 
groups of people.”

—Robyn Merrill

    Two to tango:  
   Donald Trump and 
     LePage at a rally in 
  Portland in 2016.

the purpose of voter registration. But she wor
ries that when candidates for high office like 
LePage opportunistically glom on to Trump’s 
false narrative about a stolen election in 2020, 
it “undermines the fabric of our democracy”—
not only in Maine but in the country at large.

“It feels like we turned the page on LePage. 
It was a dark chapter,” says Robyn Merrill, 
of Maine Equal Justice Partners. “The fear, 
though, is that the page wasn’t actually turned, 
that he could get back into power and eviscer
ate programs again, gutting systems in a way 
that will again take years to recover from. He 
tries to stoke people’s fear, and that’s part of 
the divisive rhetoric around blaming groups 
of people for the fact that folks are struggling 
and having a hard time. Really, we want to 
be going in the other direction. Government 
should be by the people, for the people—and 
we should continue to do a better job in terms 
of connecting to people.”

L
epage’s appeal is similar to that  
of Trump, or Florida Governor Ron 
DeSantis, or, say, Philippine Presi
dent Rodrigo Duterte. To his fans, 
LePage is a tellitlikeitis straight 

shooter, a man who speaks from the heart and 
sticks it to the liberal elites with their thin 
skins and their 24houraday readiness to be 
triggered by crude comments. He doesn’t let 
the socalled experts dictate policy or allow 
outsiders—those “from away,” as Mainers de
scribe them—to determine what local political 
priorities should be.

In the mill towns and hamlets of the north, 
a marvelous landscape of frozen lakes and 
Impressionistlike reflections of sky and clouds 
in the rivers, LePage’s per
sona is widely appreciated. 
In places like Millinocket—a 
small town along the banks 
of a tributary of the West 
Branch Penobscot River, 
the glory days of which are 
decades in the past—many 
of the rundown wooden 
houses sport Trump flags 
in their yards and LePage 
posters in their windows. It’s 
not uncommon to see “Fuck 
Mills” bumper stickers on 
the cars parked outside.

On Central Street, just inside the Millinock
et town limits, is American Legion Post 80, 
complete with a helicopter and tank outside 
and a basement bar inside. For 49yearold 
Joseph Batchelder, who books entertainment 
at the post, LePage is a breath of fresh air. And 
he makes Batchelder feel that his part of the 
state isn’t just some backwater, that it actually 

matters. “He’s straightup, right to the point. When he gets 
stuff done, he gets stuff done. Any improvement to the state, 
it’s always to the southern part. LePage did the northern part. 
I’d rather see him than that other woman [Mills]. Everything 
she’s done has been backwards.” (In 
reality, according to data provided 
by the Maine Center for Economic 
Policy, despite LePage’s rhetoric 
about helping downattheheels 
northern mill towns, the economic 
growth during his two terms in 
office was overwhelmingly concen
trated in the cities of the south; 
from 2007 to 2014, a period that 
included most of LePage’s first 
term, rural Maine saw a period of 
economic contraction.)

Batchelder, who says he has 
contracted Covid twice—the first time made him feel like he 
had a combination of asthma, pneumonia, and pleurisy—isn’t 
vaccinated. He doesn’t appreciate Mills’s imposition of mask 
mandates and her efforts to make vaccines compulsory for 
some parts of the workforce, and he supports LePage in his 
opposition to mandates. “A lot of us don’t believe in the vac
cines,” he says. “A lot of people with vaccines are still getting 
sick. I believe it’s a big money game. I believe Covid’s real, but 
they make it more scarier than it is.”

LePage’s life story resonates with people like Batchelder, 
the people who feel routinely ignored and humiliated. The 
exgovernor came of age in gritty industrial Lewiston, in cen
tral Maine. It is a place dominated by large brick riverfront 
factories and warehouses, with imposing churches whose cop
per steeples have turned green with age and lowend depart
ment and grocery stores. While many Maine towns exude an oldworld charm, 
Lewiston’s architecture is brutalist and functional. It was on these streets that the 
young LePage lived for several years, after he fled his violent family home.

To his opponents, LePage came away from his abusive childhood with a sense 
of brutality rather than empathy, with a soul curdled in some very profound way. 

Steve Turner, an activist with the Maine People’s 
Alliance who has his own firsthand experience 
with living in deep poverty, believes that LePage 
is “a person who forgot where he came from.” 
Turner views the former governor with some
thing approaching loathing. “He treated poor 
people in a very mean way, made it difficult 
for us to access what social services we have in 
the United States.” He is particularly scathing 
about LePage’s veto of Medicaid expansion and 
about the obstacles he placed in the way of peo
ple attempting to get unemployment insurance. 
“LePage has a keen sense of individual respon
sibility,” Turner says, “and a defective sense of 
mutual responsibility, of collective responsibility, 

of  ‘we’ rather than ‘me.’ I wish that someone would explain to LePage that Stage 3 
or 4 cancer is not the same as laziness, and PTSD is not the same thing as shift
lessness. But he’ll never get it—because he’s all set.”

Davida Ammerman, a transgender board member of the Maine People’s Alli
ance and a 52year member of the carpenters’ union, recalls that in 2018 LePage 
signed on to a brief asking the US Supreme Court to permit employers to fire 
queer and transgender employees because of their identity. After LePage left 
office, the political culture in Augusta became more sympathetic to trans issues. 
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Ammerman worries that these 
gains will be reversed if LePage 
wins power again. He was, they 
argue, “a bully. He was getting peo
ple to hate each other when he was 
governor. He was anathema to the 
LGBTQ community.” Edgar Allen 
Beem puts it more succinctly: “He 
grew up abused by his father, and 
he abuses everybody.”

To LePage’s friends, though, 
such as former state representative 
Sheldon Hanington, his penchant 

for toughguy politics and his attacks on social safety nets sim
ply make him feisty—a big bear of a man whose tough exterior 
eventually gives way to a friendly soul underneath. “LePage had 
a bombastic way about him,” says Hanington, a selfproclaimed 
moderate whose strong Maine accent does things with the let
ter “A” that somehow defy gravity. “But I saw later he was very 
personable. The persona of him being a bully and bombastic? 
He was attacked constantly, and when you’re attacked for being 
what you know you’re not, you get defensive.”

At the 3 Cousins Firearms store, on the corner of Lincoln 
and Cedar streets in 
Lewiston, next to a 
large church and a 
few blocks from the 
majestic Androscog
gin River, much of 
the staff and their cli
entele are solidly in 

virus that, for most of them, will not have lethal 
consequences.

Of course, as with Trump, there is more 
than a pinch of hypocrisy to the “I speak 
for the people” shtick. When LePage, whose 
campaign ignored repeated phone and email 
requests to make the candidate available for 
an interview for this article, termed out in 
January 2019, he left Maine for the warmer 
climes and lower taxes of Florida, the latter of 
which were better suited for his wealthy busi
nessman needs. When LePage argued against 
Medicaid expansion, he was making it harder 
for many of his most fervent supporters—who 
are disproportionately white and workingclass 
and, frequently, work in gigeconomy or non
union jobs—to gain access to medical care; 
all the while, as a public employee, he had 
stateoftheart insurance. When he attacked 
the minimum wage in the name of business 
efficiency and ordered the jackhammering of a 
mural celebrating Maine workers that adorned 
a wall in the state’s Department of Labor, he 

wasn’t just giving the middle 
finger to Maine’s artists, who, 
predictably, howled in outrage 
at the cultural vandalism; at 
the same time, he was deliber
ately sticking it to the interests 
and the very dignity of the 
ordinary workingclass men 
and women that he claimed 
to be a spokesman for. In Jan
uary, even as he was attacking 
vaccine mandates for health 
care workers, he floated the 
idea of requiring all welfare 
recipients in Maine to provide 
proof of vaccination in order 
to receive benefits.

O
n the polished wooden walls 
of 76yearold Eric Rojo’s 
highceilinged living room in a 
farmhouse at the end of a dirt 
track outside Lincoln, which he 

bought when he moved back to Maine after 
living around the world since 1967, there 
hangs a large collection of swords. One is a 
World War II–era ceremonial sword from 
Japan; another is a weapon with an eagle motif 
from the AustroHungarian Empire that he 
picked up at an antique store in Munich when 
he was serving in the Army there after he had 
been rotated out of Vietnam. 

Rojo is an energy security specialist who 
retired from the US Army, where he served in 
the Department of Energy, a few years back and 
then moved to Mexico (he had married a Mex
ican professor, and the two wanted to live there 
for a few years). In Mexico, he was an active 

LePage’s camp. The little shop, one wall 
lined with powerful rifles and another 
painted with a giant American flag, is co
owned by Trevor Brooks. For Trevor’s fa
ther, 71yearold Dan Brooks, LePage’s 
support for the Second Amendment is 
critical. “Without the Second Amend
ment, I’m afraid of what the country 
would look like,” he says. Wiry thin, in 
jeans, a plaid shirt, and a camo cap, with a trimmed gray goatee, Brooks worries 
that Mills doesn’t “support the Second Amendment like I would like. She doesn’t 
seem to be with Second Amendment people. LePage, I do like him.” He particu
larly likes the permitless carry law passed in 2015. “I would definitely vote for him 
again.” Brooks also likes the fact that LePage slashed government, worrying that 
there’s a tendency to “law ourselves to death” in America. Even though he and 
his son are both fully vaccinated and, during the early months of the pandemic, 
customers were asked to mask up before entering the store, Dan says he is wary 
of mask and vaccine mandates and is concerned that Mills’s public health policies 
are eroding the state’s storied liveandletlive principles.

Brooks’s friend Steve, a machinist and gun enthusiast who is hanging out at the 
store in a 3 Cousins Firearms sweatshirt, agrees. Regarding masks, his philosophy 
is “You want to wear it, wear it; you don’t want to wear it, don’t wear it. It’s a free 
country. To push your issues on somebody else, your way or the highway—last I 
checked, it isn’t preschool. This is a free country that could be exterminated just 
by people doing stupid shit.”

In his two terms as governor, LePage successfully tapped into the resentment 
toward big, encroaching government. He positioned himself as the defender of the 
little man and railed against what he saw as government overreach. As a candidate 
in 2022, he has opposed mask mandates, denounced Mills’s vaccine requirement 
for health care workers, and suggested that children needn’t be protected from a 

As a candidate in 2022, 
LePage has opposed 
mask mandates and  
denounced the vaccine  
requirement for health 
care workers.

  Taking a stand:
   Suavis Furaha, an 
   asylum seeker from 
    Burundi, at a protest 

  against LePage’s 
 immigration policies.
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Since LePage left  
office, poverty is down, 
health insurance  
coverage is up, and  
the rainy-day fund has  
never been fuller.

  Maine’s shame: 
  College-age students 

    protest LePage at a 
    town hall meeting in 

  Lewiston in 2016.

member of the country’s chapter of 
Republicans Overseas. His body lean, 
his eyes full of intellectual intensity, 
Rojo prides himself on his nononsense 
ability to get the job done—whatever 
the job may be. And he doesn’t hold 
back when he talks about this belief that 
politicians are taking the place he lives 
in the wrong direction.

When Rojo moved back to Maine 
recently and started renovating his farm, 
the local chapter of the Republican Par
ty asked if he’d be willing to run for 
office. Despite his age—and despite his 
alienation from the wing of the party 
that had bought into Trump’s lies about 
a stolen 2020 election—he agreed to 
throw his hat into the ring as a primary 
candidate for District Eight, the district 
that Mike Tipping also hopes to repre
sent come November.

“The economy is a disaster here,” 
Rojo says. And the skyrocketing cost of 
fuel “has a lot of people pretty much locked up 
in their homes, making choices between buying 
food and gasoline.” He wants to promote energy 
independence, in particular an increased use of 
nuclear power; to find ways for parents to have 
more input on what their children learn in the 
classroom; to invest more in technical schools to 
train the state’s workforce; and—a rarity among 
today’s Republicans—to strengthen environ
mental laws against pollution and the despoil
ment of public lands. 

On the stump, the candidate—who is run
ning in the primary against a woman who has 
embraced the more hardright rhetoric that has 
shaped so much of modern GOP discourse—
found that these issues were resonating. “We 
are picking up a lot of Democratic support 
both here and in the south [of the district], 
because they’re unhappy with the economic 
situation and the lack of opportunity.” 

Rojo’s campaign manager—none other 
than LePage’s friend Sheldon Hanington—be
lieves not only that Rojo has a good chance of 
winning in November but that Maine is about 
to swing right after recent election cycles in 
which the Democrats have come to dominate 
the state government in Augusta. “This elec
tion cycle is going to turn in favor of turning 
the state red,” Hanington says, adding that 
LePage could pick up as much as 60 percent of 
the popular vote. “People are having it hard,” 
he continues. “It’s going to be hard for Mills to 
explain the state of the economy versus LePage 
saying, ‘We’re going to fix the economy, be
cause we’ve done it before.’ When you [spend] 
$70 for a tank of gas, it hurts, just as much for 
a Republican as for a Democrat. Heating oil 
costs $500.”

swoon in the early months of the pandemic boosted Maine’s 
rank to 17th. Since Mills took office, poverty is down, health 
insurance coverage is up, and the rainyday fund has never 
been fuller. With employment ticking up and tax revenues 
soaring, Maine is in a position to give a tax rebate of $850 to 
most residents this year. 

In 2017 the Maine Center for Economic Policy produced 
a paper, “Lost Federal Funds: Lost Opportunities for Maine,” 
that estimated that LePage, in turning his back on Medicaid ex
pansion, feeding hungry families, treating people with substance 
abuse issues, improving services for 
mentally ill teenagers, and other 
programs, had forfeited $1.9 billion 
in funds that Maine was eligible for. 
During LePage’s time in office, the 
center’s economists found, Maine 
was the only state in the country that 
did not see an increase in the num
ber of residents with medical cover
age in the four years after passage of 
the Affordable Care Act. It was also 
the only state with no statistically 
significant jump in the percentage 
of children with some form of health insurance. Since Mills 
took office, Maine has accessed federal funds to cover more of 
the uninsured and has ramped up a host of public services that, 
under LePage, had withered on the vine.

Yet, like President Biden, Mills faces an electorate that 
seems to have soured on Democratic policies and rhetoric 

B
y most metrics, despite the high inflation and soaring energy 
costs, Governor Mills has a sterling set of accomplishments to fall 
back on during her reelection campaign in the coming months; by 
contrast, LePage’s record is mediocre at best. When he was governor, 
in the period after the Great Recession, there was significant job 

growth—but as Garrett Martin, president of the Maine Center for Economic 
Policy, explains, compared with other states, the growth was unexceptional; in 
fact, Martin’s team has calculated, Maine ranked 43rd out of the 50 states for 
job growth during this time. By contrast, under Mills, the recovery from the job 

(continued on page 27)
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and our medical system is unprepared 
to care for them.

S
mith’s pregnancy was a 
wanted one. She knows 
that stories like hers— 
involving fatal fetal diag
noses and health risks—are 

often presented as exceptional and used 
to undercut the needs of people whose 
reasons for seeking an abortion may 
be less sympathetic to some. Smith is 
unequivocal that later abortion patients 
deserve care regardless of the reason. 
“Abortion is health care; it is needed,” 
she said. “It saves lives, even if not phys
ically like mine.”

Smith discovered she was pregnant 
just over six months after giving birth 
to her third child. The pregnancy was a 
surprise, but it quickly became a happy 
one. Smith and her fiancé picked a name: 
Kase. “We were ecstatic,” she told me.

In the early ultrasounds, Smith said, 
“everything was perfect and healthy, 
just as in my other three pregnancies.” 
But during her 20week anatomy scan, 
things took a turn. Kase’s kidneys and 
bladder were dilated, and very little am
niotic fluid surrounded him. Without 
enough amniotic fluid, the lungs cannot 
develop properly. The fluid also cush
ions the fetus and allows it to move, 
so low levels can result in restrictions 
on growth and other musculoskeletal 
complications. 

Smith’s obgyn referred her to a team 
of maternalfetal medicine (MFM) spe
cialists in Cincinnati, a threeandahalf
hour drive from her home. Smith lives 
near Charleston, which is one of West 
Virginia’s largest cities but has a popu
lation of less than 50,000. Nearly all of 
the MFM specialists in the US—par
ticularly those practicing cuttingedge 
techniques like fetal surgery—reside in 
urban areas, which poses a significant 
barrier for those with highrisk preg
nancies in rural or smaller metropolitan 
areas, who may not have the means to 
travel. According to a 2020 report from 
the March of Dimes, 2.2 million women 
in the US live in maternity care deserts.

Smith made two trips to Cincinnati, 
initially hopeful that she might be able 
to continue the pregnancy with the help 

just 10 percent offer it through 24 weeks. Following the 2009 
murder of Dr. George Tiller—who was relentlessly targeted by 
antiabortion extremists for more than a decade because he pro
vided abortions in the third trimester—very few doctors are will
ing to openly provide this care. A small number of clinics provide 
abortions at 26 weeks and beyond; all are independent, meaning 
they are not affiliated with Planned Parenthood and therefore 

have less public and institutional 
support. Hospitals are more likely to 
provide abortion care later in preg
nancy; however, hospitals perform 
only about 4 percent of all abortions 
in the United States, and many have 
policies that limit abortion care. 

Any day now, the Supreme Court 
is expected to issue a ruling that 
could overturn Roe v. Wade or gut 
it beyond meaning. In that event, 
26 states are poised to ban abortion 
to the fullest extent possible. Many 
things have changed profoundly 

since the preRoe days; perhaps most significant, illegal abor
tions can be medically safe thanks to the advent of medication 
abortion. However, antiabortion policies still endanger lives, as 
in Smith’s case, by delaying or denying care in lifethreatening 
situations. What’s more, research shows that most people who 
need abortions later in pregnancy experienced logistical delays in 
accessing care at an earlier point in the pregnancy. These delays 
will only compound if abortion is banned in roughly half the 
country, because thousands of patients will be forced to travel 
across state lines to the few remaining clinics. The number of 
people seeking later abortions is undoubtedly about to increase, 

The number of people 
seeking later abortions 
is undoubtedly about to 
increase, and our medi-
cal system is unprepared 
to care for them.

I n october of 2021, kristyn smith checked herself out of the hospital 
in Charleston, W.Va., where she had been denied an abortion. Bleeding and 
in pain, Smith drove for six hours with her fiancé to Washington, D.C., to 
have the procedure performed there. On the day of her first appointment 
at the Dupont Clinic, she was 27 weeks pregnant. “They were the sweetest, 

most compassionate people that I had ever met,” she said of the clinic staff, who 
made her feel safe and supported. The seven weeks leading up to her arrival there, 
however, had been a “nightmare.”

Less than two months after her abortion, Smith contacted me after finding my 
podcast, ACCESS. She sent an email with the subject line “Abortion at 27 weeks” 
that detailed her story of agonizing delays and denials of care. In many parts of 
the country—particularly in the South and the Midwest—getting an abortion at 
any stage of pregnancy is difficult because of the dwindling number of abortion 
providers, the onerous legal restrictions, and other financial and logistical barriers. 
But getting an abortion later in pregnancy, particularly in the third trimester, is 
difficult everywhere. Twentytwo states have bans in effect that prohibit abortion 
starting between 20 and 24 weeks’ gestation, and 20 states impose a ban at viability, 
generally recognized as 24 weeks. When exceptions to these bans exist, they are 
often narrowly applied, and in the handful of states where thirdtrimester abortion 
is legal, there are few providers.

According to a 2014 Guttmacher Institute report, while 72 percent of abortion 
clinics offer care up to 12 weeks, only 25 percent offer care up to 20 weeks, and  ”

Garnet Henderson 
is an independent 
journalist report-
ing on health and 
abortion access.
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“With every kick... 
I broke down, knowing 
my baby was struggling 
to move.”

—Kristyn Smith

  l  The Dupont Clinic 
   in Washington, D.C., 

   provides abortion care 
 l     to people who are  

    unable to obtain it 
  where they live.

effects of having or being denied an abortion, 
Kimport and her coauthor, Diana Greene Fos
ter, found that 94 percent of the participants 
who had abortions at or after 20 weeks experi
enced a delay in accessing care.

In a situation like Smith’s, new information 
can itself be the cause of delays. An abnormal 
finding on an anatomy scan often leads to fur
ther tests and visits with specialists, Reeves said, 
which means it can be weeks before a person 
knows whether their pregnancy will ultimately 
be viable or not. 

For Smith, the waiting became unbearable 
after she was sent home to West Virginia, which 
has a law that is nearly identical to Ohio’s, ban
ning abortion at 20 weeks postfertilization. The 
West Virginia ban does include a vague excep
tion for a “nonmedically viable fetus”; however, 
the state’s sole remaining abortion clinic per
forms abortions only up to 17 weeks and six days. 
Smith’s obstetrician wasn’t willing to intervene 
as long as the fetus had a heartbeat, but the heart 
never stopped. With each weekly ultrasound, 
Smith felt more distress. Her Cincinnati doctor’s 
description of the condition disturbed her. “His 
exact words were ‘Imagine if you were wrapped 
in Saran Wrap, vacuum sealed, then wrapped 
again in a thick, tight blanket. That is what your 
baby is experiencing with no liquid around him.’ 
With every kick…I broke down, knowing my 
baby was struggling to move, and how uncom
fortable he had to have been since week 16, when 
this abnormality typically occurs,” she said.

Finally, a midwife told Smith about the Du
pont Clinic. She took the 
first available appointment, 
which was two weeks away. 
Because abortion is legal at 
all stages of pregnancy in 
D.C., people from all over 
the region who need later 
abortions travel there when 
they are unable to obtain 
care where they live. Reeves 
estimates that at least half 
of the clinic’s patients come 
from more than 100 miles 
away. “Some weeks it’s 70 
or 80 percent,” he said. The 
clinic’s website states: “We 
do not require any partic
ular ‘reason’ to be seen here—if you would like 
to terminate your pregnancy, we support you in 
that decision.” 

But then, about a week before her appoint
ment, Smith started bleeding. She described the 
blood as coming in “gushes” accompanied by 
sharp pain, comparable only to what she had ex
perienced during labor. After two days, Smith’s 
obstetrician admitted her to the Charleston Area 
Medical Center (CAMC) Women and Chil

dren’s Hospital for monitoring. There, she was placed under the 
care of an obgyn named Byron Calhoun. As reported by Car
oline Kitchener in The Washington Post, Calhoun is wellknown 
for his antiabortion views. A former president of the American 
Association of ProLife Obstetri
cians and Gynecologists, Calhoun 
is an outlier even among physicians 
who oppose abortion: He believes 
abortion is never necessary to save 
the life of a pregnant person. In 
fact, he advocates cesarean sections 
to deliver fetuses that won’t survive 
birth, a practice most experts con
sider not only dangerous because of 
the risk to the pregnant person, but 
also unnecessary. 

Calhoun also has a long history of trying to discredit abor
tion providers. In 2013, he called a former patient up out of the 
blue, gave her the phone number of a lawyer, and encouraged 
her to sue an abortion clinic and its doctor. Calhoun told the 
woman something shocking: that he had found a 13week fetal 
skull in her uterus while treating her for pain and bleeding fol
lowing an abortion the previous year. However, she had been 
only nine weeks pregnant at the time of her abortion, and Cal
houn had said nothing about a skull at the time. The woman did 
sue, but a pathology report from CAMC found no evidence of a 
fetal skull. In dismissing the lawsuit, the judge called Calhoun’s 
assertions “sensational.”

Also in 2013, Calhoun claimed that he was caring for pa
tients experiencing abortion complications on a “weekly” basis. 
The claim was dubious on its face, given that such complica
tions are rare. One of the most comprehensive studies on the 
subject found that minor complications, such as bleeding and 
mild infection, occur in about 2 percent of abortions. Major complications, includ

ing hospitalizations, surgeries, and blood transfu
sions, occur in just 0.23 percent of cases. Overall, 
abortion is 14 times safer than childbirth. Once 
again, Calhoun’s claims were contradicted by his 
employer, CAMC, which provided data showing 
that the hospital had treated only two patients 
for abortion complications in the previous year. 
Despite a public outcry following these incidents, 
CAMC continues to employ Calhoun.

He is also the only maternalfetal medicine 
specialist in Charleston.

“Immediately, before even saying ‘Hi, hello, 
how are you?,’ he asked me what type of drugs I 
had been doing,” Smith said. Calhoun also told her 
that she wasn’t bleeding consistently enough to jus
tify intervention: “His words were ‘Until you start 
bleeding at a rate of a fountain of blood, then I can’t 

intervene with a csection,’” she said. Even after she pressed—through tears—for a 
possible explanation for her pain and bleeding, Smith said, Calhoun continued to im
ply that she had done something to cause the complications, but eventually concluded 
that her placenta was likely separating from her uterus as a result of the procedures 
that were performed to save her baby. In severe cases, this condition, called placental 
abruption, can cause hemorrhage, a leading cause of maternal mortality.

“He said he wanted me to lay in that bed for weeks or months until it got bad 
enough for him to intervene,” Smith told me, adding that Calhoun advised med
ications that are typically given during preterm labor to speed up fetal brain and 
lung development.
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Shortly after her first conversa
tion with Calhoun, Smith started ex
periencing sharp, intense pains that 
came on quickly. A nurse admin
istered the narcotic Stadol, which 
Smith said made her feel extremely 
disoriented. “It just felt like they 
gave me that medication to shut me 
up,” she said. During her time in the 

hospital, she continually asked the doctors to induce labor in or
der to end the pregnancy and allow her to hold and comfort her 
baby until he died. “[Calhoun] said I was requesting an abortion 
and his beliefs did not align with that, therefore he would not be 
doing that,” she said. 

Both Calhoun and Smith’s regular obgyn told her that if she 
gave birth at this point—she was 26 and a half weeks pregnant—
the hospital would be required to give her newborn medical 
care under a West Virginia law that mandates medical inter
vention for fetuses “born alive.” Even pulsation of the umbilical 
cord—before it has been cut—qualifies as a sign of life under 
the law. Smith found the thought of prolonging Kase’s suffering 
after birth unbearable. “I signed myself out and prayed I would 
make it to D.C. the next week,” she told me. (Neither Calhoun 
nor CAMC responded to multiple requests for comment.)

T
he family’s cars weren’t reliable enough to make 
the sixhour drive to D.C., so Smith and her fiancé 
rented one. She paid $200 to put a deposit down 
for her appointment. The remainder of the $9,000 
fee was paid by an abortion fund, as were her travel 

costs. In the end, three different abortion funds pitched in.

Smith’s story is unusual in that she encoun
tered a doctor so vehemently opposed to abor
tion. But even if a different doctor had advocated 
for her to have an abortion in West Virginia, the 
bid may have been unsuccessful. “Often doctors 
first have to defend these decisions to their insti
tution. Before you even get to the state, you have 
to defend it to the administrators,” Kimport said. 
A 2020 study by some of her colleagues found 
that 57 percent of teaching hospitals, mostly in 
the South and the Midwest, placed limits on 
access to abortion that went beyond the dictates 
of state law. Catholic hospitals in particular are 
known for their refusal to provide abortion and 
many other types of sexual and reproductive 
health care, and the number of Catholic hos
pitals in the US is growing rapidly: As of 2020, 
one in six hospital beds is now in a Catholic fa
cility. However, Protestant and secular hospitals 
limit abortion as well, especially in the South.  
These hospitals often rely on committees to 
determine whether doctors can perform medi
cally indicated abortions, and their institutional 
policies are rarely straightforward or transparent.

Abortion regulations also have a chilling ef
fect, making medical providers reluctant to offer 
care for fear of punishment or even criminal
ization. Shortly after SB 8, Texas’s neartotal 
abortion ban, went into effect, reports began 
to surface of doctors hesitating to treat ectopic 
pregnancies, which must be terminated without 
delay for the health of the pregnant person.  
Dr. Shanthi Ramesh, the chief medical officer 
of the Virginia League for Planned Parenthood, 

says she heard several such 
stories through colleagues. 

State laws and institution
al policies already interfere 
with a patient’s decision, Ra
mesh said. “It really should 
be the patient and a doctor 
that they trust having a con
versation together about 
the risks, about the benefits, 
about the treatment, and 
then honoring the decision 
that they come to.” And she 
fears a future in which states 
could ban abortion outright, 
a near certainty following the 
demise of Roe: “I think that 
there are good people that 

will be harming patients in an attempt to comply 
with the law, or [because] of confusion over it, 
and that’s really scary to think about.”

“Looking back,” Smith told me, “my life was 
100 percent in danger…. The fact that [Cal
houn] got to choose when enough was enough 
is terrifying to me. How I was treated was med
ically unethical. Something has to be done, or 
laws need to be changed.”  N

Smith’s mother, who is strongly opposed to abortion and took her to anti 
abortion rallies when she was growing up, drove from her home three hours away 
to care for the children. “She wasn’t as bad as I thought she would be, but she did 
say, ‘You know, if you decide not to go 
through with this, I’ll help with the baby. 
I’ll raise him, I’ll take him to doctor’s ap
pointments,’” Smith said. “She was living 
in this fantasy world of ‘Just do anything 
to save the baby.’”

Still experiencing pain and heavy 
bleeding every few hours, Smith traveled 
to the Dupont Clinic. It was while recall
ing her experience there that she teared up 
for the first time during our conversation. 
“It was the worst experience of my life, but 
they made me feel some type of comfort,” 
she said. At Dupont, Smith was paired 
with a specially trained doula to support 
her through the process. Most important, 
the medical team made it clear that the 
way Smith had been treated in West Vir
ginia was unacceptable. For the first time, she felt she was being listened to.

The doctor also confirmed that Smith’s placenta had been separating from her 
uterus and said her baby’s kidneys were the biggest he’d ever seen. Smith was able 
to hold the baby after he was delivered—the outcome she’d wanted but was denied 
in her home state. “The doula suggested I may not want to uncover him from the 
neck down due to how small his chest was in comparison to his belly. These are just 
some reassurances that I’d done the right thing,” she told me. “I truly don’t know 
how I’ll ever get over it,” she added. “But knowing I put my Kase out of suffering 
and he will never know an ounce of pain is the only thing that helps.”

“I signed myself out and 
prayed I would make it 
to D.C. the next week.”

—Kristyn Smith

   A woman takes part  
    in a candlelight vigil 

   outside the Supreme 
    Court prior to oral 

    arguments in the case 
   that may overturn  Roe 

 v. Wade   this summer.
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she feel disheartened by her early attempts to become one? Did she decide instead to 
“work to live,” taking jobs as a nanny that allowed her to ramble, charges in tow, and snap 
whatever she wished? Did she shoot celebrities exiting the Playboy Club or on movie sets 
as work, or because she was a fan? Did the employers who expressed shock that she didn’t 
“share her photographs” ever offer to pay her for her creative work? To these questions, 
we have few answers. 

Part of the problem is that Marks and Maloof cannot imagine why a talented pho-
tographer might choose a career as a care worker. Maloof’s film is laced with contempt 
for care workers; he snickers as he asks “why is a nanny” taking photographs, as if it’s 
inconceivable for the working class to have hobbies. Marks is not so much contemptu-
ous of Maier’s care work as simply uninterested in why it might have appealed to her, or 
at least why it might have been the best of a bad set of options. Marks lays the story of 
Maier’s “family dysfunction” on thick, diving down a rabbit hole on her grandmother’s 
marriage and her mother’s and brother’s 
mental illnesses. But she misses some of 
the reasons why nannying may have filled 
a gap in Maier’s life. In a family that often 
treated her “as if she were wallpaper,” 
Marks writes, care may have been in short 
supply; by contrast, her most functional 
relative, her grandmother Eugenie, se-
cured a decent life looking after the needs 
of the rich, and care work offered a kind 
of freedom that the other jobs open to a 
working-class woman of the time did not. 

Marks also seems uninterested in the 
overlapping skill sets that Maier might 
have developed as a nanny and a photog-
rapher. Like most nannies, she would have 
been expected to lavish her charges with 
love and affection while receiving little 
in return. But it seems to occur to no one 
that Maier used the same skills to comfort 
her charges and to set a subject at ease, to 
fade into the background of her employ-
ers’ lives and to be an unobtrusive street 
photographer. Marks briefly notes that 
Maier’s “dispassionate demeanor” helped 
her photography by “diminishing her own 
presence,” but this too is a skill in the care 
laborer’s toolkit.

Whether Maier’s employers—some of 
whom were photographers or media per-
sonalities, including the talk show host 
Phil Donahue—took her photography 
seriously enough to see it as a bonus when 
they hired her, an extra skill to be exploit-
ed, or whether Maier sought out jobs in 
creative families, is perhaps unknowable. 
But in Marks’s book these are just more 
items in a jumble of details, as is the fact 
that at least one of Maier’s charges grew 
up to be a photographer herself. 

The family that Maier was closest to, 
the Gensburgs, employed her for 11 years 
and remained close to her until the end 
of her life, cosigning for her final apart-
ment and taking responsibility for her 
cremation. They, at least, described her 
lovingly, and photos of the family show 

Maier being uncharacteristically affec-
tionate with the children. While other 
clients described her as standoffish—one 
claimed to never have known her name, 
referring to her only as “Mademoiselle”—
the Gensburgs embraced her adventur-
ousness, and leaving them seems to have 
been traumatic for Maier.

The philosopher Eva Kittay, in Love’s 
Labor, describes a life like Maier’s as one 
characterized by a “dialectic of depen-
dency,” in which women are able to enter 
public space by taking on paid care work, 
even though such work stigmatizes them 
as dependents themselves, not part of “the 
fraternity of equals in political life,” even 
as it grants them other freedoms. When 
the paid caring relationship ends, as most 
of them do, the worker is left out in the 
cold, cut off from the home and family 
that until recently was theirs. When a fam-
ily no longer needed a nanny, did  Maier 
no longer need them? The Gensburgs, 
unlike many of her employers, seem to 
have recognized their debt to her. But 
the work that Maier did and the care she 
poured into it was often discarded quickly. 
What effect did her disposability have on 
her psyche and on her art? 

T
he question of mental ill-
ness hangs over Marks’s 
portrait of Maier, inter-
twined with the question 
of why she kept her photos 

to herself. An early incident that Marks 
describes finds an employer complaining, 
“Mademoiselle must be mentally ill. Why 
else would she refuse to make copies? 
Making copies is how you make money 
with photography.” Disability, as Sun-
ny Taylor and others have written, often 
makes one “unproductive” by the rules 
of capitalism, and many seem to have re-
versed this framework in their analysis of 
Maier: If she decided that she didn’t want 

to “make money with photography,” she 
must have had an impairment. 

At times Marks seems to agree, though 
she ties herself in knots to argue more than 
this: that Maier was severely mentally ill, 
that she would have been a successful pho-
tographer if she hadn’t been so afflicted, 
yet also that she “lived the life she wanted 
to live” and would not want readers’ pity 
or their concern about her wishes re-
garding her work after her death. Maier, 
Marks writes, was considered “strange” 
and “abnormal” and a person with “un-
derdeveloped social skills,” even if, Marks 
also notes, she showed “mastery at guiding 
conversations and deflecting questions.” 
Some of the children Maier cared for 
speculate about her discomfort with men 
and recall her intense reaction to being 
photographed when she was not in con-
trol of the picture, in one case apparently 
hitting a man with an umbrella. Marks 
also consults mental health experts to di-
agnose Maier posthumously. The use of 
the qualifier “may have” does a lot of work 
in these sections, as does the phrase “as 
if”: “It was as if she possessed a form of 
post- traumatic stress disorder related to 
potentially threatening men.” And at the 
end of the book, Marks simply states it as 
fact: “It was trauma and mental illness that 
drove many of her critical choices.”

Marks will no doubt consider me, in 
writing this, another part of the “well- 
intended art and feminist communities” 
who “drove matters offtrack early on by 
voicing long-standing biases against the 
attribution of mental illness to explain art-
ists’ talent or women’s decision-making.” 
But I must raise the same challenge that 
Rose Lichter-Marck did in her excellent 
New Yorker review of Finding Vivian Maier 
in 2014: Why must we explain women’s 
unconventional lives “in the language of 
mental illness, trauma, or sexual repres-
sion, as symptoms of pathology rather 
than as an active response to structural 
challenges or mere preference”? 

W
hat is missing from Marks’s 
version of Maier’s life is, 
of course, the politics—
or rather, it is scattered 
throughout her book like 

the political buttons found in Maier’s 
trove. Marks’s casual dismissal of “well- 
intended” feminist critiques is of a piece 
with her casual reference to Mai-
er’s political worldview as “com-
munist, socialist, and libertarian” 
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Of course, neither woman is happy, 
because neither really owns her own life, 
even though they’re now adults. Lila, 
who was raped by Stefano on their wed-
ding night, is sexually assaulted at work 
and shunned by her family for fleeing 
her marriage. Lenù, who was seduced by 
Nino’s father as a teenager, an event she 
has fictionalized in her book, is constant-
ly fending off unwanted advances from 
the supposedly cultured men of her new 
social circle—aged professors, younger 
intellectuals and artists. When she and 

navigating the conditions of work, mar-
riage, and family in a society undergoing 
radical change. 

So many previously forbidden things 
suddenly seem possible as Lila and Lenù 
move out of adolescence: autonomy for 
working women, the rise of organized 
labor, fulfilling romantic love. But this 
season’s story, written by Ferrante with 
series creator Saverio Costanzo, Laura 
Paolucci, and Francesco Piccolo, wryly 
checks those hopes even as it encourages 
and entangles them. Men crowd the road 
to liberation, and even the most sympa-
thetic husbands, comrades, and lovers 
won’t easily relinquish their traditional 
authority. Among the many tantalizing 
fantasies of this season is the suggestion 
that they will. 

C
ostanzo directed all but 
two of the episodes in the 
first two seasons, but now 
he has passed the baton 
to Daniele Luchetti, who 

oversees this sharpest turn in Lila’s and 
Lenù’s lives. Lila doesn’t even appear in 
the first episode, and Lenù plays only a 
framing role in the second. For much 
of season three, they are separated by 
geography and circumstance. Lila, the 
brilliant elementary school dropout who 
married the prosperous and ultimate-
ly duplicitous grocer Stefano Carracci 
(Giovanni Amura), remains in Naples. 
Since her affair with Nino, she has de-
scended in class, now living out of wed-
lock with her son, Gennaro, and her 
companion, Enzo Scanno (Giovanni 
Buselli), while working in ugly condi-
tions in a sausage factory. At night, Lila 
and Enzo study the new technology of 
computer coding and, at the encourage-
ment of their old friend Pasquale Peluso 
(Eduardo Scarpetta), attend meetings of 
the local Communist Party, which is try-
ing to organize Lila and her coworkers. 
Lenù, meanwhile, has graduated from 
the Normale University in Pisa. She 
rides the success of her first novel, and 
the influence of her well-connected in-
laws, to a contributor’s desk at Italy’s 
Communist newspaper L’Unità, supply-
ing her parents (Luca Gallone and the 
magnificently furious Anna Rita Vitolo) 
with a coveted TV and telephone. 

Pietro finally marry, he refuses her re-
quest for birth control, insisting that 
marriage means having children. Lenù 
is shocked; she thought theirs would be 
a union of equals. “Can I write another 
book first?” she asks in the car on the way 
to the civil ceremony. “You can write a 
book while you’re expecting,” he replies 
angrily. He impregnates her that very 
night, ensuring her transformation into a 
bourgeois housewife. 

Yet progress feels possible for both 
women, if not without compromise. With 

Katherine Hill is an assistant professor of En-
glish at Adelphi University. Her most recent 
book is A Short Move. 

Skeletons 

Skeleton, some wonder if you are really practical
keening as you do through this city
ensconced in flesh, a tailored suit for bones
lost plush in skin. Is it a good life within
exiled in the singular anatomical body?
(Thanatophobia, mine.) Ok, breathe. There’s
oodles of oxygen for now—let’s live a little, we’re here!
Natter on, nitwit. I’ve had about enough of you.

*
Sorry not sorry, said death. He wasn’t fucking around, the 
klepto. Meanwhile, the internets wouldn’t shut up about perfection,  
elegance, the feminine ideal, that old regime. It was hard not to puff up while  
lactating. It took heft to host the parasite. Pregnancy brought a swampy  
edema. Bye-bye ankles. Nice knowing you, feet. Intermittent fasting? 
Time to give it a rest. We’ll shrink eventual to the ultimate bone,  
obits keening farewell, flesh! So wax zaftig, carb while you can, willy 
nilly you’ll get there, we’ll get there together, we’re already on our way.

*
Sunday sloth is its own milk and honey, honey, am I right?
Kudos to you for rationalizing your lazy ass again as in
er “not writing is also writing.” Pussycat, I have bad news.
Lethargy is for losers. Be kind to yourself, the shrink said. I felt shrunk.
Enervating this dopamine addiction and tendency to
toggle between gloomy and elate. Yeah, one minute she’s
ogling men on the metro like some grody monsieur, the next wanting to die.
Natch, dear, you’re here! Don’t ruin everything, for god’s sake.

DEBORAH LANDAU
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Frances Kissling, 78, the president of the Center 
for Health, Ethics and Social Policy in Washington, 
D.C., is a bioethicist who has spent most of her 
professional life thinking about and working on  
issues of women’s rights and reproductive health. 
In the early 1970s, she was the director of two of the first legal abor-
tion clinics in the United States. Later, she headed up the National 
Abortion Federation and, in 1982, became the president of Catholics 
for a Free Choice, now known as Catholics for Choice. I caught up 
with Kissling, who is currently writing her memoirs, via telephone 
shortly after Politico published the leaked version of US Supreme 
Court Justice Samuel Alito’s draft opinion in a forthcoming decision 
to overturn Roe v. Wade. —Claudia Dreifus 

CD: What was your reaction when you read Alito’s draft opinion?

FK: On one hand, I wasn’t surprised. But there’s a real difference between 
expecting a rollback and actually seeing something in front of you. 

I reacted as a woman but also as a Catholic, because the decision 
was, in essence, written by five Catholic lawyers who accept the most 
conservative version of Catholicism on abortion and who have applied it 
to secular American law. They have an approach to the law that is based 
on natural law theory.  What the church says about natural law is that 
every phenomenon, every behavior, is governed by nature and, as such, 
you can’t argue with nature. In the case of sexuality, a natural law thinker 
would say, “What is the purpose of sexuality? Well, sex can end in pro-
creation, and so sex was given to us to procreate. You cannot interfere 
with that!” That’s what these folks believe. 

Now, I don’t mean to imply that a Catholic must accept these ideas—
or even that many Catholics do. There are multiple positions on almost 
everything, and natural law is only one among many. Moreover, abortion  
like everything else in Catholicism, is covered by the right of conscience. 
Since the church doesn’t know what the fetus is, each of us is free to de-
cide for ourselves and to act on our conscience.

CD: In the early 1970s, in the years immediately before the 1973 Roe 
decision, abortion access was left to the individual states. What did 
you see during that period, and what are the lessons for today?

FK: I saw there was tremendous demand. On week-
ends, we did about 100 abortions a day. About half 
our patients came from out of state. I’d get to the  
clinic around 7:30 in the morning, and the parking  
lot would be filled with cars from Maine to Florida. 
People had traveled all night to get to us.

Most of the women, I’d say, were working- or 
middle-class—teenagers, young mothers, women 
who, for whatever reason, understood they couldn’t 
have a child at that moment. Their decisions were 
reasoned and well-thought-out. No one seemed to 
take this lightly.

CD: I’ve had students who’ve said that a post-Roe 
future won’t be devastating because abortion will 
probably remain legal in the blue states. How would 
you answer them?

FK: “Devastating” is in the eyes of the beholder. A 
woman whose starting point is fear that she won’t 
be able to get a safe abortion goes through torture. 
It is true that it will be easier for a woman to identify 
a legal clinic than it was in 1970, but not all women—
especially young women—will be able to navigate the 
process. Some women can’t travel, and there will be a 
return to unsafe abortions in red states. A woman who 
has had an abortion in a legal state may have a rare 
complication when she gets home and will be afraid 
to go to the emergency room. Some women will die. 
Many will suffer trauma. But large numbers will move 
on quietly with their lives.

CD: Given the likely possibility that Roe will fall in 
June, what should be the next move for activists?

FK: The short-term priority should be to make sure 
that many of the women who want an abortion can 
get one. The long-term battle will be to recover what 
has been lost—but in the interim, you can’t abandon 
the women who need abortions now. There’s a moral 

       

“There’s a real difference 
between expecting a rollback 
and actually seeing it.”

Frances Kissling
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you’re left wondering: Why are we being told this?
Consider the case of radiologists. In 2016, the 

computer scientist Geoffrey Hinton, confident that 
automated analysis had surpassed human insight, 
declared that “we should stop training radiologists 
now.” Extensive research has shown his statement to 
have been wildly premature. And while it’s tempting 
to see it as a temporarily embarrassing bit of over-
reach, I think we need to ask questions about the 
political economy underpinning such declarations.

Radiologists are expensive and, in the US, very 
much in demand—creating what some call a labor 
aristocracy. In the past, the resulting shortages were 
addressed by providing incentives to workers. If this 
could be remedied instead with automation, it would 

devalue the skilled la-
bor performed by ra-
diologists, solving the 
scarcity problem while 
increasing the power 
of owners over the re-
maining staff.

The promotion of 
the idea of automated 
radiology, regardless of 

existing capabilities, is attractive to the ownership 
class because it holds the promise of weakening labor’s 
power and increasing—via workforce cost reduction 
and greater scalability—profitability. Who wants ro-
bot taxis more than the owner of a taxi company?

I say promotion, because there is a large gap 
between marketing hype and reality. This gap is un-
important to the larger goal of convincing the general 
population that their work can be replaced by ma-
chines. The most important AI outcome isn’t thinking 
machines—still a remote goal—but a demoralized 
population, subjected to a maze of brittle automated 
systems sold as being better than the people who are 
forced to navigate life through these systems.

The AI debate may seem remote from everyday 
life. But the stakes are extraordinarily high. Such sys-
tems already determine who gets hired and fired, who 
receives benefits, and who’s making their way onto 
our roads—despite being untrustworthy, error prone, 
and no replacement for human judgment.

And there is one additional peril: though inher-
ently unreliable, such systems are being used, step by 
step, to obscure the culpability of the corporations 
that deploy them through the claim of “sentience.” 

This escape hatch from corporate responsibility 
may represent their greatest danger.      N

Dwayne Monroe is an Amsterdam-based Marxist 
tech analyst. He is writing a book, Attack Manne-
quins, exploring the use of AI as propaganda.

Every time you 
hear about AI 

innovations, you 
should detect 
an anti-labor 

program.that text. This is the input. These patterns, once “learned”—a loaded 
word in artificial intelligence (AI)—can be used to produce plausible text 
as output. The ELIZA program, created in the mid-1960s by the MIT 
computer scientist Joseph Weizenbaum, was a famous early example. 
ELIZA didn’t have access to a vast ocean of text or high-speed process-
ing like LaMDA does, but the basic principle was the same. One way 
to get a better sense of LLMs is to note that AI researchers Emily M.  
Bender and Timnit Gebru call them “stochastic parrots.”

There are many troubling aspects to the growing use of LLMs. 
Computation on the scale of LLMs requires massive amounts of elec-
trical power; most of this comes from fossil sources, adding to climate 
change. The supply chains that feed these systems and the human cost 
of mining the raw materials for computer components are also con-
cerns. And there are urgent questions about what such systems are to 
be used for—and for whose benefit.

The goal of most AI (which began as a pure research aspiration an-
nounced at a Dartmouth conference in 1956 but is now dominated by 
the directives of Silicon Valley) is to replace human effort and skill with 
thinking machines. So, every time you hear about self-driving trucks or 
cars, instead of marveling at the technical feat, you should detect the 
outlines of an anti-labor program.

The futuristic promises about thinking machines don’t hold up. This 
is hype, yes—but also a propaganda campaign waged by the tech in-
dustry to convince us that they’ve created, or are very close to creating, 
systems that can be doctors, chefs, and even life companions. 

A simple Google search for the phrase “AI will...” returns millions of 
results, usually accompanied by images of ominous sci-fi-style robots, 
suggesting that AI will soon replace human beings in a dizzying array 
of areas. What’s missing is any examination of how these systems might 
actually work and what their limitations are. Once you part the curtain 
and see the wizard pulling levers, straining to keep the illusion going, 

C O M M E N T / D W A Y N E  M O N R O E

You Talking to Me?
What the latest AI hype is really about.

I
n recent weeks, an unlikely drama has un-
folded in the media. The center of this drama 
isn’t a celebrity or a politician, but a sprawling 
computational system, created by Google, called 
LaMDA (Language Model for Dialogue Appli-

cations). A Google engineer, Blake Lemoine, was suspended 
for declaring on Medium that  LaMDA, which he interacted 
with via text, was “sentient.” This declaration (and a subsequent Washington Post 
article) sparked a debate between people who think Lemoine is merely stating an 
obvious truth—that machines can now, or soon will, show the qualities of intelli-
gence, autonomy, and sentience—and those who reject this claim as naive at best 
and deliberate misinformation at worst. Before explaining why I think those who 
oppose the sentience narrative are right, and why that narrative serves the power 
interests of the tech industry, let’s define what we’re talking about.

LaMDA is a Large Language Model (LLM). LLMs ingest vast amounts of 
text—almost always from Internet sources such as Wikipedia and Reddit—and, 
by iteratively applying statistical and probabilistic analysis, identify patterns in 
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but to upend a political status quo in which “bil-
lionaires get to call all the shots in our economy.”

Barnes raises similarly populist themes. “You’ve 
got to look at politicians and their financial 
interests—especially when you are talking about 
ultra-wealthy politicians. They are not going to 
take votes that make them less rich,” the lieutenant 
governor said. “If the decision is to take a vote 
that helps to uplift the community or increases 
their wealth, the community is going to get left 
behind every time.” The candidate is so certain 
this message will resonate that he’s made it central 
to a campaign ad in which he tells voters, “I’m not 
like most senators, or any of the other millionaires 
running for Senate. My mom was a teacher; my 
dad worked third shift. I know how hard you’re 
working, and I know that by bringing manufactur-
ing home, we create jobs and we lower costs. If we 
want to change Washington, we’ve got to change 
the people we send there.”

The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel noted the ad’s 
“reference to multimillionaires Lasry, Godlewski 
and Johnson.” The Republican incumbent spent 
$9 million of his own funds to finance his initial 
Senate bid in 2010. This year, Johnson—who 
famously objected that the 2017 Republican tax 
cuts didn’t go far enough to help the owners of 
corporations—is relying on large donations and 
corporate PAC money to fund a campaign that has 
already spent $6.9 million and has benefited from 
more than $5 million in outside spending. 

At the same time, Lasry is writing substantial 
checks to pay for a campaign that has already spent 
more than $8 million—64 percent of which was 
self-financed by the candidate, according to the 
independent nonprofit OpenSecrets. Of the more 
than $5 million that Godlewski has raised, almost 
65 percent is self-financed. In contrast, Barnes’s 
self-financing figure is zero, as is that of Outag-
amie County Executive Tom Nelson, a progressive 
populist who has ranked fourth in recent polling.

Barnes, whose campaign is based on donations 
averaging less than $40, is at or near the top in 
recent polls. He’ll be outspent, but he’s confident 
that he has the winning message for a fall campaign 

against a millionaire Republican. 
“Not being a millionaire gives 
me a better perspective,” said 
Barnes, who argues that voters 
will respond to a candidate who 
recognizes that “the reason the 
Senate is so broken is because 
these people do not share 
the experience of every-
day Americans.”  N

“If we want to  
change Washington, 

we’ve got to  
change the people  

we send there.” 
—Mandela Barnes

nomination, in one of the highest-profile Senate races of 2022. With 
Warren at his side, Barnes told supporters in Madison, “I don’t have 
millions and personal wealth.”  

Unlike a pair of wealthy rivals in the August 9 Democratic 
primary—Milwaukee Bucks executive Alex Lasry and Wisconsin State 
Treasurer Sarah Godlewski—and the Republican incumbent, Ron 
Johnson, Barnes can’t fund his own campaign. Raised in one of Mil-
waukee’s most economically depressed neighborhoods, he is the son of 
a United Auto Workers member and a public school teacher. His latest 
financial disclosure form listed assets of less than $75,000. 

As a front-running contender in the primary race, however, Barnes 
argues that his background is an asset. He says Democrats need a nom-
inee who is clearly distinguished from Johnson, whom the challenger 
dismisses as “a multimillionaire who sells out working families while 
giving his wealthiest donors $215 million in tax breaks.”

“It is important for people to make a real choice at the ballot box, and 
honestly, I feel that my contrast with Senator Johnson cannot be more 
apparent,” Barnes told me. “I would plunge the median income in the 
Senate if I was elected. It would free-fall.” The Democrats’ best hope 
for connecting with frustrated voters in a midterm election year charac-
terized by economic volatility and high inflation is to nominate “more 
people with a real-world, working-class experience,” he explained.

Barnes is not the only Democrat this year who’s arguing that the 
party needs to elevate more working-class Senate candidates. In Mis-
souri, when Trudy Busch Valentine, the granddaughter of the beer 
baron August Anheuser Busch Sr., entered the race for that state’s 
open Senate seat, she got immediate pushback from her top rival. 
“Missouri deserves a warrior for working people, a proven patriot 
who’s served his country, who has the courage to stand up to criminal 
politicians, corrupt elites running massive multinational corporations, 
and billionaire heiresses who have been stripping 
our communities for parts,” declared the campaign 
of Lucas Kunce, a Marine Corps veteran and a 
former director of national security policy at the 
American Economic Liberties Project. Kunce has 
called out political compromises that see “bipar-
tisan majorities vote for Wall Street bailouts, bad 
trade deals, Big Oil subsidies, forever wars, and 
overseas nation building,” and has promised not 
just to flip the seat from Republican to Democrat 

C O M M E N T / J O H N  N I C H O L S

Real Representation   
Progressive Senate hopefuls say voters must stop sending 
millionaires to Congress “who sell out working families.”

W
hen elizabeth warren recently stumped in 
Wisconsin for the progressive US Senate candi-
date Mandela Barnes, she reminded crowds that 
Barnes is not a billionaire who can “just write a 
check” to pay for his campaign. The Massachu-

setts senator was picking up on a major theme for Wisconsin’s 
35-year-old lieutenant governor in his bid for the Democratic 
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loud when he tweeted: “Worth noting that in the 
50 yrs since Roe, men have become less likely to 
find a spouse, less likely to father kids or live with 
the kids they father, and less likely to participate in 
the workforce.” Destroying Roe is about restoring 
men’s perceived loss of control not only over their 
own lives but over women’s lives too. That’s why 
we don’t see any supposedly pro-life Christians 
rallying for my right to make a baby at 38 by 
mandating insurance coverage for egg freezing or 
in-vitro fertilization (IVF).

Indeed, the pending loss of abortion rights has 
set off an eager round of frenzied efforts across 
the states to limit those options. In Michigan, 
Attorney General Dana Nessel, who’s running for 
reelection, released a mash-up video of her male 
opponents declaring that the legality of birth con-
trol—settled by the Supreme Court in 1965—is 
now a matter for the states to decide. Lawmakers 
in Missouri and Louisiana have introduced bills 
defining Plan B and even IUDs as abortifacients, 
since they violate the fundamentalist Christian 
definition of life (the instant sperm meets an egg). 
Louisiana nearly criminalized IVF with a bill that 
would have granted full rights to “all unborn chil-
dren from the moment of fertilization.” Since IVF 
entails creating multiple embryos from extracted 
eggs in the hope that just one will be viable enough 
to implant in the womb, hard-liners regard the 
discarding of nonviable embryos as murder. The 
bill was later amended out of concern for cou-
ples struggling with infertility—a crime against 
innocents—as opposed to women who willfully 
reject their rightful role as caregivers by pursuing 
a technological solution outside their God-given 
reproductive capability. We are, as Matt Gaetz put 
it, “over-educated, under-loved millennials who 
sadly return from protests to a lonely microwave 
dinner with their cats.” The cries of “Just breast-
feed!” in response to the baby formula shortage 
made the same point: Women who do not or 
cannot give over their entire bodies in service to 
others merit scorn.

I felt so much shame for so long thinking that 
I hadn’t accomplished parent-
hood the fun and free way, 
forcing me to pay a $20,000 
tax—still, a luxury I was lucky 
to afford. It cost me time, 
mulling over what felt like 
an expensive admission of 
failure, as well as frustration 
that I should be considered a 
failure at all. No wonder. Egg 
freezing has been available as 

The women of my 
generation have more 

workforce participation 
than ever, but none of 
the infrastructure to 

support our ambitions.

workforce participation (pre-pandemic) than at any time in history, 
but none of the social affirmation or infrastructure to support our 
ambitions. Even the heterosexual millennial men who are our peers 
aren’t necessarily interested in a financially or professionally suc-
cessful partner if she doesn’t put his career first. And I wasn’t terribly 
interested in doing that. 

The prime reason women elect to freeze our eggs, according to 
a Yale anthropologist who was the lead author for the largest study 
on the topic so far, involves their “lack of stable partnerships with 
men committed to marriage and parenting.” The 2018 study found 
that “most of the women had already pursued and completed their 
educational and career goals, but by their late 30s had been unable to 
find a lasting reproductive relationship with a stable partner.” Rather 
than partnering with the wrong person or resigning ourselves to per-
manent PANK (“professional aunt, no kids”) status, women—with 
money—who want children now have options outside of traditional 
relationships. Having committed the sin of staring down 40 with-
out a mate, I decided to reject pity, self-imposed or otherwise, and 
proceed anyway. 

This is exactly what the misogynists on the Supreme Court don’t 
want: elective parenthood that defies biology and traditional gender 
norms. Justice Samuel Alito’s leaked decision makes clear that the 
right is bent not only on overturning Roe v. 
Wade but on eliminating any exceptions to the 
most normative possible reproductive path-
ways—including the perverted one pursued by 
women like me, who dare to delay parenthood, 
remain competitive in the workforce against 
men, and have our baby too. It’s what so in-
furiates the incels and men’s rights crusaders: 
Without the threat of becoming shriveled-up 
old maids, it’s hard to convince women to settle 
for them. Ross Douthat said the quiet part out 

Back Talk
Alexis Grenell

I
n november of last year, i froze 16 eggs. i had 
met the man I now plan to marry a few months 
earlier, but if the relationship hadn’t worked out, 
I was prepared to become a solo parent. I was 
tired of feeling like I’d fucked up by failing to 

find a suitable romantic partner during my peak childbearing 
years. The women of my generation have more education and

Freeze Your Eggs
The right isn’t just gunning for abortion rights, but for 
any procedure that allows women to control their destiny.
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book, every movie. And so, although I was lucky to be spared 
outright prejudice, bullying, or rejection, I shared with every 
other gay boy that knowledge that I wasn’t supposed to look. 
The cops that were always on duty in the outside world were 
on duty inside of me, too. If I was going to keep my secret, I 
needed to be unrelentingly vigilant. It helped that, when I was 
growing up, any images of men that were even slightly sexually 
suggestive appeared in a heterosexual frame. When we grew a 
bit more sophisticated, when we learned a bit more about how 
to look at them, we saw that, despite this frame, many of these 
images were—actually, secretly—intended for us. A magazine 
called Playgirl preserved the frame even in its title.

Gay porn’s contribution was to strip away the frame. I don’t 
think a naked woman could ever look as good to a straight man 

as those guys looked to us. Here, at 
last, were men who didn’t want me 
to look away; who, instead, had done 
everything possible to get me to 
look. They had put incredible effort 
into making themselves as attractive 
as possible. They had spent years 
working out. Some had left the hair 
on their faces or bodies; some had 
removed it. Great care had gone 
into lighting them, dressing them, 
styling them, photographing them, 
so we could see everything they 

had to show. These were not men for women. 
These, finally, were men for us. Their appeal 
was not akin to pictures of women for straight 
boys, merely sexual. It was existential. 

These men’s appeal was their invitation to 
look. Check us out. Take all the time you want, 
they said, knowing this was what we wanted 
most. They were looking at us, daring us to 
look back; and though their bodies were un-
deniably attractive, the real appeal was their 
eyes. In almost every one of the gay sex stories 
I devoured as a teenager, the plot hinged on the 
eyes. Two men were walking past each other; 
a glance gave something away. “What are you 
looking at?” an unattainable jock said to a boy 
caught peeping. I knew about wanting to look 
a slight split second longer—and forcing myself 
to look away. I knew what it was like to wonder 
about every guy I met: friend or foe? In gay 
porn, there was always a happy ending. 

I
n the outside world, there were start-
ing to be more images of gay men. In 1992, 
when I was 16, I saw Les Nuits Fauves, a 
French movie by a director named Cyril 
Collard. It included some sex scenes; I 

don’t remember how explicit they were, but in 
a world in which such images were almost en-
tirely absent, they were there, among the first I 
had ever seen. The next year came Philadelphia, 
starring the heterosexual actor Tom Hanks, 
whose “courage” in portraying a gay man was 
often praised as an indication that times were 
changing; for a straight man to play a gay man 
would once have meant career suicide. Hanks’s 

When I was growing up, 
any images of men that 
were slightly suggestive 
appeared in a hetero-
sexual frame. Gay porn 
stripped away the frame.

  Montrose memories: 
  Houston Pride, 1979.

different about certain boys, and often bullied them. Long before we knew which 
sexual interests were acceptable, or even what sexual interests were, we knew not to 
look at other boys. Later, realizing that we were the intended recipients of this un-
spoken message, we trained ourselves to avert our eyes. This required unrelenting 
vigilance. Wanting to look at other boys was the most natural, and most forbidden, 
thing in the world. Eyes could betray us, endanger us. 

(How do you recognize gay men? To this day, I can spot them by their eyes.) 
Heterosexual couplings, romanticized and celebrated, were the plot of every 
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had been heterosexual. I felt no loss 
at knowing, long before they did, 
that I would be excluded from the 
world over which such people pre-
sided, the world for which I had 
been made. I knew that, if being gay 
meant losing certain possibilities, it 
also offered a whole new realm of 
other possibilities unattainable by 
my heterosexual peers. I suspected 
that the smartest among those peers 
would envy those possibilities, and 
time has proved me right. 

But that didn’t solve the problem of what to do with myself. 
If I wasn’t going to be the person I was brought up to be, what 
else was I to do? A life spent poolside with Brad Stone and 

Chase Hunter and Jake Andrews was not real-
istic. (Where are they now? Do they know how 
much they were loved?) Unlike virtually every-
one I knew, these guys weren’t trying to get into 
an Ivy League school, or dreaming of becoming 
an investment banker. (Although maybe they, 
too, dreamed of Princeton and Morgan Stanley, 
as far as I knew; in the days before the Internet, 
it was impossible to know anything of these men 
beyond a few carefully edited images.) But it was 
harder for me to let go of the values—not to 
mention the privileges—with which I grew up. 
It’s not that I didn’t want to. It was that I couldn’t 
see many viable alternatives.

I knew, however, that to take off your clothes for the eyes of 
other men was to reject our society more thrillingly than any 
other way I knew. These men were showing me other possibil-
ities. And knowing these possibilities existed, even though I didn’t yet know which 
ones, allowed me to bide my time. I’d keep pretending to be the perfect American 
boy. I became an Eagle Scout. I smiled at the thought that the people around me had 
no idea, and the thought gave me that glint in my eye. I’d look at guys in secret for 
now—knowing that the minute I got to college they’d start to look back.

A
s soon as i stopped averting my eyes, i knew that i would be dis-
qualifying myself from whole areas of the society that made me. The 
perverse part of me was looking forward to it. If I dreaded exclusion, 
I also wanted to be freed from the jail of societal expectations and al-
lowed to make a life of my own—but then, right as I went to college, 

the outside world changed. Not everywhere. Not for everyone. Not entirely. But it 
changed, and with astounding speed. It felt 
that suddenly, lots of people—not everyone, 
by all means, but lots of people—stopped 
caring if you were gay. Decades of activism 
by thousands of unsung Larry Lingles had 
led the way. To come of age as a gay man in 
those years, in the 1990s and 2000s, was like 
being there when a glacier that had sat qui-
etly for thousands of years suddenly lurched 
seaward and split into icebergs. Right as I 
was entering adulthood, victory started to 
feel foreordained, and though we still faced 
innumerable problems, we thought that 
the momentum we had witnessed would 
continue. We thought—as we would not 
later—that these problems would be solved. 

 
 

 
 

Long before we knew 
which sexual interests 
were acceptable, or 
even what sexual inter-
ests were, we knew not 
to look at other boys.

character died of AIDS—and so, a few months 
after Les Nuits Fauves was released, did Collard. 
Now we were allowed to see a few gay men—
but only with the assurance that, in the movie 
and even in real life, they would die at the end.

There were no such deaths in gay porn. There 
were no high school bullies. There was no AIDS 
and no vice squad, no Republicans and no reli-
gious right, nobody’s hateful family kicking them 
out, nobody getting arrested for the possession 
of dildos. It was a paradise exclusively inhabited 
by attractive men fucking as many other hot men 
as they wanted—and living happily ever after. It 
was a bright vision of an alternative future. And 
from the time I discovered these magazines, I 
understood clearly that—marginal as they were, 
invisible as they were to hetero-
sexuals, and even to the many 
gay people who had no access to 
them—the right wing was correct 
to worry.  

What was the threat that led 
the cops to bust down the door 
of a place like Lobo? To grow up 
gay in the era of Ronald Reagan 
and George H.W. Bush was to 
understand that the GOP’s at-
tacks on “obscenity,” their ob-
noxious jokes about AIDS, their 
efforts to regulate women’s sex-
ual activity through restrictions on abortion 
and birth control, were not merely a footnote, 
as their supporters in neighborhoods like mine 
told themselves. These people were “fiscal con-
servatives” or “tough on crime” but saw nothing 
wrong with contraception or dirty movies. In 
the posh enclaves of Houston and many similar 
places, Republican voters viewed these policies 
as unsavory compromises inevitable in politics. 

But to be gay was to understand that cer-
tain people had decided that to look at other 
men was to subvert the state. Looking at men 
was incompatible with the culture I was being 
groomed to inherit. To do so openly meant to 
relinquish whatever role I had been assigned by 
birth and education. The em-
pire may not yet have realized 
that I was a subversive, but it 
knew about my kind. It knew 
that we were dangerous, and 
its stewards harassed people 
like me. There were so many 
reasons to distrust that state, 
and the list grew longer the 
more I learned about it. But 
for me, the most basic reason 
was that it wanted me dead. 

That knowledge made me 
look at the people in charge 
of my society in a different 
way than I would have if I 

  Sexual outlaws? 
    From the fervid nights 

 of   Les Nuits Fauves  
    (left) to the eternal 

  sunshine of   Will & 
Grace    (below), much 

   was gained. And 
   something was lost. 
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We had come so far, so fast. In 
1977, the year after I was born, 
John Rechy wrote in The Sexual 
Outlaw that “every male homosex-
ual lives under the constant threat 
of arbitrary arrest and a wrecked 
life.” The year I left home, 1994, 
there were still weeds on Montrose 
lawns. We were seven years from 
Lingle’s arrest for selling dildos; two 
years from a Republican National 
Convention, in Houston, that de-
nounced gay people with a fervor 

once reserved for communists and race-mixers. The speed of 
the change, at least in my world, seemed stunning. 

It was true that, for a while, people went through the mo-
tions. Barack Obama might not have been able to win the 
Democratic nomination in 2008 if he hadn’t pretended to be 
against gay marriage. But the change happened so quickly that it 
was hard to remember how total the revolution had been. AIDS 
became a treatable long-term health issue—akin to diabetes—at 
least if you could afford that treatment; like all health issues, this 
one, in our country, was brutally divided by class. In a few short 
years, gay people went from a diseased enemy of the American 
family to the fun sidekicks in Will & Grace. This new homosex-
ual (abs; BFF) was a considerable improvement over previous 
incarnations. But it was still condescending, still a caricature, still 
something less than full equality. And it was uncomfortably com-
patible with the consumerist values of the very empire that—it 
had seemed only last week—wanted us dead. 

That’s why I didn’t like the word “homophobia.” It sug-

was only fair that they be a little bit afraid of  
homosexuals, too.

The fact was, though, I was incredibly lucky. 
I couldn’t complain. I was fully aware that it was 
easier to be born gay where and when I was than 
at any other place or time in history. Only a few 
years before I came into adulthood, a gay person 
of identical background would have been much 
more marginal. The old taboo lost its electricity 
with a speed that was a mystery, and the result 
was a great human achievement. Prejudice was 
eroding. Effective treatments for AIDS were 
emerging. And—if we needed any more convinc-
ing that things were getting better—the Internet 
came along to offer an unlimited supply of sex. 
No gay people in history had it as good. 

Through no effort of my own, my life had 
been wondrously easy. The larger effort had been 
made for me by others; and as I inherited other 
things, I inherited the fruits of someone else’s 
struggle. The biggest risk I had ever taken was 
sneaking into a bookshop to buy dirty magazines. 
Compared to the obstacles someone like Larry 
Lingle had confronted, or that the models and 
the staff of those magazines had faced, this was 
pretty pathetic. Unlike Lingle, I stood zero risk of 
being raided by the vice squad. My partner would 
not, like his, die of AIDS. I would never lose 
my job, home, friends, or family because I was 
gay. I had lucked into my life, into the broader 
circumstances of my life, and in this I was typical 
of a specific social class, in a specific generation: 
allowed to retreat into our own world, to pursue 
whatever relationships and careers and hobbies 
we chose, secure in the knowledge that nobody 
outside would ever bother us. 

We wouldn’t have to invent a new way to 
live after all. Those of us who grew up thinking 
that we would be expelled from the empire 
were welcomed back into its fold. I had been 
steeled to join a minority—and then, as soon 
as I did, everyone, at least in my small world, 
forgot it was a minority. I had no hankering for 
opprobrium. But it was the same story with so 
many of the struggles my generation inherited: 
The victories were in the past. Though we were 
their beneficiaries, they had happened without 
us. We would not storm Omaha Beach, or 
march with Martin Luther King in Alabama, or 
throw a brick at the Stonewall riot. We had no 
more played a role in these struggles than we 
had played a role in inventing the telephone. 
Like a superficial wound that healed without 
any effort on our part, so, it seemed, did society 
improve. Progress had happened without us in 
the past, and would in the future.

By the time I graduated, gayness had become 
fashionable in a way that had been impossible 
to imagine when I was buying Advocate Men 
in Montrose. Rather than hating us, more and 
more people wanted to join us—or at least 

gested an irrational fear. Part of me always thought—hoped—that this fear was 
rational. There was a bit of fantasy in this, too: No matter how much I dreamed 
about being separate from the system that produced me, I was always aware that 
I was one of its most-favored sons, and that whatever I might say or think about 
that system—even using the phrase “the system”—was about as threatening as 
a teenager painting his fingernails black. People where I came from were afraid 
of the descendants of the people our country had enslaved. And I thought it 

“Every male homosexual 
lives under the constant 
threat of arbitrary arrest 
and a wrecked life.”

—John Rechy, The Sexual Outlaw

  Favorite son:   Just as 
   the author (pictured 

  below) entered col-
  lege, homosexuals 

    seemed to shift from 
   outcasts to interest 

   group. The abundance 
     of porn on the Internet 

  soon made publica-
  tions like  Advocate 

Men    seem quaint. 
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As residents detailed their problems, 
Archila listened closely, responding not 
with talking points but with curiosity 
and a commitment to try to change 
things. Parents told her they have no-
where to take their kids to play. One 
woman said she’s afraid to go outside 
because of recent shootings in the area. 
Other residents showed her playgrounds 
inside the projects that haven’t been 
repaired and aren’t safe. Archila asked 
where they go when they want to be out-
side with their children, and most men-
tioned green spaces that are far away: 
Prospect Park, Brooklyn Bridge Park. 
“We take our kids elsewhere to enjoy the 
good scenery,” said Derrick Brown, who 
was planning to take his three kids—
along with some other Kingsborough 
families—to Central Park that weekend.

“The most they can do is paint the 
benches,” Brown said of the New York 
City Housing Authority. “They don’t 
care about the projects.” He complained 
of overpolicing: “We can’t even have a 
cookout for the kids,” because the police 
will break it up. The Weeksville Heritage 

people fleeing capture after the Fugitive Slave Act was passed in 
1850. Today, Kingsborough residents, most of whom are Black, 
are doing their best to help their community and families flourish, 
while enduring the legacies of slavery: deprivation, discrimination, 
and violence. 

I was on a tour of the Kingsborough Houses with Ana María 
Archila, 43, the left-wing candidate for lieutenant governor of 
New York. She wore a bright pink jacket and black jeans, a colorful 
beaded necklace, and gold earrings. Henderson, who serves as the 
regional board chair for Citizen Action New York and had just 
been to a tenants’ rights protest in Albany with Archila, was excited 
about her campaign and wanted her to get to know his commu-
nity. Before she arrived, Henderson told me, “She is completely 
authentic. And that’s rare.” As we walked with her, I began to see 
what he meant.

When i arrived at the kingsborough houses in brooklyn’s 
Crown Heights neighborhood on a warm day in May, motorcy-
cles and cars were speeding recklessly along the paved areas that 
the public housing residents use as walkways. Pedestrians yelled 
at the young men as they raced by. To be sure, the youth were 

engaging in unneighborly behavior, but as Jamell Henderson, 36, a tenant organizer 
who has lived here since he aged out of foster care, told me, the problem is one of 
resources: to restrict vehicles to residents and delivery trucks would require either a 
guard or an electronic system. Both cost money, which the New York City Housing 
Authority is unlikely to provide.

These projects are across the street from the Weeksville Heritage Center, the site 
of a free Black community that thrived during the 19th century and was a refuge for 

Liza Featherstone 
is a Nation con-
tributing writer.

The Brooklyn-based organizer is running  
for New York lieutenant governor, but is  

the left ready to compete statewide?
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Center is given permits to shut down the street for its events, 
he said, but “if we do it, it’s a criminal offense. We don’t get no 
respect in the projects.” Archila was so focused on what he was 
saying that when the two shook hands, Henderson had to remind 
her that she was campaigning and then told Brown, “You just 
shook hands with the next lieutenant governor!”

The residents took us to a child care center in one of the 
buildings. It’s lovingly supplied with books and toys, but now it’s 
unusable due to an unbearable stink—a sewer problem. The day 
care teacher said they do their best to ventilate it and keep the 
windows open when the kids are there. 

New York City Public Advocate Jumaane Williams, who is 
running for governor and asked Archila to be his running mate, 
joined us, along with a reporter for The New York Times. The 
sewage problem in the day care center got their attention: Both 
took notes and said they would follow up. 

“It doesn’t have to be this way,” Archila told the residents. 
“There is so much wealth in New York state, but it’s so unequal.” 

There is plenty of money in the 
state to address these problems, she 
explained, but we need politicians 
willing to tax the rich more. That’s 
why Archila is running for lieutenant 
governor. Talking with residents, she 
pointed out that the current gover-
nor, Kathy Hochul, just spent $850 
mil lion on a football stadium, even 
though one in five children in the 
state live in poverty. This does not 
represent what Archila calls “a cul-
ture of care.”

Realizing, with a bit of panic, that she was 
late to go pick up her kids, Archila had to leave 
abruptly. Later, in a café near City Hall, we 
discussed motherhood and how it changes your 
politics. She said she now looks at everyone and 
realizes “that someone took care of that person. 
We are all here because someone took care of us. 
That is actually what allows us to be. So let’s have 
politics that invite people into care.”

I
nitially, given hochul’s popularity, ar-
chila’s campaign seemed merely symbolic. 
But that began to change in April, when 
Hochul’s handpicked lieutenant governor, 
Brian Benjamin, was forced out of office 

after the federal government indicted him on 
numerous corruption charges, including bribery, 
wire fraud, and conspiracy.

Hochul then pushed the legislature to re-
write the election laws to allow her to choose 
a new running mate. Showing a shocking dis-
regard for the fortunes of the national Dem-
ocratic Party, she selected Antonio Delgado, 
a US representative from an upstate purple 
district. Delgado had been in a tight race to 
hold on to his seat in the 19th District, which 
includes parts of Hudson Valley and the Capital 
Region, against Republican Marc Molinaro. 
Even before Hochul tapped Delgado, the vote 
was expected to be tight in a year in which  
the Democrats’ House majority is in peril. As 

“It doesn’t have to  
be this way. There is  
so much wealth in  
New York state, but  
it’s so unequal.”

—Ana María Archila

 Kava-nope:   Ana María 
   Archila addressed a 
    crowd during a rally 
   outside the Supreme 

   Court against Brett 
 Kavanaugh’s confir-

  mation in 2018.
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“She died, and the  
next day I was holding 
her legacy in my hands. 
I was 22 years old.”

—Ana María Archila

    Friend of the Squad: 
 Representative Alex-

  andria Ocasio-Cortez, 
   right, invited Ana 
    María Archila, left, to 

   Donald Trump’s State 
    of the Union address 
 in 2019.

the August primary looms, there is still no well-
known Democrat in that race. 

With centrist Democrats disgracing them-
selves, Archila’s campaign suddenly looked win-
nable. In many ways, she is the right person for 
this opportunity. Archila is beloved in the immi-
grant labor rights community, and she has polit-
ical connections in the Brooklyn neighborhoods 
where she’s worked as an organizer for Make 
the Road, the immigrant advocacy group she 
cofounded in 2007. Williams, her running mate, 
came close to winning the lieutenant governor 
seat in 2018, suggesting that a progressive candi-
date could succeed. Unabashedly on the side of 
the working class, she is magnetic and charming. 

Still, Archila faces an uphill climb in these 
remaining days before the primary. New Yorkers 
have not elected someone so solidly on the left 
to statewide office since Franklin D. Roosevelt 
became governor in 1928. She has little name 
recognition outside of New York City. Going 
against big money—especially New York’s real 
estate and finance sectors—takes people power. 
And Archila may not have the statewide rela-
tionships and organization to pull it off, a gap 
that reflects the state of the left rather than any 
shortcomings of the candidate.

A
rchila’s politics were formed 
amid intense violence and conflict. 
She grew up in the 1980s and ’90s 
in Bogotá, Colombia, a war zone 
of competing drug cartels and po-

litical bloodshed. During the country’s 1990 
presidential race, when she was 11, three of the 
candidates were assassinated. Her father was a 
human rights activist; many of his friends were 
killed. One day, he told her he was leaving for the 
United States, as the country 
had become too dangerous 
for political activists. “Anyone 
who was in Colombia at that 
time was shaped by the war,” 
she said.

Yet despite the traumatic 
situation in Bogotá, it was 
also a time of democratic ex-
perimentation, and Ar chila, 
who stayed behind with her 
mother for a few years be-
fore joining her father in 
Brooklyn, was able to glean 
valuable political lessons.

Growing up, she was in-
fluenced by Antanas Mockus, 
a philosopher who became 
Bogotá’s mayor, who ran for 
office “proposing that to make 
Bogotá safe, we needed to 
build a new culture, a culture 
of care,” she said. “He did all 

sorts of unusual, extravagant things.” Archila, who was 12 at the 
time, recalled Mockus donning a superhero cape to meet with the 
Colombian president. As mayor, instead of hiring police to patrol 
crosswalks, he recruited mimes to mock people who disregarded 
traffic rules. He introduced games 
to promote the idea that in every 
society, Archila said, “everyone gives, 
and everyone takes. The question is 
whether we each give our fair share.”

At 17, Archila joined her father in 
New York City, where her aunt, who 
had been a lawyer in Colombia, was 
cleaning houses because her English 
wasn’t good enough to allow her to 
practice law. The aunt, Sara María 
Archila, found that immigrants like 
herself faced terrible conditions and 
lacked labor rights. Seeking to change that, she became an or-
ganizer—and a mentor to Ana María. When Sara María started 
the Latin American Integration Center, an immigrant workers’ 
nonprofit, Archila joined her at its Staten Island branch, thinking 
she was going to run arts activities for the children. Instead, her 
aunt trained her to organize. When Sara María was diagnosed 
with cancer, she taught her niece everything she’d need to know 
to run the LAIC after her death, from raising money to creating 
“spaces of respect.” Archila became its executive director in 2003. 
“She died, and the next day I was holding her legacy in my hands,” 
Archila said. “I was 22 years old.”

In 2007, the LAIC merged with another immigrant rights or-
ganization, Make the Road by Walking, to form Make the Road 
New York, and Archila became a codirector of the new organi-
zation. Make the Road’s membership grew from 2,000 people to 
some 23,000 today, and it expanded its focus from pressuring 
employers on wage theft and working conditions to helping immigrant workers 
form unions and secure their organizing rights. In a 2013 article for The Nation, 
the veteran organizer Jane McAlevey chronicled the group’s victories, which included 
passing stronger state laws on wage theft and helping car wash workers form unions. 
McAlevey described the culture of Make the Road New York as one of “love and 

agitation,” praising the group’s emphasis on “high 
participation” and concluding that if more of the 
US progressive movement were to adopt its ap-
proach, “we’d spend less time licking our wounds 
and more time celebrating our successes.”

By the mid-2010s, Archila was well-known in 
Brooklyn for her roles in Make the Road and a 
companion national organization, the Center for 
Popular Democracy, where she’d become the co-
director in 2013. Under her leadership, the CPD 
won victories on housing policy (strengthening 
renter protections, for example), democracy (mak-
ing it easier to vote), and numerous other areas. 
Then, in 2018, Archila achieved national fame. 

After Brett Kavanaugh was accused of attempt-
ed rape, Archila, who is a survivor of sexual assault, 
went to Washington, D.C., with other women 
to protest his Supreme Court nomination. As 
Republican Senator Jeff Flake stepped out of an 
elevator in the Capitol, Archila and Maria Galla-
gher, a woman she’d only met that day, confronted 
him about his support for Kavanaugh. “What you 
are doing is allowing someone who has actually 
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violated a woman to sit in the Su-
preme Court,” Archila told him, 
with CNN cameras running. She 
reminded Flake that he has children: 
“What are you doing, sir?” Flake 
looked extremely uncomfortable, 
and the reporters present tried to get 
him to respond. A few days before, 
Archila had told the story of her 
own sexual assault to protesters as-
sembled outside Flake’s office. The 
elevator confrontation went viral on 
social media and was widely covered 

by the mainstream press. Later, Flake changed his position slight-
ly, saying he would support Kavanaugh only after the FBI had 
investigated the accusations. Explaining his shift, Flake credited 
the women’s elevator intervention. (Unfortunately, after a brief 
FBI probe led by Kavanaugh’s law school classmate, the judge 
was confirmed, 50 to 48, largely along party lines.)

A
t a press conference at new york’s city hall, 
where Archila announced a slate of endorsers, I 
met Sophie Ellman-Golan of the Jewish Vote. She 
told me that although Archila is famous for her 
encounter with Flake, her role in supporting other 

women and encouraging them to speak up was just as important. 
“Ana María is absolutely not about ego,” Ellman-Golan said. 
“She never sought to make it about herself.”

A few minutes later, a crowd of teenagers protesting gun vi-
olence burst into City Hall Park. Archila went over to talk with 
them. Like the residents of the Kingsborough Houses, the teens 

of volunteer opportunities even in June, and in 
New York City this spring, she had far fewer 
canvassing events than many candidates for a 
state Assembly or City Council seat, though 
she dramatically escalated her get-out-the-vote 
efforts in the weeks leading up to the primary. 

Archila’s platform is similar to those of other 
left candidates this cycle: housing for all, health 
care for all, public safety, child care, a “Green 
New York,” and funding for public education. 
These are the right issues for a working-class 
campaign, and they have resonated in Brooklyn 
and Queens politics in recent years, but it’s not 
clear that has translated into either broad or 
deep support for Archila’s candidacy.

Antonio Delgado was able to transfer the 
money from his congressional campaign to the 
lieutenant governor’s race, and as a result, he has 
over $2.2 million—more than seven times the 
amount Archila has raised. Even more troubling, 
the other candidate in the race, Diana Reyna, a 
machine politician aligned with the conserva-
tive Democratic gubernatorial candidate Tom 
Suozzi, has also raised more than Archila. Most 
of the donations to Archila’s campaign have 
come from Brooklyn, many from the activist 
community. Few are from upstate, and fewer 
are in amounts less than $50. (When a candidate 
receives small contributions, it is often seen as a 
sign of working-class enthusiasm.) 

While many progressive politicians—espe-
cially those connected with the Working Fami-
lies Party, which recruited Archila to run—have 
endorsed her, it will take a broader coalition to 
win statewide. In some ways, the race seems like 
a missed opportunity for the left. The lieutenant 
governor, New York’s second-highest-ranking 
official, becomes acting governor if the governor 
dies or is otherwise unable to do the job. That’s a 
situation that seems hypothetical, until suddenly 
it isn’t—after all, Andrew Cuomo once seemed 
indestructible, and now his lieutenant, Hochul, is 
governor. Given Archila’s personal gifts and her 
political priorities, it would be wonderful to have 
her in executive office; and given the conflict 
between centrists and the left in the legislature, 
it would be a major advance to have someone 
firmly in the latter camp as president of the state 
Senate—one of the lieutenant governor’s roles.

Then again, it’s hard to fault the left for 
not going all in on Archila’s campaign. There 
are many other priorities this election year. A 
bigger socialist, progressive, and left presence 
is needed in the state Assembly—as we’ve just 
seen from that body’s failure to pass the Build 
Public Renewables Act (which did pass the state 
Senate) and the Good Cause Eviction bill, which 
would have greatly strengthened protections for 
renters. While several candidates supported by 
the Democratic Socialists of America, includ-
ing Samy Olivares, a North Brooklyn district 

liked her immediately; she seemed so plainly trustworthy and was entirely focused on 
them. They were soon taking selfies with her. Archila is “the real thing,” as Hender-
son, the tenant organizer, said: She’s all that a leader should be. Her message of re-
distribution and hope is a good one, and with children taking to the streets to protest 
gun violence in the wake of Uvalde, it’s clear that a “culture of care” is long overdue. 

When I asked Archila about her campaign efforts upstate, she talked about 
the immigrant worker-organizers she had met on a recent trip; they sounded like 
amazing people doing great work. But her campaign has no physical offices—not 
even in Brooklyn. The field operation is particularly skimpy upstate, without a lot 

“The difficulty was: 
Could I build a statewide 
organization? I’ve never 
run for office. I’ve never 
raised money for that.”

—Ana María Archila

   Elevator pitch:  
   Ana María Archila 

  confronts Senator 
    Jeff Flake, urging him 
    not to confirm Brett 

   Kavanaugh as a Su-
  preme Court justice.
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of Paradais: He drives a pickup truck as 
ostentatious as Marián’s SUV and drinks 
the same expensive scotch as her husband. 
That his new line of work is destroying 
him psychologically and morally—his first 
assignment, a proof of loyalty, was to 
shoot an innocent taxi driver—matters 
little to Polo, who begs Milton to bring 
him into the organization. Milton refuses, 
thus foreclosing the only viable escape 
route available to him. It is then that the 
muchacho decides to join Franco’s plot.

Ever the crime reporter, Melchor 
accurately notes that “they,” like many 
similar organizations in Mexico, have 
diversified their business beyond drugs. 
They rob gas stations, run stolen cars, 
and in general find myriad ways to con-
vert their willingness to kill into capital. 
And isn’t that precisely what Polo tries 
to do when he agrees to help Franco 
with his plan? Could it be that crime in 
Mexico, whether the work of specialized 
professionals or a pair of fumbling teens, 
is nothing else but an expression of class 
warfare, the result of alienation, of misdi-
rected political rage? Such is the lesson at 
the heart of Melchor’s morality play: The 
injustice in Mexico is so great, the contra-
dictions so acute, that structural violence 
will inevitably explode in concrete acts of 
violence. As above, so below: Crime is an 
allegory of capitalism. 

At both the beginning and the end 
of the novel, Polo insists that “it was all 
fatboy’s fault,” that he “just did what he 
was told, followed orders.” At the literal 
level, this is a transparent and uncon-
vincing attempt at self-exoneration. But 
at the figurative level—if we look at the 
situation allegorically; if we replace the 
vehicle (Franco) with what is fueling it 
(rich people’s libidinal drive to possess 
and consume) and read “orders” not as 
“commands” but as the manifestation of 
a “political order”—it is an accurate state-
ment: Polo has done exactly what his so-
ciety told him to do. This obedience does 
not justify his actions, much less redeem 
him, but it does complicate the picture. It 
also highlights the moral conundrum at 
the heart of the Mexican situation: The 
perpetrators of violence are responsible 
for their actions, but we are all their 
accomplices. How to direct the social 
energies derived from social antagonisms 
away from crime and toward political 
change? Melchor offers no answers—but 
an accurate diagnosis of the disease is 
often the first step toward a cure.  N 

Nocturne

When at a loss for words—during, perhaps, 
a time of want or desire, when one’s body 
is overwhelmed by light, as if by the effect 
of Ketamine or MDMA, when overwhelmed 
by the weight of the moment, the silence, 
the look of disappointment in a lover’s eyes—
what do we call the moment, then, when 
the words are finally summoned, like a 
sparkle of fireflies, and by grace, by the 
mercy of the night, what was damaged 
has been restored? Freire spoke that one reads the world
before they read the word, which suggests that the
first stage of language is in the experiencing of a thing 
to the point of knowing; in this knowing, 
then—of song sparrows and house sparrows,
of catbirds and European Starlings, of a lover’s wants
and needs, one could say, genuinely, that knowing
to the point of the words conjuring themselves 
is, perhaps, the truest form of love. 

In Los Angeles, my lover drove me to the airport. 
It was mid-summer, and along the highway, the neon sun 
poked through a grove of palm trees, its corona 
pink with a thick haze of smog. In my youth, 
in the hope of producing a kind of love, I attempted 
to acquire the words to conjure a new world—of which
I was god—not god as in God, but yes, as in the creator.
After watching the television series WandaVision, I see now
how foolish a person can seem when they want to be loved.
Maybe foolish isn’t the word. Anyway, we stopped 
to eat ramen a few miles from the airport, and when
we returned to the car and sat inside, she leaned into me and
whispered the words, Don’t go. I whispered back,
I don’t want to go. And yet I did. I flew back 
to LaGuardia on a red-eye flight. What is the 
word for the kind of sadness that comes 
from having to leave a place where one is loved? 
What is the word for a lover who says, 
I don’t want to go but goes?

KWAME OPOKU-DUKU
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T
hey were a “tough audi-
ence,” Senges writes of 
the Pequod’s crew, “lovers 
of tradition…and for [this 
reason] were not always 

appreciative of the avant-garde.” Ahab’s 
early “art for art’s sake” performances left 
them “speechless” and “exhausted,” so 
he modifies them accordingly, “playing 
aquatically with the ambiguity of genre.” 
What Ahab learns during his time as cap-
tain is how narrative can be a form of 
customer service. Once off the ship, Ahab 
is pauperized, but he wholeheartedly em-
braces the values and ideology of “free 
enterprise.” His time as an odd-jobber 
in New York is “part of the pilgrimage 
necessary to make oneself into a self-made 
man,” “the man oriented wholly toward 
the future,” “a man of common sense” 
who has understood the “logical and moral 
impossibility of renouncing profits.” 

Ahab’s turn to writing is an attempt to 
monetize the only “merchandise” he has 
at his disposal: his life story. As a “reckless 
entrepreneur,” he is the cousin of today’s 
self-publishing “service providers,” and 
like them, he confronts the hard econom-
ic logic of a marketized culture. “Sto-
ries kept being told,” 
Senges writes; “all that 
matters” in both the 
Hollywood Ahab en-
counters and in the 21st 
century literary market-
place, is that “they be 
in abundance.” It does 
not matter if they are 
high-quality or even original: When even 
the avant-garde has “long since given up…
the search for new subject matter,” Senges 
contends, why should anyone else feel any 
compunction about “wanting to cash in on 
stories that have already been told twenty 
times over, and then resumed under a dif-
ferent title”? That Ahab ends up writing 
screenplays rather than the best-selling 
“sailor’s Autobiography” (tentatively titled 
“Memoirs of an Irked Sailor”) that he 
dreamed of at first is an acknowledgment 
that, today, the telos of commercially via-
ble literature is the screen. 

The sticking point in the attempts to 
adapt Ahab’s story for stage and screen is 
always the same—how to represent the 
whale?—but Ahab never objects on cre-
ative grounds when the directors suggest 
that he replace the whale with some-
thing else. “Sub specie aeternitatis, profit of 
Rockefeller, genius of Puccini, it’s one and 

the same thing,” he reasons. He would 
very much like to sell out, but under these 
conditions—where there is no space for 
evaluation external to the market—selling 
out has lost its meaning. In the end, Ahab’s 
story gets made into a TV miniseries, but 
he doesn’t see a penny in royalties. Ahab 
learns the hard way that in a cultural econ-
omy totally colonized by the profit motive, 
there may be a multitude of stories but 
really only two master narratives: that of 
quantitative commercial success and that 
of “defeat.”

Since the cresting of high modern-
ism a century ago, several generations of 
avant-garde writers have cast doubt on 
the possibility of originality, novelty, and 
innovation in literature, just as Senges 
does in this satire. However idealistic 
and naive these paradigms now seem, it 
is worth recalling why they were held 
up as virtues in the first place. Origi-
nality, novelty, and formal innovation in 
literature were modes of differentiating 
particular books from others; as unique 
objects, they acted as symbols for the pos-
sibility of unique selves. Their individual 
aesthetic choices could be said to have 
functioned as models for their readers to 

achieve a degree of per-
sonal autonomy from 
the power of the social 
customs, political re-
gimes, religious insti-
tutions, and, crucially, 
market forces by which 
we are all shaped.

In his drive to be-
come a “self-made man” according to the 
commercial values of the market, rather 
than an autonomous self according to the 
aesthetic values of the avant-garde, Ahab 
in fact allows himself to become “thingi-
fied,” Senges writes. As a flat character, 
lacking both psychological interiority and 
a plot arc, he becomes interchangeable 
with anyone else. The reason the whale 
swallows so many people before it finally 
captures Ahab is that it cannot tell them 
apart: “from the high seas, looking at the 
coasts, there is not a single Ahab, but 
millions of Ahabs.” To the whale—who 
is the character that is furthest removed 
from the market and, not coincidentally, 
the most well-rounded character in the 
book—there is “nothing more similar to a 
human being, than another human being, 
their harmony is, the predator knows, 
based on this repetition of motifs.” In 
Melville’s epic, the singular Ahab goes on 

a hunt for an equally singular creature; in 
Senges’s satire, everything and everyone 
has become generic: an act, an imitation, 
a copy, a plagiarism—a sequel.

Y
et the way Senges con-
structs Ahab (Sequels) 
represents such a radical 
departure not only from 
the conventional re-

alist novel but also from the American 
postmodern novels with which it would 
seem to have the most in common that it 
amounts to a kind of sabotage. At the level 
of form, the book explodes its potential 
as a commodity and, collaterally, the cus-
tomer service logic of justifying aesthetic 
choices exclusively with reference to a 
reader’s pleasure. In doing so, Senges does 
not merely seek to place Ahab (Sequels) in 
the vestigial tradition of avant-garde writ-
ing; he also seeks to recapture something 
of its lost social function.

Much to the chagrin of its initial re-
viewers, Moby-Dick is famously split 
between novelistic “scene” (Ishmael’s ad-
ventures on the Pequod) and essayistic “dis-
course” (the chapters on whaling). Judging 
by some of the customer reviews that can 
be found on Goodreads, Reddit, and a 
number of amateur book blogs, this is 
the feature of Melville’s text that remains 
disquieting and odd to many readers to 
this day. (“Just skip the whaling stuff and 
read the story” is not uncommon advice.) 
Senges takes Melville’s intervention into 
the novel form one step further: Ahab 
(Sequels) is almost exclusively discursive; in 
other words, it does not show, it only tells. 
It contains no dialogue and, aside from a 
few monologues by the aforementioned 
directors and one by Ahab himself, no 
speech whatsoever. 

Unlike the overwhelming majority of 
novels, which are narrated in the past or 
present tense, Ahab (Sequels) is narrated 
largely in the past or present continuous 
tense, and sometimes in the condition-
al. This gives the events the provisional 
status normally associated with storytell-
ing modes like rumor, legend, or spec-
ulation—sometimes they are tagged as 
such by Senges—rather than with fiction 
proper. It is not that Senges’s narration is 
unreliable, a hallmark of the novel form; 
it is that it is unreliably unreliable. And 
this, rather than its syntax, or its breaks 
with linear chronology, or its en-
gagements with a broad swath 
of European literary, artistic, and 

In Senges’s satire, 
everything and 
everyone has  

become generic.
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Mirror/Stage 
Kendrick Lamar’s Mr. Morale and the Big Steppers 
B Y  J O S H U A  B E N N E T T

W
hat do you call a group of people united by grief? 
A family. Or at least that’s the formulation that 
has been dancing through my mind as I pondered 
where to begin. This is, after all, the frame that 
Kendrick Lamar offers from the outset on his long- 
awaited fifth album, Mr. Morale and the Big Steppers. 

When my friend Tim and I talked about the record, he told me 
that he’d misheard its title as “Mr. Morales and the Big Steppers,” 
which sounds like the name of a late-’70s 
family band that I would love. Later that 
day, in my group chat, another friend, 
Kyle, shared the abstract of a paper that 
he’d just presented, in which at one point 
he says something like “What’s import-
ant to remember is that funerals are also 
reunions.” I hear these lines on repeat, 
resounding in the background as the beat 
builds, while I play Kendrick’s album, 

trying to find a foothold. 
A little context: My entry point into 

Lamar’s oeuvre was back in 2012, when a 
friend sent me a link to “The Heart pt. 3,” 
which didn’t remind me of anything I’d 
ever heard before. It was a short trip 
from there to one of his earlier projects, 
Section.80, and “Kush and Corinthians” 
in particular, which met me in the middle 

ILLUSTRATION BY JOE CIARDIELLO

of a crisis of faith that felt like my own 
personal apocalypse.

In the music, I encountered a young 
poet, full of fire, wrestling with the same 
sorts of questions—about grace, loss, 
eternity—that surrounded me. I heard a 
man trying to make a choice between love 
and the law and always doing his best to 
choose the former—no matter the cost. 

The cover image of Mr. Morale and 
the Big Steppers, which was made public 
before the music, features Kendrick with 
his fiancée and two children. The crown 
he wears is all thorns. At first I was tempt-
ed to read this as a reference to kingship, 
a familiar trope for the artist. But now I 
think it has more to do with a vision of 
parenthood as sacrifice. And a vision of 
life on Earth in which we can experience 
the end of the world, sometimes more 
than once, and yet live.  

T
he opening track of Mr. 
Morale and the Big Steppers, 
“United in Grief,” begins 
with an echo looming over 
us to establish the general 

atmosphere: “I hope you find some peace 
of mind in this lifetime.” Then another 
voice, not yet Kendrick’s, follows that 
affirmation with a prophetic imperative: 
“Tell them / tell ’em / tell them the truth.” 
Then the first echo again, but with a slight 
variation, moving from the level of the 
individual psyche to that of otherworldly, 
utopian striving: “I hope you find some 
paradise.” To round out this ensemble of 
voices, we hear the man himself around 
30 seconds in: 

I’ve been going through something
1,855 days
I’ve been going through something

A quick bit of accounting clarifies that 
the 1,855 days in question refers to the 
period between Kendrick’s last release, 
2017’s Pulitzer Prize–winning DAMN, 
and the project we are now listening to. 
This has been a period, our protagonist 
tells us, marked by trials and tribula-
tions so severe they required (apart from 
the rare guest feature on other people’s 
tracks) all but absolute silence.

Over the course of the 19 songs that 
constitute this double album, we come to 
learn not only the details of the “some-
thing” Kendrick has been going 
through but also who has been 
on that journey with him: his 
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Vengeance
The brutal verisimilitude of The Northman
B Y  E R I N  S C H W A R T Z

T
he northman, a medieval nordic epic written and 
directed by Robert Eggers, begins with a familiar 
setup: a young prince loses his family and kingdom 
in an act of fraternal betrayal. King Aurvandil (Ethan 
Hawke) is assassinated by his brother, Fjölnir (Claes 
Bang), while his young son Amleth watches; the 

young prince also sees Fjölnir kidnap his mother, Gudrún (Nicole 
Kidman), as part of a bloody coup to seize Aurvandil’s title and land. 
Barely avoiding capture, Amleth escapes 
and rows away, repeating a vow to avenge 
his father, kill his uncle, and rescue his 
mother—an overture to the story of a 
hero. (The film is based on a Scandinavian 
legend, recorded in the 13th century, that 
may have inspired Hamlet.)

We next see Amleth (played as an 

adult by Alexander Skarsgård) years later, 
now a formidable warrior applying his 
martial prowess to raiding Slavic villages. 
His revenge oath has been indefinitely 
deferred in favor of pillaging with a band 
of shamanic berserkers; he isn’t yet aware 
of Fjölnir’s movements, that his uncle has 

lost his land and fled to Iceland. Only af-
ter the urging of a mystical figure played 
by the musician Björk does Amleth re-
sume his quest. He disguises himself as 
a slave bound for Fjölnir’s settlement; 
once he arrives, he plans a series of es-
calating attacks with the help of another 
captive, a Slavic sorceress named Olga 
(Anya  Taylor-Joy). The campaign even-
tually destroys the remnant’s of Fjölnir’s 
kingdom, and Amleth faces his rival in a 
final duel at the top of a volcano.

Although The Northman represents 
Eggers’s most ambitious project yet, both 
in its narrative scope and budget, he is 
known for choosing stories like this—
spooky historical dramas that can skew 
melodramatic—and managing to avoid 
sentimentality and shtick through obses-
sive, anthropological detail. In his previ-
ous films (The Witch, a horror film set on 
the edges of a 17th-century New England 
Puritan settlement, and The Lighthouse, 
a darkly funny 19th-century drama that 
follows two bickering lighthouse keepers 
in their descent into madness), Eggers 
has a knack for collecting  period-specific 
ephemera—phrases from accounts of de-
monic possession, antique camera lenses, 
a museum-replica pagan rattle, and hand-
stitched costumes—to make a coherent 
facsimile of a world. When the method 
works, tenets that might seem prosaic to 
modern viewers become vivid and urgent, 
located within a faithful reproduction of 
the setting that produced them. 

Although there are flashes of this 
sensibility throughout The Northman, the 
film falls into an awkward middle ground 
between blockbuster epic and the cere-
bral historical dramas that preceded it, 
not quite filling either prompt. Moments 
of revelatory strangeness come incon-
sistently, and they feel disjointed from a 
plot that’s too unwieldy for verisimilitude 
alone to carry. The sequences that lack 
a sense of context to animate them can 
feel rote or even silly—a scene in which 
Amleth duels a ghost skeleton for a magic 
sword, for example; a couple of instances 
of animal-based deus ex machina; or the 
abrupt end of Olga and Amleth’s ro-
mantic relationship, soundtracked with 
a swell of music that make its pathos 
feel forced. Still, beyond the less con-
vincing scenes, there are glimpses of 
a more interesting story that reflects 
Eggers’s broader interest in out-
casts, grievance, and the futility 
of honoring one’s fate.
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 “Polluters go for the 

communities perceived  
as lacking power.”

The daughter of Chinese immigrants, Melissa Lin 
Perrella sees a direct line from her childhood in a 
small town in Central California in the 1980s to her 
work on the front lines of environmental justice. 

“We looked different from most everyone else; my house smelled dif-
ferent, because the food we ate was different,” she said. She was bullied. 
“It [affected] my confidence and what I thought was possible for myself, 
but it also made me the advocate that I am.” Today, Lin Perrella is the 
head of justice and equity for the nonprofit Natural Resources Defense 
Council, a role that was created last year. The move is part of a larger 
shift among environmental organizations toward recognizing that cli-
mate change and pollution do not affect all communities equally. 

Lin Perrella got her start with the NRDC nearly 20 years ago in the or-
ganization’s Santa Monica office, where she worked alongside commu-
nities near the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, areas with some 
of the worst air quality in the state. “That’s where I learned that in order 
for environmental policies to be responsive and durable, they have to be 
prioritized and really led by the communities that are most impacted by 
them,” she said.  —Danielle Renwick

DR: How has your understanding of environmental justice changed 
over the years?

MLP: In the beginning, I was very focused on outcomes. But what I think 
has deepened over the years is my understanding of how to do that 
work—the need to honor local community leadership and intentional-
ly take care not to supplant it. Even a well-intended organization can 
disrupt local power-building if it does not intentionally look for ways 
to share power. I’ve learned that environmental justice means reducing 
pollution in communities of color and low-income communities, and 
building community power is part of that work.

DR: How does that relate to your new role at the NRDC?

MLP: If we’re working alongside communities to close down a polluting 
facility, NRDC shouldn’t stop there. We should also be working along-
side communities to transition workers that were working at that facilit  
[to green jobs]. If we’re going to propose new green spaces, we should 
be working alongside housing advocates to ensure that the new park 
doesn’t result in gentrification.

DR: You’ve said that being bullied as a child for be-
ing Asian American is part of what brought you to 
advocacy work. 

MLP: All forms of violence, whether it’s a punch to 
your gut or pollution that burns your lungs, is target-
ed at those who are perceived as unable to fight back. 
Attackers choose who they attack. I’m vulnerable 
because of my race, my gender, my size—and similar-
ly, polluters don’t site their facilities randomly. They 
go for communities that are perceived as lacking the 
power to resist. That’s why I think it’s so important for 
the environmental movement to support community 
power-building so that these perceptions change.

DR: The Biden administration has pledged to deliver 
40 percent of federal climate-related investments 
to “disadvantaged communities,” and it released a 
screening tool to determine which ones to include. 
The tool has been criticized because it doesn’t in-
clude race. Can a “race-neutral” environmental jus-
tice strategy succeed?

MLP: You need a comprehensive suite of policies and 
tools that consider race in order to correct long- 
standing environmental racism, and to see whether the 
policies enacted actually reduced racial disparities in 
environmental protection and health outcomes. Some 
of these policies include restrictions on siting new envi-
ronmental hazards in places that already get high and 
disproportionate amounts of pollution. They should also 
include actions to reduce existing pollution burdens on 
low-income communities and communities of color.

It’s not a mystery what needs to be done. Environ-
mental justice advocates’ vision and policy priorities 
can be found in initiatives like the federal Environmental 
Justice for All Act, a bill that environmental justice lead-
ers have been instrumental in crafting. From where I sit 
at NRDC, I can use the organization’s platform to lend 
its support to these movement voices and efforts.   N

This article is copublished with Nexus Media News and 
was made possible by a grant from the Open Society 

Melissa Lin Perrella
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